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Abstract
Much recent work

in the fields of

cultr¡ral history and trar¡ma studies has

emphasised the need ûo consider both the nature and the significance
specüe which h¿unts discor¡¡ses

of masculinity

of wa¡ trauma" a

and nation. This upsurge

of inærest in the

psychic ramifications of war raises the question of how such trauma might be represenæd

in na¡rative form. This thesis presents readings of six novels which depict something of the
nature of war Ear¡ma Collectively, the novels suggest that the attempt to narrativise war
trauma is intrerently problematic, and this study ûaces the disjunctions between narrative
and wa¡ trauma which ensnre that wa¡ tral¡ma remains an elusive and private phenomenon;

the gulf be¡veen private experience and public discourse haunts each of the novels. A
central theme

of this thesis is tlrat the very act of engaging with war ftuma

narratives

forces us to confront "events in excess of our frames of referencd' (Shoshana Felman

'Blucationl' 16). This confrontation implicates us in a set of incommenzurable histories

I

which confound notions of chronological progression and historical reference.
althougb the elusive nah¡re of wa¡ trauma complicates notions
representation, this epistemological disruption

is a

of history,

necessary condition

argue that

reading and

for

meaningful

dialogues benveen readers and writers of war trauma narratives.

In order to explore the problematic relationships berween history, memory,
narrative which strucn¡re sûories about war trauma" this thesis is divided

"Other People's Trauma" and 'Trauma Liæranre."
narrative stn¡cture of Pat Barker's Regeneration

rilogy

I

ino ¡vo

and

sections,

contend that the concerns and

are markedly different to those

of

the novels exa¡nined in Section Two, which a¡e all informed by fint-hand experience of

wÍ¡r tranma: James Jones's The Thin Red Líne, Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse-Five, and

Tim O'Brien's The ThWs Thq Canied. Llltimaæly, though, I identify several themes and
concerns common to all six novels, and maintain that each

of the texts supports my cental

thesisj that war trauma resists articulation and confounds notions of trutlt and history.
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Introduction

Speaking the Unspeakable: War Trauma Stories

[Ylou cannot ask a soldi€r to forget his baclefields.
Primo lævit

From a c€rtain perspecfive one ñight even hqzard

thet that which sr¡n'ived was beld in

brd

þ

say that tbe geat trouble

evidenæ as to past events.

with the wodd was

A false authority clung to

wbatpersisted,asif tboseãtifacßof thepastwhic,hbadend¡¡redhaddone so by some actof their

own will. Yet the wihess cor¡ld not survive the wihessing. In the wøld that came to be that
which prer"ailed cor¡ld never speak for tbat which perished but could mly parade

its own arroga¡¡ce.

It preænded s¡mbol and snmmation of the vanished world bt¡t was neither.
The

Crossinf

As we grapple with the le9acy of a century blighæd by two V/orld Wa¡s

and

innumerable smaller conflicts, there has been a proliferation of works exploring the impact

of wa¡ on cultural practices and societal norms.'Whereas the study of history has long been
concerned with war's role

in the shaping of nations and empires, much of this

recent

writing has taken the form of culhral history: rather than concentating on military
campaigns or strategies, it examines the cultural conditions in which wa¡ is conducted, and
the residual traces of war which pemeate and structr¡re post-war society and subjectivity.3
One specifrc areato which much r€cent attention has been devoted is a phenomenon whose

many names attest

úo

its problematic, contested stafi¡s: war neurosis, bafle fatigue, shell-

t Primo l*vi,Tlt¿ Mirror Malccr, trans. Ra¡m.ond Rosenthal ([-ondon: Abacus, 1993)

'

193.

Cormac McCartby, The Crossing (London: Picador, 1994) 410-11.

Eric læed, for exanple, Dotes that his own text is "uot a nilitary history" (ix), and argues that "the cessation of
hostilities did not mean the end of the war experience" (xi).

'
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shock, war trauma, soldier's hea¡q and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder are but some of the
terms that have been employed to refer ûo the common incidence

psychic trauma among soldiers and veterans

of mental breakdown

and

of the twentieth centu4/'s many wars.

Lingering long after the last shots of any given war have been fired, this psychic malaise
may be cha¡acterised as a spectre, a rupturc in the sociaf fabric which haunts discourses of

history, masculinity and nation. As cultu¡al historians evaluate the impact of wa¡ on
society, they frequently encounter the spectre
among the vast number

of men whose sanity must be reckoned

of casualties which litter the violent history of the twentieth

century.4

Inærest in the phenomenon of wa¡ trauma has not been confined to tlre realm of

cultural history, though, and is evident in several other frelds, among them liærary theory,

psychoanal¡ic theory, and gender studies. It also figrues prominently in the emerging field

of trauma studies, which draws on each of these disciplines.t Given this recent surge of
inærest in war trauma"

it is perhaps surprising that more work on the subject has not been

undertaken in the field of texûul analysis, especially considering the importance accorded
to the liærary realm by many of those working in tar¡ma studies; liærature is often posiæd
as a source

for the production of krowledge about trauma-6 This theoretical emphasis has

not yet been matched by a conesponding increase in close readings of æxts which depict
either psychic breakdown in wa¡, or the impact of war Eauma on veterans attempting to reintegrate into civilian society.In several cases, such texts have been employed as evidence

for broader arguments about traum4 gender or history: Kaja Silverman's MaI¿ Subjectivity

a

¡s¿

s1oim" that "n¡ar neurcsis

[...] must engage the attention of social

and cultr¡ral bistorians at a number

of

levels" (164).
s

Geoftey Ha¡han's article '1Jn Traumatic Knowledge and Literary St¡¡dies" contains a good review of works in
this a¡ea. Ha¡man speaks of botù "Eauma theory" (537) and "tsauma studies" (552); I bave elected to employ the
latter tenn.

t Hartman, for example, argues that'[trauma] theory
[...] is

stsongly affecæd by literary practice" (537).

3

at the Margíns and Elaine Showalter's The Female Mala¿y ("intended as a contibution
towa¡d the feminist revolution in psychiatic history," 20) ate examples of this kind of
approach. There are relatively few recent studies, though, which û€at literary texts about

war trauma as the primary object of inquiry.7

Taking the recent upsurge of inærest in war tauma as a point of departure, this
thesis presents close readings of six novels writæn in the second half

century

in which rilar trauma features prominently. It

of the twentieth

examines the novels' varying

depictions of society, subjectivity and masculinity, but is also concerned with issues of
rcpresentation. It explores the problematic relationships benveen experience, memory and

narrative which structure tlre texts, and which constitr¡te one
themes; the signifrcance

of their primary

of the latter point cannot be overstated. The cental

co¡nmon
questions

which recur throughout this work address the gulf between experiences of war trauma and
narrative depictions of such experience. Is there something about the natr¡re of war trauma

which inhibits its representation, thereby silencing those who desperaæly need to tell their

sory? Does the very language of psychiatric and historical discourse form a barrier to the
articulation of individual, personal experiences of trauma? Might expectations regarding the

kinds of discourse and experience which may contribute to historical knowledge serve to
marginalise veterans whose traumatic histories effectively silence them? Lastly, what
na¡rative strategies are employed

in order to depict the dissolution of subjectivity and

chronological memory?

In short, this thesis examines aspects of discourse, memory and na¡rative which
together ensrr€ that tlre articulation of war Eaurna remains an exüremely diffrcult task. It
focuses on liærary depictions of war trauma, and explores the idea that the liærary realm

t Notable exceptions include

K¿¡en DeMeester's a¡ticle on Mr¡. DaJIowøy, Misha Kavka's study of RetuÌn ol the
Soldier, a¡d Anne lVhitehead's article on Regeruratìon.
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provides

a site through

representation

which problematic aspects of wa¡ trauma-which resist

in other forms of discourse-may be conveyed. Ultimaæly, though, it

considers the possibility that tlre story

of war tauma may never be told fully; Kali Tal

asserß that "the task of the trauma author is an impossible one,"t and Misha Kavka claims

tlrat "tauma is precisely that which resists articulationl' (167).

"Speak[ingl

lor

others and fo others": The Public and the Private

Collectively, the novels examined in this thesis suggest that the attempt to depict
war trauma in narrative form is inherently problematic. The elusiveness of war traumq its

refusal to be easily located

or mapped, suggests that ultimaæly it must

constitute a

supremely private phenomenon, adefining experience in the history of the survivor which

also ensures his isolation and his alienation from wider social histories and cultural
memories.e As

I argue in Chapær Four, even The Thin Red Line-tlrc oldest, longest and

most conventional of the six narratives-ultimately foregrounds its own failings, implicitly

criticising the notions of narrative tn¡th and collective memory. "One day one
number would write a book about all this, but

[...]

of their

none of them would remember it that

wa]," concludes The Thin Red Líne's omniscient narrator (529), as if warning us to
re.spect the

privacy of the text, to avoid reading it eitlrer as a tre¿tise on the general nature of

muma, or as a definitive account of a specific historical moment. Martin Jay claims that
'the dialectic of exterior, public commemoration of the past and its inærior, private taces
refuses easy reconciliationl' (221), and Alistair Thomson notes the 'þain and difftculty of

forging the gap ben¡¡een personal experiences and public legend" (172). The Thin Red

'

K¿i tal, "speaking

e

ïhis

the Language of Pain" 231.

6¡king

a¡e

ft,on this a¡ticle.

wr trauma. I have therefote elected
general stat€ments about subjectivity.

thesis focuses on male experiences of

pronoun 'his' when

All citations to follow

to enploy tbe possessive

I
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Line'sfinal sentence exemplifies the manner in which üre gulf between private experience
and public discourse haunts narratives of war

üauma

However, tf The Thin Red L¡ne concludes by alluding to the irrevocably individual

and private n¿ture

of wa¡ trauma, this should not distract us from the fact that

decla¡ation itself takes place in the public realm,

the

for the acts of writing and reading novels

are surely social in nature. Shoshana Felman argues that

to bea wihess

ß tß bar tlu solíttúc of a responsibility, aúø

bear

tlw responsiäilify, precisely of

that soliu¡de. And yef, tfu, appoiruntcnt to bear witness is, pæadoúcally enough, an appointment to
transgfess the confmes
e,mphasis

of that

isola¡ed stance,

to

speak

/or

others

ñ

to others. ('Educatio"

15,

in original)

Enacting dialogues between readers and authors, the novels studied in the body

of this

of survivor and reader

thesis constituæ shared social spaces, siæs at which the histories

must converge at least momenta¡ily in a process of attempted reenactnent. Felman contends
that

"a 'life-testimony' is not simply a testimony to a private life, but a point of conflation

benveen text and

life, a textual testimony which

('Education" 14, emphasis in original).

can penetrate

us like m amnl life"

I want to suggest that in engaging with the

æstimonies of others, we ourselves become imbricated with the fractured histories which
permeate them, which dictate both the contÊnt and the stn¡cture

of the narratives- I \üill

argue, in other words, that to engage with narratives of wa¡ trauma is to witness history in

"its repetition" (Ramadanovic 58).

In seeking to glean something of the tn¡th of \ilar trauma through the act of reading,
u'e may perhaps be frustraæd by the manner in which tn¡th seems to arise only distantly
and ephemerally, often in the form of paradox. Nevertheless,

if we as readers are drawn

6

into a sphere in which temporal and epistemological distinctions blur and dissolve, and

if

we are thereby forced to inærrogaæ our own notions of history and tn¡th, it is perhaps only
through such dislocation thæ any collective lnowledge of tauma may arise, no matter how

partial or provisional If narr¿tives of war tauma may at times seem fantastic or irrational,
we must engage with precisely those elements of the stories in order to experience anything

of the natrue of trar¡matic histories. Creoffrey Hartnan observes that 'ttre post-taumatic
story ofæn needs a 'suspension of disbelief" (541), and asserts that "traumatic knowledge

[...] would seem to be a contradiction in terms. It is

as close to nescience as

to knowledge"

(537).I shall consider the notion that ttre tentative understanding{r, more precisely, the
lack of understariding-arising through the shared participation of wriær and reader in the
process of reenactrnent may ultimaæly constituæ the best available form

of "knowledge"

about war trauma, and the most appropriate testimony to iL

The Stories of

\ilar Trauma

I have noted that much work has been produced in recent times which addresses the
phenomenon of wa¡ trauma- In the a¡ea of cultural history, PauI Fussell's The GreatWar

øtd Modcrn Memory and Eric læed's No Man's LandÅoth published in the 1970sserved to focus attention on the widespread incidence

of wa¡ trauma in the First World

War, a condition identified by conæmporary psychiatists as "shell-shock." Showalter's
The Femal¿ Malady also examines the episode
analyses

it

as part

of

shell-shock; curiously, Showalær

of her project to "allow wotnen to speak for themselves" (20, emphasis

added). These three æxts have been influential

in sening the tone for many discussions of

shell-shock- Some other works which cover this ænitory include Anthony Babington's

Shell-Shock, David Armstrong's 'Madness and Coping," Sandra Gilbert's "Soldier's
Hearü Liærary Men, Literary Women, and the Great '\il'ar," Samuel Hynes's

A

War
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Imagíned, Paul Lerner's Hysærical Men,R:uth Leys's 'Traumatic Cures: Shell Shock,

Janet, and the Question

of

Memory," and I,Iartin Stone's "Shellshock and

the

Psychologists." Central to all of these discussions is the attempt to situate shell-shock with
respect to contemporary discourses of gender and mental health which dictaæd its u€aEnent
and cultural

impact

While $,ar trauma has frgured prominently in the field of cultural history, it also
featr¡¡es

in

countless works which may be characterised as having

a psychiatic

or

psychoanal¡ic focus. It is not surprising that one of the earliest of these works was by

Freud, who addressed the subject in his intoduction to Psychoanalysis and the War
Neuroses, published

in I92I. Another early work on the topic, Instinct and the

Uncotæcious: A Contríbution to a Biologícal Theory

of the Psycho-Neuroses, was writæn

by the army psychiatrist W.H.R. Rivers; in his capacity as a character in Pat Ba¡ker's
Regeræration t¡ilogy, Rivers featr¡res prominently

in this thesis. Stone's "Shellshock and

the Psychologists" and John Talbon's "Soldiers, Psychiatrists, and Combat Trauma" both

contain good reviews

of the early psychiatic writing on war trauma- As the century

progressed, psychiatic inærpretations

of war

trauma evolved; the concept

of

Post-

Traumatic Stress Disorder is but the latest in a series of attempts to map out the ænitory.

Talboú Ítrgues in this rcspect that psychic 'tasualties [of war] are probably as old as the
siege of Troy, but the names for them are the invention of modern mental medicind' (438).

This study does not attempt to tace comprehensively the numerol¡s approaches to wa¡
trauma produced in the medic¿l and psychiatic fields throughout the twentieth century, a
task which would require a thesis in itself.

I

do wish to stress, though, that wa¡ tauma has

ofæn been the object of the psychiaric gaze. Undoubtedly, ttris instin¡tional concern is a

function of the fact that changing psychiatric definitions of war trauma have been influential

in dicating the tea.Enent of traumatised soldiers. Some relatively recent works which
examine war muma through a psychiatric

or psychoanal¡ic theoretical framework

a¡e
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invoked or critiqued throughout this study, among them Silverma¡'s Mal¿ Subiectivity
the Margins (the most explicit attempt

ø

to account for wa¡ trauma through a theory of

gender), Jonathan Shay's Achill¿s inVietuatry and Klaus Theweleit's Male Fantasies.

Elements

of culural history,

gender sh¡dies and psychoanal¡ic theory are all

employed in the emerging discipline of trauma sfirdies, whose proponents attempt to trace

theimpactof trauma on memory, subjectivity, history, and even episæmology. Wriærs in
this field who specifically address the subject of war trauma include Robert Jay Lifton,
Lawrence Lange4Cathy Canrth, Shoshana Felman, Dominick LaCapra, and Judith Lewis
Herman; the work of each is considered in the body of this thesis. Two recent collections,
Trauma: Exploratíons inMemory (ed. Cattry Caruth) and Trawta and SeIf (ed. Charles B.
Strozier and Michael Flynn), attest to a growing inærest in the subject, and demonstrate that
the field is an inærdisciplinary one, informed and influenced by competing strains of theory
and varying inærests. For example, Laura Brown's feminist critique

of definitions of Post-

Traumatic St¡ess Disorder and Bessel Van Der Kolk and Onno Van Der Ha¡t's analysis of
biological aspcÆts of trauma

¿¡re

structured by very different concerns. lVhat all of these

wriærs share, though, is an inærest in üre often subtle and pernicious ways trauma is
manifested at the levels of the individual subject and the cultural sphere. The field of trauma

studies

is also distinguished by iA

emphasis on the relationship be¡¡¡een tauma and

memory, a concern central to this thesis.

Throughout the nryentieth centurj, then, many vastly different stories about the
phenomenon

of wa¡ tauma have been told, and many competing

and incompatible

discourses produced. Of course, amongst these stories must be counæd those told by
soldiers themselves. As Talbott notes, "accounts of lEaumatic] reenactnent

found in the letters, diaries, memoirs, poetry, fiction, and nonfiction

[...]

arc to be

of many combat

soldiers of many'wars" (437).In addition to stories based on first-hand experience, several

9

'Woolfs Mrs.
novels about lvar traurna have been writæn by non-combatants: Virginia
Dalloway, Rebecca lVest's The Retum of the Soldier, George Johnston's My Brother

Jack,Davtd Malor¡fs FIy Away Petcr, Sebastian Faulk's Birdsong and Mchael Herr's
Dispaiches all depict aspects

of war trauma.

Perhaps the most explicit and influential

examination of war Eauma in novel form produced by a writer with no direct experience of
war is Barker's Regeneration üilogy, comprised of Regeneratíon, The Eye ín the Door, md
The Ghost Road. The Ghost Road was the 1995 Booker P'nze winner, and the trilogy is
frequently ciæd in discussions of war trauma. In addition ûo the readings of Regeneration

by furne Whitehead, Anne lVyatt-Brown, Greg Harris, and Katherine Niclrerson

and

Steven Shea, the novel is also considered by Talbott, Showalter, Hynes, Ruth Leys, Ka¡en

DeMeesær, and JaylVinær and Emmanuel Sivan (curiously, The Eye in the Door and The
Ghost Road rarely rate a mention). Arguably, Regeneration has come to be accepted as a

definitive ¿rccount of shell-shoch and attained aquasi-hisûorical status; this ændency

ûo

read

the novel as a form of hisorical document is problematic and shall be examined below.

"War-in-its-details": Ihe Specilicity of War Trauma

I have noted that several writers invoke textr¡al depictions of war ûauma to support
broader pronouncements about history or gender. In seeking to establish general principles,
such arguments may effectively obscu¡e the specifrcity and uniqueness of experiences of

wat trauma, a quality which Hynes calls the 'Va¡-in-its-details" ("Personal Narratives"
220).

ln his review of soldiers' narratives, Hynes alludes to a di,sjunction

benveen the

stories told by soldiers and those found in historical texts:

The men who were there æll a different story lto

historical. [...] But that seems rigbt

ftr

hiso.y], one that is quiæ ofæn ahistorical, even anti-

the soldiers' tale they æll; exact da¡es md pecise geography

10

wouldtum personal experiences into battles, into the accounts that appear in newspapers
books; ulocated nar¡ative keeps it in the individual's realm. (Soldi¿rs'

In

and history

ll)

accentuating the different emphases which characterise the 'þersonal," "individual"

stories of soldiers and those of historians, Hynes implies their incommensurability. He
even goes so fa¡ as to claim that soldiers' stories serve to undermine the sønrs of wider

cutnual histories; "by existing, [personal narratives] refuæ and subvert the collective story

of wa¡ that is military history," he

claims ('?ersonal Narratives" 220).

A similar

disjunction is traced by Talbott, whose a¡ticle "soldiers, Psychiatrists and CombatTrauma''
contains sep¿ìrate sections

on'The Soldier's Story" (438) and 'The Psychiatrist's Story"

(443).Talbott argues that over the course of the twentieth cenû¡ry "the soldier's story (or
the soldier's brain story) [...] changed fa¡ less than what psychiatrists say about 1l' (453).
This succinct formulation alludes to bottr ttre "different \Ãrays of ælling stories about combat

tranma' (445), and the common "themes'' (441) that Talbott identifies in many stories of
reenacûnenl

Hynes's and Talbott's observations suggest the exisænce of a gulf betrreen the
stories of soldiers, and psychiatric and historical discourses around war trauma. This raises
another set of questions concerning textual depictions of war trauma: Might writers wishing

to rcpresent their own experiences of tauma be hindered by the culnral prominence of
competing discotrses, and by represent¿tional and narrative conventions? In atæmpting to
siruate their own histories with respect to these models, might they be forced to manipulaæ

their stories, to adopt pervasive concepts and ærminology? Indeed, might

such

manipulation ultimaæly ensure that narr¿tive depictions of wa¡ trauma must fail to reflect

the very quatities which characærise the phenomenon, such as aæmporality and
irrationality? A recurrent theme in this thesis is the concept tlnt the articulation of traumatic
experience is problematised by discourses of gendeç trauma" and subjectiviry which do not

11

reflect ttre individual experiences

of soldiers at war,

experiences such as fear, taumatic

recollection, and estangement from both society and history. Further,

I explore the notion

that üaumatic recollection is radically irreconcilable with the demands

of

conventional

narrative, such as structure and linearity. Some textual sraægies which have been
employed in atæmpts to bridge this divide are therefore examined.

This thesis presents close readings of six novels from among the many ¡rentiethcentury texts which address war trauma.

I do not expect that such a sample

group will

support universal decla¡ations regarding the natt¡re of all depictions of war trau¡na, and this

work is not intended as a comprehensive survey of the field. Rather, the decision to grarit
entire chapters to single novels is informed by the desire to examine the specific qualities of

the texts, to respect those particula¡ities which may be lost
discussions

of

trauma- This thesis seeks

narrative stategies

or

to identify common

obscured

in broader

themes, concerns, and

in some novels about war trauma, while seeking to

respect and

emphasise the individuality and specificity of ttre æxts.

My reading practices a¡e also dictated by the desire to engage with the stories
themselves, rather than analysing them with reference

o

existing theoretical principles or

metana¡ratives.In this respect this work attempts to conform wherever possible to one of
the "two (ideal types oQ disciplinary formations of the text-commentary relationl' identihed

by Bob Hodge and Alec McHoul, namely that of "liberty," in which 'tlre commentary
allows the object text the position of dominance-to 'speak for

itself" (189). As

and McHoul imply, this "ideal" characterisation of the critical process
unattainable ideal; any reading

is, precisely, an

of a given text will involve at least some

manipulation and distortion, which is to say inærpretation.

I

Hodge

degree of

am concerned with issues of

representation and memory, and this concem certainly dictates the naûrre and the focus of

my readings. Nevertheless, this thesis atEibutes much significance to the details and
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specific cha¡acæristics of the texts examined, in the hope that the distinctive qualities of the
novels may not be obscured or lost through their reduction to a general theoretical principle
or set of characæristics. Emphasising the need to acl¡rowledge and respect the specifrcity of
particular instances of trar¡matic loss, Dominick LaCapra endorses 'Torms of nontotalizing

na¡rativd' ('Trauma'' 713), and argues that 'Tt is important not to hypostatize particular
historical losses or lacls and present them as mere instantiations of some inevitable absence
or constitutive feature of exisænce" ('Trauma' 7l2).ro Similarly, Can¡th explores Claude
Lanzmann's "suggest[ion] that historical üuth may be tra¡rsmitted in some cases through
the refusal

of a certain fra¡nework of understanding, a refusal that is also a creative act of

listening" ("Recapturing' 154). While Talbott seeks (and claims to find) common themes in
na¡ratives of taumatic reenactment, he too recognises the need to respect the specificity of

individual stories: 'lvhat [ttre stories] have in common does not make the tnenches of the
Western Front inærchangeable with the coral beaches of the Cental Pacific or the jungles

of Vieûra¡n" (439)-

ttOther Peoplets Traumartt ttTrauma Literaturett
and Trauma Ïheory

Some further observations about the selection

of æxts ate required. The

Regmeration trilogy is set during the First V/orld'War, James Jones's The Thin Red Line
and Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterltouse-Five cenüe on the Second World War, while the
Vietnam Wa¡ feaures at the heart of Tim O'Brien's The Things They Canied. These novels
depict events which traverse a wide æmporal and geographical stretch, but this is not my

primary consideration; this study does not aspire to the status of a historical survey.

t0

By characterising war trauma in l¿canian terns as an encount€r with the
Silverman risks negating its specificity and particularity.

'loid

at the center

I

have

of subjectivity" (5),

t3
selected texts writæn

in the second half of the ¡ventiettr century, in a period spanning

thirry-nvo years, or less than two generations. I conænd that they may all be considered
contemporary works: they have all been produced relatively recently, and they all still boast
a

certain degree of cultural crurency. Examining the relationship benveen text and history,

Petar Ramadanovic asserts the ability of literatr¡¡e to inform

Writing is

hisorical understanding:

a historical act not because it belongs to the time when the text was

lends itself to an,immediate referential meaning, but because of the openness

wriüen, nor becare

of its

it

address and beca¡¡se

of the opening that its address povides r¡s as readers. (64)

Ramadanovic suggess here that the 'historicaf' value of liærau¡re need not be understood

purely in ærms of its ability to provide facts or points of reference. Simila¡ly, while
cerøinly do not expect this study

ûo enhance

I

hisorical lnowledge directly, I do hope that it

may serve as a contribution to the ongoing debaæ surrounding concepúons of war trauma,

history and memory.

One of the criæria for my choice of texts, then, is that they be recent works; another

is the relatiornhip between the authors and the experiences they choose to depict In this
respect, Tal argues that an important distinction must be drawn be¡veen texts produced by

victims of tauma, and texts informed by empathetic imagination, written by authors who
may only guess aJ the impact

of

particular forms

of trauma they have not themselves

experienced. Coining the term "Other People's Trauma' (246), Tal claims that "fi]iæranue

writæn about the trauma
survivors" (2L7):

of

others

is qualitatively different from liærature by

trauma

t4
It should

I...1 be obvious rhâr an author's status as trauma sun¡ivor has a profound effect on both the

motivation to wriæ and the acrual story told. The differences

in intent

Iiterature and liæran¡¡e of Otlßr Peopl¿'s Trauna should be quite clear.

and

(M7,

in

content

of trunw

emphasis added)

For Tal, this distinction is crucial, because she contends that inærpretative approaches to
"tauma literature" should differ from those brought to bear on works written about 'ltlte

of others." She suggests that

trauma

approaches

to "tauma literature" should embrace

insights gleaned from other disciplines regarding the nature
argues,

of tar¡ma "Crucial,"

she

"is the ability to consider the author as suntivor, to bring to bear [...]

underst¿nding

an

of trautnal...l to the task of reading the literatr¡re of survivors" (247,

emphasis in original).

Arguably, by implying that any text \ilritten by a survivor
examined with reference to some originary moment

of trauma must be

in the author's past, Tal places an

inordinate emphasis on the significance of the author.

I

do not attempt to ûace the æxts

examined in this thesis directly back to events in the lives of their authors. Nevertheless,

Tal's suggestion that tlre insights of trauma studies may be applied usefully to literary
depictions of trauma accords with my own use of work from that field. Tal's endorsement

of "an understanding of traumd' (247 , emphasis in original) also points to a sense in which
the interests of liærature and those

of trat¡ma studies coincide. HarUnan claims that tauma

theory provides "a clearer view of the relation of literature to mental functioning in several

key areas, including r€ference, subjectivity, and narratiorf' (547), and goes on ûo explore
the shared inærests of trauma studies and literature:

ta¡¡ma studies [has]

a

cmcern for the absences or intermittences in speech (q of conscious loowbdge

in speech); [...] for the 'gbosting' of the subject; for the connection of voice with identity; [...] æd for
lit€raû¡re as a testimonial act that transmits howledge

in a form that is not scientific md does not
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coincide with eitber a totally realistic (as

if

that were possible) or analytic form of representation.

(ss2).

Like Hartman, Canrth argues that literanue and tauma studies have common concerns.
Identifying this nexus in one of the ea¡liest discussions of the impact of trauma on the
psyche, she observes that Freud employs liærary examples in his speculative work on
trauma:

If Freud û¡rns to literatre to describe trau¡natic experience, it is because literature, like psychoanalysis,

is

interested

in the complex

specific point at which

relation between loowing and not lnowing. And

howing md not howing

inærsect that the language

it is, indeed at tbe

of literatue æd

tbe

psychoanal¡ic theory of traumatic experience pecisely neeL (Urclab¡ud 3'l

For Can¡th, trauma theory and literature a¡e both distinguished by the fact that their object

of inquiry is the realm of the uncefain, the unconscious, and even the unlmowable.

.

In relation to the use of trauma theory in this thesis, one final point must be made.

Although

I

invoke theoretical models of tauma which a¡e intended to apply to va¡ious

forms of traumatic experience, I wish to avoid generalising about the natr¡re of tauma. Tal
claims that "recent work in psychiatry suggests that we can make a connection benveen the

tauma of soldiers and the trauma of other persons subjecæd to severe stress" (229), but
does not provide any citations to support her claim.

A similar proposition informs the work

of Judith l-ewis Herman, who argues i¡Trawta and Recovery that "the hysteria of women

and the combat neurosis

of

men are one"

(32)." Such

sweeping statements are

problematic. Harunan argues in this respect útat Tratma øtd Recovery's "generalizations

rcquirc cautior¡s scrutiny'' (557). Recall, too, l-aCapra's warning that we must not
tr Her¡na¡'s çl¡im þ6¿ys the influence of Sbowalter's formulation of shell-shock

as a forur

of male hysteria-
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'hyposøtize particular historical losses or lacks and present them as merc instantiations of
some inevitable absencd'(Trauma"

712).I would certainly not wish to suggest ftat ftis

study, which is limiæd to some representations of male war trauma,

will produce insights

concerning domestic violence or childhood abuse (to use nvo arbitrary examples). Rather,
trauma theory is invoked in order to facilitaæ my exploration of the problematic relationship
between male experiences of war

tÉum4 and representations of such trauma.

"Other Peoplets Traumatt: The Regeneratíon Trilogy

Following Tal,

I have divided this study into two sections: the fust explores

Barker's vision of "Other People's Trauma," and the second examines some works of
"trar¡ma literature" written

by veærans of combat. In Section One, I engage with Barker's

account of the stn¡chres of gender, society, and subjectivity which informed the tauma of

First World Wa¡ soldiers. I have noted that the Regeneration t ilogy figures in many recent
discussions of shell-shock and the First \Vorld lVa¡, and this cultural prominence motivates

my own exænded examination of it. However, while Ba¡ker's account of the war and the
men who fought it is cerainly compelling, a crucial point which is overlooked
discussions of her work is the fact that she has no first-hand experience

in many

of combat. Rather,

in response ûo a question from Donna Perry concerning the "relationship between [her]
own life and [her] works" (45), Barker reveals that 'Tor Regeneration [she] had stories

from þerl grandmother's second husband [...] about the First World Wal' (47). In
addition ûo this oral source, Barker's novels are "meticulousþ researched" (Whiæhead
689). Author's notes are included at the end of each novel which both acknowledge some

of the sources consulted and clarify the extent ûo which the stories accord with known
historical facts. Significütly, two \ilorks of cultural history, Leed's No Man's Land and
Showalær's The Fet¡nl¿ Malady, are cited as "interesting discussions"

in the notes

to

t7
Regeneration (25L-52). Regeneration, then, is ir¡formed not by dircct experience of combat

or war trauma, but rather by oral hisbry and academic discourses a¡ound the First World
'Wa¡.

It is crucial to consider Barker's status as a late-twentieth cennrry female wriær of
historical fiction when considering the Regeneration trilogy. It is crucial, too, to remember
that she has no first-hand experience of war; as Tal notes, "nonveteran liærature

is, in

sho4 the product of a liærary decisionl' (226). Nevertheless, while Regeneration combines
historical events and figures with imagined events and purely fictional characters,

itself come to be read as a form

of historical document; Anne Whitehead

it

has

argues that

"already the power of Barker's narrative has reshaped the reading of the past" (690). In an
a¡ticle titled'Traumatic Cures: Shell Shock, Janet, and the Question

of Memory," Ruth

Leys ciæs the novel as "a discr¡ssion of the treatnent of the poet Siegfried Sassoon" (628,

n7). Perhaps even mote significantly, most of the existing critical approaches to
Regetærarton, including the articles by Anne Wyatt-Brown, Greg Harris, and Katherine

Nickerson and Steven Shea, are concerned purely with discussing the significance of the
historicat events depicæd, and fail to aclnowledge or address the problematic statru of the
text. Although Talbott is sensitive to the status of the texts he examines, he overlooks the
extent to which Regeneration constitutes an act of imaginative reconstruction. He claims
that his

surdy blurs the line between personal narnative amd fiction, between accounts

of what b4pered xd

imaginative accounts of what happened. This ambiguity can be cou¡ter¡anced on the grormd that
the writers in question drew

ftm

dl of

their own experiences in cornbac (453'54>

Given tlrat Talbott discusses Regeneration, he is wrong to claim that "all of the writers" he
cites have had experience of war. Talbon's mistake attests to the confi¡sion surrounding the
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novel's stanls, and constituæs another instance of the tendency in Regeneraabn criticism to
disregard

or ignore the increasingly blurred "line[s]

between personal narr¿tive and

fiction," history and criticism. lVhiæhead, who explores "tlrc power

of

the frctional

narative to transform and reconfrgure the past'' (691), is an exception to this n¡le;
argues that "Ba¡ker's text leaves us frnally

she

in an uneasy 'no-man's-land' be¡veen past and

present" (692).

In writing about the novels,

I have tried wherever

possible

to

accentr¡aæ and

explore the narrative concenu of the texts themselves. Thus, while the Regeneration trilogy
occupies a problematic position

with respect to questions of historical lrrowledge

and

representation,

I have not examined such issues at length in the chapters on Regeneration,

The Eye in the

Door, andThe Ghost Road. Rather, I have concenEated on their depictions

of systems of gender, subjectivþ, and society. Barker has dectared an inærest in '\phat
society does to menl' (Perry 51). This interest certainly informs the Regeneratíon Uilogy,
which repeatedly juxtaposes disciplinary discourses and mechanisms which süucture male
subjectivity, such as the military, psychiatry, and colonialism; Hanis argues that 'Ba¡ker
examines how patiarchal constn¡ctions of masculinity colonize men's subjectivity

in ways

that, especially in wartime, prove oppressive, repressive, and wholly brutal in their effects
on the male psyche" (303).

If issues of representation

and episæmology arc not manifested at the level of

narrative strategy in the Regenera.tion trilogy, how are they explored?
argue that Regeneration's primary concern is the notion

In Chapær One, I

of silencing, and explore the gulf

posiæd in the novel between private experiences and culn¡ral discourses

of masculinity.

Examining the inscrutable vocabulary of "shell-shoclC'which ma¡ked the bodies of First

World lVar soldiers, Regeneration suggests ttre impossibility for men of articulating
histories from which they themselves are alienated.

It

suggests,

in other words,

that

t9
alttrough war trauma is invariably manifested,

it

may take the form

remembrances which resist comprehension or rational explanation.

I

of

symptoms and

argue that Rivers's

encounter with "Other People's Trauma'precipitaæs his own tra¡rsformation, and his own

silencing. In Chapter Two,

I

u:aceThe Eye in the

Door's account of the dissociation which

may arise from the gulf benveen the home and wa¡ fronts, and from men's imbrication with

disciplinary mechanisms of surveillance and self-regulation.

I argue that this taumatic

splitting is irreconcilable with culturally enforced models of unitary masculinity, and that
this ænsion undermines men's ability to understand or articulate their Eauma. Significantly,
the men of The Eye in the

Door

see themselves reflected

in works of fantasy and accounts

of the extraordinary; Prior, the novel's protagonist, cannot

articulate his pain through the

rigidly poticed discourse of a military society, but he identifies with a liærary model of split
subjectivity. The Eye in the Door suggests therefore that panoptic technologies and unitary
models of masculinity may constituæ impediments to the a¡ticulation of war t¡auma. The
Ghost Road, which I read in ChapærThree, is concerned with liminality, marginality, and
the instability of binary caægories.

I

argue that by intenogating the distinctions between

savagery and civilisation, sanity and madness, life and death, and past and present, The

Ghost Roadimphes the impossibility of representing wartrauma in ærms of binary models
and categories.

In

The Ghost Road, Rivers is üansformed once agair. by his encounter

with

war trauma; ultimately, this encounter undermines both his allegiance to rationality, and his

efforts to differentiate between death and life, past and presenl

In reading the Regenerartontrilogy, I have not attempted
between $'ar traurna and narr¿tive, but

I

ûo analyse

directly the gulf

have üaced Barker's depiction

social, discursive, and psychic structues which impede acts

of

of the va¡ious

ûestimony.

Its

linear

na¡rative approach and omniscient narrator no¡¡¡ithstanding, the Regeneration tilogy
addresses the relationship betr¡reen tr¿uma and æstimony, and suggests that witnesses to

traumatic testimony are tansformed by their encounter with "Other People's Ttanma."
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Anne \Vhiæhead argues

in this

respect that Regeneration "raises the question

of

the

historical status of the taumatic event'' (689) and "radically questions the very possibility
of the 'regeneration' of the past''(690).

"Trauma Literature": The Thín Red Líne, Slaaghterhoase'Fíve anll The
Thíngs They Carried

The three novels I examine in the second section of this thesis were written by male
veterans of combat Their status as "Eauma literafi¡fe" raises some furt]rer questions:

na¡ratives about war trauma produced

by

veærans exhibit different concerns

to

Mght
those

writæn by even the most syrnpathetic and well-informed non-combatants? How might the
temporal proximity of these wriærs to the events they describe stn¡cture their narratives? In
short, how might an author's history of wa¡ trauma itseüma¡k a text? These questions both

inform my choice of texts, and dictaæ my approach to the novels.

One difference between the Barker novels and those

of Jones, Vonnegut, and

O'Brienisimmediaælyapparcntatthelevelof narrative strategy. The novels that comprise
the Regeneration

rilogy

are written

in realist mode and relaæd by an omniscient narrative

voice. Although Whitehead ¿¡rgues that 'Barker's primary inærest appears to be in the
power

of frctional

narrative to reshape the historical event'' (690), this interest

is not

manifesæd at the level of style; no explicit examinations of the natuie of writing inæmtpt
tlre smooth na¡rative approach. Conversely, The Thin Red Line, Slnughterhouse-Five, and
The Things They Carríedall
acts

dispþ metafictional

tendencies. The novels all inænogate the

of writing, remembering and surviving, thereby foregrounding their status as fiction.

These divergent narrative strategies encor¡rage different reading practices. Indeed, it may be
tlrat the Regeneration

tilogy's lack of explicit artifice is precisely what encourages critics to

2T

overlook its fictional aspects and regard

it

as a source

of historical knowledge. It

is

somewhat paradoxical that æxts informed by first-hand experience of wa¡ Eauma such as

The Thin Red Line, Slaughterhouse-Five, and The Things They Cani¿d exhibit greater
doubt conceming their validity as hisorical documents, fiequently alluding to their own
insuff,rciencies and failings. Nevertheless, such self-doubt inviæs episæmological questions

concerning representation and history. The chapters which comprise Section Two are
therefore concemed primarily with issues surrounding the nature of memory, war trauma,
and writing itself.

A notable feature of the works of 'îrauma literature"
then,

is the

representational anxiety which marks each

examined

in Section Two,

of the texts, a metafictional

reflexivity cenúed on the "transitior¡s" ([,anger 15) and distortions involved in tlp process

of narrativising \rar muma. The Thin Red Line's compelling narrative evinces
verisimilin¡de, but in Chapær Four I argue that this apparent mimetic success is qualified by

the text's allusions ûo its own fictional nature. The novel contains several explicit
examinations

of the gulf

between experiences

of wa¡ and representations of

such

experience, so by foregrounding its own æxnrality The Thin Red Line ac}nowledges its

unsuiøbility

as a substituæ

for ttre actr¡al experience of war trauma; as a story, it suggests,

it cannot hope to stand in for history. In Chapær Five,

I

observe that Slaughterhowe-Five

also scrutinises the disparity be¡veen war trauma and narrative. Focusing on issues

of time

and history, Vonnegut's text attempts to give narrative shape to precisely those aspecS

of

traumatic experience which resist articulation most stubbornly, namely its aæmporality, tlrc
sense

of forced, involuntary

tra¡rscendence, and the incomprehensibility

of

suniving

beyond the encounter with death. Slntghærhouse-Five certainly implies that trauma ensures
tlre subject's alienation from history, but rurlike The Thin Red Line,
na¡rative may faciliøæ a degree

of

engagement

it

also suggests that

with a previously inscrutable pasl Like

Regeræration, Thc Things They Canied suggests that tar¡matic histories may be manifested
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in forms which do not correspond to either memory or knowledge, and which therefore
elude the bea¡ers of such trauma.

I suggest in Chapær Six that by reading The Thíngs They

Canied, we take part in a dialogic process whose stn¡ctue resembles something of the play
of difference characteristic of trauma. Provisional, tentative and contradictory, The Thíngs
They Canied is a text predicaæd on the notion that knowledge of trauma may arise only
ephemerally, and only then in the context of a sha¡ed act of æstimony.

Ihemes and Common Concerns

Although it is not my primary inæntion ûo identify fean¡res which are characæristic

of stories about war trauma, certain themes and ændencies do emerge in this study. Of

I

course,

have atready examined one primary theme which stn¡ctures each

of the novels,

narnely the difficulty of articulating or narrating traumatic war experience. Another theme is

that

of

alienation.

consequences

A concept which appears in

much writing about the psychic

ûo the

civilian sphere ofæn feel estanged

of wa¡ is ttrat soldiers returning

from their own societies. Tina Chen notes that "much critical attention has been directed to
the idea

of the Vietram veteran who feels exiled from Americd' (80), and Herman

that 'traumatic events [...] shatter the sense

of

¿¡rgues

connection be¡reæn individuat and

community, creating a crisis of faith" (Traurna øtd Recovety 55). Indeed, Shay suggests
that "a

full analysis of how lvar can destoy the social contr¡rct binding soldiers to each

other, to their commanders, and to the society ttrat raised them as an army deserves a whole
book in itself' (17). While this thesis does not constitute Shay's proposed "book," it does
repeaædly examine notions of estangement and alienation, which figure

novels discussed.

in each of the six
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Not surprisingly, the concept of death permeates this study. White it may s€em
somewhat banal statement to claim that death features prominently

a

in six novels about wa¡

trauma, ttre regularity and force with which the notion of death marks the na¡ratives is

worthy of atæntion. Hynes argues ttrat in considering the experiences of men at war, tve
must acknowledge the signifrcance of the encounter with death. He claims that in war,
"death is the whole point" the tn¡est truth, the realest [sic] reality'' (Soldiers' 19).
simple but tn¡e proposition," he continues:

"It's

a

'In wa¡, death is grotesque and astonishing"

(20). The novels examined in this study accord with Hynes's position, insofar as
encounters with deattr-and attempts to process the psychic disorientation occasioned by
such encounters<onstitute cenEal episodes in each
theoretical diffrculties,

of them. This fact presents va¡iot¡s

for, as Lifton notes, "death gets taken out of most psychological

thought very readily'' (Caruth "Intervied' 129), and 'there has been relatively little in the

way of development of theory that includes death imporøtty'' (143). Lifton ascribes this
theoretical lacuna partly to Freud's inability to address the subject. He describes a "problem

Freud's followers faced after World V/ar 1. lvhat do you do with the death imagery in
relaúon

to our theory?" (144). Lifton's observatiors hint at the manner in which the

violence and tauma of war force us to grapple with the concept

of death; writing during

lVorld War 1, Freud himself lvrote that'þa¡ is bound to sweæp away [the] conventional
teaünent

of death" ("Thoughts' 291). The novels examined in this thesis

address what Laub

repeatedly

calls'the ultimaæ difference-the otherness of deatlf' (73), and this

alterity resists theoretical reduction or explanation.

I therefore

trace various psychic and

textual straægies employed in the attempt to process and repre.sent encounters with death.

Another concept which informs each of the novels is the power

of the various

discourses and disciptinary mechanisms which structure the subjectivity of male soldiers.

Of course, the psychic toll of war is certainly not the sole province of men. Women, too,
have fought in many

of the twentieth centur5/'s wars, and women also bea¡ the cost of
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men's taumatic war experiences. Jane Ma¡cus's afærword to Helen 7-ewø Smith's Not So
Quiet ...: Stepdntghters of War is one inæresting examination of some female experiences

of war, and many of the contributors ta Gender

ød Wu: Australiarc

at War in

the

Twentieth Cenury (ed. Joy Da¡nousi and Marilyn Lake), Behind the Línes: Gender and tlrc

Two World Wars (ed. Margaret Randolph Higgonet et al) and Genderíng War Talk (ed.

Miriam Cooke and fuigela Woollacott) tace the ways
constructions

of femininity.

in which wa¡ has influenced
by men.

Nevertheless, lvar has been ca¡ried out largely

Arguably, itmay be characærised as a defining episode in the history of twentieth+entury

masculinity, an event

of crucial importance in

ttre formation

masculine behaviour and identity; Silverman emphasises

of

normative models of

'tlre centrality of the discourse of

war to the constn¡ction of conventional masculinity'' (62). Although masculinity is not the

primary object of inquiry of this thesis, the decision to limit my focus ûo male experiences
of war trauma is dictaæd both by limitations of space, and by ttre desi¡e to examine a siæ æ

which notions of masculinity are placed under exúeme pressr¡re. In tracing men's inability
to measure up to impossible standards of gendered behaviour, I do seek to explore some of

the machinations of masculinity. However,

I

do not seek to produce generalizations or

grand na¡ratives regarding the universal nature of masculinity or all male subjects.

While Sections One andTwo examine different aspects of the relationship between

muma and na¡rative, ultimately they address the sa¡ne central concept that war trauma
resists articulation.

All six novels

share

a concem with the societal and

discursive

mechanisms which both stmcture masculine identity and serve as "cultural silencers"

(Culbertson 170), and they all explore the alienation and estrangement associated with the
inability to communicate or share üaumatic experience. They traverse, in other words, the

gulf betrveen the public realm of history and narrative, and the private, disruptive and
unspeakable experience

of war trauma. kr

each

of

the texts, the strangeness and
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inexplicability of the encounter with death plays a cental role, and each explores the
difFrculties inherent in the very act of surviving beyond that encounter.

Incommensurable Histories

This thesis invokes and critiques various theoretical models, and over the course of
the following six chapærs

it explores issues of trauma, representation, and gender. Its

primary focus, though, is a group of novels which attempt
nature of war tratrma

o

depict something

of

in narrative form. It is to be hoped that the process of reading

the

these

texts and exploring their various concerns, tìemes, and narrative strategies may serve to
cast some light on issues

of episæmology, history, and reprcsentation. Afrer a violent

century whose legacies include the countless untold stories of victims of wat, such issues
a¡e of crucial importance. As we attempt to adapt our conceptions
accommodaæ voices which have not corresponded

that we examine the stn¡ctures

of

of history and tn¡th to

with offrcial histories, it is imperative

gender, society, and trauma which impede acts of

testimony and ensure the continued silence of many.

One final theme that emerges in this thesis, then, is the concept that tlre very act
engaging with wa¡ trauma narratives forces us to confront "events

of

in excess of our frames

of referencd' (Felman 'Educationl' 16). This confrontation implicaæs us in a set of
incommensurable histories which confound notions

of

chronological progression and

historical reference; Mitehead argues in this rcspect that'the traumatic event problematizes

ounotionof whathistory is and how we rclate to the past'' (690). This notion
the body of the thesis, but is explored explicitly
Jorge Luis Borges's short

permeates

in the Conclusion through a reading of

story'îhe Ottrer Death." Initially, 'The Other Death:' appears to

be a story about one soldier's traumatic reenactnent, but ultimaæly it taces

an
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epistemological rift, a ruph¡te in history which resists the Eansformation into narrative; this
rupture constitutes the story's true object of inquiry. The narrator of 'The Other Death" is
disturbed, perplexed and transformed by his encounter with "Other People's Trauma," and

I will

suggest that as readers of war trauma na¡ratives, we invariably undergo a similar

transformation.

Ultimately, in attempting to engage with the novels, to bear witness itself to
trar¡matic æstimonies, this thesis explores the very possibility of the communication and
representation of war tral¡ma. In their introduction to Gendcring War TaIk,lvlinalln Cooke

and Angela rWoollacotr identify a question faced by those seeking to tace the marginal
histories of wa¡: "In what ways do memory, with its inadvertent or deliberate retrospective

distortion, and myth inæract to present the wnpresmtableT' (xi, emphasis added). Cooke
and Woollacott implicitly endorse the notion that trauma may be successfully depicæd.
Conversely, Margot Norris argues that'twentieth+entury

writing-for all of its subtlety

in straining against its constaints<annot overcome its ethical
incommensurability to the burdens of its bloody history," and describes "modem
and sophistication

literatu¡e's sometimes heroic, often doomed, and always troubled attempts to speak the
wupeakabiürtes of its age." (509, emphasis added). Tal, too, argues that'tar¡ma liæranue
demonstratesthe unbridgeablz gap between wriær and reader and thus defines itself by the

impossibility of its task-the communication of the taumatic experience" (2I8, emphasis
added). Clearly, the very idea that $¡ar trauma may be articulated is problematic and open to

inærrogation-

I

shall therefore proceed to explore questions which must surely have a

bearing on conceptions of history, epistemology and critical practice: May the truth of war
trauma ever be spoken?
such a tale?

If

so, how might \ile ensure that we are

willing and able to lisæn to

Section One

'Other Peoplets Traumatt
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Chapter One

Silencing in Pat Barker's Regenerøtion
or "signifies" as how it
ñ¡nctions, its role in the man's relationship to exter¡al reality, æd its bodily location. Tb
relationshþ of hr¡man bodies o the trger wøl of objective reality grows out of one's

The q¡estim h€re is not so much what t...1 langr¡æe "exEesses"

relatimship to one's own body and to otber hrrman bodies. The relationship to the larger wutd in
û¡m dete¡¡¡ires the way in which these bodies speak of themselves, of objects, and of relationships

to objects.
Klaus Theweleitr

fllhe fact that it was everybody's

business to be F€pd€d

to dþ fm his comtry did not alter fbe

inward and entirely personal grievance onehad againstbeing obligedto do

it
Siegftied Sassoon2

May the truth of war trauma ever be spoken? Regeneratíon, the first volume of Pat
Ba¡ker's Regeneration trilogy, appears to suggest initially that it may. The novel's first

is taken up largely by a reproduction of Siegfried Sassoon's '.A Soldier's
Declaration," a historical document which clearly expresses Sassoon's taumatic
page

disillusionment

with-and

estrangement

However, while the novel begins

by

from-the society for which he is fighting.
depicting an act

immediaæly to trac€ the damaging consequences

of this

herself has noted, "the book actually ends, in a sense,

of

expression,

expressive act, and as Ba¡ker

with [a] silencing" (Perry 55)-

Indeed, the novel is concerned with exploring the poænt combination
t Klaus TheweleiÇ Malc

of social structures

Fantasie,r, Eans. Stephen Conway, et. al., Vol. 1. (Minneapolis: U of Minneapolis P'

1987) 24.
2

it proceeds

Siegfried Sassoon, Slvrston's Progress (1936; New York: Collier, 1969) 48-
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and psychic mechanisms which ensured that the aniculation
extemely problematic for soldiers of the First World
the only explicit expression

of wa¡ tauma in

'War.

of war tauma

proved

Sassoon's "Declaration" is not

Regeneration; the text also reproduces

fragments of the poems of Sassoon and lVilfred Owen, both of whom fe¿ture as characters

in the novel. Nevertheless, these successful acts of expression are fa¡ outnumbered in the
text by the numerous cases in which men are either unwilling or unable to speak the truth of
their taumatic experiences and reminiscences.

In exploring the manner in which soldiers'

experiences

of fear, traum4 and

inadequacy resisæd expression, Regeneraf¡bn traverses the many spheres in which male

subjectivity is enacæd.

h

this respect, the novel's concern with both the practice of

psychiatry and concepts derived from psychoanalysis (such as repression) is instructive.
Scrutinising a theoretical system which locates subjectivity at the nexus of individual drives
and societal demands, the text demands readings which can account for the inærmingling

of

these forces, and demonstrates the need to concepfiralise the subject as existing urithin
several spheres simultaneously. Gender intervenes

in language, social relations and

the

body, and the novel explores the way in which the taumatised male subject inhabits these
realms, often in contradictory and damaging ways. This chapter examines RegeneraÍion's

depiction of the disparity for male soldiers benreen the demands of the social sphere and

thei¡ own individual experiences
death.

of fear, bodily

dismemberment, and encounters with

I argues that for the male cha¡acters inRegeneration,tltß dispatity is often

add¡essed

unconsciously through self-destn¡ctive behaviours which, rather than resolving the
conflict, serve to fi¡rther problematise their engagement with discr¡rsive and institutional
structures.

In its emphasis on both the corporeity of its characters and the concept of silencing
@arker agrees with the proposition that "silencing

is central in ttre booH' Perry 55),
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Regeneration problematises any reading which would seek to locate masculinity within the
operations of discourse alone.3 Without doubt the novel emphasises the extent to which

men ar€ shaped by discourses of appropriate masculine behaviour. Crucially, though, it
questions what becomes of men who a¡e incapable of orienting themselves psychically with
respect to social vocabula¡ies which must fail to reflect their own experiences. Regeneration

explores how the conflicting demands made

of the male soldier in the First World Wa¡

produced psychic Eauma and evenû¡al breakdown, and depicts cha¡acters whose
ambivalent relationships to dominant discursive structures assert themselves in debiliøting

fashion. Signifrcantly, for many men in the novel this ambivalence is manifesæd in the
form of mutism, an inability (or unwillinpess) to manipulaæ language explicitly, to engage

activeþ with discourse. These are characters who have been silenced, whose power of
expression has been rurdermined by forces which tear them in contradictory directions.

Expression and

its

Consequences

In a scene which usefully intoduces some of the themes this chapær will explore,
the psychiatrist Rivers sits on a medical boa¡d evaluating the physical and mental capacity

of a soldier

na¡ned

Billy Prior. Rivers "realize[s] tlrc extent of the intemal conflict going

on" (206): '?rior had said he wanæd nothing morc than to [...] get away from 'the shame'
of home service, and Rivers had no doubt that was true. But it was not the whole tn¡th. [Ie
also wanæd to save his

life." Rivers perceives Prior's

then, that Prior answered questions

untenable position: "Small wonder,

in monosyllables and finally, when asked whether

he

felt physically fit for service, said nothing at all." By inferring a direct conelation benveen
Prior's "internal conflict''and his inability to articr¡late his dilemmq the text encourages us

3

Jane Flax "Iocat[es] self a¡d its experiences

conventions" (232).

i¡

conc¡ete social relations, not only in fictive or purely textual

3l
to consider the male subject's ambivalent relationship to language and discourse, the way in

which he may, whether consciously or otherwise, withdraw from active participation in a
discursive system in which he can find no stable or safe location. The scene exemplifies
Regeneration's preoccupation with the ways in which the embodied male subject negotiates
a

fiequently inimical relationship with dominant ideologies, and with language itself.

Another salient featr¡re of the episode is the fact that Prior is identified and read in
the linguistic realm by the furstin¡tional mechanism;

if his words a¡e deemed

o

be indicative

of his sanity, he will be decla¡ed frt to frght and must return to the front. In its depiction of
several of these medical boards, the text alludes ûo the role

of the utterance in determining

the male subject's place within the disciplinary regime of the military institution; the boards

which scrutinise Sassoon's mental status constitr¡æ crucial textual events, and their
appearance at the beginning and end

device

of sorts. In

consequences, and

of the novel provides narrative symmetry, a framing

Regeneraaon, linguistic acts

of expression have conclete,

for many of its male cha¡acters an awareness of

material

these poæntial

ramifications precludes the possibility of compleæ disclosure. The concept of silencing is

linked

in

the text to men's understanding

of the fact that their verbal and writæn

expressions may be equaæd with their identity by the psychiatric-milita¡istic regime, and

therefore viewed as reliable indicators

corollary

of their mental status and ideological

stance.

A

of this identification of subject and utterance is that silence is pathologised,

viewed in an institr¡tional seting as indicative of psychological deficiency; paradoxicily,

"

man's silence may be read as a "decla¡ation" of inadequacy.

Regenerafionexamines tlre limiæd social and psychic space available to those male

subjecs that renounce, or are cut off from, active participation in the freld of language.
However, through its exploration of the psychianic process, the novel also examines the

way in which some men are encouraged to bring into consciousness and express
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previously repressed emotio¡ts and experiences. It tr¿rces the paradoxical manner in which
male subjectivity is simultaneousþ produced and contained in an institr¡tional environment

which combines what Flax (following FoucaulQ cells
and confessional" (206).Indeed, much

'tlo

sorts of practices: disciplinary

of the novel's power derives from its examination

of male subjects who a¡e encouraged to 'confess' sentiments and emotions which may
expose them to fuitlrer disciplinary measures and feelings

of

inadequacy. Accordingly,

although the novel is concerned v/ith silence, it also contains a wide range of writæn and
spoken forms of expression.

I

have noted ttrat

it conrnences with a text v¡ithin the text

proper-sassoon's 'Decla¡ationl'-and that the plot is largely concemed with tracing the
reception and contairunent

of this thrcatening

document.

In addition to

Sassoon and

Owen's poetry, Regeneration also contains an excerpt from a hymn, a feport ftom The

Times, offrcial psychiatric reports, biblicat quotaúons, excerpts from private letters,
quotations from a lecture, dialogues between characters, and inærior monologues. These
docr¡ments and forms of discourse constinræ a textr¡al tapesûry which could conceivably

form the sole object of study of a reading informed by the premise thæ subjectivity takes
place within the realm of language, of discourse. Indeed, my dictionary defines "discourse"

through a list "tålk, conversation, dissertation, treatise, sefrnon. Each of these caægories is
represented in Re generation

"Somatic Expression"

These arc not the only forms

of

expression that may be identifred

in the text,

however. Through its depiction of hysærical soldiers, the novel examines the way in which
psychic tauma may be manifested somatically. Lyndal Roper argues that
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body imeges, bodily malfunction or even what fbe psycboanalyst Joyce McDougall calls somatic
expression, can be a kind of mute communication, a pre-linguistic resource

to which we resort \ilÞn

language dries up in inexpressible psychic pain. (69, emphasis added)

Cha¡acters in Regeneralíon suffer from twitches, spasms, tics, and sfutters, and these

afflictions can be read as examples of "somatic expression." Indeed, towards the end of the

novel Rivers muses that "tlre stammerings, the nightmares, the tremors, the memory
lapses, of officers were just as much unwitting protest as the grosser maladies

of the men-'

(238, emphasis added). Although this litany of tremors and stammerings is described by
Rivers in ærms of an unconscious, "unwitting" lack of bodily control, it is significant that

they are nevertheless inærpreted as a form
symptoms arc expressions

of 'þrotest." This term

of an active resistance to the "intolerable

implies that the

stress under which

[soldiers] fought" (Winter and Baggett, 2I2), even though such symptoms are selfdestructive. The concept of the self-destn¡ctive protest is a major theme in the novel, and

will

be explored throughout this chapter.

of

Many other instances

somatic expression can be identified

in

Regeneration.

Upon recovering previousþ repressed memories, Prior "seizels] Rivers by the arms, and
begtinsl buning him in the chest, hard enough to hurt'' (104). Rivers attempts ûo interpret
the gesture: 'This w¿ß not an attack, Rivers realized, though

it felt like one. It was the

closest Prior could come to asking for physical contacl" The incident takes place after Prior

has regained the power

of

expression not bcal¡se he

speech.

is

It is therefore

compleæly incapable

implied that he resorts to bodily

of speaking, but rather

because he

cannot articulaæ his need for physical intimacy through the discourse available to

him. The

butting episode directly follows a description of "the play of emotions on Prior's face" and

the statement that'he began
expressive capacities

b cry," and these observations, too, are indicative of the

of the body. This is but one of the many examples in the æxt of the
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way in which the body is both used as a medium of expression and teated as a site of
poæntial inærpretation, a legible surface.

These observations do not in themselves refute the view that subjectivity consists

nothing more than discursive orientation;

it is possible

of

o read the physical symptoms

associated with war trauma as evidence of the body's colonisation by discrusive systems

of

power. Joseph Pugliese appe:rs to take such a position in claiming that 'þrecisely what
[he] examine[s] is the inæxnration of the male body of politicesemiotic regimes" (163).
Pugliese also notes, however, that tlre physical symptoms

of the hysærical soldier occur

within a "double scene t...] in which the indissociable operations of mind and body disrupt
the dogma of Ca¡tesian dichotomy''(171). Pugliese's position is contradictory: in speaking

of the "intextuation" of the body he implies a split between a preæxisting body, and the æxt
or discourse which is inscribed upon iL It is problematic to insist on the disruption of 'the
dogma

of

Cartesian dichotomy'' while simultaneously wishing to invoke

a

distinction

between the body and disctusive forces acting upon it" a move which implies the possible
existence of semiotic systems independent of embodied subjects. A concentration on 'the
corporeal effects produced by [a] semiotic system" (Pugliese 163) can ænd to obscure the

fact that bodies themselves Írct upon and influence discursive formations. Bob Connell
notes that "theories of discourse have not overcome [the Cartesian]

split t]rey have made

bodies the objects of symbolic practice and power but not participants" (Masculiníties 60).

In approaching the issues of somatic expression and mutism, a concentration on discourse
may therefore be limiting.

Regeneration, then, depicts si¡¡ations which suggest the imbrication of mental and
physical factors in the stnrcnuing of male subjectivity. The novel also calls our attention to
the fact that subjectivity may be affecæd by somatic experience
be characterised in ærms

in ways that may not easily

of discourse or textuality. It contains, for exarnple, a description
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of the methods of teatnent practised by the historical frgure Dr. Lewis Yealland. In

a

harrowing passage, Yealland inflicts physical pain upon a mute soldier in order to force
him to spealç to re-enter the realm of language.It is difficult to envisage how this scenario
might

þ

accor¡næd

for purely in ærms of discourse. Without recor¡¡s€ to some notion of

the causal capacities of bodies and corporeal phenomena, how could we explain the way

to be inscribed in the subject? How could we

ttrat institr¡tional discipline bere comes
¿rccount

for the way in which somatic experience leads dfuectly to a shift in the subject's

relationship with language? Connell argues that "bodies cannot be understood as a neuEal

medium of social practice. Their materiality matters" (Masculinities 58), and the Yealland
episode suggests that the body participates actively in the r€alm

of social relations. To

conceive of the body as a vessel, a tabula rúrJø upon which discourse

is writæn, is to

overlook the role it plays in the inærplay of self and society.

"A Soldier's l)eclaration": Alienation and Social Space

I

have noted that tlre themes

of

protest and silencing which a¡e cenral to

Regeneration are introduced on the

first page through Sassoon's "Decla¡ation."

'Decla¡atiorf' serves as a useful guide

o

mapping out the social space

The

in which Sassoon

orients himself; it is a textual tÊstament to alienation. In tracing this alienation I will begin to

explore the question of how it is that the men in ttre novel a¡e silenced. How might their

inability to reconcile their own experiences with available discourses en$ue that they
occupy marginal positions, and how might this marginalisation serve ûo compromise their
expressive capability? Although Sassoon is able to a¡ticulate his alienation, others in the

novel cannot, due to their justified fea¡

of

ostracism and disciplinary retribution. The

'Declaratiorf is therefore a unique and valu¿ble guide.
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The form that Sassoon's disillusionment takes is informative. Although he begins

by claiming that he is defying "military authority'' (3), it soon becomes apparcnt that it is
not merely the institution of the army that he is challengrng. He presents himself as a man
on the fringes of the political machine, his faith in its workings no longer intact: he refers to

'þolitical erors and insincerities" and the "deception which is being practised" on the men
at the front. However, atthough he sets himself up in opposition to certain institutions,
clear that he is not entirely divorced from a sense

it is

of community and social connection,

he claims to be'bonvinced that [he is] acting on behalf

as

of soldiers" and making his protest

"on behalf of those who are suffering now'' (3). However, a further element emerges in the

final paragraph of the "Decla¡ation." In addition to disillusionment with political

and

military institutions, the document reveals an uneasy relationship between the soldier and
the citizens for whom he is supposedly fighting:

lA]lso I believe that I may help to destroy tbe callous complacence with which the majority of those at
home regød

¡[s ss¡¡i¡nance of

4gonies which they do not share, and which they have not sufficient

imagination to realize. (3)

This furttrer element of cynicism and detachment from society reveals the extent to which
Sassoon's experience of wa¡ has eroded any comfort he may have gained from the thought

of the home front, of a morally upright and caring world which may have served to
counterbalance his own exposurc

in the trenches to barba¡ic acts, fear and violence. In

Achilles ín Vietna¡n, Jonathan Shay argues that a conrmon facûor in the aetiology of war
trauma is precisely ttris kind of disilh¡sionment (Shay's arguments

will be further explored

in Chapær Two). The "Declaration" finishes on a biuer note, then, and serves as a reminder
of the gulf which the experience of war opens benn een those who are able to regard society
as benevolent and those

who cannot
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It immediately becomes apparent that this subversive expressive act is al¡eady being
processed by the very institutional framework that

it seeks to oppose: the document is being

read by a psychianist working within the fra¡nework of the military, namely Rivers.
Rivers's colleague Bryce states ttrat it will "be read out in the House of Commons next

weeH' and observes that this u¡ill lead

to

media atæntion

(4). In a¡ticulating

his

disenchantment" Sassoon exposes his æxt (and, by extension, himselÐ to the gaze of both
tlre military rcgime and the wider public. The discussion also rcveals another immediate

of Sassoon's decla¡ation: he is being sent to Craigloclttart V/a¡ Hospital. A

consequence

medical board has decla¡ed that he is "shell-shocked," and his linguistic act leads directly

ûo

his physical inca¡ceration.

Rivers notes that this kind of classification has other effects:

'It just occurs to me

that a diagnosis of neurasthenia might not be inconvenient confronted with this" (4). Rivers
alludes here

ûo

the fact that due to the identification

of æxt and subject, the classification of

Sassoon as mentally unsound serves to r¡ndermine ttre validity

of any text produced by

him. In a circula¡ case of da¡nnation by association, the text is read as evidence of his
mental instability, while his mental instability is read as evidence of the text's unreliability.

Winær and Bagget note that

"if a military board

reasoned, it would tacitly accept the sanity

passed lSassoon]

fit for service, Rivers

of the man who had made the

embarrassing

protest published in the dmes" (224). The classification of Sassoon as neurasthenic enables
his proûest to be read as emanating from beyond the boundaries of the acceptable sphere of

rational, masculine discourse, and therefore not worthy of consideration within ttrat realm.
Bryce notes that "the minister will say that no disciplinary action has been taken, because

Mr.

Sassoon

is suffering from a severe mental breakdown, and therefore not responsible

for his actions" (4). The 'Decla¡ationl' is read as signifying nothing but its author's
psychological stattrs, and Sassoon is effectively silenced.
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Repression and Protest

As

a

form of proæst the 'Declar¿tion" is emblematic of the way in which individuat

rebellion against socially entrenched institutions may serve paradoxically both to alleviaæ
the strain of a male subject's untenable position and to intensify

it. I have traced some of

the negative consequences that spring from Sassoon's protest, such as his incarceration and

his classification as menally unsound. The æxt suggests, though, that tttis act of
expression is also benefrcial to him.
suggesæd by Regeneratíon

I

examine the therapeutic aspects

of protest that a¡e

blow; in order to do so I will begin to explore

repression and traumatic recollection, concepts which figure prominently

the notions of

in the novel. The

notion of repression in particular will be scrutinised throughout this chapter, as it is cenüal
to the novel's examination of self-destnrctive behaviours, and to its inærrogation of notions

of masculine autonomy and rationality.

Rivers is depicted as placing lirle emphasis on the role played by sexuality in the
aetiology

of psychic disorders. However, he certainly embraces other aspects of

Freudian model, "a ue¿tment that he knew

to be still largely experimental" (47).

the

One

Freudian notion that Rivers employs is the concept of the talking cure (a technique which is
contrasted

in the text srith Yealland's corporeal

approach). Another

is the concept of

repression, described by Freud as lying "at the basis of every neurosis" ("Intoduction"
210). Repression figures prominently in Rivers's account of the symptoms of war trauma:

The typical patient t...1

hd

whatever rar¡¡natic events

usually been devoting onsiderable energy

bd

pecipitared his ueu¡osis.

to the task of

[...] The borrors he'd

forgetting

expøienced, only

partiatly r€pressed even by day, reu¡med with r€dor¡bld fqce to hannt the nights, giving rise to that
most cbaract€ristic s¡rmpom of

wr

neurosis: the battle night6¿¡s.

Qs-N¡
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Accordingly, Rivers's method of teatnent "sometimes consisæd simply of encouraging
the patient to abandon his hopeless attempts to forge! and advising him insæad ûo spend
some part

of every day rememberin9" (26). Reprcssion, then, is effectively equated by

Rivers with "attempt[ing] to forget " and cha¡acærised as a damaging ændency. Implicit in

Rivers's technique is the assumption that

if

the terror and self-loathing instilted in soldiers

by their traumatic experiences can be brought into consciousness, they may be nullifred and
robbed of thei¡ destabilising power.

Another way of conceptualising Rivers's approach is in ærms

of expression: if

traumatic feelings can be expressed at a conscious level, they may cease to function as

traumatic sources of signifrcation. In other words, repression can be viewed as a failure of
expression. In this context, Sassoon's protest may be understood as a significant step in
his recovery.Indeed, Rivers does so:

Sassoon's determinâtion ûo remember might well account for his early and rapid recov€ry t...1. Writing

tbe poems h¡d obviously been tbrapeutic, but then Rivers suspected that uniting the Decla¡ation
migbt well have been therapeutic too. He thougbt that Sassoon's poetry and his protest sprang ftom a
single souroe, dtd each could be linked to his recovery ftrom that tenible perfu:d of nighmares

ad

hallucinations. (2Ií)

By drawing

a comparison between Sassoon's

poetry and his "Decla¡ation," Rivers implies

that the therapeutic po\iler of the protest stems from its expressive nature.

It is helpful,

that

is, insofar as it is a vehicle for articulating beliefs which may have been the source of
psychic turmoil had they been repressed. Given that Rivers diagnoses Sassoon as having
"a very powerful anti-war neurosis" (15), it is in keeping with his clinical approach that he

views Sassoon's conscious, active expression of opposition to the war as psychologically
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beneficial. It is debaøble whether the 'Declaration" constitutes an instance of abreaction,
the articulation of a previously repressed emotion, but nevertheless Rivers appears to view

it

as an example

of the way in which the a¡ticulation of a problematic mental state can lead

to psychic relief.

Ihe Literary

Space

Liæran¡re functions rnRegercruion as a privileged expressive space. Despiæ the

fact that they express essentially the same sentiments of disaffection and outrage in the
same tone of righæous demand, the 'Decla¡ation"

for Sassoon (such
poem

is shown to have adverse consequences

as his consignment ûo what he calls

"To the V/armongers" is benignly

received.

'h loony-bi^," 122), whereas his

In other words, while Rivers

differentiaæs be¡neen Sassoon's "poetry and his protest''(26), the juxtaposition of the two
texts encourages us to read them both as examples of protest. What is the basis, then, of
their vastly different receptions? Given that the novel is concerned with the experiences of
men in the Fi¡st World \Va¡, it is not surprising that the war poets Sassoon and \Vilfred
Orven figure prominently in the
as they constituæ a record

text Literary merit aside, their poems

a¡e valuable insofa¡

of sorûs of the subjectivities of taumatised male subjects during

the First World Wa¡. As such, they are a valuable resource

for those

attempting

o

reconstn¡ct the experiences of such men. The very fact that this reæord exists is æstimony to
the expressive space provided by the realm of liærary expression, a spÍrce which is not
subject to the same degree

of institutional scrutiny accorded to other forms of linguistic

practice.

Upon initially confronting Sassoon's poetry (and significantly this occurs only after
Sassoon volunteers

it to him), Rivers is unsure of how to process it:

4t

Rivers loew so little about poetry that he was almost embarr¿ssed at the thought

of having

to

comment on these. But then he rcninded himself tbey'd been given to him as a therapist, not as a

literary critic, and ftom that point of view they were interesting, prticularly the last (25)

Rivers's embaÍassment reveals the way in which literary expression resists analysis and
containment by instinrtions which otherwise serve ûo prescribe and limit the forms of
expression available to the subject. Of course, Rivers is ultimately able to incorporate the
poems into his therapeutic framework, to approach them from a specific

'þint

However, in admining his lack of liærary expertise he highlights a sense

of view."

in which the

poems exceed the clinical gaze.It is suggesæd ttnt although Rivers is able to draw some

information from the poems, he feels incapable of compleæly grasping their meaning.
Presented

with another poem later in the novel, Rivers admia that he "just feel[s]

inadequate' (189). The inscrutability of the poems therefore functions as a barrier ûo their
incorporation within the disciplinary framework.

ln

Regenerarton, the liærary realm provides a space

in which the subject may

articulaæ potentially incriminating thoughts and beliefs with a degree of impunity ordinarily
unavailable to those who are the target of the clinical gaze. Several passages in the novel
suggest the significance of this expressive space for disempowered, üaumatised soldiers.

Commenting on a line in a draft of "Anthem forDoomed Youth," Sassoon declares "Owen,

for God's sake, this is V/ar Offrce propaganda" (141). Owen replies fustly that 'It's not,"
and then that

'It

certainly isn't meant to be." The poets' condemnation of the extent

ûo

which the line coincides with offrcially propagaæd ideology is indicative of the fact that
they view the realm of poetry as a forum for constnrcting narratives about their experience

which do not correspond to such ideology. Poetry is presented here as a vehicle for the
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expression of experiences which exceed the bounda¡ies of acceptable discourses about the
war; it is the siæ of a new discourse, one contolled and dispersed by the men themselves.

I¿ær in the novel, the nvo poets discuss the concept of artistic influence, and the
need for Orven to establistr his own poetic voice. Laær

still,

Oruen presents Sassoon

with

the final draft of his poem: "Sassoon, watching, ttrought" he's getting betær. No stammer.

Quick decisive movements. The self<onfidence to conEadict his hero. And the poem had
been a revelation" (157). Owen's confidence in his a¡tistic voice is shown to coincide

his improved physical and linguistic

competence.

with

This correspondence suggests a

relationship between tlre ability to articulate traurnatic experience confidently and safely,
and the r€covery

of psychological well-being. Of course, Owen's ability to forge a poetic

voice may not be responsible for his improvemenq the car¡sation may conceivably run in
the other direction. Nevertheless the passage implies that the ability to situate traumatic
experience within a linguistic framework is therapeutic; r€call that Rivers "thought that
Sassoon's poetry and his protest [...] could be linked to his recovery" (26).

It is possible to view the relationship benveen Owen's expressive ability and his
recuperation merely as an instance of simultaneity, ûo deny the exisænce of a causal link.

An ea¡lier pÍ¡ssage, though, undermines the distinction be¡veen subject and utterance which

such an inærpreøtion would require, and suggests that a more active role should be
assigned ûo Owen's actof writing. kr deciding to make his tar¡matic experience

of wa¡ the

subject of his poetry, Orven provides an insight into his invesûnent in the creative act:

'I

s-suppose

I've always thougbt of ppoetry as the opposite of all that. The ugliness.' O¡,en was

struggling to a¡ticulaæ a point of view he was abandming even as he spoke. 'S-Something to talre
reñ¡ge

in.' (84)
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kritially Owen conceives of liæratr¡re as a realm of idealised representations, incompatible

with his own experience of "ugliness," and therefore of no use to him in actively
confronting the world. Later, he claims that "it's mad not to wriæ about the wat'' (123). In

writing about the "ugliness" of war and his reaction to it, Orven employs expression as a
means of defining his place

in the world. Whereas his poetry has previously been used to

escape the horror of his experience of war and, by extension, to escape himself,

it becomes

a means of articulating that experience and defrning a spæe in which to inhabit more
comfortably the realm

of

language and discourse.

His problematic negotiation with

discursive structures (such as '"!Va¡ Office propaganda'') which are incompatible with his

own experience is facilitated by Hs ability to engage with them linguistically, to imagine
and wriæ an acceptable way of being.

"Tilting at lVindmillstt: The Self-Destructive Protest
Non¡¡ithstanding Owen's and Sassoon's [ærary achievements, the articulation of
experiences which exceed or challenge existing accourits

of masculinity and wa¡ is highly

problematic forevery male character inRegeneration.Indæd, the textexamines the va¡ior¡s

ways in which such proûests arc almost invariably damaging to the subject. The novel
depicts men who, without necessarily being consciously aware of

it,

defend themselves

through iltegible attacla on their own corporeal and psychic struch¡res. In exploring the
paradoxical and seemingly nonsensical notion that attacking oneself may constitute a form

of defence, I u/ill tace the manner in which ttre phenomenon of repression confounds
concepts

nature

of

masculine autonomy and agency.

I will

argue, too, that the self-destructive

of men's protests in Regeneraf¡bn stems from what Freud called the "failure of

translation" (qtd. in Felman, Writing 19) that constitutes repression.

M
Although Sassoon's expression of proæst is apparently direcæd outwards, targeting
external forces,

in effect it serves to exacerbate his own psychic turmoil, to further

problematise his relationship with ideological stnrctures with which he
imbricated.

In his

discussion

of counter-cultural

is

inexticably

approaches ûo reforming masculinity,

Connell identifies a mis-match be¡veen the social character

of

gender issues, and the

individuatiz¡d practices which are proposed as means of reform (Masculinities 139'40).
Corurell argues ttrat

in atempting to transform

aspects

of subjectivity which have

a¡isen

through participation in, and expo$ue to, social practices which exceed them, men may
effectively cause damage ûo themselves, while failing to effect change in the discursive
stn¡ctures with which they continue to be engaged. Sassoon's Protest can be cha¡acterised

¿rs

an example

of

precisely

this kind

of

ineffective, self-destn¡ctive attempt

aI

transformation. Indeed, Rivers confronts him about his ineffective political approach: "you
spend far too much time

of damage--which I

tilting at windmills, Siegfried. In ways which do you a geat deal

happen to carc

about-and don't do anybody else any good at all"

(205).

kr defying military authority and ideology, Sassoon effectively confronts aspects of
his own subjectivity. In a discussion of the Gulf Wa¡, Judith Butler notes that "Foucault
linked the displacement of the intentional subject with modern power relations that he
himself associaæd with wat'' (10). Butter argues that the subject's genealogy within social
systems needs to be conceptualised as a crucial aspect

of subjectivity, one that is routinely

disavowed in support of a mythical autonomy:

Whæ lFouca¡¡lt] meant,

I think, is that

subjects who institute actions a¡e themselves tbe instioted

effects of prior actims, ¿¡fl rhar the horizon in whic,h we act is there as a cmstiû¡tive possibility of our
very capacity to ac! not merely or exclusively as an exterior field or theater of operations. (10)
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Another way of conceptualising Butler's point is to note that the concept of dependency is

implicit in the very word 'subject.' In other words, some form of social context is
necessary condition of agency. Butler's insight suggests that

a

in challenging the ideological

framework of a military instin¡tion in which he has been disciplined, shaped and produced,
Sassoon denounces his own history, and
agency is implicated in that genealory.

'I

in doing so overlooks the extent to which his

think the army's probably the only place I've ever

really belonged" (36), he decla¡es, a telling indication of the extent of his imbrication with
the very discursive and ideological strucnlres he attempts

to rejecr Eugene

Goodhea¡t

claims that "the paradox of the perverse rebel is that he is the most complete victim of the
order against which he is revolting, that his revolt is itself a ma¡k of his enslavemenq and

that, knowing this, he has no choice but to continue to revolt'' (The Cult

of

the Ego 7).

Goodheart's and Butler's observations explirin why Sassoon describes his protest as 'tlre
ha¡dest thing

þe'sl

ever done" (6);

in attacking the military, he effectively

threaæns the

foundations of his own psyche.

Mutism and Agency

Earlier, I claimed that Regencration explores the ways in which male subjects may

turn upon themselves in the absence of any other expressive space. The phenomenon of
mutism is significant in this regard, as it constitutes an absence of expression, a failure to

signify by ordinary means. Rivers's account of mutism suggests that if men cannot find a
discursive space in which to situate their experience, they may attempt to withdraw from
the realm of signification alogether:
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I imagine... Mutism
thar

if

yoa do say

it

seems to spring ftom

aconflictbetwænwanting to say somerhing, and howing

will

the consequ€nces

be disastrous. So you resolve

it by making it

physically

impossible for yourself to speak. (96)

Rivers's explanation

¿rccords

a degree of agency and rational choice to the soldier's

withdrawal from speech. For Rivers, mutism is the soldier's means of resolving a conflict

an active decision rather than an imposition from without. However, Rivers does not
specify the psychic source of this decision: is

it

conscious or unconscious, agentic or

otherwise? The nature of the "conflicf itself is also unclea¡. Is

it a form of discursive

dissonance, an inability to reconcile competing discursive needs, or does

it consist

instead

of tension between the conscious mind and the unconscious, or even between the psyche
and the body? How might a problematic relationship to linguistic structures come to be

manifesæd

in the physical realm?

I

re-examine Rivers's account

of

mutism

in

my

discussion below of traumatic bodily experience.

Clearly, the novel's depiction of mutism and stammering gives rise to many
questions concerning the relationships betwe€n consciousness, the unconscious, language,

the body, and social structures.

It

also problematises any attempt to locate a subject's

agency \ilithin a particular realm, such as th¿t

of the conscious mind. In a formulation

which echoes that of Rivers, Pugllese asserts that:

[]he

dysfimctional serrriceman reintextuates

his healthy body into tbe corpus of the invalid: in

assuming tbe symptons of madncs ard physiological diseases he achieves a means whereby he
æmporæily circumvent the stait-jacket of

militry

ø

regimes. (173)

I ike Rivers, Pogli"r" implicitly assigns a large degree of agency and inæntionality ûo the
subject. Concerned primadly with the "discursive systems of representation'' used to map
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out illness (162), Pugliese stresses the performative and signifying aspects
traumatised soldier: "The hysæric

[...] mimic[s]

a corporcal language

in which

o

of

the

signify

hiJtrer meaning" (173). Pugliese implies that male "hysteric[s]" actively convey

a

"meaning" which is apparent to them, temporarily "assuming" and mimicking corporeal
symptoms in order to manipulaæ discursive systems

for their own

benef,rL However, as

Joan Busheld notes, "shell-shock [...] meant an increasing recognition

of the a¡xieties and

fears war could generate [...] and a denial of male agency ød rationalitf' (220, emphasis
added). Busfield's statement apposiæly juxtaposes two related concepts which a¡e difficult

to reconcile with Pugliese's and Rivers's models of the agency and inæntionality of somatic

dysfunction. Firstly, Busfield posits tlre exisænce of extra-discursive psychic experiences
(such as fear) which arc not expressed clearly in either the somatic or linguistic domains.
Secondly, she alludes to the manner in which this faih¡re of expression undercuts notions

of agency and autonomy.

"A Failure of Translation": The trlegibility of Repression
In order to examine ttre threat posed to notions of masculine agency and selfatvareness by the figr¡re

of the soldier whose psychic tauma is manifested in the physical

realm, it is necessary to revisit the concept of repression. Earlier,

I claimed

that Rivers

cha¡acærises repression

as being akin to forgetting, an unwillingness to cor¡front

consciously the memory

of

trar¡matic experiences. However, his "heatnent sometimes

consisæd simply of encouraging the patient

(26, emphasis added). This allusion

ûo

repression cannot be equaæd simply

o

abandon lrjrs hopeless attempts úo forget''

the inevitable rcturn

of the repressed implies

that

with forgening, and demonstrates that consciot¡s

attempts ûo forget painful experiences a¡e doomed to failure. Repression, then, may be
cha¡acærised as a phenomenon which is beyond the subject's conscious control. Goodheart
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notes that

'îlp

insidiousness of reprcssion is precisely its unconscious cha¡acter.

I say

'unconscious' rather than 'irrational' because repression has its reasons" (Desíre

Il7,

emphasis in original). The "reasons" that Goodheart refers to are clearly illustrated in the

etymology of the ærm:

It $rill be noticed tbat in the account given in the

Studies the temr actually used

to describe the

procass

is not 'repression' but 'deferc'. At this early period [ie. 1895] the two tenns were used by Fteud
indifferently, thougb 'deferrce' was perbaps the commmer. (Etlitor's note m "Repressiod'S4 Vol. 14,

r44)

The fact that 'repression' and 'defence' arc synon)¿mous in Freud's early work reminds us

of the role that he assigned to repression, which is precisely ttrat of preventing elements of
the subject's psychic experience from entering consciousness.

kt its tansformations

and

displacements, repression serves ûo conceal sensations which are liærally inadmissible,

thereby defending the conscious mind from thoughts and emotions which would
necessitate complete psychic re-orientation. It may be cha¡acterised, thereforc,

ð a form of

unconscior¡s defence mechanism.

Clearly

it is problematic to conceptualise

repression

in terms of

agency and

autonomy, and RegeneraÍion repeatedly emphasises the notion that repression destabilises

tlre traumatised subjecf Whereas Sassoon's protest constitutes a clear articulation of
aspects

of his trauma, other characærs in the novel stnrggle o make

sense

of

their

experience of what hrgliese would call "reintextuation." Referring to his breakdown and
lapse into mutism, Prior ælls Rivers that he "just want[s] to understand

(105).

In desperaæly

seeking an explanation, Prior reveals the extent

behaviour has been influenced by forces beyond the grasp
demonstrates,

why it happened"

to which his

of his conscious mind.

too, that the gulf benveen unconscious motivation and

He

conscious
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understanding is a source of anxiety.

'I

couldn't see what .. I'd need to forget," he decla¡es

(105), a statement which succinctly encapsulates the non-equivalence of repression

and

consciousness. Prior's dilemma suggests that repression may serve not only to protect the

subject from having to confront problematic emotions in the realm

of consciousness, but

also to hinder their perception of the very existence of such emotions.

Freud, of course, viewed dreams as one means by which repressed emotions could

be accessed by the conscious mind. For Prior, though, the nature of his oneiric
transformations and displacements gives rise to suicid¿l thoughts and 'lnakes it really quiæ

impossible to like [him]self' (100). Significantly, it is not the direct memory of tar¡matic

Prior, but rather the way in which these experiences

are

it is implied that for Prior, the most troubling aspect of

the

experiences which haunts
condensed and displaced;

nightnares is their sexual contenl The fact that inadmissible, repressed reactions to
trar¡matic experience come to be expressed and relived

in the form of nightnares is

a

recurrent theme inRegetærarton.lndeæd,the cries of men awaking in terror from nocürrnal

visions constitute a form

of

æxtr¡al refrain. lVhereas the affective content

of

these

nighrnares may undoubtedly be raced to the front, their form and stn¡cture is supplied by
the men themselves, whose own psychic mechanisms ensr¡re that they are unable to

¿rccess

consciously the sources of their pain.

Rivers characterises repression as a damaging force in the mental life of his patients

and an obstacle to their recovery, but
awa¡eness of the forces that necessitate

it

in an extended meditation he
as a

demonstrates an

form of defence:

In leading his patients to understand tbat bnealcdown

ry¿s

¡srhing to be ashamed of, that borror

d

fea

wr

md weæ betær æhowbdged than suppressed, t...1 be

was setting himself against tbe whole tenon

of their upbringing. Tbey'd been trair¡ed to ideiliry

were inevitable rcspo¡u¡es to tbe

üa¡na of

5d
emotional reprcssion as the essq¡oe ef møntiness.

[...] îhe chæge he deu¡andod of them+nd by

inplication of bfunself-was not trivial. Fea¡, tenderness-{bese emotions \ilef€ so
could be adnitted into consciousness only at the cost of redefining rì,bat it meant

1e

despised that

ftsy

¡s ¿ man. (48)

Repression defends Rivers's patients from painful recognition of their own failure to match
up to models of masculinity, models which constitute the "whole tenor

of their upbringing"

and, by extension, the only available discourses in which to siû¡ate their experience.
However, although their inability to express fear within the realm of language leads directly

to its expression in the form of nightmares, corporeal dysfunction and mutism, this
transference does not mitigate the th¡eat posed ûo their masculinity by the experience of

fea¡. Ironically, their breakdown is itself inærpreæd as a deviation from the masculine
norm; as Busfreld notes, 'the concept [of shell-shock] still called the masculinity of its
recipients into questiorf' (22O). Rivers aclnowledges as much: when a patient claims that
he "suppose[s] it ß possible someone might find being

locþd up in a loony bin a fairly

emasculating experience," Rivers responds that he'think[s] most people do" (29, emphasis

in original). Pugliese's characterisation of "tlre serviceman's rejection of patriarchy'' (172)
and of the "empowering space" occupied
a problematic relationship

by

the war neurotic (171) overlooks the fact that

to discursive stn¡ctures does not qluate to a trariscendence of

those stn¡ctures.

The male cha¡acters in Regeneration often interpret their deviation from norms of
masculinity as indicative of their own pathology, rather than ¿¡s an indicûnent

of

such

norms. In their attempt to articulaæ emotions or experiences that exceed prescribed models

of masculinity, they must resort to alærnative forms of expression. Rather than serving to
alleviate tension, however, these forms

of expression in turn prove ûo be a source of

anxiety due to their illegibility. This ilegibility is itself a result of the transformations and
concealments performed by the mechanism of repression; Shoshana Felman notes that 'lthe
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very essence of repression is defined by Freud as a 'failure of translation,' that is, precisely
as the

banier which separates us from a foreign language" (Writing 19). The men who a¡e

urable to a¡ticulate their fears expressly are conñ¡sed when their psyches obstinaæly refr¡se
to discard the emotioru, opting insæad to employ expressive media which a¡e inscrutable to
the conscious mind. The expression of fea¡ is couched
subjects cannot read, and this 'failr¡re

in a language that traumatised

of tanslation" ensures that these acts of expression

are both mystifying and self-destructive. lVhile fear provides the affective motivation

nightmares, mutism, stammering, and paralysis,
s)¡rnpûoms is th¿t they

tail to

expr€,ss

a defining feature of

each

of

for

these

fear clearly. Instead, they serve both to estrarige men

from their emotional reaction to trar¡ma, and o problematise thei¡ already

strained

engagement with discourses of masculinity which privilege mastery and auûonomy.

f,'oreign Bodies: Traumatic Bodily Experience

In addition to r¿cing the manner in which the body may be employed inadvertently
as an expressive medium, Regeneration explores the notion that soldiers' exposure to
dismembered and mutilated bodies may directly undermine their own physical capability.

It

is often claimed that the incidence of mental breakdown in the First lVorld War gave rise to

a greater emphasis in psychiatric ttrought on the psyche's ability to undermine somatic
function. Oppentreim claims, for example, that 'the Great War

[...]

demonstrated beyond

doubt that psychologcal agents can, by themselves, utterly disrupt the body's futtctions"

(qtd. in Busfield, 220). Regercration suggests, though, that this disruption is not always
or necessarily mediaæd through consciousness or discourse.

It is worttr quoting in full a passage which emphasises the role played by the body
in experiences of trauma- A cha¡acter named Burns (whose very ruune is evocative of the
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fragility of corporeal stability) loses control over his bodily functions as a result of his
taumatic inærmingling urith what is liærally

a foreign body:

IIe'd been tbrown into tbe air by the explosion of a shell

ed

had Ifldod, head-fint, on a Crerman

corpse, wbose gas-filled belly bad nrpured on impact. Before Br¡rns lost consciousness,

b'd

hqrl time

to realise tbat what fi[ed his nose and mouth was decomposing human flesh. Now, whenever he tied

to eat, rhât taste md smell recr¡ned. Nightly, he relived the experience, and from every nighmare be
awoke vomiting. Burns

m his loees,

bile, hardly looked lif,s x
bone casing

as Rivers bad often sgs¡

[rman being at all. His body

fq a tormented

him, retc,hing up the last ormce of his

seemed

to bâve become merely the *in-æd-

alimentary caDal. (19)

Burns's trauma is manifesæd in the psychic realm in the form of nightmares, but the
passage clearly demonsúates the centrality

of the body in both tlre causation and

the

expression of his Eauma- We a¡e told that "before Bums lost consciousness, he'd had time

to realise" what was occurring,

ûo attempt

to map out his experience mentally. However,

the episode suggests that mental factors play a secondary role in his encounter, occurring

after the fact rather than constinÍing the primary source of ûauma. Terms in the passage
denoting physical phenomenafar ouûrumber those refening to psychic events: 'head-fust

"

"corpse," "gas-filled belly," "his nose and mouth," "decomposing human flesh,"
"vomiting," "kneesr" "Ietching," "bile," 'his bodyr" "skin-and-bone," "alimentary canal"
and "taste and smell" are all tenns which suggest that Burns's experience is one which

takes place largely \ilithin the physical realm. Arguably 'taste and smell" cannot be
categorised as instances of purely physical phenomena, but nevertheless they provide an
apposiæ example of the imbrication of the psyche and the body. The passage confounds
accounts

of breakdown or masculinity which rely solely on notions of discourse,

and

demands insæad that we recognise that "the ñ¡ndamental human unit is a psyche-soma"

(Flax, paraphrasing Winnicott" 150).
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One crucial aspect

of the Burns episode is the emphasis on the loss of boundaries

between self and other. The German corpse

"fillls] his nose and mouth," invading his body

physically while simuløneousþ enæring less dircctly in the form of smell and taste. A
consequence of this invasion and inærmingling is that Burns has diffrculty maintaining his

own physical bounda¡ies, involunt¿rily expelling fluids through'Tomiting" and "retching."

Rivers perceives him not in ærms of solidity and coherence, but rather in ærms of his
capacity for discharge and release, as a "tormented alimentary canal," a metaphor which
again emphasises the way

in which the body

channels and inærprets elements

of

the

physical world. Burns can no longer maintain a sense of coherence or unity, and is instead
threatened by recuning phantasmic sensations which confound the notion that the senses

provide a reliable link between the psyche and the physical realm. Eric Leed refers ûo the
actual case described in Rivers's notes which presumably served as a model

for the Burns

character. Significantly, like Barker, Iæed emphasises the exænt to which this instance of
traumatic inærmingling serves to undermine distinctions:

"It would be diffrcult to find a

more compleæ violation of the distinctions which separate the dead from the living, friend

from enemy, rotten from edible, than this experience" (19).

A

characær named Anderson provides another example

traumatic perceptions

of the importance of

of the body in Regeneration Like Burns, Anderson's trauma is

manifested as a loss of control over bodily fluids. He has performed 'iæn amputations a

day''before breaking down upon witnessing a soldier bleed to death; he recalls that 'Tt
pumped out of him" (30). Anderson's perception

of a body's inability to contain fluids

leads directly to his own inability to contain fluids. Crucially, Anderson himself alludes
sardonically to the fact that his bodily reaction ûo the experience is not mediaæd by aspeca

of consciousness typically

associated

with rationality or agency. \ilhen Rivers asks him

"when [he] said enough" (31, emphasis in original), he replies: "you make it sound like

a
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decision. I don'tlnow that lying on the floor in a pool of piss counts as a decision." The

text also refers to a "young man [...] who'd broken down after finding the mutilated body

of his friend" (139), yet another instance of the causal connection posiæd in the novel
between perceptions of the body and breakdown.

An incident which is central

ûo

the narrative of Regeneration also explores the issue

of traumatic bodily experience. In a passage which differs from the bulk of the æxt insofa¡
as

it consists of an exænded description of events taking place at the front line, Prior

recovers-through hypnosis-access to the memory of events directly preæeding his lapse
into mutism. Smell, touch and øsæ figurc prominently in the account, demonstating the
physical nafi¡r€

of Prior's

experience

of the front and suggesting that it is not

only

emotions that may be subject to repression, but sensual experiences too. In the process of
cleaning up the siæ of a shell explosion,

Prior [...] glanced down, and

foud himself

staring into an eye. Delicaæly, like someåody selecting a

particularly c,hoice morsel ftom a plrte, he put his thumb and føefinger down lhrough the dud<bords.

His fmgers

tor¡c,bed tbe smooth

bansferred it to the palm of his

s¡¡rfæ æd slid befue they managed to get a hold. He got

han(

and beld

it

it

out,

towards Logan. He could see his band was shaking,

but the shaking didn't seem to be anything to do with him. '\Vhat atrr

I

snpposed to do

with this goÞ

stopper?' [...] fVhen at ¡ast they stood baclq [...] he wanted to say something casual, something that
would prove he was alrigbt, but a numbness had spread all over the lower half of his face. (103)

I noted earlier that Rivers explains mutism in terms of "a conflict between wanting to say
something, and knowing that

if you do say it the consequences will be disasüous" (96), a

tension v/ithin the realm of discourse. However, the passage quoæd above suggests that

Prior's mutism a¡ises as the result of a more profound disruption of the link be¡veen
psyche and soma- Upon encounteringthedisjectametnbra

of a man he has just spoken to,
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Prior becomes increasingly alienated from his bodily functions. 'The shaking didn't seem
to be anything to do with him," and as he is talcen ûo a casualty clearing station he displays
a disregard

(103).

for his bodily well-being, feeling "as if nothing could ever touch him again"

hiormay

be characterised as becoming increasingly disembodied, and arguably

it is

this disembodiment that is responsible for his silencing.

The signifrcance of the final word that Prior speaks cannot be overstaæd. It
suggests that his visual and tactile exposure ûo the isolated, dislocaæd eye leads directly to

his own inability to contol his body; the eye liærally "stops" his "gob." A gob-stopper is,

of course, designed to be enjoyed in the mouth, and it is possible to read Prior's use of the
t€nn

¿N

indicative of a taumatic imaginary inærmingling: by inadveræntly imagining the

eye in his mouth, he erodes the boundaries between self and other. The reference to him

being

'liþ

somebody selecting a particularly choice morsel from a platË'' supports this

hypothesis. Whether or not one embraces this particular reading, Prior's use of the term

"gobstoppet'' is indicative of the extent to which his trauma centres a¡ound his relationship
with another body.

Klaus Theweleit argues that language not only "signifres" and "expresses," but also

plays a "role in

[...] man's

relationship to external r€ality

bodies to the larger world of objective reality grows out

[...] The relationship of human

of one's relationship to one's own

body and ûo other human bodies" (Mal¿ Fantasies 24). An exteme post-stnrcnrralist
position might hold that bodies serve merely as vessels
Theweleit's formulation encourages

r¡¡¡ ûo

for

discr¡rsive structures.

reverse this emphasis, to conceptualise language

as subservient to the corpus, a means by which bodies regulaæ relationships among
themselves.

I

do not wish to endorse either of these exüeme positions here. However,

Regeneration's depiction of the aetiology of Prior's mutism certainly suggests that the body
may disrupt a subject's relationship ûo discursive stn¡cûres just as surely as discourse can
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dictaæ conceptions of the body. Prior's encounter with the eye problematises his perception

of other bodies. This leads directly to an estmngement from his own body, which in tum
leads to his inability ûo empþ language

in order to define his own relationship to other

bodies and his environmenq he '\vanæd to say something

[...]

t]rat would prove he was

allright" but a numbness had spread all over the lower half of his facd' (103). Indeed, it is
possible to claim that Prior's breakdown stems from his inability ûo reconcile the eye and

the'T',

and to read the passage as indicating that bodily experience (meaning experience

the bodies

of self and other) shapes and limits men's engagements with

of

discursive

structures.

It is possible, of coluse, to locaæ examples in the text of the manner in which
discourse shapes both conceptions of the body and bodily experience. Prior, for example,
provides a ch¡e as to why exposure to dis¡nemberment is such an isolating experience; he
notes that letters

of condolence mr¡st not contain references to such gruesome rcalities

(134). Forced to channel theirlnowledge of mutilation into an acceptable na¡rative of noble

death, soldiers a¡e made to play their part in the maintenance

of an ideal of

masculine

corporeal stengllr- The gulf between this ideal and their own experience seryes as a barrier
to their incorporation back into mainstream society; 'Testerday [...]

another planeÇ"

hior

declares (134).

I

felt as if

I

came from

The unspeakable, inadmissible fact of

dismemberment and mutilation is all the more traumatic for soldiers without access to an
acceptable discursive framework

with which

o

mitigate the experience. It is significant in

this context that Sassoon's poetry contains references ûo "a hideous tvound," "bloody
fingers" (24), 'loung faces blearcd with blood," "limbs ttrat ¡vist awqy'' (25), and 'the
eyeless dead" (157). Once again, the liærary space functions in Regenerøion as one

few discursive siæs in which soldiers may locate traumatic experiences of the body.

of the
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Conclusion: Rivers and t'the Demands of a National \ilart'

The themes I have explored in this chapter can be summarised through a discussion

of Rivers, Regeneration's primary protagonist. In his capacity as a military psychiatrist"
Rivers usefully represents a figure who occupies a contradictory position. He is subject to

institr¡tional regimes and discursive stn¡ctures, while simultaneousþ embodying those
stnrch¡res and enforcing the dictates

of military ideology. Freud observed that this

contadiction served to complicaæ the role of the military psychiatrist:

The physician himself was rnder military

seniority or a charge of neglecting his

cm¡¡and

d¡¡ty-if

and had

his own personal dangers to fearJoss of

he allowed himself to be led by considerations otber

than those presoibed fs¡ him. The insoluble contlictÞl,fveen the cl¡aims

carry decisive weight for a pbysician,

ñ

of humanity, which nømally

tlß døwtds of a national wa¡ was bomd to confuse his

activity. ('Intnoduction" 214, emphasis add€d)

Arguably, Rivers's attempts to resolve this "insoluble conflict'' provide the primary
narrarive power of. Regenerarton. IJis ambivalence enables the text

to posit analogies

between the repression and disavowal enacted by male soldiers, and the forms
repression and silencing intrinsic to the conduct and maintenance

of societal

of war. In his therapeutic

role, Rivers encounters a conüadiction: to heal traumatised male soldiers, he must
encourage them ûo confront within consciousness painful actualities which must be
repressed at a societal level

in order to maintain a

discourse

of

idealised exemplary

masculinity. As a resulq Rivers comes to view the suffering of his patients as an indictnent
of the very social stnrctures with which he is implicaæd:

s8
[f]he therapy was a test, not only of the genuineness of the individr¡al's s]mptoms, but also of
validity ef fts

dernands the war y¡¿s meking

the

sf him. Rivers bad s¡¡rvived partly by suppressing his

awareness of this. (116)

Regenerationtraces the way in which Rivers becomes increasingly less able to "suppIEss"
his disenchantnent wittr social practices that he can no longer endorse.

Although Rivers is shown to occupy a privileged position from which to negotiate a
relationship with oppressive discursive stnrctures, this inærrogation

is

nevertheless a

painfrrl and disempowering one.Initially, he is "plagued by questions" which "drained him

of energy that rightly belonged to his patients'' (19), and he is "awate, âs â

constant

background to his work, of a conflict' (47). As the narrative advances, his empathy with

men who have broken down
breakdown.

in

the face

of

intolerable stress precipitaæs his own

'When Bryce asks him what is wrong, he rcplies: "wat neurosis. [...]

stammer and

I'm

starting

to

I

already

twitch" (14O). He describes his symptoms

as

"psychosomatic," but can only consent when Bryce observes that "as lthey] keep telling

ltheir] patients, psychosomatic symptoms are REAL." fuiother passage describes him

as

"s¡ffering from the usual medley of physicat and neurasthenic symptoms-headaches, dry
mouth, pounding heart" (156). Of course, Rivers has not dfuectly experienced the horrors

of trench warfare, but the text suggests that the counter-transference involved in
therapeutic process

is sufficient to

the

undermine his physical well-being and ideological

orientation. After the session of hypnosis with Prior, Rivers 'þull[s] down his right lid to
reveal a dingy and blood-shot whiæ. What anr

I

supposed

ø

do with this gób-stopper?

"

(106, emphasis in original). Just as Prior struggles to process his encounter with the eye,

Rivers too is shown to be affecæd by the episode, and this empathy infects his own
experience of embodiment.
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Desplte the pain caused by his increasing disenchantnent and ambivalence, Rivers
characterises

his deveþment as þing ultimaæly healthy, and claims that his encounter

with traumatised soldiers has been liberating. 'I think perhaps the patients've
for me what I couldn't do for myself," he says; "you

see healing does go

...

have done

on, even

if not in

the expected direction" (242,emphasis in originat). In an extended meditation, he notes that
he has been subject to the same shaping forces that play a crucial part in the aetiology

of his

patients' disorders:

[tfle himself was a product of the same system, even perha¡n a ratber exúeme producr Certainly the
rigorous repression of emotion and desire had been the consgmt theme of his ad¡¡lt

life. In advising his

yonng patients to abandon the attempt at repression atrd to let themselves feel tfu

pity

and

terrü their

war experience inevitably evoked, he was ercØtoÍing tlw ground Iu stood on. (48, lauer emphasis added)

In challenging enüenched discourses of masculinity, Rivers is "excavating the ground

he

lstands] on": this formulation provides a concise metaphor for the experience of the other
male cha¡acters in the novel, whose attempts ûo reject aspects

of military and masculinist

ideology are problematised by the fact that they are effectively undermining their own
psychic foundations. Rivers's ambivalent engagement with discourse is also represented in
the form of his lifelong stammer; Prior confronts him with the challenge that "[he] might

ac$ally have to sit down and work out what it is [he's] spent fifty years trying not to say''
(e7).

In confronting

aspects

of discourse which arc at least partly responsible for

the

suffering of his patients, Rivers finds it increasingly difhcult to reconcile his own needs
and beliefs with the socieal demands

of his position. This in turn leads to a more general

disenchantnent with society. Witne.ssing in dramatic circumstånces Burns's relapse into
breakdown, he thinks

*nothing justifies
this. Noihing nothing nothínd' (180, emphasis in
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original), and at the novel's conclusion his empathy directly jeopardises his societal
allegiance:

It was

a far deeper change [...] than

nerely coming to believe tbat

a negotiated peace might be possible,

ar¡d desirable. t...1 As a yomg man he'd been both by temperament and convictior¡

@ply

@ns€nrative,

arid notmerely in politics. Now, in middle age, fhe sheer extent of the n¿ss seemed to be forcing him

into conflict with the authorities over a very wide range of issues [...] medical, mili¡¿ry. Whatever.
society that devours its own young deserves no automatic or unquestiming allegiance.

(29,

A

enpbasis

in original)

While Rivers characterises his transformation as empou/ering and liberating, the novel's
conclusion demonstates that his antipathetic relationship to societal structures with which
he continues to be engaged serves to

limit and indeed silence him. As I alluded to earlier,

Barker claims that'.tle book actr,rally ends, in a sense, with the silencing of Rivers" (Perry
55). The novel's penultimaæ senterrce is: "there was nothing more he wanted to say that he

could say'' (250). Signifrcantly, it is implied that Rivers has strong feelings and beliefs that

he wants ûo express, but which his role as a military psychiatrist prevents him from
revealing. Although he inænogates the nature of the discursive space he occupies, this
challenge leads directly to his disempowerment

Rivers, then, is emblematic of the way in which male subjects arc both constiuted

within, and oppressed by, social stn¡ctures which exceed them. His empathy
subsequent

'\rar neurosis," on the other hand, imply the exisænce of

psychic and corporeal phenomena-

In a

discussion

of

and

extra-discursive

Freud's Civilisation

md

its

Discontents, Goodhea¡t notes that'tivilisation itself is incredibly ambiguous in its relation
ûo

the self. It is at once a condition of selftrood and a sonrce of suffering" (125). Rivers,

Sassoon, Prior and the other damaged characærs that populaæ Regeneration attempt to
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reconcile the intolerable "demands of a national wat''with their own increasing ambivalence
towards societal stn¡ctures. These a.ttempts threaæn their psychic foundations, though, and
problematise their existence as social beings.
ttrat

h

his memoirs, Sassoon wriæs that 'the fact

it was everybody's business to be prepa¡ed to die for his country did not alær

inwa¡d and entirely personal grievance one had against being obliged to do
Regeneration exa¡nines

the diffrculty for men

of

the

if' (48).

reconciling "entirely personal"

experiences-such as fea¡ and traumatic exposure to dismembered bodies-with discursive
models which a¡e alien to them, yet simuløneously a necessary condition of their existence.

In atæmpting to

articulaæ their trauma, Regeneration's male characters confront a

ttnt which must

be

of a gendered society

at

dilemma: their own fears and bodily experiences constin¡æ precisely
denied at the level of discourse in order to maintain the functioning

war. The lack of expressive space arising from this discrepancy benveen private and public
ensures that when trauma speaks,

it employs an inscrutable vocabulary of mutism, bodily

dysfunction and nightma¡e. The men of Regeneration inadvertently express their pain
through silence, through their bodies, and through terror, but they cannot understand
exactly what they are speaking, or what is being spoken through them.
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Chapter Two

Divided Loyalties: Surveillance and Dissociation in Pat

Barker's The Eye in the Door
fflhe wæ neuroses brougbt

inûo pominence once again the very phenomenon

of dissociation

or splitting that had been cmsidered the defining cbaracæristic of female hysæria and fenale

multipliciry.
Ruth Leyst

Man

is not truly one, but truly two.

not p:iss beyond that point Otbers

lM

I

say two, because the state of my own knwledge

will follow;

others

the guess that man win be ultimately

dm

will outstrip me on the same lines, æd

hown for a mere polity of

multifarious,

incongnrous and independent denizens.
Tlrc Strange Case of Dr. JelElI

atdMr. Hydê

In the previous chapær, I argued that Pat Barker's Regeneratíon explores

the

va¡ious social and psychic structures which prevented soldiers of the First World Wa¡

from a¡ticulating theirexperiences of tauma.I claimed that in Regeneratíon, this failure
of expression may be traced to the irreconcilable tension benveen soldiers' experiences

of

trauma and their allegiance

to social mechanisms. Such ænsion also

figures

prominently in the second volume of Barker's Regeneration trilogy, The Eye in tlæ

Door.Like Regeneration,Tltc Eye ín the Door is concerned with the gulf benreen the
home and the war fronts, and it too traces the difficulty

for men of reconciling

these

disparate worlds; tnThe Eye in the Door, divided loyalties constitute both the object

t Ruth Leys, "Traumatic

Cr¡¡es: Shell Sbock, Janet, and tbe Question

of Menory," Critical Inquiry

of

2O.4

o99Ð:632.
t Robert Louis

SteveDson, TItc

Stratge Cue of Doctor IeþA ød Mr Hyde atd Othcr Storí¿s, ed. Jenni Calder

(1886; London: Penguin, 1979> 82.
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inquiry and the central plot device. lVhereas Regeneration is primarily concerned with
notions of proæst and silencing,The Eye in the Door considers other manifestations of

the rupture between the individual and the social. The soldiers

in the novel

endure

paranoia, confusion and nightmares, but most significantly they are afflicted by psychic

rifts and splits, or what might be ærmed pathological dissociation.

Fotlowing Foucault, this chapær argues that in The Eye in the Door, psychic
splitting is inægrally related ûo the operations

of power and the demands of social

disciplinary meæhanisms. The novel suggests that dissociation is no accidental byproduct

of war, but rather an inægfal component of the systems which produce

soldiering masculinities. Accordingly, The Eye ín the Door explores some

techniques-such as surveillanceJeployed

to rigorously police

of tle

discrete binary

caægories of masculinity, sexuality, and selftrood. Through its inæræxnral allusions to

the worls of Robert t ouis Stevenson and Osca¡ \Vilde, the novel also posits the notion
thar the rhreat of masculine instability and muttipticity precipiøted by the First lVorld

Wa¡ occurred in a climaæ in which unitary models of male subjectivity were already
under threat from other ar€as. The soldierc tn The Eye in the Door see themselves
reflected not in models of heroic, unitary masculinity, but rather in works by men who
themselves had cause

o

challenge conceptions of singular identity and sexuality.

"Neither Fish nor Fowl": Prior's Divided Loyalties

Notions of duality, binary division, and psychic splining constitute the primary
concem of this chapær. This focus is dictated by the subject matter of The Eye in thc

Door,atextrepleæ with i¡utances of splitting and division. The novel may be read as
depicting the psychic cor¡flict of the male soldier atthe level of plot, the presentation of
ambivalent subjectivity in dramatic tenns. The narrative traces Billy Prior's inability O
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balance his competing allegiances:

in his

capacity as an instnrment

of the military

regime, he inadvertently betrays his childhood friend, the pacifist Mac. Further, Prior
develops a form of split personality disorderiiagnosed by Rivers in ærms of

'hgue

states" (255)-apparently as a result of his inability to reconcile the disparate aspects

his experience. Torn be¡ween the home and war fronts,

of

hior is able to locate himself

ideologically with respect to neither. Mac describes him as "equally not at home in

both" worlds (110, emphasis in original), and Prior aclnowledges that 'he [is] right''
(116).

In several respects Prior is emblematic of the divisions upon which a society
war is predicaæd: he is an officer with a working-class bacþround (and therefore

at
a

"temporary gentleman," 19); his outwa¡d display of heærosexuality is complicated by
his willingness to engage in homosexual acts; he is simultaneously opposed to the war
and an a¡dent supporter of iq he has spent time in a mental asylum but been declared

mentally frt for service

in the Ministry of Munitions. A

characær named Cha¡les

Manning observes thatPrioris "neither fish nor fowl nor good red hening" (20). It is
even suggested that the way in which Prior straddles both sides

of various binary

disciptinary caægories is what problematises his orientation to the gender order: lvlac
notes that it "mr¡st be quiæ nice, really.

A foot on each side of the fence. Long

as you

don't mind what it's doing to your balls" (111).

Gender and

\ilar

Whereas Mac implies that Prior's liminatity seryes

to emasculate him, it is

possible ûo argue, conversely, that Prior's arnbiguous engagement with the gender
order gives rise to his trar¡matic duality. Indeed, a cn¡cial passage in the novel initially
appears to endorse the

view ttrat all instances of binary opposition and splining can be

traced to the gendered binary, or what Cixous calls

"'the' couple man/womanl' (91).
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Revisiting his family home, Prior observes the ongoing violent clash of his parents, a

form of domestic warfare. This confrontation has been a sor¡rce of tauma for him since
childhood:

Obviously his present attempt to r¡nderstand his parent's mariage was m(tre mature, [...] but

it

didn't cotent him, b€caus€ it was also a lie: a way of claiming to be 'above tbe battle'. And

hÊ

was Dot above

iu

be was

ia

prodrrct He

cba¡acreristics.+lawed each other

ú

slæ--+lemental føces, almost devoid of persmal

in every cell of his body, æd wo¡¡ld do so until he dftd.

(90,

emphasis in orig¡nal)

It is not diffrcult to envisage

a

reading of the novel which would identify this episode as

the key to the text, and the primal scene of Prior's psychic existence. Such a reading

might identify this description of the play of gendered opposiæs either as a metaphor

for Prior's attempt to navigate a path between the masculine demands of the war front
and the feminised domestic sphere, or as evidence of the semiotic space in which his

subjectivity is enacted. The latter inærpretation would accord with Cixous' argument
regarding the centality

of the maldfemale binary in the stnrcturing of all psychic

existence. Prior's dascription of himself as both the product and the siæ of the "baüld'

of gendered "elemental forces" resonates with Cixous's description of the "universal
battlefield" (91) which she sees as characærising the production
phallocentric systems.

of

meaning within

3

Certainly the episode is a sþnificant one, but it must be read

in

relation

o

another primal scene that stn¡cnues the novel, and which informs Prior's involuntary
recollections and nightma¡es: his experience of barle at the front. It is essential to take

this other founding moment of Prior's psychic life into account,

t Baüle imagery

¿ts

its textual presence

occurs ûequently in accounts of the production of meaning: Llcas spe¡ks of "the violent
conflict b/w a dominating and patriarcbal s¡rmbol and an inevitable and resistant semiotiC' (150), and Andre
Green argues tbat 'îhenever the¡e is antagonisn, with the domination of one ten over anothe¡ [...] it is
possible [...] to imagine a no-man's-land" (gtd. in Rutherford, 111).
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serves to

confourd any potential conclusiorrs about the cennality of the binary division

of gender in structuring all psychic life. Without doubt the text suggests that notions of
gender play a large role in the formation and maintenance

of identity. However, it also

explores the way in which entirely other forms of experience may play perhaps mote

cnrcial roles in structuring or disturbing psychic equilibrium. To argue that Prior's
exposure to the horrors of war plays a central role in the aetiology
appear to be stating the obvior¡s.

of his condition may

It is necessary to sress this point, though, in order to

avoid premattrre.ly attributing ûoo much causal power to the operations of gender.

lVith this in mind, it is important to note that in MaIe Subjectivity at
Margiru, Silverman

tr¿rces

Challenging conceptions

tltc

lvar trauma directly to disruptions in the gender order.

of

gender through an examination

of

marginal site.s of

masculinity, she argues that periods of "historical trauma' (8) such as war precipiate
crises of faith

in conventional masculinity. I think Silverman is correct to identify

a

connection between gender issues and war tatrma. Her suggestion that models of
mascutinity reveal their inconsisæncies and tensions

in periods of

upheaval

is

also

instn¡ctive. However, her investigation is concerned primarily with the cultural effects

of war, and the means by which challenges to the gender order are redressed. This
focus informs her argument that wa¡ trauma may be traced directly to the cultural
privileging of notions of masculine presence over feminised lack and "specula¡ity" (9).0
The Eye ín the Door, which examines processes of individuat psychic degeneration
rather than broader culn¡ral phenomena, presents a different ¿rccount

of how a form of

disciplined, singular masculinity proved untenable for many soldiers.

In speaking of "specularity," Silverman alludes to the L¿canian concePt of the mirror stage, in which the
subject's sense of ideutity is fømed through na¡cissistic self-reflection and misrecognition. Silverman
argues that "all subjects a¡e necessarily within specularity, even when occupying a viewing position, and
that all a¡titheses of spectator and spectacle ar€ consequently false" (9). I employ tùe term tbroughout this
cbapter to refer both to the ¡ole played by images of selfhood in the stn¡cturing of identity, and to tbe
condition of existing in the úsual field. It is striking that Prior's encounters witb women (such as Beattie and
Hettie Roper) eocor¡rage him to consider his participation in regimes of specularity, and that these women

a

¡rovide iosights regarding panoptic nechanisms (see pps. 85 and 90 below).
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Alienation: Negotiating The Home and War Fronts

While The Eye in the Door is also concerned with the relationship be¡veen
gender and war trauma" the direction

of causation is, in a sense, reversed.

Whereas

Silverman 1races lvar traüna to disruptions in the gender order, The Eye in the Door
suggests ttrat it stems from a rupture of a different kind. This rupture centrcs on tbe

tension for male soldiers be¡*reen allegiance to the social mechanisms which have
produced them as soldiers, and disaffection

with (and active resistance to)

such

disciplinary forces. Late in the novel, Rivers suggests a connection between Prior's

"fugue states" and his childhood expo$re ûo his warring parents. Prior, however,
realises that although he has been afflicted with recuning dreams

were still about the war, he

of childhood, 'lhey

lnew they were" (252). Significantly, these d¡eams

concem not his parents' conflict, but rather his friendship with Mac. He recalls, for

example, an occasion when lvfac was punished unjustly

by a

schoolæacher named

Horton for a crime they both committed: '.Mac was savagely caned.

Í...f Basnrd,Hor

thought, as Horton's atm s\ilung. Years later, after witressing the brutalities of trench
warfare, he still thoughr Bastard' (253). The common link between the two events
described is, of course, the injustice of the respective disciplinary systems.

In Achitt¿s in Vietnam, Jonathan Shay argues that this kind of ideological
disillusionment is the primary factor in the aetiology of war tratrma- Like Silveûna¡l,
Shay claims

that'\rar

can destroy the social contract binding soldiers to each other, to

their commanders, and to the society th¿t raised them as an army'' (17). However,
where Silverman identifies the traumatic encounter with the feminised phenomena of
lack and specularity as a major cause of wa¡ trauma" Shay argues that the social contact
is severed when soldiers can no longer "wrap tlæmis around themselves as a mantle of
safety in the

world' (37). The ancient Greek concept of thémis is

translated

by Shay

as

meaning a se¡rse of "'$rhat's right"' (11), and he argues that it is an essential element
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binding soldiers to the social sphere in which their subjectivity is enacted.

If this sense

of justice and tn¡st is betrayed, soldiers may begin to feel estranged from the society
that has produced them, and to identify only with their fellow soldiers. Shay claims thæ

"moral injury

is

an essential part

of

any combat trauma that leads

to

lifelong

psychological injury," and that "veterans can usually [...] rcn¡rn to civilian life, so long

as 'what's right' has not also been violaæd" (20).

In a similar vein, Ma¡tin

Stone

argues that "disenchantment [...] was at the heart of many a c¿rse of shellshoclt' (262).

Prior's sense of injuSice may be cha¡acterised in Shay's tenns as a form of
"moral injury," but this injury does not precipiate his compleæ withdrawal from the
social sphere, oreven from the military regime. Embittered by his battle experience, he

nevertheless continues

o

function ris an instrument

inælligence agent in the Ministry of Munitions.

of the wa¡ machine, as an

If the primary cause of his psychic

turmoil is disaffection with the practices and structures which have constructed him as a
soldier, why does he continue to
presented in the form

¿rct

according to tl¡eir dictates? A possible answer is

of Prior's aggressive antipathy towards non-soldiering civiliansì

David Morgan observes that'1nilitary personnel, returning from the freld of combat,
often feel a sense of estrangement from the civilian society to which they are returning"

(169). In Prior's case, this esmrigement is particulady inænse. Signifrcantly, his first
episode

of

pathological dissociation

is directly

disgusted by the apparent obliviousness

preceded

by a daydrcam in which,

of civilians to the events of the war,

he

imagines them being viotently crushed by a tank. He later observes that'In spiæ of Not

Believing in the War and Not Having Faith in Our Generals and all ttrat, [the front] st'rll
s€ems

like the orily clean place to

W'

(275, emphasis in original). He notes, too, that

"one did feel at times very powerfully that the only loyalties that actually mattered were

loyalties forged [at the front]" (255).

At one level, then, Prior aligns himself with tlre military and condemns the
"conchie[s]" (266) who refuse to contibute to the war effort. In response to Mac's
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taunt that he "thought [Prior had] frnally worked out whose side
declares

þe wasl on," Prior

fustly that "there was never any doubt about that," and then, pointing to his

uniform: "people who wear this" (265). However, the concept of competing

and

incompatible loyalties recurs throughout the text, and Prior's confusion regarding
"lvher€ the deepest loyalties

hd' (266) is frequently apparent. Despiæ his claim that

has always known'\vhose side

inadveræntly beuayed Mac
associated

he

þe was] on," his reaction upon discovering that he has

is ttrat "tlre basta¡ds have won" (2W). The

trar¡ma

with his diþmma about whether to betay Mac, and his anguish upon

discovering that he has done so, serve to illustraæ the extent to which his loyalties are

divided. Notwithstanding his bitærness towards civilians and pacifists, his allegiance to
Mac (and ûo anotherintimaæ dating from childhood, Beattie RopeÐ is indicative of both
his ongoing imbrication with ttre social framework, and the stnength of his ideological
invesûnent in the civilian sphere.

If Prior's loyalty to the military undermines his ideological

alignment with

civilian society, the converse is also tn¡e. A soldier's engagement with the social sphere
may serve to complicate his panicipation

in military

practices and discourses. For

example, Samuel Hynes describes the "conflict [...] which Rivers faced, as officer and
psychiatrist, arid which confronted many of his patients at Craiglockhart

values

t...] of martial

vs. the human feelings ùat obstruct those values" (A War 226,

emphasis

added). Prior must distance himself conceptually from his family and from civilian
society in order
respect that

o

maintain his identification with the military. It is significant in this

"in the fugue state

þior had] denied ttrat his father was his fathe/' (255):

'T was born two years ago. In a shell-hole in France.

I

have no fathe/' (240).

However, as Butler argues, 'ho subject is its own point of deparnue; and the fantasy
that it is one can only disavow its constitr¡tive relations by recasting them as the domain

of a countervailing exærnality'' ("Contingent" 9). Of course, Prior realises that "to say
that one had been born in a shell-hole is to say something absurdly self-dramatizing"
(255). His declaration of imagined autogenesis nevertheless demonstrates that he does
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"disavow þis] constinrtive relations," auempting to sinnte himself beyond the realms

of the domestic and the familiat in order to fosær the ilh¡sion of

psychological

i

consistency and unity.

Sptitting and Disciplinary Technologies

The Eye in ihe

Dær

taræs

Prior's competing loyalties, and suggests that his

dissociation and duality are precipitated

by this conflict. Additionally, tl¡s novel

explores the notion that such psychic divisions arc not merely a by-product or sideeffect of disciplinary technologies, but rather an inægral component of their very ntoùs
operandi. kr a ælling passage, Rivers (himself a figure of a subject caught be¡veen the

two competing disciplinary technologies of medicine and the militaty) muses on the
parallels between the dissociation required

for the conduct of medicine, and that

required for the conduct of war. Observing a colleague's clinical detachment, he
describes

a necessary suspension [of empathy], without whic,h tbe practice of medical ¡esearcb, and indeed

of

medicine itsef, would bardly be possible, but none the less identifrably the same suspension the
soldier

nust

achieve

in rder to kill. The

end was different, but the psychological mechanism

employed to achieve it was essentially the same. (146)

Rivers notes that his colleague's detachment'\ilas in some ways a benign

[...] form of

the morbid dissociation that had begun to afflict Prio¡" (146). The Eye

in the Door

examines repeatedly the notion that tlre dissociation demanded

of the male subject by

his participation in disciplinary technologies may lead ûo a pathological inability to
reconcile competing aspects

of psychic experience. Siegfried Sassoon claims that

has "succeeded in cuning off the part
depicted as

'b man whose

of thimseltl that hates ftillingl" (223)

he

and is

internal divisions had been dangerousþ deepened by the

7l
waf' (229). Manning, too, notes ttrat as a soldier "you split

off'

enorrnor¡s parts

of yourself

(159). The novel posits ttre subject's participation in disciplinary systems as

a

major factor in ttre aetiology of divided mental states and psychic rifts, and relates these
issues directly to the instirutional environments

in which subjectivity is

stuctured;

Rivers notes, for example, that 'he had, afær all, been subject to a form of education
which is designed to inculcaæ precisely such a splif'(141).

What is described by Rivers as Sassoon's failed "attempt at dissociatiorÍ' (233)

isbutoneexÍrmpleinthetextof men'sfailuretore-inægraæ their disciplined soldiering
subjectivities into the context of civilian society. lnThe Eye inthe Door, the suspension
of empathy demanded of the soldier becomes totally useless and inappropriate when he
returns to the domestic sphere: a state of being which has previously been inægral to
both his survival and his sense of identity now serves only to alienate him from those

who have not fought. The notion that certain forms of behaviour and subjectivity

are

made acceptable or beneficial by the context in which they are sin¡ated is suggesædlun
This Is A Man,Primo

IÍ

I-evi's autobiographical account of life in a concentration camp.

Levi describes a fellow inmate whose eccenEic behaviour would,

in

normal

circumstances, be read as signifying his insanity:

If Elias regains his liberty he will be mfined to tbe ftinges of human society, in a prison or a
lunatic asyl¡rm. But bere in tbe Lager tbere ae no criminals because there
con6avene, no madmen because we afe wholly devoid
and place, the only conceivable me.

is no moral law !o

of free will, as our every action is, in time

(1M)

Levi's observation concerning the conditions under which discr¡rsive notions of
criminality and madness may arise points to the fact that social prescriptions and
standa¡ds are dependent on certain conditions and contexts. The Eye
examines the specifrc psychic demands made
conüasts these expectations with those

ín the Door

of men in the context of war,

of the society to which they must

and

return.
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kill, they

Sassoon claims that

"if

people are going to have to

expect to have to do

ir

They need to be tainednot to card' (231, emphasis in original).

Sassoon's dilemma centres

on the

impossibility

of

need ûo be brought up to

reconciling

his social,

compassionate,loving self with the demands made of him in his capacity as an ofFrceç
he quotes a

taining manual's edict that "a commander mtst demand the impossible and

not thir¡k of sparing his mer¡i' (230). Stone also points ûo the disparity be¡peen tlre
demands of civilian life and those of soldiering, noting that
encouraged ûo

'tlp

soldier was actively

ldll at the expense of unleashing infantile sadistic impulses that

had

previousþ been successfully represseü' (263).The Eye in the Door suggests that male
soldiers a¡e forced to transgress the limits of acceptable social behaviour in the context

of war, and that this transgression serres to problematise their re€ntry into civilian
society.

The Strøngc Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

To this point,

I have argued th'tzt The Eye in the Door

presents a vision of

masculine subjects who a¡e split and fractr¡red due to their participation in disciplinary

technologies. To further explore these ideas,

it is necessary to ackrowledge the

inærtexnral presence tnThe Eye ín the Door of The Stange Case of Dr.

JeþlI md Mr.

Hyde. A quote from Dr JeþIl and Mr Hyde concerning "the thorough and primitive
duality of man" constitutes the epigram ta The Eye in the Door, and Stevenson's novel

also permeaæs the body of the text. Dr

JeþII and Mr Hyde

influences Prior's,

Manning's and Rivers's conceptions of subjectivþ and duality; it must also inform
readings of Tltc Eye ín the Door. I will argue that The Eye in the Door' s allusions to Dr

Jeþll and Mr Hyde serve also ûo suggest a historical context for the climate in which
the widespread phenomenon of male mental breakdown

in the First World War was

understood. The presence in The Eye in tIæ Door of notions of split subjectivity will

thus be read with respect to the challenges

to

unitary masculinity posed by
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homosexuality, pacifism, and men's failure

to live up to an impossible ideal of

bounded, rational subjectivity.

The notion of divided masculine subjectivity is explicitly represenæd in the text

in tlre form of Prior's pathological
Trar¡matised and bewildered by this

Rivers in an effort

dissociation; he

is,

liærally, a man divided.

ruphre in his experience of selfhood, he consults

o regain a sense of unity and coherent identity. I

ttræ part of Rivers's therapeutic technique involves encouraging

childhood experience. Rivers's most explicit prescription

have mentioned

Prior to talk about his

for Prior's

dissociation,

though, constitutes one of the novel's intertextual links wiür Dr JeþlI and Mr Hyde.
Prior asks Rivers whether the primary issue needing to be addressed is that of memory:

'If I renenber is that enurgh

to heal the split?'

'No, I don't think so. I think there has to be a moment of -.. fecognition. Acceptance. There has to
be a moment when you look in the mirror and say, yes, fåis too is myserÍ' (249, emphasis added)

Rivers prascribes "recognition" as the remedy for Prior's division, but ironically the
words he employs

o

describe the path to unity dircctly paraphrase a speech of perhaps

the most famous and influential liærary frgure

of split masculine subjectivity, Henry

Jeþll:

And yet when I looked upon that ugly idol in the glass,
of a leap of welcome. This, too, was myself.

livelier im4ge of the spirit,

it

count€nanoe, I had b€en hitherto

seemed

It

seemed

I was conscious of no repugnance,

ratber

nat¡ral and human. In my eyes it büe a

müe express and single, thar¡ the imperfect and dh/ited

æqstmod

to cau mine. (Sævensm 84-5, emphasis addd)

Of course, Jeþll's Lacanian moment of recognition does not lead directly to the

resolution

of the JeþlVIIyde splir

passages serves to

Nevertheless, the resonance between the nvo

highlight one of the common concems of the two novels. Both æxts
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explore the notion that dissociation and splitting in men a¡e related to their reflections
upon themselves, the manner in which va¡ious aspects of their subjectivity come to be

either incorporated into or excluded from their images

of self. \Vhereas Jeþll

accustomed to viewing a "divided countenance," Prior notes that the act
and accepting problematic aspects of his psychic

of recognising

life "could be difficult'' as he "find[s]

some parts of [himselfl pretty bloody unacceptable even at the best of times"

idea that men may cut

off

is

problematic aspects

Qa\.\\e

of their subjectivity by refusing to

recognise them is also explored through the f,rgure of Rivers. S/hen he ælls Prior that a
traumatic childhood experience precipitaæd his own loss of visual memory, Prior notes

that'\vhatever it was, you blindcd yourself so you wouldn't have to go on seeing it''
(139, emphasis in original). At one level, then, The Eye in the Door's allusions to Dr

Ieþll

and

Mr Hyde serve to emphasise ttre texts' common concern with the way men

may split off and reñ¡se to recognise unacceptable aspects of subjectivity.

Dr Jeþll and Mr Hydc functions as a kind of inærpretive device for
cha¡acters

nThe Eye in

the Door- Indeed, any inquiry into the

the

way the male characters

in the novel see themselves mr¡st take ttrcir imagined relationships to Dr JeþII and Mr
Hyde into account. Rivers muses, for example, on Dr
as a

Jeþll

and Mr Hyde's influence

signifier of divided subjectivities, noting that "it was odd how the term

'Jeþll

and

Hyde' had passed into language, so that even people who had never read Stevenson's
story used the names as a shorthand for inæmal divisions" (143). Rivers's observation
illustrates the extent to which Dr JeþlI and Mr Hydc has permeated the cultural climate

in which The Eye in the Door is sel It also poin* ûo the fact that a male

subject

scouring literature for a reflection of his own experience of division would have no
trouble locatng one. This, of course, is true of Prior, who explicitly frames his own
experience in ærms of the liærary model which mirrors it most closely: he speals

'bf

looking at his hands to make sure they had not been transformed into the hairy hands of

Hyde" (143).
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"Legitimating Stories"

The significance

of Prior's identifrcation with Hyde becomes
to

apparcnt when compared with his inability

models of masculinity. The Eye
attempting

o

see himself reflected

in the Door

even more

in other textr¡al

explores the difFrculty

for men of

recognise themselves in ideals and models which do not reflect their own

experience. V/riting about the men's movement

of the 1970s, Jonathan Rutherford

argues that 'Teminism didn't so much remove men's po\ilers and privileges as strip
them of their legitimating stories" (3). The Eye in t]æ Door explores men's ambivalent
engagement

with 'legitimating stories" which have been rendered illegitimate.

passage depicts

One

Prior's visit to the Achilles monument, and explicrtly addresses his

engagement wittr textual representations of masculinity:

Ets beroic grædflr both

arxacled æd rcperld

him. It

seemed

to embody the same unreflccting

a¿r'niration of courage tbat he found in -The Charge of tbe Ligbt Brigade," a ¡toem that had meant a

grcat d€al ¡e him as a boy, æd

still di( though wbat

it

meant bad become cmsiderahly mce

complex. He stred up at the stupendous lunging figure, with

its

¡aised sword æd sbield,

d

thougbt, not for the first time, that be was looking at the representation of an ideal that no longer
had validity. (127, empbasis added)

Signifrcantly,

hior identifies

the same invalid

ideal-+ne of '\rn¡eflecting admiration of

courage"-as informing two separate textual celebrations of heroic masculinity. This
suggests the ubiquity and discursive dominance of the model of the courageous, unified

male subject fuiother pertinent feature of the prissage

is Prior's description of

the

"unr€flecting" single-mindedness of the ideal embodied in the statue and the poem.
Prior's own troubled reflections renderhim incapable of identifying with such an ideal,

of

seeing himself minored

introspection or duality.

in

'legitimating stories" which do not countenance
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Although Prior is disenchanæd with the ideal of unitary masculinity, he is not
able to completely disregard

"had meant a gfeat deal

o

it. He observes that the "'Charge of the Light Brigade"
him as a boy, and still

dtt'

(L27), and that tlp statue's

"heroic grandeur both attracæd and rcpelled him." His continuing investment
ideal of unified masculinity is shown to be a source

in

of confusion. While his

experience of division and psychic trauma has rendered his identification

tlrc

own

with the ide¿l

'tonsiderably more complet'' (I27), it nevertheless continues to exert its power over

him. His ambivalent contemplation of the stah¡e and the poem reveals his ongoing
negotiation with an ideal of masculine boundedness and courage which has long served

to stn¡ch¡rc his psychic life; the reference to his childhood invesünent in the poem
neatly represents the fact that the ideal has stn¡cn¡red his psychic and ideological
alignment from an early age. While
problematise his ability

his divisions and his

experience

of

wa¡

to see the 'legitimating stories" as reflections of his own

psychic experience, he nevertheless retains some investment in the masculine ideal they

embody.

The notion that a man's war experience may constitute an obstacle
engagement

with texts is also explored

n

to

his

The Eye in the Door through the frgure of

Manning. Attending a controversial performance of Wilde's Salomé, Manning finds
that although he can relate to the subject matter of the play, he is "bor€d" and it
"mean[s] nothing to him" (78). Whereas Prior

is

repelled by the content

of

the

"legitimating storiad' he encounters, Manning cannot engage with the form of Salomé:

It

was not that he thought the theme trivial or

was inpossible fe¡ him. France bad mâde

it

unworthy+rtainþ not tbatåut the language

impossible. IIe'd only to think for a second

of

the

srinking yellow mud of the salient, the ponidge in which the lumps were bodies, or parts of them,

for an impassable banier to cme between hirn and these wads. (78)
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Manning, a bisexual husband and father, notes that he is sympathetic to the play's
attempt to describe "a great passion t...1 denied legitimate outlets,

[...] expressed as

destn¡ction and cruelty because it could not be expressed as love" (78). Nevertheless,

Manning's estrangement from the performance is indicative of the "ba¡rie/' benveen his

own experience and ttre idealised realm of representation; the extent of this gulf is
apparent in his description
audience

of a 'thing Wilde couldn't have foreseen: people in

the

for whom severed heads were not necessar-ily made of papier mâché' (78).

This observation accentuates tlre fact ttrat it is Manning's actual experience that renders
the play inaccessible

ûo

him; he observes that the language repels him because "Ftance

had made it impossible."

For different

re¿rsons,

Prior and Manning both stnrggle to frnd

textr¡al

reflections of their own experiences of war, trauma, and dissociation. Their ambivalent
and "complet'' (I27) relationships to pre-$,a¡ texts resonate

wiü

the debate among

cultr¡ral historians concerning the extent to which the First \l/orld Wa¡ constinrted a

brcak in imaginative tradition and forms of representation. One position, adopæd by
Paul FusselT

nThe

Grea,tWar otd Modern Memory and Hynes tn

A

War lrnagined,

holds that the cataclysmic events of the wa¡ rendered traditional forms of represenøtion
obsoleæ and ushered in new expressive media and styles. Hynes argues that the war
"altered the ways in which men and women thought not only about wa¡ but about the

world, and about cultu¡e and its expressions." According ûo Hynes, the war

also

'thanged reality. That change \ilas so vast and so abrupt as to make the years after tlp
war seem discontinuous from the years before' (ix). It is certainly not diffrcult to read
Manning and Prior as representative figures of such a culnral upheaval, and to tace

their problematic engagement with æxts produced before the war
between their "changed

realif'

and ouûnoded representations

climate. The characters can be read as symbols

to a misrnarch

of an older cultural

of the crisis in

representation

precipitated by the war, of the discontinuity benveen pre-war and post-war forms of
expression.
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Hynes and Fussell present convincing accounts of "a gap in history" (Hynes A

War tx) and of the discontinuity between pre-war and post-wa¡ culture. Contrary

o

Hynes and Fussell, Jay Winær posits the exisænce of a certain continuity be¡veen tlre
pre-war and post-war culn¡ral landscapes, a continuity based around the wide-spread
need to draw meaning from the calamitous events of the war through the medium of
'Winter argues
inheriæd imagery and language. In .Sir¿s of Mernory, Sites of Mourning,
that although the FirstWorld V/ar undeniably precipitaæd many cultural upheavals, the

vast scale of the bereavement and mourning it engendered also prompted a revival of
traditional imagery and language, much of it religious. Examining the 'Grcat War and
the persisænce of

traditiof' (223r,\Yinær

contends that "the backrvard gazn

of.

so many

writers, a¡tists, politicians, soldiers, and everyday families in this period reflected the
universality of grief and mourning in Europe from 1914' (223). He also describes 'flre
flowering in [the] wake of lttre Great War] of an older set of languages about suffering
and loss" (227).

Exploring the issue

of why raditional 'tultural forms" (225) proved so

popular, Winær invokes Kristeva's assertion that "religious discourse

[...] setls] forth

a device whose prosodic economy, interaction of characters, and implicit symbolism

constituæ

a very faithfui

semiological representation

symbolic collapse" (225). Significantly,

'Winter

of the subject's battle with

noæs that Kristeva attributes the same

function to "aesthetic and particularly liærary creation." The Eye ín the Door
particularly concemed with religior¡s
allusions (to Dr

or

apocallptic imagery, but

Jeþll øtd Mr Hyde, Salomé,'The

its

is

not

interæxtual

Charge of the Light Brigadd' and

the Achilles monument) do serve to suggest something of the culnual continuity posited

by Winær. They also resonate with lkisæva's assertion that liærau¡re may reflect and
symbolise a subject's struggle to come to terms with taumatic experience.
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I have

discussed Prior's and Manning's inability to identify with some texts and

"legitimating stories." This lack of identifrcation or recognition appears to suggest the

kind of culoral discontinuity posiæd by Fussell and Hynes. Significantly, though,

I

Dr JeIEA øú Mr Hyde,

have also argued that Prior identifies with the protagonist(s) of

thereby sinrating his own experience with respect to a liærary model of subjectivity and

masculinity which predates the war. To paraphrase Kristeva, the structure of Dr

and

Mr Hyde, the inæraction of JeþllÆIyde's warring

symbolism

of

masculine multiplicity constit¡te

representation of Prior's baule with dissociation.

Jeþll

personalities, and the

a very faithful

semiological

In short" Dr Jeþll md Mr Hyde's

depiction of split masculine subjectivity constin¡tes the most apposiæ texh¡al reflection

of Prior's psychic turmoil available to him.

Fín-de-siècle mollels

of Masculine Duality

Significantly, in sea¡ching for a literary reflection of his trar¡matic experience,
Prior seizes upon
choice serves

a

text produced in the relatively recent period of the fin-de-sièclc. Hís

to foreground a hisorical context in which

experiences

of

fractured

masculine subjectivity had already entered the realm of cultural representation- The Eye

in the Door pr€sents one entrenched strand of discourse through Prior's musings on the
unitary ideal apparent in the Achilles monument and "The Charge of the Light Brigade."
However, by alluding to Dr Jeþll and Mr Hydz and Sabmé, The Eye in the Door also
foregrounds the existence of an alæmative tradition of duality, a competing historical

süand which might more accurately be described as

a historical stain, for

these

subversive depictions of masculinity constin¡æ a challenge ûo discursively dominant
models of the unitary male subject In her discussion of Dr
Showalær describes what Karl

Jeþll

and Mr Hyde, Elafuie

Mller has called 'tlre Nineties School of Duality,"

a¡td

claims that "the.¡En d¿ sièclc was the golden age of liærary and sexual doubles" (Sennl

106). In this alærnative tradition, the impossibility of conforming to the oppressive
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ideal of unitary, bounded masculinity constitutes a factor in the aetiology of psychic
divisions and ruptures, which attain æxtual representation in the form of the explicit
divisions and doubles for¡nd in the worls of Wilde and Stevenson

The Eye

inthe Door explores the concept that men's \ilar experience (and their

participation in the disciplinary technologies associated with war) serves to undermine

their relationships to ideals of masculine rationality and singularity. Of course, the same
cannot be said

of texts produced at the fin-de-siècJ¿, which

demonstrate other concerns.

'What,

preoccupation with the themes
presenæd

pre-daæ the wa¡ and

tÏen, might be tlre source of the earlier

of doubling and division? A

texts'

probable answer is

in the form of Showalter's observation that "homosexuality represented

a

double life" in that period (Serual 106), a statement which resonates with The Eye in

the Door'sdescription of Manning as 'þrofoundly commitæd to living a double
a result of his homosexuality (155). Showalær reads
of

Dr

leþll

and

Mr Hyde

as

lifd'

as

"afable

fin-dc-síècl¿ homosexual panic, the discovery and resistance of the homosexual self'

(108), and notes that the tale was read by both Wilde and John Symonds as a reflection

of thei¡ own need for

dissociation and doubling. Showalær quotes Symonds's

observation that "viewed as an allegory, t...1 it touches upon one too closely," and also
cites Wilde's description of "a friend of mine, called Mr. Hyde" (Serual

lt5).

Symonds's experience of duality is explored at greater length in Ed Cohen's

article'The Double Lives of Man." Cohen examines the "representational stategies"
employed in both Symonds's autobiography and ttrat

of an "anonymous

Hungarian

physician [which] appears as Case 99 in Krafft-Ebing's Psychopathia Seru'alß" (95).
He argues that the same kind of doubling and splitting that Symonds identified wittt in

Dr JeþIt and Mr Hyde is

apparent

in

these narrative accounts

of

homosexual

subjectivity. This splitting, Cohen argues, $,as necessitated by the impossibility of
articulating homosexual desire within the confines
masculinity:

of the dominant model of unitary
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In order to lrelre.sent their homosexuality ...]
defrnitions

it

was neæssary for them to intemtpt those ealier

of self<onsistent, self-ilentified 'cbãact€r',

narratological catego(y, which established the standard

fø

inscrib€d as

both a sociological and a

þrcper' male subjectivity in the perioa

(88)

The appearance of these'hew narrative modes that encompassed non-uniøry forms of
male

subjectivif' (8S) both

enabled the representation

of forms of masculinity which

did not conform to the dominant unitary model, and, further, undermined ttre validity of
thatmodel:

these depictions
sex/gender

of non-normative

iblqgies

of

mascrrlinity necessarily cballenged the doninant

whic.h pøtayed male 'cha¡acter' as rmitary and self-consistent and öerefue

fomented the recmcepuralisatim

locally{ivided

forms

of male subjectivity in

these cases as

inherently<r at least

or split. (Coben 109)

The culn¡ral spectacle of male homosexuality att\e fin-dc-siècle presented a challenge

to contemporÍìry accounts of gender and subjectivity which equated masculinity wittt
heterosexuality, rationrlity, and unita¡iness. For the men who initially posed this
challenge, though, articulating homosexuality involved the production of dissociated

psychic states, multiple selves which could not be reconciled with models

of

the

bounded masculine subject

Prior's identification with Hyde does not merely highlight the similarities
between his own experience

of division and that of the earlier novel's (anti)hero. The

Eye in the Door implicitly posits parallels between the experiences of male homosexuals

in ttre late nineteenth century and those of traumatised soldiers of the First World War.

It

thereby suggests that the widespread phenomenon

of

male mental breakdown
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precipitated by the war occurred in a culrural climate in which the ideal of the unified,
rational male subject was (always) already under threat from other areas. The novel

effectively locates the figure of the divided, shell-shocked soldier in a period in which

the notion

of

unitary masculinity was both contested and<orrespondingly-

rigorously policed. Prioç who identifies with both the divided subjectivity of Hyde and

the unitary ideal embodied

in the Achilles monument, is an exemplary syrnbolic

representation of the uncertain and ambivalent

stahr of the ide¿l of unitary masculinity

in this period.

Specularity and Surveillance

While Prioris emblematic of tensions in ttre ideal of unitary masculinity during
the First V/orld Wa\The Eye in the Door is also concerned with mapping the ways in

which individual men must negotiaæ the competing demands made

of

them by

discursively powerñrl notions of gendered subjectivity (such as the unitary masculine
ideal), and their own experiences of fea¡, irrationality, and dissociation. My discussion

of Prior's

engagement

with æxtual representations of masculinity stemmed from

the

observation that the novel is concemed with men's reflections on themselves, and with
the machinations of specularity.

A concept which figures prominently in the novel, and

which is closely related to the issue of self-reflection, is that of surveillance.
and division constitute one of the text's primary themes, notions

If

splitting

of sr¡rveillance

and

visibility occur just as frequently. Countless images of eyes, mirrors, and reflections
permeat€ the text. On the very

approving glances" (3).

In

first page, "Prior, always self+onscious, [is] aware of

The Eye

in

the Door, the concepts

of

splining

and

surveillance a¡e inexuicably imbricated. An exarnination of the novel's teafrnent of
these themes

will

lead us into a consideration

of The Eye in the Door's account of the
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bor¡nda¡ies of subjectivity, of the fact that characters in the novel frequently experience

surveillance and specularity in terms of violation and poûential dissolution.

ln Mal¿ Subjectivity at the Margins,

Silverman discusses the role played by

specularity in the development of war trauma. She implies that for men, specularity

of

comes into play only when soldiers are forced ûo confront the feminised phenomena

lackand alærity. However, The Eye in th¿ Door presents a very different view of tlre
climaæ

and

of specularity and surveillance in which soldiering masculinities ar€ produced,

in which split

masculine subjectivities arise.

concerned with the annosphere

As the novel's title hints, it

of suspicion and regulation

engendered

in

is

wartime

British society through the deployrnent of disciplinary technologies centring on
observation. The Eye in the Door suggests that the male subject always negotiaæs the
visual field, not only in marginal or exteme sinrations, and depicts a social spÍrce where
the production of soldiering masculinities is directly related to an intricate system of
observation and enforced self-regulation.

In his capacity as an inælligence agent, for example, Prior scrutinises the letters
of his childhood friends:

It seemed strange to Prior to be reading his friends' private letters, though these bad all [...]
¡ead aloud

at the OH Bailey. [...] No, there was no privacy left

in

been

these letters; he was not

violating anything tbat mattered. And yet, as the rain thrndered ino a u¡nnel and the caniage filled

with the uful smell of smoke, Prio¡ u¡med to fæe his doubþd reflection in the window

d

thougbt he didn't like himself very much. (88)

Prior's surveillance of the intimacies of others pollutes his own self-reflection; his
"doubled reflectior¡l'symbolises both his competing loyalties, and the role played by
images of selftrood in the structuring

of identity. A series of textual puns revolving
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around the slippage between the words

'I'

and 'eye' also serves to suggest the extent to

which the mainænance of identity is tied to reflection and viewing. Prior suggests the
inærchangeability of the terms by summarising a dream with the claim that "'eye' was
stabbing myself in the

'I"' Q 5). The Eye in the Door also associaæs splitting explicitly

with specularity ttuough Rivers's juxtaposition of the two concepts. He observes that
"the impact of [his childhood] experience had gone beyond the loss of visual memory
and had occasioned a deep split betrveen the rational,

anal¡ic cast of his mind and his

emotions" (141). The Eye in the Door suggests that although visibility and specularity
play a role in the mainænance and formation of a subject's sense of identity, they may

also constitute a ttreat to that very identity. This seemingly paradoxical position is
espoused by

RD. Laing, who

notes that "being visible can be both in itself persecutory

and also a reassurance ttrat one is still alivd'(113), and, further, that "the'selfconscious' person is caught in a dilemma. He may need to be seen and recognized, in
order to mainøin his sense of realness and identity, Yet, at the same time, the other
represents a threat to his identity and reality'' (113).

Panopticism and "the fortress of identity"

In order to trace The Eye in

the Door's treatnent

of the notion of

traumatic

visibility, it will be useful to consider some alternative readings of the novel's title- The
first of these alærnative readings is suggesæd by the textual conflation of 'eye' and

'I'.

Reading the title as 'The I in the Door' enables r¡s to concentrate on the novel's concetn

with the bounda¡ies of subjectivity, and to commence an analysis of the threats to
very fortress of identity" (Stevenson 83) posed by surveillance and visibility.
this phrase from Dr

Jeþll

and

'tlp

I empþ

Mr Hyde deliberaæly and for two reasons: fustly,

o

illustate yet another of the novels' common concerns, and secondly, for the sense of
defensiveness and threat suggested by the term 'Torftess." Showalter notes that
siècle images

'fin-de-

of penetation through locked doors" permeate Dr JeþII and Mr Hyde,
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and quotes Sæphen Heath's assertion that

"the organising image for lDr Jeþll and Mr

Hydel is the breaking down of doors, learning the secret behind them" (Sexual IL0).
Showalter suggests that these images evoþ both the boundaries of subjectivity, and
chinks in these defensive walls. The Eye in the Door is also replete with images of
enclosed spaces, cells, and claustrophobic rooms, and

it, too, explores the way in

which the male subject attempts to safeguard his identity, protecting himself from
thrcatening envi¡onments behind psychic barriers. The Eye
examination of the way in which the

'I'

in

the Door

is

an

is enclosed behind protective doors.

Conceptualising 'the door' as a symbol of the bounda¡ies of the subject enables
another reading of the title: 'The Eye in the Door' may be read as a reference to the
inærnalisation of surveillance. Such a reading is supported by the observations of the
cha¡acter Beattie Roper, the subject of constant scnrtiny by a painted eye

in the door of

her prison cell. Visiting Beattie in prison, Prior notices this disciplinary device:

He found hi¡nself looking at an elaboraæly painæd eye. The pee,phole fømed tbe pupil, but aomd

this someone had taken tbe trouble to paint a veined iris, an eyewhite, eyelashes ard a lid. This
eye, where no eye should have been, was deeply disturbing to Prior. [...] 'That's horrible,' he said,

tuming back

o

Beattie.

"S not so bad

as long as

it

stays

in the dmr.' She øpped the side of her head- 'You

start

worrying when it gets in here.' (3O

Beattie's comments accord with Foucault's contention that disciplinary systems of
surveillance operate through the subject's internali.sation of both a sense

of visibility,

and the subsequent need for self-regulation. Analysing tt is mechanism

of

power

(which he calls panopticism), Foucault argues that

he who

is srbjected to a field of visibility, and who loows it,

assr¡¡nes responsibility for the

constraints of power; he makes them play spontâneously upon himself; he inscribes in himself the
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power relation in which he simultaneously plays both ¡oles; be becomes the principle of his own

subjection (Disciplitu 202-23, emphasis artded).

Foucault claims that panoptic surveillance "is permanent in its effects, even

if it is

discontinuous in its actionl' due to the fact that subjects internalise the concept of

visibility (Discipline 201). Like Beattie, Prior alludes to this phenomenon of
intemalisation; he notes that'Tacing [the eye] was horrible because you could never be
sure

if there !\rere a human eye at the cente of the painæd eye" (40).

Surveillance can be seen to operate at the inærface of the subject and the social

field. As the link be¡¡¡een the two, surveillance also constin¡æs a potential siæ of
wealness in the subject's proæctive armoury. A third reading of the novel's title, then:

'The Eye in the Door' evokes the concept that surveillance constitutes a membrane of
sorts in the "fortress of identity," through which the subject can both see and be seen.

This "eye" serves to undermine ttre solidity of 'the doot'' protecting the subject from
traumatic inærmingling with the world. Surveillance and specularity ñrnction

in

the

novel as impediments to the possibility of protective self-enclosure. Indeed, they serve
to problematise the unity and coherence of identity; ¡ecall Foucault's claim that panoptic

disciplinary mechanisms ensure ttrat ttre subject "simultaneously plays both roles" and
"becomes the principle

of his own subjectionl' (Drsctpline 203). The ¡otion

thæ

panopticism both splits the subject and confounds the boundary between the self and
social mechanisms is well represented in the following passage, in which Prior realises
the exænt to which he has become divided:

He went to the front doü æd lock€d

it, then stood with his back to it, looking down the rrãr.

ctrridtr to the balfqen doq of his bed¡oom, feeling a momentary relief at being locked in,
though he quickly realized this was nonsense. Whatever it was he needed to be aftaid of,
this side ofthe door. (131)

it

wæ on
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The "half-open door" in Prior's aparEnent usefully symbolises the precarious status of

his identity, which can no longer be clearly distinguished or differentiaæd from
disciplinary mechanisms. The passage also resonates with Laing's description of
"subtle lobotomies and üanqrrillizers that place the ba¡s of Bedla¡n and the locked doors

iwidc the patienf'(12, emphasis in original). Whereas Dr IeþlI andMr Hyde employs
the image of the room ûo symbolise

examines the way

the'Îery forEess of identity,"

The Eye ín the Door

in which male subjects are colonised by disciplinary systems of

surveillance which problematise the distinction benveen inner and outer.

Traumatic Visibility

Several passages

in the novel explicitly explore sensations of violation

and

tar¡matic visibility which are precipiøæd by insønce.s of sun'eillance and specularity.
Manning is profoundly disn¡rbed when he receives abizane doctrment implicating him

in a German plot to undermine the moral fibre of

English society through the

propagation of homosexual practices. The document is titled "As

I S¿¿ it:The

Fi¡st

47,00U' (152, emphasis added). Rivers's observation regarding Manning's reaction to
the incident neatly encapsulates the themes

I have been discussing:

For somebody like lvÍanning, proforndly commiaed to living a double life, the revelatio that
both sides of his life were visible to unlglo$,n eyes must be like having the dotr to the innennost
part of me's identity smashed open. (155)

Rivers here addressqs the need for homosexual men to conduct double lives, and the
threat posed to identity

by specularity and surveillance. Signifrcantly, he also employs

the door as a symbol for the boundaries of subjectivity.
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Laing analyses the fact that schizophrenic subjects' ontological insecurity is
often manifested in their fea¡ of visibility, noting that "in a world full of danger, to be a

potentially seeable object

is to be constantly exposed to dange/' (109). "Self-

consciousness," writes Laing, "may be the apprehensive awarcness
poæntially exposed to danger by the simple fact

of

oneself

of being visible to others"

as

(109).

Certainly this is tnre of Manning, whose |¡smsse¡nality marks him out as a potential
targetin a cultural climate in which heærosexuality was rigorously enforced.s Anotlrer
textual description of Manning's reaction to surveillance suggests that Laing's formula

also operaæs when the dirpction

of

causality

is

reversed:

just as surveillance may

threaten the bounda¡ies of identity and signify vulnerability, so too may intnrsions into
the realm of identity engender traumatic sensatiorrs of visibility. Upon receiving another

bizanvletter in his private mailbox, Manning notes that'bpening the letter like this in
his own home was in some $rays a worse experience than opening it at ttre club would

have been" (25). Manning's observation demonsEates the extent ûo which

he

conceptualises the incident as a violation of his personal space. His reaction cenhes on
an imagined traumatic

Suddenly, the

visibility:

full føce of the intrusion into his home süuck ¿¡ him [...]. The sensation

exraordinary, one

of the worst attacks he'd ever

somewhere, in ñ¡ll lighq with beneath

had. Like being nake( high up on

hin only jeering voices and millions of

was

a ledge,

eyes. (26)

For Manning, intnrsions into his private realm le¿d to sensations of visibility, just
surely as the experience of specularity sþnifres the dissolution

as

of 'tlre door to the

innermost part of [his] identit]/' (155).

The details
resemblance

of

to a later

Manning's episode
passage

of

imagined exposure bear

a

striking

in which Prior, visiting the Palm House with

his

girlfriend, suspects he is being observed from below. He "beg[ins] to feel exposed'
t

Hynes g¡¡minss 'the wa¡ against deviants" (A War 232).
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(183), and notes that "Spragge had only to look up through a gap in the foliage and
there he was,

experience

floodlit under the whiæ light of the dome" (184). For Prior, though,

is particularly unsettling because of what he considers to be a

the

greater

"violation":

What angered him y¿s the thought that Spragge might have seen that

PaIm Ho¡se when Sarah

bd

little act of intimacy in

the

moved closer and rubbed his cock through the had clotb of his

breeches. 1...1 Hadhe seen? He must bave. Prior was aware of feeling an almost excessive sense of
exposufe, of violation even, as if he'd been seen, arse upwards, in the act

iself. (187, empbasis in

original)

Signifrcantly, both Prior and Manning's experiences of uaumatic surveillance involve
intn¡sions into the sphere of their sexuality. This fact suggests that the trauma in each
case derives from the dissolution

of the boundary beween public and private. It

also

highlighæ the extent to which se¡unlity is concepûralised by the cha¡acters in tlre novel
as something ûo be stored behind closed doors, within the "forüess

Rabinow claims that "Foucault shows us

[...] how during

of identity." Paul

the nineteenth cennlry

[...]

sex w¿rs seen as holding ttre key to self-understanding" (11). The episodes examined
above reflect a simila¡ emphasis on the import

of sex. The cha¡acærs in The Eye in tlu

Door conceptualise their sexuality as residing at the core of their being, a clue

ûo

their

essential natures and as such something to be hidden.

Two final episodes that

I wish o

discuss

in this context explicitly

specularity to disciplinary systems. Upon encountering a representative
Utterson (the proøgonist of

rclaæ

of the law,

Dr Jeþll md Mr Hyde) posits a connection

between

mechanismsof powerandspecularit¡t: "whenheglancedat the þolice officerl, he was
conscious of some touch of that terror

of the law and the law's officers that may

at

times assail the most honest'' (48, emphasis added). Utterson's comments alert us to
the mannerin which disciplinary systems may exert power simply through a subject's
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visual exposute to them. The Eye in thc Door explores this conc€pt through its
depiction of the eye in Beattie Roper's prison cell, but it goes further in analysing the

effect of such disciplinary technologies on the subject. Discussing her experience of
cross-€xamination, Hettie Roper notes that

'þu't€

guilty, even though you know you haven't done

stood in that dock and you feel

it' (102, emphasis in original), a

statement which mirrors Utterson's. Hettie, though, goes on

to observe that 'Tor

months afterwards I felt people could look straight through me." Her comment reveals
the impact on the subject of disciplinary surveillance, and is once again suggestive of
ttre traumatic sense of visibility experienced by subjects exposed to the probing scrutiny

of surveillance.

Conclusion

The Eye

in the Door depicts subjects who are split due

ûo

their participation in

disciplinary systems associated with the conduct of war, and it examines the role played
by surrreillance and specularity in this process of division. Through its exarnination of

Rivers, the irovel also depicts the emergence of a theoretical model of subjectivity
which posits division and duality as the condition of all subjectivity. This chapter
concludes, then, with some observations regarding The Eye in the Door's account of
the cultr¡ral climate in which trar¡matised soldiers

of the Fi¡st V/orld War grappled with

splining and duality. Mght these stnrggles have conributed to a re-evaluation of the

unitary ideal of masculinity?

I will consider the possibility that the emergence

psychoanal¡ic models of split subjectivity may itself be traced

ûo

of

the demands of wa¡.

I have discussed Cohen's analysis of the autobiographies of fin-de-síècle
homosexual men, and tnced his argument that

in order to represent their

experience

they had to constn¡ct split narrative personae. Cnrcially, Cohen goes on to explore the

fact that Freud himself employed these narratives in developing his theory of sexuality
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and subjectivity. Cohen notes that

in Three Essøys on the Theory of Sexuality, Freud

"usqs the structural conditions that he recognizes as embedded
accounts

in the sexological

of male homosexuality in order to problematvs the entire field of

rel¡ations" (110). Cohen argues that Freud lvas atÞcted to the sense

sexual

of division he

identifred in these accounts:

F.rerd] r¡sed [these complex nrratives] as a point of deputre

fs

his psycboanalytic Foject

precisely because they emplotæd the (t€mpml) dynamic we now rcægnize as a 'splitting' within
the

psyche-a splitting whicb he believed to be the geualized condition of human subjectivity.

(88)

Two aspects of Cohen's argument are of inærest here: frstly, his suggestion thæ
Freudian theory was profoundly influenced by the narratives of men who could not

sin¡aæ their experience within the dominant model

of

unitary masculinity,

ild

secondly, his account of the inversion employed by Freud. For Cohen, the radical
aspect of Freud's reading of the narratives

is the fact that he reads their deviation from

the unitary model of subjectivity as evidence

of the falsity of the model, rather than of

the men's pathology:

Rather tban tqking the example of male inverß as anomalous, lFre¡d] deftps
thereby establishing the dor¡bleness that he

fnds

'¡eflected'

in their

it

as paradigmatic,

srexuâl object choices as a

constituent bifurcation of all subjects. (110)

In this

instance, Freud reads deviations

from the norm as indicative of

the

unsustainability (or inherent instability) of that norm. His reading of the accounts of

divided homosexual men thus informs his own theoretical account
subject.

of the divided
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Of course, Freud's work in turn influenced both the field of psychiatry
conceptions of subjectivity.

and

In an article examining the influence of shell-shock

on

British psychology, Stone notes that "Freud's theories did manage to gain a foothold in
RAN{C ci¡cles [...] largely thanks to an article by Rivers entitled 'Freud's Psychology

of the Unconscious"' (255). Rivers exhibits Freudian tendencies n The Eye in

tIæ

Door, and significantly is also depicæd as having deveþed his own metaphors for
dualism (in the course of his medical research into nerve regeneration). His description

of a "primitive form of innervation they called the protopathiC' and a higher form
"which they called the epicritiC'is immediately followed by a consideration of Henry

Jeþll's discussion of "the

thorough and primitive duality

of man" (I42).

lVhile

dualism is a feature of Rivers's thought, the novel suggests ttrat it is his experience with
traumatised soldiers that encou¡ages him to apply this dualism to his understanding of
the human subject. In an inversion similar to that employed by Freud, Rivers begins to
conceph¡alise his patients' divisions as emblematic of all human subjectivity, rather than
as mereþ pathological. During a session

of therapy, Sassoon ælls Rivers that "[he]'d

always coped with the sinration by blocking out the killing side, cutting it ofP' (23L).
Immediaæly afær the session, Rivers begins

o

doubt the validity of the unitary model

of identity:

The epicritic grornded

in the protopathig the ultimaæ

expression

regarding as the condition of perfect health. Thougb why we thi¡ik

of the unity we persist in

of it like that,

God knows,

since most of us survive by cultivating internal divisions. (233)

Rivers's experience with Sassoon leads him to contemplate his own "experience of
duality," and to recall that "before the wa¡ he had experienced a splitting of personality
as profound as any suffered

by

Siegfried" (235). He concludes

by musing

thæ

"perhaps, contrary to what was usually supposed, duality was tlìe stable state; the
attempt at inægration, dangerous. Certainly Siegfried had found

it so" (235). Of

coruse, Rivers is also prompted to consider ttre duality of subjectivity by his encounter
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with Prior. T ike Freud, Rivers is exposed to split subjects, which he oo identifies

as

exæme examples of subjectivity. As a result, he begins to challenge the model of
unitary identity.

Stone argues

that'the upheavals caused by shellshock have a direct bearing on

our understanding of how and why psychiatry developed

ino its modern expanded

format'' Q4S). Rivers's experience in the novel can be seen as representative of a shift

in psychiatic thinking precipiøted by the widaspread phenomenon of male
breakdown a¡ising from the First V/orld V/a¡. \Vhile the ideal

mental

of unitary masculinity

was challenged by the figure of the shell-shocked veteran, this need not

have

necessarily led to the dominancs 6f dualistic conceptions of the subject. Bob Connell
observes that

Freud's ooncept of the uncmscious, though immg¡sgly influential, is only me way in which [the]

layering and contradictim [in tbe formation of subjectivity] can be represented" Sarüe a¡d Laing

have provfoled another,

in

their

analyses

of

contradictory commitments and practiæs.

('?sychoanalysis" 33)

Indeed, Iaing emphasises the need to conceptulise identity as unitary
understand "existential splits" as a form

if we a¡€ to

of illness, but notes that 'ho such

concept

exists, nor can any such concept be expressed within the current language system of

psychiatry or psycheanalysis" (19). Laing's approach highlighs the influence of
Freud on conceptions of subjectivity in the twentieth century. Jane Flax also argues thæ

Freud'leaves as his legacy

o

psychoanalysis a set of dualisms that still govern its

discourses today'' (235).

Undoubtedly,The Eye ín the Door can be loosely categorised as a 'war novel'.

However, while it traces the psychological ramificatioru of the First V/orld War for

a

number of men, the novel contains very few descriptions of acu¡al combat; it is more
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concemed with the social conditions and consequences

of the war than with

baüle

itself. Nevertheless, the conduct of war hovers over the text like an omnipotent spectre,
dictating both the psychic struggles of its protagonists, and the social field in which

their drama is enacted.

In a striking parallel, Foucault hints at the existence of a

common agenda informing educational, punitive, and medical institr¡tions and practices:

Ultimately wbat pre.sidas over all these [disciplinary] mec,banisns is not the unitary functioning of
an apparaurs or an institution, but the necessity

of combat and tbe n¡les of strategy. (Tlu History

308)

Discussing "the fabrication of the disciplinary individual" he argues that:

In this cenüal and cenralized humanity, the effect ad insrument of complex power reliations,
bodies andfsæs subjected by multiple mechanisns

of

inca¡ceration', o$ects

are in themselves elements for this sEategy, we must heæ the distant rom

fs

discouses that

of bafla (Tlt¿ Hisory

308)

If,

as Foucault proposes, disciplinary terhnologies are informed and dicøted

"ultimately" by "the necassity of combat," the disciplinary nature of psychiatry-and its
subservience to military imperatives-must be considered. Jane Flax argues

respect that ,"[Freud's] theories provide legitimation and support
surveillance, regulation, and

marshalling

contol" (235),

of the discipline of

and Pugliese claims

psychiatry,

for

that'In

in this

practices of

the military's

it is the very disciplinary

nature of

psychiatry ttrat is productively invoked" (165). Applyng these insights to The Eye in
the Door, it is apparent that although Rivers is depicted as humane and caring, he is
also shown to be implicated

with the very disciplinary mechanisms which ensured

ttræ

men would fight (and go on fighting), even in the face of the dissolution of identity.
Stone notes that Rivers's "vantage point was still very much from within ttre military
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machine" (259). Despite his empathy, a¡¿ his tentative rejection of unitary models of

masculinity, Rivers ultimaæly encourages his patients to reû¡rn to battle. Their traumatic
experiences of dissociation are read not as an indictnent

of war, but rather

as evidence

ttrat all subjects "sun¡ive by cultivating inærnal divisions" Q33).

The Eye

in the Door

addresses the issue

of why the unitary model of

masculinity proved r¡ntenable for thousands of soldiers in the First lVorld Wa¡, and
examines the dissociation and splining rcquired

of

them

by their participation

in

disciplinary systems (recall Rivers's account of the suspension of empathy rcquired to
be a soldier or a doctor). Exploring the fact that homosexuality, pacifism and mental

breakdown constituæd ttueats

ûo

the production of soldiering masculinities, the novel

suggests that these challenges were addressed through the deployment

of disciplinary

me¡hanisms, such as panopticism and psychiatry. The Eye in the Door proposes that a
theoretical system which viewed subjectivity as divided arose as the result

order to

of-and in

justify-the conduct of war, which requires split subjects. Henry Jeþll,

prophesyinEattlrcfrn-dc-siècle that "man will be ultimaæly lnown for a mere polity of
multifa¡ious, incongruous, and independent denizens" (Stevenson 82), could not have
imagined the extent of the dissociation and splitting that would be demanded of men æ
the beginning of the twentieth century.
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Chapter Three

Liminality and Hybridity in Pat Barker's The Ghost Roød
Ideologies like ûo draw rigid borndaries bets,een what

is accepaUle and wbat is not, between self

nm-self, truth aDd falsity, sense and nonsense,

feas<xr and m¡dness, cenEal and marginal,

and

s¡rfæ anddepth.
Terry Eagletont

Binarism, that most static of súucn¡l€s, Fod¡¡ces internal instabilities
categuies

it

deploys

in

in æd through

the very

ord¿r ûo c¡ar¡ry, divide, æd stabilize the world. Thus the opposition

uVtbem poduces the anomaly of the internal dissidenr
Jonathan Dollimore2

fllhe

savage

still goes in

enemy are nothing

but

fear

of the avenging spirits of the slain. But tbe spirits of his slain

expression

of his

bad æuscience about

his blood-guilt; bebind this

superstition there lies concealed a vein of ethical sensitive,ness which has been lost by us civilised
men.
SigmrmdFreud3

In Chapær Two,

I

argued thatThe Eye in the Door's primary theme is masculine

dissociation and multiplicity. Tracing men's inability to either conform to a unitary model

of masculinity or police the "fortress of identity," the novel also suggests that male soldiers
occupy a mumatically liminal position between the home and war fronts. I-il<e The Eye in
the Door, The Glwst Road is concerned v¡ith notions

of duality and the boundaries of

t Terry Eagleton, Literary Tlwory: An htrodrctbn (Orford: Blackwell, 1983) 133.
2

Jonathan þellime¡e, S*ual Dissiùnce: Augttstíne to
emphasis in original.

Vlilù, Fruudto Forcault (Oxford:

Clarendon, 1991) 87,
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identity, and

it too Eaces men's

problematic engagement with notions

of nationhood,

selfhood, and masculinity. While The Eye ín the Door posits duality as a direct result of

disciplinary technologies, The Ghost Road

is

concerned

with unravelling the binary

categories of self and other which mark out ttre limits of the state and the individuat.

chapter,

I

argue tÌøtThe Ghost Roads juxtaposition

concern with the violence

of binary

In this

of war and colonialism reflects its

caægories: the novel inærrogates the distinctions

be¡veen death and life, civilisation and savagery, and madness and sanity. Through its
depiction of liminal, hybrid figures, The Ghost Roadexplorcs the idea that encounters with

alterity and difference may in fact reveal displaced similarity and proximity.

At least ttuee types of ghost can be identified trlThe Ghost Road. Two of these a¡e
immediaæly apparcnt, and are explored explicitly in the text through the historical figure of

Rivers. In his capacity as an anthropologist, Rivers analyses the spirits which occupy a
central place in the cosmology and daily life

of a Melanesian tribe. His role as an army

psychiatrist leads him ûo encounter other apparitions: the taumatic remembrances of
soldiers, manifested in the form of the persisænt company of slain friends and enemies.
Wansbeck, Sassoon and Harrington arc but some of Rivers's patients who are visiæd by
noctnrnal "hSpnagogic hallucinations'' (227). The juxtaposition of Rivers's two encounters

with ghosts enables the text's exploration of liminality and hybridity,
represented by the figure

a theme

which is well

of the ghost; neither dead nor alive, the ghost occupies both

categories while confounding the distinction between them.

While the 'shell-shocked' men in the novel are ûonnented by the ghosts of their

fellow soldiers, the characters themselves constinræ a third form
presence, both in the novel and

of implicit

ghostly

in the cultr¡ral climaæ in which the æxt was produced and

received. The success of The Ghost Road is testament to the manner in which the figure of
3

Sigmund Freud, '"Thoughts for the Trmes on War and Death,' The Staidord Editíon of tlæ Complete Psycløbgícal
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the shell-shocked soldier continues to haunt the margins of discourses of masculinity and

A

nation.
AÍtzÂc)"

recent newspaper page juxtaposed the headline 'Enduring tribute ûo Lonely

with another reading "Shell-shocked Diggers executed for desertion";

the

recollection of past masculine glories is marked by the persisænt spectre of men who could
not perform gloriousþ or heroically (Advertiser [Adelaide] 9 Nov. 1998: 8). Freud argued

that

'tlp human being is subject not only to the pressure of his immediaæ cultr¡ral

environment" but also to the influence of the cultr¡ral history of his ancestors" ("Thoughts"
283), and claimed that the Firstrüorld \V'a¡ "tarnished the lofty impaniality of our science,

[...]

revealed our instincts

in all their nakedness and let loose the evíl spírits within

us

which we thought had been tamed forevet'' ("On Trarsience" 307, emphasis added).
Robert Young employs a similar metaphor of haunting in claiming that 'tulture

[...] is the

form through which history manifests itself in the present, ttre labours of the dead that
weigh upon and revisit the society of the living' (91). Arguably, although The Ghost Road
is explicitly concerned with analysing and comparing two hßørical instances of ghosts, it
too confronts a spectre, and sets out to exorcise the ongoing phantasmic cultural pfesence

of war trauma. Through its examination of liminal histories, the novel explores the manner
in which war tauma continues to confound the categories of masculinity and nation.

The Gltost Roadis a work which explores questions

of masculinity; arguably, any

text concerning war must inevitably do so. However, The Ghost Road achieves this
through its examination of practices and strucn¡res in which male subjects are implicaæd,
¿rmong them

wat, colonialism, psychoanalysis, anthropology, and religion. In this rcspect,

the novel accords with Connell's claim that "masculinity is not just an idea in the head, or a

personal identity. It is also extended

in the world, merged in organized social relations"

(Masculínirtes 29). kr positing conne¡tions between the various systems and institr¡tions

with which men are engaged, The Ghost Roa.ls scope extends beyond the realm of the
l4torks of Sigmund Freud, vol. 14

(I¡ndo¡: Hogarth

Press, 1957) 295
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individual male subject Brian Moon argues that "by abandoning the notion that the subject
must be the starting point or central locr¡s

of an inquiry, we may put things in their proper

order, starting from specific social injustices and working uP, rather than starting from
ûotalising abstractions and working down" (195-96).

If I

am guttty

of invoking

certain

'totalising abstractions" in the course of this chapter, this is necessitated by the range of
issues covered by the novel.

'

The Ghost Roadis certainly concerned wittr situating men's psychic stnrggles with

respect to the specific contexts

in which they are conducted. This concern with culn¡ral

specifrcity and the importance of social context is evident in the text's narrative oscillation

be¡veen the divergent societies

of Britain and Melanesi4 it is evident too, in Prior's

observation that "murder was only killing in the wrong place" (44). However, the novel's

juxtapositions also serve to suggest that practices which may initially appear
and unique a¡e in fact informed by common principles. The Glnst Road

o

be discrete

is a text which

posits "totalising abstractions," identifying similarities and analogies in place of divisions
and binary caægories. Accordingly, this chapter mces The Ghost

RoaÌs

depiction of

mechanisms which inform the operations of both social systems and individual psyches,
and argues that individual and social stn¡ctures may be s€en to be analogous in many ways.

Through my reading of the novel,

I posit parallels between colonialism, rltrlr, masculinity,

and traumatic experiences of psychic

liminality.

While The Ghost Road is concerned with war, the forms of conflict and struggle
that it depicts do not cenüe on phenomena which threaæn the state or the individual from

without (such as the opposing C¡erman army). Rather, it explores internal threats. The
novel traces rifts, nrptures, and points of tension within the systems of state and subject,
exploring how the very rigidity of the.se systems may give rise ûo their own instability and
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transformation. In a discussion of the particular forms of psychic disnrbance caused by
traumatic experiences of wa¡, Freud hypothesises that

it might, indee4 be said that in tbe case of the war neuroses, in contrast to the pure traumatic ¡lerrf(xes
and

in approximation ûo the transfererce

neuroses, what

is feaed is nevertheless an ùuennl enemy.

('Intoduction" 21Q emphasis added)

Freud's statement is problematic, in ttrat it sitr¡ates war neurose.s purely at the level of the
subject, and overlooks the fact that such ner¡roses a¡ise in the particular soçial context of the
'Western

conduct of war. Nevertheless, his observation suggests that the perception of

extemal danger may come to be manifested as an inærnal ttueat; the atempt to consolidaæ

identity and mainøin bounda¡ies may result

in the production of

inærnal ruptures and

points of ûension.

Freud's image of the "intemal enemy'' can also be applied usefully to the realm of

culure and society. The ongoing cultural presence of shell-shocked soldiers can be read
an example of precisely the kind of "internal enemy"

as

(or what Jonathan Dollimore calls the

"internal dissident," 87) that is produced by social technologies of masculinity and war.

The very attempt to police the boundaries

of the state, of

sanity and

of

gender is,

paradoxically, what givas rise ûo phenomena which threaæn and haunt the state and the
subject from within. The Ghost Road suggests that processes

disavowal and repression a¡e inægral ûo the maintenance
structures. Furtheç

it

of binary

categorisation,

of both social and individual

suggests that these structures are therefore inherently unstable,

always akeady in danger of being rurdermined by the conEadictions and tensions which
corstinræ them. Through its exploration of marginal figures and the deatMife binary, the

novel traces the manner

in which

repressed

or disavowed ærms may resist negation,

instead re-asserting themselves through "a perverse return" @ollimore 33).

Nation, Subject and Disavowal

Before departing England for France, Billy Prior wonders why he has chosen
voluntarily to retuÍi to the field of battle. His thoughts provide an apposiæ point from
which to begin to map out the text's approach to the issues of binary categories, disavowal,
and traumatic proximity. Contemplating his antipathy towards "men as young as himself in

civilian dre$s," Prior realises that

læ could've been a munitions worker, [...J refusing

o

frght

in

'tbe bosses'

wú'. But be'd never

serio¡sly considered doing thqg

'lilhynot?bewmderednow. Beca¡¡seIdm't want to be one of them, he thougbt, remembering a
munitions worþr's hand patting a gid's boüom

as he

hel@

her into tbe

swing-bøt. (6, emphases in

qieinal)

Prior's reasoning is an exemplary insunce of the kind of hiera¡chized binary categorisation
that can be seen to inform several

of the practices and institutions in the novel:

by

constnrcting an antagonistic relationship between two principles-us and them-and
aligning himself with the privileged term, Prior also effectively delineates the caægory of
the other.

It is significant

that Prior's act of categorisation is immediately preceded by his

imaginary identification with "men as young as himself.".TTlis juxtaposition suggests that
his antipathy towards civilians is both informed and threaæned by his proximity to them;

will consider fi¡rther

I

the notion of proximity in the conclusion to this chapter.

Psychoanalytic models
become commonplace

of

hiera¡chized binary categories and disavowal have

in much recent gender theory, but they are ofæn examined

in

r02
isolation and teated as self-supporting, independent systems; Lacan's account

of

the

symbolic order is such a cÍ¡se. Prior's reasoning, though, occurs in a climaæ of militaristic
feruour, and is clearly influenced by both his battle experience and his subsequent inability

to re-integraæ with civilian society. This example of culturally situated binary reasoning
suggests the importance of examining the ways in which bina'ry categories are imbricated

with the production and conduct of social relations. Rose Lucas identifies precisely this
form of inærmixing. She claims that:

the formation

of a nation, in the

sense

dismembered other¡ess. $imilarly,

of confainment, is ¡redicated on the creatim of an exiled ad

in psychological terms, the establisbment of a fixed and dominant

subjectivity inevitably involves, and inded relies on, the fømation--¿r¡d immediate

denial<f

a

suppressed and subjugated otbemess. (150)

V/hile Lucas hints atthe possible exisænce of acommon stnrcturing principle informing the

formation of søæ and subject, she does not elaboraæ upon the notion or suggest the
location of any such mechanism.

The Ghost Road, however, does. Prior recalls 'ttrinking that words didn't mean
anyttring any more" Q57)- Quamying this exclamation, he realises that

ther€'s another group of wqds that

still

mean sp¡ething.

Little words that Eip througb

sentences

uuegarded: us, them, we, they, he¡,e, there. Tbese ae the words of ¡rower, æd long after we're gone,

tbey'll lie about in the language, like the rmexploded

gr€nades

in

these fields, and any one

of them'll

take yorn hand, otr. (?57')

By tacing binary categories to the operations of power and violence, Prior relates

the

machinations of the social order to the maintenance of gendercd identity, both of which a¡e
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depicted in the text as involving violence, subjugation and struggle. In locating power at the
level of language and discourse, Prior's declaration also provides a framework which can

Írccount

for the fact that binary

categories operate

at the levels of both society

and

subjectivity, for language is surely inægral to the functioning of both. This connection
benveen discourse and power is also foregrounded explicitly

in the text when Rivers

that the Melanesians 'tnade no distinction between knowledge and power, either

notes

in their

own language or in pidgin" (128).

The Dissolution of Boundaries, the Fiction of Difference

The Ghost Road,then,is concerned both with the ways
are

invoþd in the exercise of power,

and

in which binary caægories

with the fact that difference and otherness must

be constn¡cted in order to fosær the illusion of national and individual containmenL It
explores these notions through an analysis of site.s of marginality and liminality, where the

oppositions and boundaries intrinsic to the cohercnce

of the state and the individual

undergo transformation and dissolution. Dollimo¡e argues that 'lve know that the cente
remains wlnerable to marginality because

ia identity is partly

creat€d and partly defined

in

opposition to (and therefore also ¿r) the margins" (225, emphasis in original). Dollimore's

observation suggests the paradoxically central role played

by

marginal sites

in

the

production of notions of bounded states. It hints, too, at the capacity of marginal siæs to

undo the very containment that they are employed

to support. The primary

stategy

employed tnThe Ghost Road to foreground the vr¡lnerability of the boundaries of identity
is the juxtaposition of an anthropological observation of the process of colonialism with a
depiction of the psychological ramifications of war. The violence associated with activities

of the state such

as w¿tr and colonialism is shown to constitute one

of the state's primary

terhniques of affinnation and maintenance. However, the novel suggests that these siæs of
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engagement with the other also reveal the fictive nature
discourses of nation and subjectivity at their points

of the bounded state, exposing

of mærimum stress, where marginal,

ghostly figures are produced.

Tracing the ways in which colonialism and racism were hisûorically informed by
anxiety and instability, Robert Young argues that colonial discourse is marked by a desire

for the other which mr¡st be disavowed in order to maintain the illusion of certitude. He
argues that colonialism 'lnas not only a machine

of war and administation, it was also

desiring machind' (98), and invokes Homi Bhabha's "idea

of a constinrtive

a

ambivalence

resting at the hea¡t of colonial discursive production" (Young 161). In his capacity as an

anthropologist, Rivers exemplifies the desire

for lnowledge of the other which

paradoxically both supports and threaæns the illusion of colonial cenainty. This a¡nbivalent
desire ultimaæly leads

o

the erosion of his identifrcation

with the colonial state or with any

notion of civilisation; his encounter with an alien culn¡re undermines the constn¡ction of
alterity integral to the demarcation of civilisation and its other. Unable ûo maintain faith in
the fiction

of difference, Rivers notes that a f-ondoner's shrine to her dead son is "not

fundamentally different from the skull houses of Pa Na Gundu"

the same human impulses at work.

recognition. From a

didn'thave

(ll7),

and observes

Difficult to loow what to make of these moments of cross{ulh¡ral

stictly professional point of view, they we,re almost meaningless, but then one

suc.h experiences as

adisembodied antbropological intelligence, but as a rran, æd as a man

one bad to make some sense of them. (117)

kr highlighting the disjunction be¡veen

a "professional point

gendered subjectivity, Rivers's statement accords
ambivalence of colonial discourse.

It

of view" and an embodied,

with Bhabha's description of

suggests, too, that the desire

times be revealed as exceeding the rational framework

the

for the other may æ

in which it is explicitly

situated.
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While the goals of Rivers's anthropological expedition a¡e to record and fræze an alien

culture,

to

explore (and confrm) the supposed differcnce benveen savagery and

civilisation, his endeavours ultimaæly produce entirely different effects, ones that he neither
anticipates nor controls. Butler notes that'the effects of the instrumental action always have

the power to proliferaæ beyond the subject's control, indeed, to challenge the rational
transparencyof thatsubject's inæntionality'' ("Contingent'' 10). Rivers's discussion of the
disparity beween his state of curiosity, subjectivity, and desire and a theoretically objective
"disembodied anthropological inælligence" confounds notions of the disinærested, rational

colonial gazn, md accords with Young's claim that'ho form of cultr¡ral dissemination is
ever a one-way process, whatever the power relation involved"

(L74).I will return to this

point laær in order to explore fr¡rther the nature of the transformations precipitated by
Rivers's encounters with Melanesian culture and his patients'

\Ãrar

trauma.

While i.Rivers identifies certain'human impulses" which transcend the borders of
nationality and culn¡re, The Ghost Road implicitly suggests fi¡rther analogies between the
culture of the colonising $,esterners and the colonised islanders. It does so by juxtaposing

two examples of the therapeutic deployment of the technique of suggestion. Rivers's
description of his ûeaünent

of a patient named Moffet reveals both a privileging of

rationality, and a tentative admission of the extent to which his practice exceeds the realm of
the rational. He notes that

whathe'd acurally tied was rquon. He

diö't

lilæ what be was going to do now, but

it

bad becme

appafent that, until Moffet's reliance on the physical slmptom was broken, no mofe rational aryoæh
stood any chance of working. (20, emphasis in original)

The æxt inviæs the comparison of Rivers with his Melanesian counteryart, Njiru; both are
celibate, both have respected ancestors, both a¡e described as deformed (110), and both
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come to doubt the 'lalue

of [their] knowledge"

and hence the "reality

of [their]

own

powet'' (235). Rivers himself observes afñnities be¡veen his approach and that of Njiru: 'h
witch-doctor could do this," he muses, "and probably better than I can" (49). Both men, of
course, a¡e also involved in exorcising demons. Nevertheless, Rivers distances his use of
suggestion from his standa¡d scientifrc practice, noting that 'the rules of medicine are one

thing, the rules of ritual drama quiæ anothet'' (53).

While the characær Rivers is able

o maintain his faith in a break benveen

approaches and more 'primitive' one,s, The

scientifrc

Glnst Road itself problematises any such

distinction. In Melanesia" Rivers notes that "as so often happened, one could detect behind
the native belief the shadowy outline of a disease only too familiar to $restern medicind'
(51-52). The novel's depiction of Rivers's experience as an aÍny psychiatrist suggests that

the formula can also be inverted, ttrat the diseases

of

western medicine are not so fa¡

removed from native beliefs; recall Freud's description of "the evil spirits tvithin us." The

'scientific' practice of psychoanalysis can be read as a form of ritual drama, then, the
staged exorcism

of

unconscious phantoms. Indeed,

encourages such areading. Arguably, The Ghost

tlp

text's central juxtaposition

Roats comparison of 'scientific'

'primitive' approaches to healing also highlights tlrc manner

in which

and

science and

psychoanalysis must disavow their origins in irrational beliefs in order to support their
allegiance to modernity, objectivity and reason. Such a position is supporæd

claim that Rivers's üeatnent "¡€minds

þim] of

know? They used to stick pins in people ûoo" (48).

by Moffet's

seventeenth-century wirch-finders, you

t07

The Death/Life Binary

Acommon element in Njinr's manipulation of spirir and Rivers's teatment of wa¡
neurotics is the fæt ttrat both men confront the un/dead, the presence in life of the spirits of
the dead. The Ghost Roa.ts central juxtaposition 6f selsnialism and wa¡ thus serves to
emphasise and contrast Melanesian and lVesærn conceptions of the life/death binary, and

this binary warants further consideration. Connell argues that "gender is a way in which

social practice

is

ordered" (Masculinities 7L). The Ghost

Roats exploration of

the

deatMife binary implicitly posis it, too, as one of the ordering principles of society, one

which is responsible for the production of institutions and practices (such as war) which
require specific forms of gendered subjectivity. Ultimaæly,

I

hope to demonsEate that the

novel's exploration of the processes-such as disavowal and reprassion-involved in
attempts

to

delineate a clear border between

life and death may provide insights into

masculinity and war trauma S[hile the following analysis of death may not appear initialty

to address questions of masculinity or w¿rr úauma directly,

it

processes which the text implicitly attributes to the maintenance

analyses structurcs and

of bottr masculine and

national identity.

Whereas the Melanesians

in the novel embrace the concept of death through

a

complex economy of mourning, exorcism, revefence forthe dead, and communication with
those in the afærlife, the

'Western approach cenües on disavowal and denial:

even mention our dead," Prior admits,

RoaÌs depiction of haunted soldiers

'ï's

'lve don't

easier to forget'' (200). Of course, The Ghost

suggests the very impossibility of

"easi[y]" forgeÉing

the dead. Although the novel depicts a séance, Prior observes that such practices are not

offrcially endorsed by the disciplinary mechanisms of state religion; 'bontacting the dead's
a heresy," he notes. Indeed,

Prior is disgusted by the séance, and claims that "we have to
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die, we don't have to worship

it" (79). His statement

stands

in stark contast to the novel's

Írccount of the central place occupied by death in the Melanesian cosmology.

Rivers is shown ûo approach death through the distancing practice of science.

striking passage juxtaposes ¡vo

A

of Rivers's encounters with the un/dead: mentally

revisiting a skull house in Melanesia he recalls holding the skr¡ll of Njinr's ancestor, 'the

object

of highest value in the world." In Britain, he reads an analytic,

disengaged account of the horrendous head wounds

scientifically

of a soldier named Hallet (239). This

juxt¿position serres to accentuate the divergent attitudes towards death circulating within
the respective cultures.

It also foregrounds Rivers's participation in a scientifrc paradigm

which is predicaæd on disengagement" caægorisation, and disavowal rather than on
revercnce for the dead. In his capacity as a doctor, Rivers is shown to be engaged

healing and the prolonging
unproblematic,

of life. While the second of

it is brought into question

encounters the Melanesian concept

in both

these notions may seem

when (in his role as an anthropologist) he

of "mate." Observing a dylng man, Njiru

informs

Rivers that ttre man is "mnte," and Rivers notes that "'rnate' in all the dictiona¡ies was
translaæd as 'dead"' (134). This, however, is not entirely conect.

"mate did not mean dead,

it

dasignated

a

state

of which

It becomes apparent

that

death was the appropriaæ

outcome," and that "the term for actual death [...] was mate ndapu. In pidgin, 'die finish"'
(135). Rivers's reference to the diffrculty of tanslating the ærm highlights once again the
disjunction be¡veen the two cultural conceptions of dying. The episode also demonstates
that the distinction be¡reen death and life need not be understood in terms of a definitive

break, by foregrounding the Melanesian conception of death as inhering in life, and vice
versa. The notion of. "maac" can be characærised as a hybrid concept, designating neither
death

norlife exclusively while simultaneously signifying both.
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This notion is explored further later in the text, both when Prior rescues Hallet from
death (condemning him to a form
treaünent

of death-in-life), and when Rivers agonises over his

of the dying man. Prior describes the rescue in his diary: "all the time I

thinking, \ilhat's the use? He's going to die anyway.

I

think

I

was

thought about killing him"

(196). This sentiment is reinforced through its repetition: Prior claims that "all the time

I

was doing it I was thinking, Die can't you? ForGod's sake man, itst did' (197, emphasis

in original). Prior had "expecæd to find lHallet] unconscious or dead, but he was neitlrcr,"
a description which implies that Hallet cannot be characærised as being alive
sense. As Rivers witnesses Hallet's stn¡ggle

in any

rcal

!o st¿y alive, he notes that the Melanesian

notion of death-in-life constitr¡tes a better description of Hallet's state than any IVesærn
concept

Why ae you alive? Rivers thougbt, looking docm
Njiru's word for this: the

stÂte

of whicù death

being, in every meaningful way,

H

ino

the gægoyled

fæ.

Male, wot¡ld have

been

is the desirabb outcome. He wor¡ld bave seen Hallet

already, æd

as

his sole purpose would bave been to hasten tbe

moment of ach¡ol death: nate ndapu, die finish. (264, emphases in original)

Rivers's reference to'tlte moment of actual death" is testimony to both his "allegiance to a
different set of beliefs" (265), and his reliance on distinctions and binary caægories; even in
the act of describing a hybrid concepL Rivers invokes rigid caægories. He cannot bring

himself ûo expediæ this "moment''

of

death, and must insæad endure the agony of

witnessing Hallet's final stnrggle. Rivers's "allegiance" ûo a scientific paradigm ensures
ttrat despiæ his relucant acknowledgment that Hallet is

"in every meaningful way,

dead

already," he feels compelled to ascribe a precise æmporal distinction to Hallet's transition

from life into death: when Hallet dies, Rivers's immediate reaction-rnotivaæd by "sheer
force of

habit"-is to record the time of death (275). Although Rivers's conception of the
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deatMife binary is problematised by both his anthropological experience and his üeaünent
of mortally wounded soldiers, he nevertheless continues to employ the distinction.

Liminality, Hybridity and the 'Third Space'
My analysis of The Glwst Roa.ts exploration of death is also motivated by the
prominence in the text of the figure of the ghost, which, as I mentioned earlier, functions as
a frgure

of liminality and marginality. Neither dead nor alive, the ghost straddles the binary

opposition and serves to problematise the very distinction which seeks
boundaries of existence. Prior alludes ûo the manner in which this

to order the

üird ærm destabilises

notions of life and death, noting that "even the living were only ghosts in the making" (46).
The themes of liminality and marginality are prominent

n The Ghost Road.I

will

examine

two other episodes in the novel which explore male subjects' encountets with liminality and

marginality.

I

want to suggest ttrat

in The Ghost Road, these encounters

precipitaæ a

condition of dislocation, something akin to both the hybrid third space posiæd by postcolonial tlrcorists, and the state of nomadism outlined by Deleuze and Guatta¡i.

In his capacity as an anthropologist, Rivers attempts to investigate and freeze alíen
cultures, but this process leads him

Conversing

o

an inænogation of his own culnral framework.

with a group of nomadic natives who "belonged nowhere" (119),

his

investigative techniques a¡e n¡rned back upon him. In an epiphanic momenl Rivers

realized that their view

eldedy white man

of t¡rJ society was neither mor€ nor less valid than his of theirs. No beaùd

lo*ed

down on then, endmsing one set of val¡¡es and condemning the other. Ard

witbthatrealizatim,thewholeframeof

socialandmmaln¡les that lreeps individuals impisoned-ønd
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<ollapse(

and for amonenthe was in the same positim as these drifting, dispossessed people.

A cmditim of absolute free-ftIl. (ll9-20, secod e'nphasis added)

At the fragile boundary of colonial society and the other through which it defines itself,
Rivers becomes aware of the artifice and a¡bitrariness of the privileging of the notion of

"civilization" (104) essential to the maintenance of his "whole frame of social and moral
rules." However, Rivers's realisation camot easily be characterised as a conversion; he
does not merely situaæ himself

on the other side of a conceptual divide. Dollimore argues

that

when the inversion of a binary reveals the proximate it is always more than a mere reversal" more even

than the uopian unity of tbe binãy dissolved or dþlaced- Tbe inversion

of a binary

produces not

merely reversal but proximities wbere tbere was difienence. (229)

Rivers's notion of "civiliz¿tion" is supported by and dependent on its opposition with a
corresponding notion of "savageqf' (104), but his realisation of the proximity between his

own culture and that of the islanders undermines his concept of difference.

Rivers's identifrcation with the privileged ærm of a binary opposition is rcplaced by

a state of liminality, Íltrd this produces a sensation of vertiginous disorientation. His
experience accords with Young's account of hybridity:

Hybridity thus consists of a bizane binate operation, in which each impulse

is

qualified against tbe

otheç føcing momentaryformsof dislocatim æd displacement into complex econonies of agonistic

retiq¡lation. (?fr27>

tt2
Rivers comes to identify wholly with neither his own cultr¡re nor the 'primitive' beliefs of
the islanders. Nevertheless he remains within the confines of the binary system, a hybrid
whose invesünent in both sides of the opposition serves ûo set them off against each other,

to reduce the privileged tenn to one contested commodity in a network of exchange and

conflicl The experience is shown to be a profound one; Prior wriæs that he "sometimes
[...] used to t]rink ßiversl was back with his fucking head-hunærs [...] and that gives him
a

slightly odd perspective on 'the present conflict'

as they say." (215).

While the concept of hybridity is usually employed

in

accounts

of

cultural

inæraction, a similar concept is proposed by the psychoanal¡ic ttreorist André Green.
Green's description of the "no-man's-land'implicit in binary oppositions evokes tenitorial
and colonial forms of "domination," but it is significant that he sees

therc

is antagonism'(qtd. in Rutherford 111). His

it

as a¡ising "whenever

argument therefore supports my

contention that ttre concept of hybridity need not be employed exclusively with respect to

cultural inæraction. Green discusses the notion of the "third space," and argues that

whenever there

is

antagonism,

with the domination of one term ovef, another, an alternative d

oscillating domination, the exch¡ded term tends 1o retum, to r€occr¡py the space; consequently,
possible, as in any area of movemen! to imagin e a no-man'

s-Ia nd,

it is

wbete the metaphor would ass¡rme a

meeting in the potential rermion of what bas been seearate¿ (Rutherford 111, e.mphasis added)

Rutherford notes that Green's statement is "rather vague and ambiguous" (111). It could be
argued that such ambiguity is a function of the object of

inquþ,

that liminal, hybrid figures

inevitably resist interpretation. Indeed, the theoretical value of hybrid figures lies precisely

in the fact that they confound existing systems of classification, revealing the violent and
reductive power of binary caægorisation.
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In a simila¡ vein, Young outlines Deleuze and Guattari's concept of "nomadism,"
claiming that it denoæs'Torms of deærritorialization that cannot be reærrioriafizeÅ because
they frustrate interpretation and recodingl' (L73).Two crucial aspects of Rivers's eptphanic
moment accord with Young's account of nomadism. Firstly and most obviously, Rivers's
experience leads him to identify u/ith "drifting, dispossessed people,"

to view himself

liærally as a nomad. Young notes that "nomadism involves any activity that transgresses
contemporary social codes through the dissolution

of cultr¡ral and ærriorial bounda¡ies"

(L73); certainly Rivers's relativis¡n has precisely this effecr Secondly, Deleuze
Guatta¡i view the human psyche as itself being the siæ

of colonisation by

and

systems of

representation which channel desiring-production along certain prescribed axes. For
Deler¡ze and Guattari, nomadism

is valuable insofa¡ as it provides momentary liberation

from such technologies of ænitorialization. In this context, Rivers's description of his
movement beyond the "rules that keep individuals imprisoned-and sane" also accords

with Deleuze andGuattari's model. However, Young notes that nomadism "describes [...]
a

certain strategic manoeuwing" (L72), and argues that the agency implicit in ttre concept of

nomadism seems inconsisænt with any consideration of "enforced dislocations" (173). It is

diffrcult to characterise Rivers's experience of nomadism

as

empoweringl the description of

his ensuing "condition of absoluæ free fall" (120) suggests the extent to which the episode
robs him of his sense of agency.

In equating imprisonment u/ith sanity, Rivers highlights the danger associated with
any liberation arising from the compleæ rejection of social codes. His position suggests the

extent to which notions of personality, sanity and individual identity are dependent on
corresponding notions of culture and the social body. Deþuze and Guatta¡i argue that
"Oedipus is always colonization pursued by other means, it is the interior colony

[...,] it is

our intimate colonial education" ('What is Minor Literature?' 28n3). This formulation
implies that the very mechanisms which constin¡æ the subject as a discrete individual also

rt4
serve to ensure the subject's engagement

with, and dependence on, the social sphere. The

experience and sensation of individuality, then, exists only as the result

of the subject's

colonisation by systems which exceed him.

This idea also informs observations that Rivers later makes in his capacity as an
anthropologist Njinr tells him that a man who falls asleep on the beach may be visiæd by
the ghost of a dead woma¡L and explains the physical ramifications of the visitation:

he sufie¡ed

fton

a long

list of complaints, not the least of whic.h was a disapeaing penis. Rivers

would have liked to ask about the psychological effects, but that was almost impossible. The language

of introspection was simply not available. (132>

Rivers does not imply that the lack of a "language of introspectionl' is evidence of the non-

exisænce

of

"psychological effects," but his observation suggests that the

two arc

intimaæly retated (it may also be read as evidence ttrat he depends on the "language of
introspection" in order to exercise his jurisdiction over the psychological realm). [.ater, he
notes that "tlre islanders seemed hardly to have discovered the idea

western sense, much less to have conûacted the habit

of personality, in

of inEospection" (234).

the

Taken

together, Rivers's statements suggest that the experience of inæriority and individuality is
dependent on both a discourse of selfhood, and a corresponding notion of society and
culture: Rivers implies ttrat identity arises only through a subject's positioning with regard

to a discursive framework which
experiences

in attempting

ûo

exceeds

him. Rivers noæs that the diffrculty

gain insight into the psychic lives

he

of the islanders can be

attributed ûo 'hot lack of words merely, but a lack of shared concepts" (233-34), but his

musings point to the fact ttrat language and 'toncepts" are inexticably ennvined. In
describing the'îholeframe of social and moral rules ttrat keeps individuals imprisoned

-

and sane," Rivers provides a model which explains why an individuat subject's loss of
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faith in culn¡rc and society may have the effect of jeopardising his sanity and sense of
identity. The notion that identity and sanity are dependent on the subject's participation in a
social fra¡nework

is also

apparent

in Philip Goodchild's

appraisal

of the concept of

nomadism: "perhaps it is betær to be a paranoid slave than a schizophrenic nomad" (3).

Rivers's experience of liminality leads him to consider the connection between
sanity and the subject's investnent in the social order. This connection is also explored in
The Ghost Road through the figure

of Prior. In Chapter Two, I noted Jonathan Shay's

argrilnent that'fuar can destroy the social contrzrct binding soldiers to each other, to their
commanders, and to the society ttrat raised them" (17). Shay contends ttrat ttre erosion of
the sense of belonging to a social space is a crucial component of wa¡ tralrma. Prior's own
experience of psychic trauma problematises his taith in the social body. lVhile the mad/sane

binary is depicæd in the novel as constituting one of the disciplinary technologies of the

military, Prior occupies a liminal position, neither wholly mad nor entirely sane. Like
Rivers, he can be read as a hybrid figure, oscillating benveen the opposing poles
binary opposition and thereby confounding the notion

of

of

a

difference which informs the

distinction.

In considering the idea that Prior's experience of marginality constitutes a challenge

to the social order, the notion of hybridity once again provides a useful
framework.I have noted Young's description of hybridity

as

conceptual

"a bizarre binaæ operation, in

which each impulse is qualified against the othe/' (26), and this formulaúon aptly describes

Prior's experience. Rather than sitr¡ating himself on either side
be¡veen reason and madness, Prior employs each ærm

to

of a conceptual divide

r¡ndermine

its

opposing

principle, playing them off against each other and effectively preventing the privileging of

either term.

A

hierarchized binary

is thus

replaced

by a

system

of

exchange and

contestation. Before facing a medical board which is to evaluate his psychic competence,
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Prior notes that "we're all mad here. [...] And really, amidst the general insanity, was it fair
to penalize a man merely because in conditions of exûeme stress he ænded to develop two
separate personalities?'

(16). A privileged notion of rationality and sanity must be

employed in order ûo ma¡k out certain forms of behaviour or psychic states as insane.
Prior, though, reads the marginalised principle of insanity back into üp cent¡e-"we're all
mad

here"-and this inversion

enables him to reconceptualise his own behaviour (namely

his tendency to develop "two separate personalities") as reasonable and sane. His own
'madness' is qualifred against what he perceives to be a "general insanity".

Back at the front, he excliaims "look

d us. We don't remember, we don't feel, we

don't think-at least not beyond the confines of what's

needed

to do the job. By

any

proper civilized standard Out what does ùat mæn now?) we are objecS of horrot'' (200,
emphases in original). fust as Prior utilises a perceived general insanity to

justify his own

psychic state, he employs tlre insanity of his position to inærrogaæ the rationality of the
social stn¡ctures which have placed him

in that position. This reversal enables him o

question the assumption that the war is supported by reasonable motives. Confronæd by

Hallet's idealism, Prior'konder[s] how long it'll take him to work out that nobody knows
what's going on?" (113), and he later ælls Hallet that "things are actually much worse than

you think becar¡se there isn't any kind of rational justification left. It's become a selfperpetuating system. Nobody benefrts. Nobody's in conüol. Nobody knows how to sûop"

(L44).These senfments are echoed by Orven: "'You say we kill the Beast,' Owen said

slowly. 'I say we fight because men lost their bearings in the night"'

(lM).

Prior's and

Owen's identification of irrationality æ the heart of the social enterprise of wa¡ serves to
confound notions of civilisation and society. üke Rivers, Prior's experience of liminality
not only problematises his taith in the boundary he has transgressed, but also his sense of
partaking in a bounded, contained social space. For Prior there is no longer anything that

could be dqscribed as a'þroper civilized standard," and he too can be characærised as a

It7
nomad occupying a "no-man's-land," a "third space" benveen the opposing poles of sanity
and madness, civilisation and chaos.

Of course, Prior later occupies a liæral no-man's-

land, 'Intolerably exposed" (193), and notes that "the whole thing was breakdown
territory,

as defined by

Rivers" (194).

Traumatic Proximity

The men of. The Ghost Road occupy a fragile social and psychic space predicaæd
on the construction of binary categories and disavowal. Their experiences

of liminality and

marginality serve both to disrupt their engagement wittr social stn¡ctures, and to confound
notions of rationality, civilisation, and even life itself.I want to suggest that tttis disruption

centes not on the encounter with otherness or alærity, but rather on the (re-)discovery of
unexpected similarity and proximity. Earlier,

towards civilians

o

I used the example of Prior's antipathy

introduce the themes of binary categorisation and disavowal.

I noted

briefly the signifrcance of the fact that Prior's hatr€d of "the¡tf' (6) seemed to stem from a

kind of identification, a recognition of similarity. Dollimore argues that such recognition
informs most instances of the constn¡ction of otherness. He claims that "otherness may be
rooted in a fear of, a disavowal

of, similarity'' (I22), and also notes that "to be against

(opposed to) is also to be against (close up, in proximity to) or, in other words, up against''

(229). Another incident involving Prior evokes this sense of the need to construct
difference in order to disavow and displace a threatening identification. Despiæ Prior's

claim that he "[doesn't] pay'' (35), he employs the services of a prostinrte named Elinor,
enjoyrng "the sober certainty of powet'' (40):

Ar¡d then something went wrmg. He looked at tbe shu$ered

fæ

and recognized the look, reoglized

it

it

to

not with his eyes but with the muscles of his own face, for he too bad lain like tùis, waiting for
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be over [...], not so much resorting

o

prostiûrtim as inventing it" fo¡ he ktew of nobody else who got

money that way. (41)

Disnrbed by this moment of identification, Prior constructs as completely alien and other
thatwhich threaæns his own 'tertaint5/' and 'þowet'': "the only way not
haæ

ûo

be her was to

het'' (41). Prior averts a traumatic sensation of proximity by channelling it into

an

economy of difference and distinction; his own identity is thereby afFrmed through its
opposition with that which is other.

It is telling tt¡at in order to constn¡ct this notion of

difference, Prior draws upon an existing image

of

otherness: "narrowing his eyes, he

blurred her features, ran them together into tl¡e face they pinned to the revolver targets. A

snarling, babyæating bochd' (41). This reference ûo the "snarling, baby-eating boche"
which is 'þinned to the revolver targets" emphasises Prior's participation

in a warring

society predicaæd on the constn¡ction of otherness, and also evokes the artifice involved in
the production of notions of difference.

Despiæ Prior's violent aüempt to dema¡cate the boundaries of power and identity,
his experience with Elinor ultimaæly produces "ambiguiqy'' (43): "he hadn't been sure at the

end who was fucking who" (42). Ottrer damaging ramifications

of Prior's reliance on

notions of difference and othemess are explored throughoutThe Ghost Road. When Rivers
asks Prior about his nightma¡es, Prior's response resonates

with the passage analysed

above:

I

bad one whøe the faees on

tlu ranlver torgets-you loow, hanible snarling

û¡rned into the faces of people I love. But only after
do about iL (98, empbasis added)

I'd pulled

the

rigger,

baby<ating boche-

so there was nothing

I

could
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In order to distance himself from both Elinor and enemy soldiers, Prior must disavow their

proximity. However, this very proximity is what returns ûo haunt him, confounding the
constnrction of difference inægral to his psychic orientation. No longer able to distinguish

be¡veen that which he haæs and those who a¡e close ûo him, Prior exemplifies the
disruptive power of displaced proximity, which haunts bina¡y distinctions and threaæns

thei¡ dissolution. Dollimore argues that 'Îhe displacements which constitute

certain

repressive discriminatio¡N¡ arc partly enabled via a proximity which, though disavowed,
remains ûo enable a perverse return, an undoing, a transformation" (33). Prior's nightmare
can be cha¡acterised as an instance of
face of a German soldier which

such'þrverse return." Late\ Prior is haunted by the

in no way resembles 'the face they pinned to the revolver

targett'':

Cæt flasUes

from the battle while I'm filling in forms. The man

he was mirldle æed.

I bayoneted.

What worries me is tbat

@ really-it's srposed to be golden youth you mourn for. But he was so

obviously somebody who should bave been at home, watching his kids grow up, wondering whelber
bmshing his hair over the bald patcn would make it more or less obvious, grumbling about the price of
beer. And yes, you could

w

all this in his face;with some people you can. (217-18, emphasis in

øiginal)

Once again, Prior is here troubled by his encounter

with similarity and proximity, by the

dissolution of the distinction benveen friend and foe, self and other.

Dollimore

is

concerned

srith 'that fearñ¡l interconnectedness whereby

antithetical inheres within, and is partly produced by, what

it

the

opposes" (33). Employing

remarkably similar tenns, Terry Eagleton argues that one of the aims of the deconstnrctive

analysis of æxts should be

o reveal the operations of binary categories, to "begin ûo

unravel these oppositions a little, demonstrate how one term

of an antithesis secretly
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inheres within anothet'' (133).

Of course, a text may effectively perform this kind of

deconstnrction itself; arguably ttris is the major achievement of. The Ghost Road. Through

its representational staægy of qualifying phenomena through their juxtaposition with
apparently opposing principles, the novel traces the dissolution of difference, and suggests
that each term of an "antithesis" "i¡theres" in its opposing term.

I have noted the fact that Green employs the metaphor of the "no-man's-land" in his
discussion
account

of liminality. Signifrcantly, similar spatial metaphors

of the disavowals and repressions involved in the

appear

in Eagleton's

mainænance

of

masculine

identity:

Not only is [man's] own being pæasitically dependent upon the w@an, and upon the act of excluding
and subordinating heC but one reasm why such exclusion is necessry

is

because she

might not

be

quite so other after all. Perhaps she stands as a sign of something in man himself which he rteeds to
repress, expel beyond his own being,

reþate to a sec-udy alicn region beyond his own definitive

limits.Pabaps what is outside is also somehow inside, what is alien is also intimate-so that man
n€eds

to police the

absolute

frotier

between

tlw two realms as vigilantly

may always be transgresse( has always been üansgressed aheady,

d

as he does

just

because

it

is muc.h less absolute thnn it

appears. (133, emphases added)

Eagleton's account

of the male subject's

need

proximate to a zone which can be marked out

¿rs

to relegate tl¡at which is

traumatically

other is strikingly simila¡ to processes

I

have already examined; the terms'lna¡r" and'\voman" could easily be replaced with the
oppositions of civilisation and savagery, sanity and madness, or life and death. Indeed, by

employing spatial metaphors, Eagleton implicitly draws parallels between masculine
subjectivity and thq colonial process of defining civilisation through the corstruction of its
other. His use of terms such as "litnits", 'the frontier benveen the two r€alms" and the

rzt
"alien rcgionl' arc testament to the similarities between some aspects of gender theory and
the work of post+olonial theorists. In The Ghost Road,too,

it is suggested

that apparently

divergent phenomena such as war, colonialism and masculine identity are informed by

similar mechanisms and principles. The novel's depiction

of the transformations

occasioned by both Rivers's anthropological experience and Prior's psychic üauma may
thus be read as an exploration of the very processes by which men align themselves with

notions of the masculine: disavowal, repression and toubling encounters with hybridity
and

liminality.

Conclusion

I

shall conclude with a discussion of nvo related binary oppositions which figure

prominently

tn The Ghost Road: that of

Employing some
death,

civilisatior¡/savagery, and that

of Freud's and Foucault's

I will consider

of

life/death.

decla¡ations concerning the disavowal of

the novel's depiction of the return

of the repressed, the manner in

which a "civilization" premised on the privileging of life and the denial of death is
ultimaæly responsible for the "savagery" of mass killing (104).

I have argued that one difference be¡veen

the two cultural approaches

to

death

explored in ttre novel is the fact that death occupies a cental role in Melanesian society,

whereas

it is disavowed and relegated to a marginal position in British society.

Signifrcantly, though, the æxtr¡al juxtaposition of these two conceptions of the life/death
binary also suggests that each concept is necessariþ informed by and imbricaæd with its
opposing term. Thus, while death is marginalised in the Britain of. The Ghost Road,

it ß

nevertheless shown ûo play a syrnbolically cental role. Describing the church he auended
as a child, Prior remembers that "behind every altar [was]

blood, tortur€, death. St John's

r22
head on a platter,

[...] Christ at the whipping block, [...] St Sebastian hamming it up and

my old friend St l¿wrence on his grid' (176). kr a simila¡ vein, Rivers refers ûo the
phenomenon of 'þriests keeping a model of a skr¡ll on thei¡ desls [...] lb]ecause it reminds
them of their faith:' (225).

The sections of the novel set in wartime Britain depict a culture in which the societal
and individual disavowal of

morølity is challenged by the phenomenon of mass death.

might argue that this constitutes a "petrerse return" of the repressed term

One

in a binary

coupling. Indeed, one contemporary commentaûor took precisely this view:

We sbowed an ur¡rristakable tendency to put @rh on one side, to eliminaæ

it

from life (289).

evident that war is bound to swe€p away this conventional üeament of death. Death
denied; we are forced

o believe in it [...]. Life hes, indeed,

It

is

will no longer be

become interesting again; it hâs recoveæd its

full conænL ("Thoughts" 291)

The wriær is Freud, who noted that "we are unable to maintain our former anitude towards

death, and have not yet found a nelv one" ("Thoughts" 292). Frcud's account

of

the

'Tormet'' W'estern privileging of life and disavowal of death provides a good explanatory
model for the trauma experienced by gieving individuals. However, it seems inconsisænt

with the'West's willingness to enter into wa¡, where, as Samuel Hynes argues, "death is
the whole point, the truest tn¡th, the realest [sic] reality" (Soldiers'

l9).

Foucault posits one explanation for this apparent paradox. Like Freud, he identifies
a historical shift towards an emphasis on

life and an accompanying denial of death, but

crucially he argues that this shift rendered life the domain of power:
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Q¡e migh¡ say that the ancient right to take ßñe u let ßve was
disallaw

it to tbe point

ma¡ks the recent wane

repld by a power to loster \fe s

of death. This is perùaps what explains that disqualificatim of deafr

of the riu¡als that aæmpanied

it

t...1 Now

whic,h

it is over life, throughout its

unfolding, that power establisbes its domination. (Tlu History 138, emphases in original)

Foucault deftly employs this account

of what

þs .çalls 'bio-power' ûo explain the

proliferation of killing in the modem age, arguing that slaughær is paradoxically justified
and indeed necessitated by the privileging of life. He claims that

entire populations are mobilized for the purpose of wholesale slaughter

in the name of life

necessity:

mâssacÍes have become vital. It is as manageß of life and sr¡rvival, of bodies and the race, that so ¡nany

regimes have been able

o

wage so mâny \yarr, causing so mâny men

ûo

be kined. (TTu History 137')

Foucault argues that mass killing is justifred by the privileging
namely the mainænance of

life:'If

of its binary

opposite,

genocideis indeed the dream of modern powers, this is

not bcause of a recent return of the ancient right to

kill; it is

because power is situated and

exercised at the level of life" (The Hisøry 137).

Immediaæly after speaking to Prior for the last time, Rivers ¡ççalls two stories of
sacrifice. In Melanesia, he remembers,

there was a custom that when a basta¡d child was born some leading man on the island adopæd the child
and brought him up as his own. The boy [...] was given the honour, as befitted the son of a great nan,

of leading in the sacrificial pig t...1. AnG

as tbe

boy drew near, lthe fatber] brought the club down

d

cn¡shed his son's skull.

In one of his father's chr¡¡ches, St Faith's, at lvlaidstone, the window to the left of the altar shows
Abraham with the

loife

raised

to slay his s6¡, and, below the human figures, a ran catght in tbe
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thicket by his homs. The two events representÊd tlu difference between smagery and civilization,

tbe second scenario the voice of C¡od

fu

in

is about to forbid the sacrifiæ, æd will be beed€d. (103-04,

empbasis added)

Rivers employs these stories to bolster his conception of "the difference between savagery
and civilization," but their æxtual ju,rtaposition suggests one final instance of proximity and

similarity. While the Melanesian story depicts the "right to kill," and the Wesærn parable
may more accurately be characærised in terms of the "power to foster life or dísallow
the point of death," the trvo stories a¡e nevertheless remarkably similar;

itto

in both cases a

father is prepared to slay his son. Rivers's observations are framed by his "aware[ness] of
the strong father-son element in his relationship with Prior" (98), and the fact that he has
effectively just sent Prior back to be killed at the front. The passage therefore suggests that

a'tivilization-' which condones the sacrificing of its sons cannot easily be distinguished
from a form of "savager¡/' which is perhaps more direct$ut no more brutal-in its
approach to killing. In the moral universe of. The Ghost Road, the distinction between a
society explicitly devoted

o

head-hunting and a society predicaæd on the sanctity of life is

gradually unravelled, as the Melanesian reverence for the dead appears increasingly
civilised next

ûo

the horrors of the Fi¡st World War.

On the final page of. The Gløst Road, immediaæly after witnessing Hallet's death,
Rivers himself experiences an episode of reenacûnent:

And there, suddenly, not separate fton the ward, not in any way gDostly, not in fashion blong tomate,

but himself

in every

particular, advancing down the n¡ad

of tbe Enpire Hospital, aüetrded by

shadowy retinue, as Rivers had so o¡¡6¡ sse¡ him on the coastal path on E<hy$me,
emphasis in original)

his

cme Njiru. (276,
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Rivers's perception of Njiru cannot be characterised easily in terms of the bina¡y categories
inænogaæd in the novel. Bluning the lines between rationality and irrationality, sanity and

madness, "savagery and civilization" (104) and past and present, Rivers's experience

serves

to

demonstrate the manner

in which

Eaumatic reenacEnent confounds binary

categorisation: it is difficult to imagine how Rivers might reconcile the experience with his

own "allegiancd' (265) to the rational and the scientific. Rivers's encounter with death,
then, precipitates a traumatic state of liminality which resists articulation.In Section Two

of

this thesis, I explore further the question of why waÍ ü'auna-a¡rd the encounter with death

which is a cha¡acteristic featr¡re of the phenomenon-ludes representation. Each of the
texts I read in the following three chapters posits a gulf benveen experiences of war tauma
and narrative accounts of such tauma, and

this gulf.

I tace some textual strategies which address

Section Two

toTrauma Literaturett
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Chapter Four

"They could pretend to each other they. were men":
Representational Anxiety

in

James Jones's The Thin Red Line

The memory is a weapon for re-winning lost wãs: wbat one p€rson claims to "remember," anothe,î

will not "believe." It may contain a "truth," but only accidentally. [...] So the reports of soldierg
"remembef,ing" sometbing, can'tbe taken as doo¡menS abutwhatlnppencd orwhætbey di4 but
they tell a lot about þodily structures, wishes, fears, goals, the 'þrogram" of the speakers for the
present momenl

Klaus Theweleitr

In

Section One,

I

argued that Pat Barker's Regeneration trilogy

is

concerned

prima¡ily with analysing features of masculinity, trauma, and discourse which ensure that
war trauma constitutes a private and alienating experience. The discrepancy betrveen men's
actr¡al experiences and cultt¡ral models

of masculinity and wa¡ is also explored in

James

Jones's Second \Yorld \Y'ar novel,The Thin Red Line.In this chapter I trace The Thín Red

Line's ambivalence regarding the representation of private war experience, and argue that

its auempt to give narrative shape to the experience of wa¡ tauma is hindered by its
conventional, linear narrative approach. The novel's chronological stn¡cture,

I

argue, does

not reflect the aæmporality and otherness of wa¡ trauma, which resists relegation to the
past. Crucially, this incommensurability

in its finat

is actnowledged in the novel itself, most notably

sentence. This chapær begins, then, by considering some possible readings

of

The Thin Red Line's self-reflexive conclusion.

t Klaus Theweleit, 'The Bomb's V/omb a¡d the

Genders

of \Y4," Gerfuring VIu Talk, ed. Mi¡iam Cooke

Angela Vy'oollacott (Princeton: Priaceton UP, 1993) 307, ernphasis in original'

and
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Until the final sentence of The Thin Red Líne, its linear narrative strucn¡re

and

in

the

omniscient nanator mark

theatre

it out

as a realist texL Given that ttre novel is set entirely

of war, it may not initially seem to con$inrte an examination of how

men's

traumatic war experiences come to be accommodated within the stn¡ctures of memory and
personal narrative in their post-war civilian exisænce;

it is a book which

concerned exclusively with combat and men's immediate reactions

it

to

be

The novel's

of soldiers is

complicated by

of the storytelling

process or the

apparently mimetic depiction of the psychological stnrggles

relatively few explicit reflections on the complexities

to

appears

vicissitudes of memory. However, the novel's final sentence makes explicit the novel's
concern with memory and traum4 and demands that the entirety of the prcceding text be reevaluated: "One day one of their number would write a book about all this, but none of

them would believe

it,

þcause none of them would remember

it

thæ

waf'

(529).

Foregrounding its own artifice, the novel concludes by raising questions about memory

and representation, questions which effectively serve

to

undermine the text's own

authority.

This conclusion can, of coruse, be interpreæd in many ways, and the questions it
raises are to an extent dicated by the conceptual focus applied to the text.

Mght

conclusion refer to the novel's inability to represent the actual experience

of

soldiers? One possible inærpreation of the final sentence is that

it

the

combat

acknowledges that the

very reprcsentational stategy of the novel renders it incapable of reflecting the experience

of combat Such

a reading might concenúate

on the disparity between the psychological

experience of warfare and the nar¡ative stn¡cture of the

texf calling attention to the ways in

which the novel must inevitably fail to mimetically reflect the confusion and incoherence
that constituæ soldiers' war ex¡nrience. The narrative enclosure

of the book, such an

a¡gument may continue, does not corespond with men's inability to consign their taumatic
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experience ûo the enclosed frameworks
manages to situate trauma and fea¡

of

memory and narrative; whereas the book

wiüin a rational and chronological structure, the task is

fa¡ more difficult at the level of the individual psyche.

However, the ambiguity of the novel's cn¡cial final sentence enables at least two
other substantially different readings. One might interpret the conclusion as an observation
about the psychological state

of veterans, rather than a comment on the representational

failure of the novel Such a rcading might maintain that ttre novel does indeed constitute a

faithful and accurate reflection of war experience, arguing that veterans would not "believe
it''because they would have developed different personal narratives and accepæd public
histories, stories which could not accommodate Jones's vision
and male

of terror,

powerlessness,

lack In a similar vein, it could be argued that the claim that 'hone of them would

remember it that way" refers to the notion that no veteran would re€nact and relive the

traumatic experience of warfa¡e as meticulously and completely as the novel does; they
would not "remembet''it the way the novel does for to do so would be too threatening and
trar¡matic.

A

ttrfud approach to this issue might focus on the temporal disjunction be¡veen

experiences of combat and the production of narrative represent¿tions, and could explore
the role of memory in bridging this

gulf. Arguably, the novel's disance from the events it

portrays enstues that the rcliability

of the na¡Íator's

æstimony

is compromised by the

fallibility of memory, and this problem raises yet further questions. In their intoduction to
a

collection of essays on gender and war, Cooke and V/oollacott address the imbrication of

memory with the representation of war: "In what ways do memory, u/ith its inadvertent or
deliberaæ retrosp€ctive distortion, and

m¡h

inæract ûo prresent the unpresentable?" (xi),

they ask A thfud reading of The Thin Red Line's claim that "none of them would remember

it

that way''

is

suggested

by Cooke and Woollacott's question, which

¿rccenfi¡ates ttre
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transformations and displacements of memory. Conceivably, the æxt will not be believed
because

it is stn¡cured and compromised by such "distortion", or conversely because

the

veterans who read it have themselves diluted their experience through the transformative

filær of memory. Theweleit complicates the issue further by introducing gender inûo this
equation: "Are there male as opposed to female ways

are they relaæd to the different forms

of constructing a memory, and how

of making wars or avoiding wars by men and

\ilomen?" ('"The Bomb's Womb" 309).

Clearly there are many ways of addressing the challenge issued by the novel's
problematic ending. It is apparent" too, that any reading of the text which fails ûo do so

must be regarded with suspicion, as the conclusion effectively unravels any sense of
certainty or closrue that may have been produced in the body

initially privileging any of these possible readings,

I

of the æxt. Rather than

\ñ'ill begin to explore these issues by

considering some existing critical responses to the novel. An analysis of these readings
enable me to consider what is at stake in va¡ior¡s inærpretative approaches to the æxt
also provide a point from which

ûo

will

It will

begin to tr¿ce the novel's preoccupation with male lack,

performativity, and the traumatic dissolution of subjectivity.

The Valorisation of MaIe "Sacrifice"

James Giles's account

of the novel's conchsion is clearly shaped by his own

inærpretive focus. For Giles, the primary theme of. The Thín Red Line is the manner in

which individualistic notions about the worth of the self, and indeed 'human egos" (124),

mustbesacrifrcedinthecontextof combat'Tn this novel," he writes, "Jones has reached
the critical point

in his concept of the evolution of the soldier-tlre time when face-toface

confrontation with a foreign mititary enemy demands the suppression of the ælf' (122-23).
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Giles claims that '\vith one'exception, the cha¡acters

n

The Thin Red Line have largely

succeeded in sacrificing their egos to the welfa¡e of C-for-Charlie Company," and contrasts

this with the "romantic individualisrn" of a cha¡acter in another of Jones's war novels,
From Here to Eterníty (123).'.A conditional anonymity has been accepted by virtrlally all
the men

*one exception" he identifies is
of Charlie Company," he argues (123). The

Corporal Fife, who "is never a total soldier, prima¡ily because he is r¡nable to adjust to the
requisiæ sacrifice of self'(131).I wilt consider further the problematic "exceptioni' of Fife

below.

Giles's somewhat confused reading of the novel's final passage is informed by his
focus on the "sacrifice of self." He notes that the final sentence is prerceded by the musings

of a character named Sergeant'Welsh, who hopes

'That

if

pursued long enough and often

enough, [combat numbness] might really become a permanent

and

mercifully blissful

state" (The Thin Red Lùu 529). Giles claims, with no textual evidence, that 'TVelsh knows
that even if most of the men survive New Georgia there will be another island and another
and anothet'' (145). His reading of the passage cul¡ninates with an extravagant claim which

resticts the finat sentence to a commentary on Welsh's musings rather than the text as

a

whole:

lvhat \Velsh ompehends goes beymd good
com¡nunication to others. The tast

d

evil æd perùaps

line of the novel would

seem

beyond tbe possibility of

to state the impossibility of

communicating such bitter wisdom. (145)

It is r¡nclear whether "what \Yelsh comprehends" refers to W'elsh's desire for
numbness, or his alleged awareness of the relentless momentum

permanent

of the war. Nevertheless,

of significance to the revelation, which is

it is clear

that Giles accords a gr€at degree

described

in quasi-mystical terms; it is an insight which constitr¡tes an insønce of
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"wisdom" and which transcends the binary system of "good and evil" (the use of

these

latter terms is particularly pun)ing,given thæ neither appears at any stage in the text itselÐ.

For Giles, then, the final sentence of the book is evidence of fact that the soldiers in the

novel become privy ûo a form

of

specialised tnowledge, one which may

not

be

communicated and which is, one can only presume, somehow related ûo the "sacrifice of

self'that Giles identifies

as the

novel's main concern.

kr speaking of the "sâcrifice of the self," Giles ascribes

a degree

of autonomy to the

soldiers' traumatic experiences of the dissolution of personality, even equating it implicitly

with a form of heroism; their "suppression of the self is evidently privileged over

the

"romantic individualism" he identifies tn From Here to Eternity.In a simila¡ vein, Saul

Bellow describes the soldiers' dissolution of personality in terms of a kind of heroic
transcendence of "false" and "easy'' notions of selftrood (162):

'lVhat Jones describes here is tbe casting off of a childish or fe¡ninine or false virtue, despised becat¡se

it

cannot meet tbe test of sun"ival. In apprehending what is real, Jones's combat soldiers learn a bitter md

leveling truth and in their realism revenge themselves on the slothñ¡l æd easy civilien conceptim of
the Self. The new idea cnrelly assails the old, exposing its conventionality and emptiness. (162)

For Bellow, the manner in which the soldiers manage to see through the 'bonventionality
and emptiness" of normative notions of subjectivity is evidence

of their manuity; he

argues

that "childhood in some cases ends for the frghting man as he accepts the lesson of realism"
(161). Bellow implies ttrat in discarding their faith

in'tivilian"

conceptions of selftrood, the

soldiers not only display their manrity, but also manage to see through the fictive natu¡e of

existing notions of subjectivity. Their manrity is the product of "the lesson of tealism,"

which enables them to transcend discourses of selftrood in the process of "apprehending
what is real." Although Bellow concedes that ttre new-found conception

of

individual
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insignifrcance constin¡þs a "new idea," he clearly suggests that it reflects reality in a way

that'thildish or feminine

Edmond L.

or false" individualism does not.

Voþ

rcadsThe Thin Red

line tn similar tems, arguing

that "Jones's

novel strips away all inheriæd concepts and illusions, metaphysical or social, about man's
inherent dignity and being" (111). Unlike Bellow, Volpe does not claim explicitly tttæ tttis

inærrogation

of

certain notions

of

selfhood

is evidence of

Nevertheless, his statement reveals a similar tendency

manuity and "tealism."

to read The Thin Red Line's

depiction of the dissolution of masculine identity in terms of the rejection and transcendence

of "inherited concepts and illusions." For

Voþ,
(ll2),

the novel is first and foremost about the
a phrase which is repeaæd

in his article;

he also claims that Jones "has presenæd a frightening twentiettr-century view

of individual

'lrltimate insignifrcance of individual man"

man's insignificance

in

society and

in the universe" (II2). Voþ's

description

of

a

"twentieth-century view" echoes Bellow's formulation of "the new idea," and suggests the
influence of historical events such as the V/orld Wars on the development of this "vision of

is brutal and unsentimental" (112). His brief ¿¡ccount of

human existence [which]

the

novel's conclusion (which fails to account for its startling final sentence) also resonates
wittr ttrat of Giles; he claims tlnt "the "insignificance of individu¿l man" he identifies in the
text is "conveyed at the end ofthe novef'

(lI2)-

A common theme emerges in the readings of Giles, Bellow and Volpe, who all
regard the novel as an exploration of how the experience

dissolution

of

identity,

of combat precipitaæs both

Ðd the rejection of "inherited'

notions

of

the

subjectivity and

individuality. Undoubædly,Tlw Thin Red Line is concerned with the effect of combat on
the coherence and stability

of masculine identity. However, another point of commonality

in the three critical responses

I

neither the damaging effect

of entenched notions of masculinity, nor the destnrctive,

have examined is that this dissolution is read as signifying
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dehumanising naûrre of the masculine conduct of warfare. The numbed auûomaûons in the
novel who stnrggle to accept the violent challenge to their identities are not viewed by these

critics as powerless victims of sysûems of gender and power which exceed them. Rather,
they are seen as heroic pioneers of a new form of subjectivity, one stripped of the romantic
ilh¡sions which circulaæ in civilian society. Bellow refers to 'tlrc rugged course" (162) of
combat as though it is acrucible in which a morÊ

" eîlisric" and therefore

superior form of

subjectivity can be fashioned, and Voþ implicitly applauds the way the novel "strips away
all inherited concepts and illusions" (111). How is it that these critics a¡e able to read the
novel's depiction of male lack and powerlessness as an account of heroic masculinity? Do
these readings effectively serve

to

negate the challenge the novel poses ûo notions of

masculine mastery? Is it possible that these inærpretations of a novel which so forcefully
presents male lack acnrally employ the text to defend the normative masculine standard

of

subjectivity?

Silverman ar¡d Dean on Lack

To explore these questions

it will be useful to coruider

the arguments of nvo

theorists who examine the impact of war on notions of masculine mastery. Kaja Silverman

and Carolyn Dean both argue ttrat tlre World Wa¡s of this century have influenced the

functioning of the gender order, at the level of the individual psyche and in the cultural
sphere. Dean speaks of "crises

in male subjectivity originating after the Great Waf' (271),

and Silverman de.scribes

that brief moment in tbe 190s when the forcæs of destructim and dissolution got out

of the conEol of

those aremping to üchestrate the wæ, and served to annihilate less the enetny tbnn the positivities of
the masculine 'self.' (64ó5)
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It has often been noted that war is a crucial

site for the production and policing of

est¿blished gendered nonns; Cooke and V/oollacott claim,
arena

for exarnple, that "war is

an

in which gender constn¡ctions [...] are culturally encoded" (xiü). In positing a link

benveen wa¡ and crises in the gender order, though, Silverman and Dean provide a context

in which to sinraæ Giles's, Voþ's and Bellow's remarkable valorisations of the
tianmatically fragmented soldiers of The Thín Red Líne. Tlp notions of "lack' and
"master]", which play a central role in Silverman's theoretical framework, require closer
examination.

As a psychoanal¡ic tlreorist strongly influenced by I-acan, Silverman proceeds
from 'the assumption ttrat lack of being is the irreducible condition of subjectivity" (4).
Silverman argues thatthis lack is traditionally deposiæd at the siæ of the feminine in order

to support the illusion of presence, mastery, and cohesion that is associated with
masculine subjecr While this staæ of lack constinræs the acu¡al state

the

of all subjects, she

argues, masculine mastery functions as the dominant culural model

of

subjectivity.

However, this model is threaæned when men can no longer maintain their belief in their
own cohesion and master], and a¡e forced to confront the lack at the core of their being.
Silverman wriæs that

"tlp

male subject's aspirations ûo mastery and suffrciency are

undermined t...] by the traumatically unassimilable nature of certain historical events" (52),
and posits war

¿N

an example of such "historical trauma':

It is not surprising, then, that when the nale subject is brougbt into a t¡ar¡matic encotmter with lâclq
as

in

tbe situation of war, he often e:çeriences

it

as the impairment

qf his anatomical nasculinity.

What is really at issug thougb , rs a psychic disinægration-the disintegration, that

is, of a bormd æd

æmoured egq predicaæd upon the ilhsion of coherence and conuol. (62, e'mphasis in øiginal)
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Silverman reads several post-war frlms as "attest[ing] to a radical loss

of belief in the

conventional prcmises of masculiniqy'' (51), and argues that their depiction of male lack
must be contained and disavowed in order to "dispel these threats to normative masculinity''
and restore general belief in the "dominantfictionl' of masculine m¿¡stery and presence. For

Silverman, the absence and lack underlying all subject formations must be conståntly
banished from the siæ of masculinity.

Unlike Silverman, Dean argues that the conception of the bounded, rational male
subject had been substantially r¡ndermined

in the first half of the twentieth century.

Signifrcantly, she too associaæs this change with ttre impact

of wal, and discusses

"different historical crises a¡ound the question of the male self' (281). Whereas Silverman

insists on the ænacity of the "dominant fiction" of male masterl, Dean argues that the
equation of presence withmasculinity had already been rendered problematic: "This image

of the male subject, the one assumed by inærwar cultural critics, thus alrcady presumes a
self rooæd not in masculinity, but in its erosion, not in neason, but in its disruptiorf' (292).

In atæmpting to account for the "absence of gender as a category of analysis" in Foucault's

work (27I), Dean claims tl¡at it is crucial to consider tlre historical and social context in
which Foucault's works were produced. "Foucault's history of sexual subjectivity," she
argues, "is derived from a history of male lack rather than male potency, and the historicity

of Foucault's work is inextricable from this perception of male lack" (287).

A significant

aspect

of Dean's

¿rrgument

is her account of how Foucault employs

this "hisûory of male lacH' to problematise the foundations of subjectivity;

it is this

formulation that sheds light on the readings of Giles, Volpe and Bellow. Dean argues that
instead of viewing the erosion of masculinity as evidence of the fraglity or dissolution of
male subjects, Foucault moves from an analysis of models of masculinity to declar¿tions
about the fragmentar], socially constinræd nature

of subjectivity itself. 'Foucault does not
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lescue man by festoring his manhood," she claims, "but restores manhood by eroding the

traditional foundations

of masculinity'' (290). In Dean's account, Foucault effectively

negates a challenge to normative masculinity

by renegotiating the terms in which

about gender and subjectivity must be conducted.

If it became apparent

debates

that men \ilere not

the bounded, rational subjects they were once thought to be, this was evidence not

of the

faih¡re of masculinity, but rather of the impossibility of identifying any foundation or core
to subjectivity itself:

He defined 'real' (thatis, cbanging, mutable, foundationless) m¡nhsrofl as the 'üaæ' that fqever eludes

the historian (the wor¡ld-be detective). Foucault is both the poûrct and proúrcer of a new nürnative
sexual subjectivity ancbored not by reference to an inægral male self but by reference
at moe self-possessed and (rmryeakabÐ self-ftagmented-

to a male subject

(D3)

Dean argues that while Foucault's work undermines the authority

of the hegemonic

conception of masculine mastery, it nevertheless enables masculinity to continue to function
as the standa¡d by

which subjectivity is evaluaæd and conceptualised. In Foucault's work,

the "self-fragmented" male subject becomes both the proof and the normative exemplar

of

the condition of all subjectivity: fragmented, inscn¡table, and infiltrated by power.

Masculinity as Normative Standard

Returning to my analysis

of readings of The Thín Red Zin¿, Silverman's and

Dean's explorations of the masculine encounter with

lack+nd this encounter's

impact on

normative models of subjectivity-proves illuminating. A signifrcant feature of the readings

of Giles, Bellow and Volpe is that gender barely functions as either an object of inquiry or

as an investigative category. The very absence

of

gender

in these accounts

invites
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suspicion, and it will become appa¡ent that where gender does figure,
order to support doclarations about "the

self' (Giles 123) and "human

112) rather than about masculinity. Arguably

Voþ's

it is employed

in

existence" (Volpe

article constitutes an exception, but

ultimaæly he too demonstrates an inability to regard the novel as anything other than a
comment on the human condition

I will argue ttrat this refi¡sal

these critics to negate The Thin Red Line's depiction

to consider gender enables

of male lack and to rehabilitaæ the

normative function of masculinity.

Giles's exegesis is predicated on abstractions such as 'Îhe self' and "human egos"

(LVl). There are parallels between his description of the "sacriftce of self' demanded of the
soldier, and Silverman's argument that war often precipitaæs the male subject's encounter

with lack. However, while Silverman describes this encounter in ærms of the erosion of
agency, Giles implicitly accords a great deal of autonomy to the soldiers vr'ho "sac:rifice"

their individuality in the name of "group cooperation" (I23). He claims tlnt "the characters

tn The Thin Red Line løve largely succeeded in sacrificing their egos" (123), with
exception of Fife, who is 'l¡nable to adjtrst to the requisite sacrifice of

self' (131).

the

Whereas

Silverman describes the encounter with lack in ærms of the dissolution of subjectivity and
agency, Giles employs the concept

of instinct in order

ûo attribute the

male subjects themselves: "Such sacrifice is almost never the result

"sacrifice of self' to

of abstract loyalty or

lds¡li.srn; rather it is an instinctive realisation that whatever safety is possible in combat lies

in ttre smooth functioning of the company'' (123). For Giles, the dissolution of masculine
identity nThe Thin Red L¿z¿ is evidence not of the erosion of male subjects' mastery and
agency, but rather of precisely the opposiæ: the "sacrifice

of self' constitutes a supreme

effort of the will. Paradoxically, he describes the dissolution of identity in ærms of agency,
and in so doing inærprets the novel's depiction of male lack as evidence
choose to transcend the

"self."

of men's ability

o
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Volpe's inærpretation of the novel begins promisingly by actnowledging the
gendered dimensions

Iine

of the texL He argues that 'the absence of women tn The Thin Red

has much to do with its success lbecause] Jones cannot create complex female

characters, and he cannot deal with the relations of men and women" (107). He also claims

that "Jones's fictional terrain is limited to ttrat peculiar all-male world governed by srictly
masculine interests, attitudqs, and values" (108). Given this aclnowledgment, it might be
expecæd that Volpe

will

read the novel as an investigation

stn¡ctures of masculinity, and that he

will

assess

of male subjects and the

its "success" in terms of the insight it

provides into "masculine inærests, attitudes, and values." This, however, is not the case.

He argues that "individualism is identified, in From Here to Eternity, with ftis masculine
life, as if the army were the last frontier of rugged individualism" (108), but fails to employ
ttris insight in his reading of The Thin Red Line. Inærpreting the novel as an accor¡nt of the

'Insignificance of individual manl' (112) and the erosion of individualism in the face of
"incalculable forces

depiction

[...]

beyond the individual's control" (111), he ultimaæly reads this

of lack as a comment upon the human condition. Although he

associates

individualism with masculinity and the aflny, and acknowledges that the text's scope is
limited to pecisely these areas, he nevertheless describes the book as a

'Iision of htunan

existencd'(112, emphasis added) and a'tenifyrng view of human insignificance" (119,
emphasis added). The Thin Red Line's depiction of male lack is therefore inærpreæd as an
account of "human" lack. This slippage between the terms "man" and "human" is evidence
that Volpe, too, ultimaæly attempts to perpetuate the normative role

of masculinity even in

the face of its apparent problematisation.

Like Giles and Voþ, Bellow reads the novel's depiction of male lack in terms of
the erosion of a "conception of the Self' (162), and, like them, he valorises a "new idea" of
fragmented subjectivity, implicitly positing it as a normative standard. In Bellow's account,

though, the manipulation required to enact this rchabilitation of masculinity is particularly

LN
transparenl It therefore provides a r¡seful demonstration of how lack is transferred from the
siæ

of the feminine ûo the masculine in these readings. The most rema¡kable

feature of

Bellow's reading is the way he contrasts a heroic masculine acceptance of lack with

a

fiction of presence that he associates with the feminine; he claims that the novel depicts 'the
casting off of a childish or feminine or false virtr¡e [which]

[...] cannot

meet the test of

survival" (162, emphasis added). For Bellow, the encounter with lack does not bring male
subjects

ino raumatic proximity with qualities associaæd with femininity.

enables them

Rather, it

to see through the 'Teminind' pretence of presence, thereby "apprehending

what is reall'in embracing lack (162).

Agency and ttCombat Numbnesstt

In the readings of Giles, Bellow and Volpe, the dissolution of masculine identity in
The Thin Red Line is seen as signifying either ttre nagedy

of human insignificance, or the

heroic acceptance of the tnre state of subjectivity.In order to mainøin these positions, they
must neglectthe gendered dimensions of the texL Perhaps morecrucially, their readings are
also inconsistent

with the numerous passages in the novel which depict men's inability to

understand or transcend their encounters with lack and powerlessness. Indeed, the stnrggle

to maintain the performance of masculine prcsence and mastery in the face of trar¡matic
dissolution arguably constin¡æs The Thin Red Line's primary theme. Concluding his
argument that the book is about the way men discard selfhood, Bellow claims that "young

Fife, afrer he has gone the rugged course, kills like the rest" becomes quanelsome, drinks
and brawls, and casts off his hesitant, ca¡efril and complaining childishnass" (162). This

rema¡table cha¡acterisation overlooks (or disavows) the fact that Fife
reconcile culturally produced notions

of

is not able

masculinity with his own experience

Rather than enabling him to trariscend or disca¡d the fiction

to

of lack.

of masculine mastery, Fife's

L4l
combat experience further problematises

his identification with a model of

heroic

masculinity:

Fife had thought the combat numbness was
again a quivering nass of

jell¡

a

new state of mind. A¡¡d when

be was notprepared. He was forced

it

went away and left him

tofæe once again the same fact he

badfacedbeføe, whic.h u¿s ther be was not a soldier. He was rigbt back wbere he staræd" [...] So

b

was føced to face up once again to tbe same old fact be bad always loown. He was a coward" (514)

Despiæ his brief experience of "a new state of mind," Fife remains trapped within a binary

modet of masculinity in which heroic presence and masæry

is valued over cowardice;

unable to align himself with the privileged term, Fife is traumatised by his failure.

A crucial feature of the above passage is the implication that the "combat numbnqss"

which figures prominently rn The Thin Red Dnø constitutes a merely temporary state of
being. Whereas Bellow and Giles valorise the "suppression of the
a¡ises

self' (Giles L23)

thart

in combat, Fife's trauma clearty suggests that any such transcendence of identity is

ephemeral. The passage also provides a useful perspective on the novel's conclusion,

which de.scribes'Welsh's'talculated hope and belief ttrat if pursued long enough and often
enough, [combat numbness] might really become a pennanent and mercifully blissful state"

(529).I

noæd that Giles cha¡acterises'Welsh's belief as a form

of incommunicable "biüer

wisdom" (145), but Fife's situation suggests the futility of $/elsh's desire. Given the
novel's preoccupation with the ta¡rsience of combat numbness, Welsh's desperate "hope"
can surely be read as signifying rather less about the wisdom gained through transcending

selftrood than it does about the impact of combat on the male psyche. For lYelsh, a state of
permanent numbness would be 'lnercifully blissful," a description which suggests the
extent

ûo

which the experience of wa¡ has problematised his identity. In a decla¡ation which
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completely undermines his cental proposition, Giles noæs that Welsh "is fighting to deny
the feeling, emotional side of his self; and such a stnrggle can only lead to madness" (128).

The passages depicting Welsh's and Fife's desire-and concomitant inability--to
maintain a state of numbed selflessness suggest that the experience of 'tombat numbness"

proves difticult to integraæ into the stn¡cturcs of masculine identity which invariably
resurface afrer banle. This notion is furtlrer explored through the figure

of John BelI, The

Thin RedLin¿'s most introspective and insighúrl character:

Smewhere within the last ¡sy min¡tes-Bell did not loow exactly
human. So much of so many differ€nt emotions had been drained

was empty. He

still felt fer, but

even that was so dr¡lled

whenie

had æasd

ftep him that his e¡notiorul

to

feel

reserrroir

by e,motional aPathy (as distinct ftom

physical apatny) that it was hadly more than vaguely rmpleasanf He just no longer capd much about

anyrhing. And instead of impairing his ability

to fr¡nction, it enbaced it, this

sense

of no longer

feeling h¡rmarr. (?ß3 -8y'.)

While Bell is aware of the benefits of this new state, he soon realises that it has its price.

'It

was amazing how the longer one lasted in this business, the less sympathy one felt for
others who were getting shot up as long as oneself was in safety," he thinks, noting that

"terror became increasingly limited to those moments when you yourself were in actrul
danget''(305):

Then, suddenly, like a buclet of cold water dasbed in his

fæ,

his own supreme callousness

smashed

into his cmsciousness and shook him with a sense of borror at bis own hrde'ned brutality. How wottld

Mdty like being nanied

3o

rhis husband when he finally did get home? (307)
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For Bell, combat numbness is useful precisely insofa¡ as it enables him to perform his
soldierly functions. However, he is also painfully aware that a state of 'hardened bruAlity''
constitutes an asset for him only in the extemely limited and specialised context of battle.

The fact that Bell concludes his musings by imagining his wife's reaction to his
transformation neatly evokes the different roles and taits demanded

of men in

civilian

society.It evokes, too, the extent to which Bell's "sense of [...] feeling human" is tied

o

his personal relationships. The passage highlights the fact that the "ha¡dened brutality''
demanded of male soldiers has ramifications

in their post-war existence, and suggests that

the experience of combat numbness serves as a traumatic disruption to Bell's masculine

identity.

While Giles, Bellow and Volpe applaud the way in which the soldiers tn The Thin
Red Litæ disca¡d notions of selftrood, the novel suggests that tttis process is only ever
partial and æmporary. Rather than enabling a superior form of subjectivity,

it

ft¡nctions

instead as a rupture in men's identities. Indeed, the novel explicitly associates 'h¡rmbness"

with insanity: describing ttre aftermath of a battle, the n¡urator claims that "all of them were

alittle bit mad. The combat numbness, with its stary [sic] eyes and drawn faces, had not
yet left them" (484).

"Pretend[ing] to each other they were mentt
Just as Belt is used ûo examine the corrosive effects of combat numbness on the

male psyche, he also provides a vehicle for the text to explore how this damage is
controlled and contained in the years following the war. Describing the "denumbification
process," the omniscient nanator notes that "by the third day' afær a battle "nearly all of
them had become almost the same personalitias they had been before' (363, emphasis

t4
added). However, Bell

'tould not help wondering if any of them could ever really become

rhe same again.He didn't think so. Not without
again suggests thatcombatnumbness takes its

it

also implies thattt¡e men wish

ling

anyway'' (363). His observation

toll on the men who experience it. Cnrcially,

to 'tecome the same again," and ttrat they will attempt

do so by "lying." As Bell ponders the defence mechanisms men

ûo

will employ in an effort to

contain tlre threat to their identity, the text's scope expands from the theaue of war to the

wider cultr¡ral sphere

in which the soldiers mr¡st eventually

experience. This is a crucial passage, because it examines the kind

sinraæ tlreir taumatic

of representations of the

warthatwill be produced, representations in which men will be invited to

see themselves

reflecæd:

Perhaps long years after tbe war was done, wben eæh bad

built his

def€næs

of lies which ûtled his

needs, and bad lisæned long enougb to tbose other lies the natimal propaganda wor¡ld have distilled

then by then, fbey could all go down to the American Iægion like their fathers and talk about
rbe

it within

limits of a pescribed ¡ationale which allowed tbem seltrespect lsicl. Tluy could praend to

ottwr they were

flLen.

fa

eæh

And avoid admitting they bad once sse¡ somslhing animal within themselves tbat

tenifred them. But then, most of them were doing that rigbt now. Alleady. (363, empbasis added)

I began this chapær by arguing that the novel's conch¡sion serves to foreground its
own status as a narrative which other men may not'believe." The allusions in the above
passage

to different forms of representation suggest one possible reason why the

anticþaæs that veteraris

text

will choose to identify with other ¿rcounts of their experience. In

speaking of a'þrescribed rationale" deærmining depicúons

of the wa¡, The Thin Red Line

effectively locates itself outside the limits of a kind of discourse "which allow[s]" veterans
"selfrespect

"

rÃ/ith the implication that

its own brutal vision of male lack does not do so.

Through its scathing alh¡sions to the 'lies" that constitr¡æ both personal narraúves and
national propagand4 the novel also presents itself as a more

firthful account. The novel
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may be rejecûed, the passage implies, because the tn¡ths

it contains would be oo painful o

"believe."

Bell's reflections emphasise the crucial role played by narrative in men's attempts to
contain and understand their traumatic war experience. In his analysis of the stories of
Vietnam veterans, SAnley Rosenberg argues that "'war stories' ar€

a central part of

(43).
[veterans'] attempts to construct a narrative identity: a workable conception of self'
He also examines the inverse of this equation, noting that the experience of war serves to
threaæn and problematise veterans' narratives of setfhood- He claims that wa¡ experience is

'the cengal defining moment in [veterans'] constnrction of self, but is simultaneously

a

potentially shameful moment filled with meanings that mr¡st continue to be repressed and
distorted

if a viable self is to be maintained" (47). Lilce Rosenberg, Bell ascribes the

narrativisation

of wa¡

experience a cenüal role

in

veterans' maintenance

of masculine

identity, by characterising the act of exchanging war stories as "preûendling] to each other
they were men."

A significant featu¡e of Bell's contemplation of post-war defence mechanisms is the
fact that he identifies two forms of "lies": private na¡ratives and collective, social ones. In

his description of 'the defences of lies which frtted [each man's] needs," he conveys the
notion that the tauma these narratives address (or repress) is

of an individual

nature,

personal and distinctive; private narratives must therefore reflect and be shaped by this
singularity. The main target of his cynical musings, however, is the way in which men may
attempt to disavow and negate their traumatic experience through their sha¡ed participation

in collective forms of stor¡elling. Employing Elliot Jaque's formulation of 'tollective
defense" (47), Rosenberg examines the manner in which social narratives serve to conøin
tf,auma by transforming, dispersing, and displacing it. He argues that
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multiple distortioru of meaning and desire srch as deniâI, negatior¡ projection, and derealizatim
are made all the møe poænt b€cause of their oollective nature. Eacå person can draw

grogp

orlûre in defensive efforts

to rclable experience,

t...1

suppøt from tbe

effuts tbat are in fact anticipated and muaged

by collective ropes. (47)

In claiming that'tollective tropes" anticipate and encourage men's attempts to narrativise
their experience, Rosenberg implies that men a¡e aided in their attempts to disavow their
trauma by social mechanisms which also seek to negate the disruptive potential of male

lack- In a similar vein, Silverman argues that post-war cultuÍal production addresses this

rupûre in the gender ordeç she claims that 'Ideology attemPts to recuperate the trauma of

hisory through tivializing representation" (77). Bell's conjectnral accourit of post-war
narratives reflects this idea ttrat cultr¡ral forces anticipate and actively assist men's
disavowal; he notes that "tlre national propaganda would have distilled

[ies] for

them"

(363). The notion is atso present in another cha¡acter's description of 'tlre great conspiracy

of history''(395), which I discuss below.

Another signifrcant aspect

of Bell's

meditations

is the sense of gathering

and

community conveyed in his prediction that "they could all go down to the American Iægion
like their fathers" (363). Two features of this statement are noteworthy: the clear image of a
sha¡ed cultural site a¡ound which veterans can congregate, and tlre importance of paternal
precedents

for men attempting

ûo reconcile

their individual trar¡matic experience with the

social order. Wittr respect to the former point, Rosenberg argues that a shared discourse
and sense of belonging to a group is

viUl for veterans atæmpting to "ward off unbearable

anxiety" @l).He argues that

tbe commonalities

in

lveteræs'] ndratives reflect tbeir shared participatim

subctlture, which they allude

o

as a

in a very Wec¡¿tt¡zø

'fraternity,' that is, a symbolic order. This systflr ñmctimed as a
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'collective &fense,' by stmcturing their disær¡rse æd by establishing the terms

by which æxts of

identity could be constructed. (,16)

The parallels between Rosenberg's reference to 'tollective defense" and Bell's vision of
"defences of lies" are striking. Both describe a form of masculine collective through which

men

will be able to structure their narratives. The "American Legiottl' can be seen to

constituæ a clea¡ and particularly explicit example of the kind of "fraternity'' cha¡acterised

by Rosenberg as a symbolic order, which enables veterans to participaæ in an exchange of
na¡ratives; for Bell, the Legion's function is precisely ûo enable the men ûo 'talk about

it."

Rosenberg's claim ttrat tlrese collective mechanisms assist traumatised men by "structuring

their discourse" also echoes Bell's reference

tO

a'þreScribed rationale."

The Thin Red Line,then, conveys the concept

allusion to a

of masculine 'ftatenrit/' through

an

plac+tlre American l-egion-where men exchange narratives which contain

trauma and avoid dissolution. The fact that

it

constitutes a physical space enforces the

notion that men's disavowal is cenUed around specific culUral siæs. This technique is also
employed in an episode which describes a character named Stein's visit to '1lre Regimenal

'Officer's Club"'(391). Sæin anticipaæs that "ttrey would be talking that relued, amiable
chirchat conversation about tactics which helped all of them himself included to keep up the

pretcnce of sanity" (391, emphasis added). Again, the episode suggests that men's shared
participation in a framing discourse serves as a mechanism through which tauma is kept at
bay, and again the episode alludes to a shared space in which this process occurs.

Sæin's description of the "pretence of sanity" resonates with Bell's ea¡lier claim that

"they could pretend to each other they were menl' (363). This implicit textual equation of
masculinity and sanity suggests ttnt the tauma and terror the men attempt to keep at bay
through their discourse centres precisely on lack and the dissolution of masculine identity.
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Taken together, Sæin and Bell's statements present an account
¿rccentuates

of

masculinity which

its performative and fictive nature. By describing the performative natr¡re of

masculinity and the performative nature of sanity in the same terms, and by presenting both
as roles

which male subjects adopt to cover over the trauma which threatens their identities,

The Thin Red

line

portrays the performance

of masculinity ¿N a netuotic, defensive

structure.

The Paternal Imago a¡rd "the great conspiracy of historytt

I
Legion

have noted that another sþnificant featr¡re of Bell's reference

is the fact that he imagines

that men

will go there 'Tke their fathers"

Arguably, this statement accords with Rosenberg's characterisation
'tollective def:nsd'

is, of

as a

to the American
(363).

of the masculine

form of symbolic order; in Lacanian thought the law of the father

course, the central organising principle

Rosenberg, Silverman claims that 'the fiction
intact only for the duration of the

of the symbolic order. Contrary to

of a phallic masculinity generally remains

wa/' (63). She argues that upon re€ntering civilian

society, soldiers can no longer rely on group defenses, and must insæad attempt to realign
themselves

with respect to an overa¡ching symbolic order she calls the "dominant fictionl'

(63), which is itself stn¡cnued by the "Name-of-the-Fathet'':

As long as tbe soldier ¡emains on the battlefield, he is fortified to some exænt by his omrades; the

'binding' which can no longer take place

at tbe level of the ego æcun¡ insæad at the level

of

tb

gfoup.

[...] But once removed ftom the bafleftont, the tra¡¡matized veteran no longer enjoys the support of his
comrades-in-arms. AII that stands between him a¡f, the abyss
can no longer recognize hinself. (63)

is the patønal imago, within which be
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Silverman's claim that veterans cannot draw succour from "the support of ltheir] comradesin-arms" in civilian society does not accord wirhThe Thin Red Line's allusion to collective
masculine fictions which cerøinly occru "at the level

of the group." Perhaps more

significant, though, is Silverman's argument that in the absence of any such support, men
can turn only to a'þaærnal imago" associaæd with presence and mastery.

The Thin Red Line suggests that a kind of paæmal imago does indeed structure
soldiers' post-war existence, but that

it

does so at the level

of collective masculine fictions

in which men participate. In the novel, the qualities associaæd \ilittt this symbolic, patemal,
organising principle arc not necessarily those of presence and mastery, ho$rever, and the
text highlights this principle's artifice and its instability. Indeed, the novel suggests tlnt a
male subject's wa¡ experience may serve to rob the "paternal imago" of its aura of tn¡th and
hence some of its power, thereby enabling him to

"rwognizchimself in precisely

nature. Sæin's experience provides The Thín Red Line's clearest ¿lccount

its fictive

of

men's

engagement with paærnal syrnbols and precedents.

When Sæin is relieved of his command becar¡se his superior offrcer thinks he isn't

'tough enough" and that his "emotions govern [him] too much," his irnmediaæ reaction is
to wonder: "what would his father the ex-'IVorld V/ar
moment

I Major say to this?" (348). At the

of his geatest failure, "shrdying his own reactions'' (348), Sæin employs

the

specre of his father in an attempt to evaluate the impact of the incident on his psyche. This
suggests that Stein's identity is stn¡ctured by his relationship to the authority symbolised by

his father. It suggests, too, ttrat his sense of presence and mastery is dependent on the

extontto which his own experience corresponds with this image. However, alafref, passage
depicts Stein's renegotiation with paæmal authority, and his realisation that it constitutes a

fiction of sorts. lYondering whether a crucial decision has been motivated by compassion
for his men or by his own feat, Sæin realises he will never lnow:
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That was something

ûo

fatber the Wøld Vlæ

fougbt tbem.

It

live with, but m the other hand Sæin formd he no longer gave a damn what his

I Major tbougbt. Men

cbanged their wars

was that old thing about 'I'll-þlieve-your-lies-about-yot¡ if-yor'll-believe-my-lies-

about-me.' History. And Stein

hew now his father

had

hoped he would never do tbat. He night, but be hoped

lvittr his realisation that "men
been presenæd to

in tbe years that followed after they

lied{r

if not lie4 bad augnented- And Stein

not (39f)

changed their wats," and that his own father's experience has

him through a transforming, containing, discursive framework, Stein is

liberaæd from the tyranny of paærnal authority.

kritially Sæin rejects the processes of transformation and disortion, hoping that 'he
$,ould never do

thal" Significantly, though,

image of his father to an analysis

Sæin extrapolates from an interrogation

of the

of the wider cultr¡ral sphere, noting that "history"

is

stn¡ctued by the same process€s of narrativisation and containment As he contemplates
his return to America he realises the benefits of conforming to the cultural negation of lack:

And even if n¡mou feltgwsd him, nobody was going to say anything ¡s him about

it

beca¡se

it

was

all part of a great cmspiracy. And as long as you played batl with the conspiracy ... the geat
conspiracy of history ...

" (395)

Sæin identifies a fiction stnrctnring civilian society which he associates

with the image of

his father, but it is suggesæd ttrat his loss of faith in the 'þarental imago" is precisely what

will

enable him tp disavow his own lack and O collaboraæ

history."

with "tlre great conspiracy of
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Powerlessness and the Business

of \ilar

Stein's struggle with the image of his father enables him

ûo

renegotiate his imagined

relationship to society, and thereby to envisage a means of incorporating his experience of

failure into the wider culû¡ral framework. Conversely, several other passages in the novel
suggest that men's experiences of combat and army life serve to disempower them with
respect to cultural forces which exceed them.

analysis of their war experience

A major theme that emerges in

characters'

is the concept of powerlessness, of being the "ûool[s]"

(381) and "pawns" (229) of instin¡tions and systems which exploit them. Just as Sæin
extrapolates from contemplation of his father's wa¡ stories to an analysis of "history," so
too he sees the powerlessness of soldiers as evidence of individr¡al men's subjection to the
state:

It was a horrifying vision: all of

the,m doing the sasre identical thing, all of them powerless

to stop it,

all of them devoutly and poudly believing tbenselves to be free individuals.It expanded to include the
scores of nations, the millions of men, doing the same on thousands

of hillops across the wodd- A¡d

it didn't stop there. It went ou. It was the cmæpt+nce,pt? the facü the

reality<f

the modem sate

in action. (229)

Stein's account of the lack of auonomy enøiled by 'the r€ality [...] of the modern state" is
based on his observation

of one battle, but constituæs

a general decla¡ation about the way

individuality is subsumed by social structures. Crucially, this revelation is based on

a

"horrifying vision," which is also dsscribed Írs an "unholy, heartfreezing picture" (229).
Giles argues that "a conditional anonymity has been accepted by virtually all the menl' in the

novel (123), but the above passage implies that

for Stein, the awa¡eness that he is

'þowerless to stop" his subjection to a system made up of "millions of men" is tatrmatic

rs2
and disturbing.

It also

suggests ttrat this

tauma informs his imagined relationship to the

culnre of which he is a part"

The idea that the devaluation of individuality involved in war is merely an extension

of civilian

society

is also conveyed in Sæin's judgment of "tlre long-awaiæd, soul-

ill¡minating experience of combal Sæin could not find it any different from working for
one of ttre great law ofFrces, 01 any of the huge corporations. Or

for government'' (350,

emphasis in original). Fife, too, views the conduct of wa¡ and the functioning

of civilian

society as points in a continuum, rather than as qualitatively different phenomena. Viewing

his first batrle, 'the main thought uppermost in Fife's mind [is] that ever¡hing [is] so
organised, and handled with such matter-of-fact dispaæh. Like a business.

T

ike a regr¡la¡

business" (38). Like Stein, Fife is Eaumatised by this notion, and the force

of

the

revelation again stems from its impact on his sense of auÛonomy:

The very idea its€lf, and what it implie{ stnrck a cold blade of terrm into Fife's essentially defenæless

vitals, a ærror botà of rnimportance, his unimporhnce, ald of lnwedessness: his powerlessness.
had no con6ol or sayso in any of it. Not even wherp it concerned himself, who was also a part
was tenifying. He did not

nind dþg in a wd, a rpal wa,--at leasq he didn't rhink he

Ib

of it. It

didiut

he

ü

not want to die in a regulated business venu¡re. (42)

For Fife, the '1ænifying" aspects of this revelation are his feelings of 'trnimportance" and
"powerlessness." The passage contrasts his expectation of "a real wat'' with his description

of the "regulated business ventur€" of which he is "a parl" The comparison suggests that
Fife is tenified because he realises ttrat ttre masculine agency and autonomy which he had
anticipated would shape his war experience are

in fact of negligible importance in

the

context of mass industriatised warfa¡e. Indeed, in claiming that he has no "contol or sayso

in any of it " Fife provides a clear example of how the concept of masculine mastery may
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be eroded in wa¡fa¡e and revealed as a fiction. Again, the passage suggests that for Fife this

insight does not apply merely to the context of wa¡, but rather to the "whole world of men"
(373).

The passages exploring Stein's and Fife's traumatic imPotence accord with
Silverman's proposition that the trauma experienced by male soldiers centres on their
confrontation with the "conditions of subjectivity

[...] upon the denial of which traditional

masculinity is predicated: lach specularity, and alærity" (50-51). Of course, Stein and Fife
do notexplicitly associaæ agency and autonomy wittt masculinity. When Bell conæmplates

soldiers' subjection to systems which exceed them, though, he makes precisely this
association. In a statement which echoes

Fife's frr¡straæd expectation of "a real war," Bell

ttrinks tbat "American wa¡fare had changed from individr¡alist warfare to collectivist
warfa¡€" (245). For Bell, a consequence of this change is that "the whole thing was too

vast" too complicated, too technical for any one individual man to count
collections of men counûed, only communities of men, only numbers
emphasis

in ir

Only

of mer'' (244-45,

in original). Again, this conception of masculine insignificance constitutes a

traumatic insight Extending it to his own situation, Bell realises that he "could not possibly

Iive through this war. He could not possibly go home to his wife Marty Bell." The narr¿tor
notes

that'tlp

emotion which this revelation created

in Bell was not one of

sacrifice,

resignation, acceptance, and peace. Instead, it was an irritating, chafing emotion of helpless

frustration [...]" (245).

A laær passage explores the connection be¡veen masculinity and autonomy even
more explicitly. Realising that combat numbness reduces his "sense
human," Bell begins whistting "a song calþd
Bless America"' Q84):

'I Am fui

Auûomaûon'

of [...] feeling

to tlre n¡ne of 'God
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They thougbt they wer€ nun.l\ey all thougbt they were real people. They really did. How

funy.

They thougbt tbey made decisions and ran tbeir own lives, and proudly called tbenselves free individual
human beings. The truth was they we¡Ê bere, æd they wer€ gürna stay bere, until the state throt¡gh
some other autonaton told them to go someplace else, and then tbey'd go. But they'd go freely, of

their own free cåoice æd

wi[,

becar¡se

they were

ft,ee individual bruran beings.

VÍell, well. (284,

empbasisadded)

By contrasting his fellow soldiers' belief in autonomy wittt his own sense of automatism,

Bell implies that the sense of agency experienced by other men is illusive. Crucially,
though, he liriks this sense of agency to the maintenance of masculine identity; in claiming

that 'ïlrey thought they were men," Bell suggests that masculinity itself

is a fragile

constn¡ction underpinned by the fictive concepts of mastery and autonomy. Arguably, the

fact that Bell conflates the concepts of "men" and 'Tree individual hr¡man beings"
r¡ndermines my contention that this passage is concerned with masculinity; one might argue

that Bell identifies the fiction of agency as a component

of all subjectivity. However,

alærnative inærpretation would read this conflation as evidence

of the way in

an

which

masculinity is once again employed here as a normative standard. Regardless of which
position one adopts, Bell's criticism of the concept of agency serves both to problematise
notions of masculine mastery and to reinforce the novel's preoccupation with male lack and
the relative po\üer of 'the state."

kr its

exploration

of the erosion of

male subjects' sense

of

mastery and its

concomitant allusions to powerful cultural shaping forces, The Thin Red Line contains
another implicit explanation

for its problematic, self-reflexive final sentence. Introducing

his reading of the novel, Volpe r€counts his own youthfirl realisation that the aÍmy was "an

inexorable maw that chewed up u¡lsl¡specting individuals and turned tlrem into identical

links in a never-ending human

salrsage

for the delectation of the $'ar gods" (106). He
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claims that'þrhaps for [his] generation this vision of anonyrnity was the great traum4"
and

identifies'this vision" as the cenral preoccupation of The Thin Red Line. For Volpe,

then, the novel is a successful representation of the traumatic recognition of "individual

man'ssignificance" (112). Arguably, though, this very sense of "anonymity''sen¡es ûo
'Walter Benjamin
problematise the narrative process. In his essay 'The Stor¡eller,"
identifies a link be¡veen the First World V/ar and the fact that "experience ha[d] fallen in

value," claiming that "men renrrned from the battleûeld grown silent-not richer, but
poorer in communicable experience" (83-84). Alice Gambrell claims that

Benjamin [...] suggested that

in tbe wake of the war, an rnnpdiated faith in the tmth of 'experilrce'

was abar¡doned on the baflefields of Euope, which young soldiers left behind equippe¿ with a keen

entirely new sense of their own vulnerabitity to violent, all-encompassing, and mostly invisible

ad

faas

tbat operated far beyond the scope of their conEol. (3)

Benjamin's formulation of war's devaluation

of

experience reflects many

same themes that stn¡cturc The Thin Red Líne, such as men's loss

by "those in power"

@enjamin 84). However, these resonances appear to present a paradox:
attæmpts ûo represent the phenomenon

of

male lack

tf The Thín

in wat, while

impossibility

of

of

these central themes?

Red

simultaneously

suggesting that men employ narrative strategies ûo disavow this lack, how could

without negating either

the

of faith in autonomy,

and their realisation that their lives (and poæntial deaths) are dictated

Line

of

it

succeed

How could a tvar story about the

producing tn¡thfr¡l wa¡ stories be possible? Arguably the novel's

conclusion acknowledges and addresses precisely this dilemma. By foregrounding its own

artifice, the text exhibits a distrust of the very "experience" on which it is based. Although
the novel alludes ûo the displacements and distortions which stn¡cture representations of

war, it also explores men's intense need to produce such narr¿tive accounts. kr doing so it
provides a framework in which to sin¡ate its own sceptical, uncertain account of male lack.
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'3Art [...] was shit": Narrative, Chronologyr and Trauma
The final section of this chapær will consider another possible explanation for The

Thin Red Line's remarkable conclusion: the text questions its representational success
because

of its

suspicion that taumatic experience and linear narratives

are

incommensurable. This incommensurability may be seen ûo cenûe on trauma's ændency to
confound the very chronology and continuity which structure both conventional narr¿tives
and memory. I have argued that men's stnrggle to maintain belief in the fiction of masculine

¡ot

mastery is a major theme of the novel. However, the men tn The Thin Red Line arc

oblivious to the centrality of fiction, narrative and role-playing in the maintenance of their

identities. Indeed, the æxt repeatedly emphasises men's awarene$s that they employ
narrative and performative devices to process their traumatic experiences.

fui early

episode

recounts a character named Doll's realisation that

everybody lived by a selected fiction. Nobody was really what be preænded to be. It was as
made up a fiction stmy about

hinself, and then

he

just freænded

o

if

ewrybody

everybody that that was what be

was. (14)

One "selected fiction" ttrat the novel inærrogates is the notion

of the 'tough veteran" (368),

which is depicted as a form of coping mechanism:

they were tough veterans; that m¡rch had been explained ûo them, and they sought desperatety to

out the role

-

not only because they were egotistically proud

other rcle. (3ó8)

ctry

of it, but also because lbere wasn't

any
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A major theme of the novel, then, is the manner in which men process taumatic experience
through framing roles and narratives.

Althougb the men employ narrative devices themselves often and lnowingly, Bell
exhibits a distrust of such structures. In an extended meditation, he posits several reÍ¡sons
why the standa¡d representational techniques which structure depictions of wa¡ ensure that
the

full trauma of battle cannot

be conveyed

through'treative arf' (244):

If this were amovie, this wor¡ldbe tbe end of the sbow and something wouldbe

deÆided.

In a movie

a

film

a

a novel they would dramatise and build to tbe climax of the ætack. When the attack came in the

the novel,

it

wor¡ld be satisfying.

It

wor¡ld decide something.

It

wor¡ld bave a se'mblance of meaning

and a semblance of an emotion. And immediately after, it would be over. The audience could go
and think about tbe semblance of the meaning and feel the semblance

hme

of an emotion. Even if the he¡o

gotkille4 itwould still make sense. Art, Bell decide4 creative art, was shit (244)

Three aspects of Bell's thought a¡e relevant herc. Firstly, he objects to the fact that narrative
accounts

of war ineviably contain semblances of "meaning" and "emotion,"

qualities

which he implies do not fean¡re in his experience of battle. Secondly, in claiming that "even

if

the hero got killed, it would still make sense," Bell alludes úo a disjunction between

representations of death and soldiers' traumatic encor¡nters

take the form of both the fear
suggests that experiences of

of dying, and exposure

ûo

with mortality (such encounters
the deaths of other men). Bell

morølity confound representation because narrative stn¡ctures

always imply the possibility

of

inærpretation, and therefore caffiot convey the sheer

illogicality, irreducibility and otherness of the encounter with death. This disparity benveen
death and representatior¡s

of death is also

apparent

in Fife's observation upon witnessing

the death of a friend: "it was so differcnt from the boots he'd read, so much mote ftnal'
(251, emphasis in original).
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A third, cn¡cial aspect of Bell's analysis of 'treative arf is his criticism of

the

chronologically conained natr¡re of narrative. He refers ûo 'the end of the show," noting
that'Tmmediaæly after, it would be over [and] the audience could go home." Continuing

his mediøtion, Bell contrasts such enclosed, finite stn¡ctues with his own experience of
battle, noting that "nothing had been decided, nobody had leamed anything. But most

imporønt of all, nothing had ended" (2M). Arguably, Bell's observations are resticted to
ttre disparity between his funmediate experience of battle and potential representations of

such experience. However, this chapter has emphasiæd The Thin Red Line's implicit
exploration of the \ilays men may seek ûo contain traumatic experience in their Post-rv¡lr
lives. This underlying æxnral theme allows us to read Bell's critique of "creative art'' as a
commentary on the $ray w¿tr trauma mr¡st resist and exceed the process of na¡rativisation.

Bell's claim that "nothing had ended" therefore implies that enclosed representations of
traumatic experience mr¡st fail to reflect the persisænce of traum4 the way

in which it

resists relegation to the pasr

Bell's criticisrn of 'breative arf' focuses on the disparity betrveen the taumatic
experience of wa¡ and representatior¡s of it. Bell suggests that this incongmity is related to
the fact that narrative corntn¡ctions

empþ linea¡ chronology in order to create the illusion

of enclosure and containmenl John Talbott argues in this resp€ct that 'llre reenacûnents of
combat muma exist outside time; they abide in an eærnal presenq they fail ûo distinguish

now from then" (440). l,awrence Langer also argues that trat¡matic experience serves to
problematise conceptions

of

æmporal prograssion.

He posits a distinction

betrveen

'¿du¡ational" and chronological" time, and describes

tbe difreænæ between the ckonological cr¡nent, whic,h flows until we channel

it

between the

permanent banks of histqical nrrative, and ù¡rational penistence, which cannot overflow the blodced
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reservoir of its own moment æd bence ¡rever enters what we call tbe steam of time. Or at least not

until I alter it by trying to s,rite about it as if it had

a

before, a during, and an after. (15-16)

Langer argues that because trauma is distinguished by its "durational'quality,

"an always-present past" impervious

ûo

it

constiûrtes

the progression of "chronological" time (15): 'time

as chronology," he claims, "does not and cannot heal the $rounds

of time

as

duration" (18).

Like Bell, Langer conEasts the persisænce of tauma with narr¿tive attempts

ûo contain

it,

and he ûoo discusses the reliance of narratives on closure and chronology; 'lnost lwiting

cannot exist without the temporal succession that violates the uniquely imprisoned
persistence" of trauma, he claims (16).

Memory and "Something Elsett

Thus

fa¡,I have examined war trauma's challenge to chronology with reference to

public narratives and representations. These observations can be seen to apply not only to

the ¡ealm of æxtual representations, but also to memory.

In his discussion of

the

"dr¡¡ationall'quality of traumq Langer implias both tlnt memory is stn¡ctr¡red by the same
æmporal progression that informs narrative, and that trauma serves

to

disrupt this

strucnring principle. Like Bell, he contrasts the containment of public narratives with the
atemporal persistence of individual tauma:

d¡¡ratimal time relentlessly stalks the nemory of tbe witness, imprinting there moments irnmlme to
the ebb and flow of chronologicål tine. No public ¡itr¡al can ease the sting of such private recall, which
persists outside the frame of consolation or closr¡¡e. (22)
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An implication of l-anger's position is that because tauma confounds chronology

and

disrupts the structt¡res of memory, it presents a challenge to subjectivity. This point is made

explicitly by Dominick LaCapra, who argues that'trauma brings about

a lapse or rupture

in

memory that breaks continuity with the past, thereby placing identity in question ûo the
point of shatteringit' (Hisøry 9). When Stein witresses his men under the influence of 'h
crazy sort

of blood lusq" the narrator notes that it is "a

scene

which would stay with him

the rest of his life" (339). While the text does not directly explore the impact
experience on Stein's post-war identity,

it

implies that

it will

of this

continue to haunt him,

dictating his experience of history and selfhood. Although The Thin Red Line is set entirely
\Mithin the theat¡e of war, episodes such as this demonstraæ that the novel's scope includes

the ongoing challenge to identity posed by war tral¡ma

The Thin Red Line examines men's attempts to contain and disavow taumatic
experiences through containing narratives. However,

it

suggests further that this very

attempt at containment is precisely what ensures the ænacity of Eauma; the persisænce of

trauma

is

related

to the fact that narrative accor¡nts ineviøbly fail to contain it In

constn¡cting stories about their experience, the men in the novel are both disønced from
their encounter with lack and further bound to iL Langer and Silverman both examine the

notion that Eauma resists representation. lanrger tr¿rces
always-present past'' through

'h

iA

gradual progression from "an

presented past" to its eventual stan¡s as

"a

represented

past," asking "what is lost druing lt]resel tra¡¡sitions?" (15). His observation accentu¿tes
the Eansformations invariably involved in any attempt to narrativise trauma" and posits a
gulf betrreen trauma and representation. Silverman also examines this divide in her account

of the Freudian

concept

of "binding," which she describes as "the

process whereby

[memories] a¡e anchored to sþnifiers, and consequently to meaning" (64):
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The memo¡ies in question
æcurate

re

totally iransfømed by this binding operarion; indee(

it

utight be mqe

to say that something else is put in place of the originel hell¡sinatory mnemic üaces. Tbat

'someihing else' is a siguifie4

q

ra¡her a cluster of signifieds. (64)

In describing the process by which traumatic memories a¡€ ftnsformed into "something
else," Silverman proposes that the afiempt to narrativise and ascribe meaning to trauma
involves a metonyrnic substin¡tion. This substin¡tion, she suggests, is responsible for the
non-equivalence of taumatic memories and the narrative stn¡ctures deployed in attempts to
contain them.

Silverman's formulation of the substitution involved in attempts to contain trauma
provides a useful model with which to read one

of The Thin Red Line's most explicit

examinations of the dispa¡ity between trar¡matic experience and representation After killing
a man, a cha¡acter na¡ned Bead is "ashamed and embarr¿ssed" and filled with 'horror"
(178), but he soon attempts to disavow the traumatic aspects of his encounter:

HetiedtoputintohiseyesallthefierætougDnessof amân justreturnedftre¡killing an enemy. [...]
They ualkedon down in silence, Beadawa¡e with akind of boniñeddisgust that aheady he was fitting
tbe

killing of the Japanese man into the playing of a role; a role without anything, no reality, of

himself or anything else. It hadn't been like that at all. (178-79)

Bead's experience provides a clear example of the failure of na¡rative stn¡c$rcs to contain

trauma. His observation that the role he has adopæd reflects

'ho reality, of himself or

anything else" attests to the fact that it does not constitr¡te a mimetic representation of his
trauma, but rather "something else." Later, he thinks that 'he could look at it now without
pain, perhaps even with pride, in a way, because now

it was only an idea like a scene in a

play'' (185). However, in substituting a fiction for the emotions engendered by his
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disruptive experience, Bead ensures that the tar¡ma

of the episode eludes both

representation and memory. This substitution may be partly responsible

for any

later

r€crurence of the muma he has evidently failed to Process adequately.

In substituting a fictive device for the experience of trauma" Bead is alienated from

the emotional content

substin¡tion does

of his encounter.

not

necessarily

contemporaneously with them.

Caruth describes the way
possess,

in

Otlrer episodes

in the novel

suggest that this

follow trar¡matic experiences, but may

occur

In her account of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, Cathy

in which "the

overwhelming events

of

the past repeatedly

intn¡sive images and thoughts, tlte one who has lived through ttpm"

("Recapnring" 151):

Yet nhat is particulrly sriking in this singular experience is thât its insisænt ¡eenacmenß of the past
do not simply serve as testimony
past that was
the past

to an event, but may also, paradoxically enough, ber wihess to a

nnerfuIly eryerictrced as it occunel. T¡auma that is, does not simply serve as rcoüd of

but precisely registers the fqce of an expeúnæ that is nat yet Íuvy owncd. ('Recapûringl'

151, empbase,s added)

Bead's traumatic encounter ceases to be

with

a

'ftlly

owned" by him as soon as he substituæs it

framing narrative, but two other episodes suggest that tauma may "never tbel fully

experienced-"'Welsh prides himself on his cynicism and lack of sympathy. In the course of

an altnristic act which compromises this self-image and places his life
narraûor notes

that'Tt had no more reality for Welsh than

a movie. He was

in

danger, the

lohn rÙfayne and

Tella was John Agat'' (257); the description echoes Bead's acknowledgment of his role's
lack of "reality." Bell also compares his experience ûo a movie: "to John Bell
once again

liþ

[...] it was all

some scene from a movie, a very bad, cliché, third-rate wa¡ movie.

It could

hardly have anything to do with death" Q79). These episodes suggest another reason why
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trauma may never be

fr¡lly present in either the strucn¡res of memory or representations of

men's combat experience: having been experienced only through the fIlær of coping and
framing devices, úauma must always remain alien, however intrusive and persistent it may
be. In Chapærs Five and Six of this thesis,

I

explore further Canrth's notion that tauma

constitutes an absence of experience, rather than an inænse or heighæned form of it.

Conclusion

'oThere's only a thin red line benveen the sane and the mad." The fact that this "old

middlewesærn saying" constitutes one of Tlæ Thin Red Line's nvo epigraphs may lead us
to expect that the text contains representations of both madness and sanity. However, it is
debatable whetherthe novel succeeds

examines men's encounters

in representing "the mad." \Vhile the novel certainly

with poæntial dissolution, it is difñcult to identify many

episodes which depict explicitly the experience

of insanity. In concluding this chapteç I

will argue thatThe Thin Red Line's clea¡est atþmpt to portray a male cha¡acter who
crossed the "thin red line" into madness constitutes a rupture

has

in the text. In its challenge to

the ch¡onology and linearity of the narrative, this ruphue serves to highlight precisely those
rispects of the bulk of the text which preclude the representation of male lack and trauma-

For almost its entire length, The Thin Red line adopts a linear, chronological
na¡rative approach. Although it depicts the thoughts and feelings of its cha¡acters, it does

so through an omniscient narator. However, in a passage depicting a character named
McCron's experience of trar¡matic, involuntary r€enacEnent, the text deviates briefly from
this consistent narrative style, seguing from an omniscient point

of view to the speaking

position of McCron himself. The passage also shifts abruptly from the present to the past,
violating the chronologlcal and æmporal stn¡ctur€ of the narrative:

til
McCron took another one of his fits. [...] lVhile they n¡shed

3s

him and

tied to st¡aighten him out

soothe him, he screamed at them half in incomprehensible gibberish, balf

in hrcid phrases. When

d

they

first stood up \V¡'nn screamed 'O my Cnd!' in a voice of terrible recognition with the blood spurting a

foot ftom his throat, æd had gone down. Nineteen. Only nineæen. Next ¡e him Earl went down in
silence because his

fæ bd b€en tom open to a mass of red" He was twenty.

other two Da¡l and Gwenne bad gone down too ye[ing
a matter

Fr¡rther to the left the

'I'm killed! I'm killed!' All of them at once, in

of seconds. And then tbe others. All the others. lHé¡¡ried to help them. He bad tried to

protect them. I úied.

I ried. Finally they got him to stop screaming t...]. (396)

This passage's violation of the text's repr€sentational straægy enables the novel's most

vivid and disnubing portrayal of war traum4 polverlessness and male lack McCron's cries
arc the only declarations in ttre novel which are not framed by quotation marks. This fact
suggests that the text here shains to convey ttre singularity

of tauma, the impossibility of

speaking for others. In its evocation of tauma's singular and personal nature, and in its
challenge to notions

of æmporality and memory, the passage succeeds where the majority

of the text cannol It serves, tt¡en, to accentuate the novel's failings.

The Thin Red

Lirc explores the notion ttrat the singular, individual nature of war

ûauma may be dissipated through public histories and discourses $rhich seek to disavow

the phenomenon

of

male lack.

chronology characteristic

of

It

also suggests that ttre conøinment" linearity,

narrative a¡e inconsisænt with men's inability

trar¡ma to enclosed frameworls. Nevertheless,

and

to consign

it is itself a linea¡ narrative. These

tensioris

permeates the text" which exhibits a distrust of its own authority, and a suspicion that rather
than being a successful depiction of male madness, lack and trauma,

it can only hope to be

"something else." Jones dedicates The Thin Red Lirc 'theerfully'' and sarcastically
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to tbose grcatÊst æd nost heroic of all hr¡man endeåvours, WAR æd IVARFARE; nay they never
cease to t...1 providÊ us

with the heroes, the presidents æd the lead€rC the nonuments æd museums

whic,h we er€ctto them in the name of PEACE.

Apparently, Jones suspects thatultimaæly his work may mercly constitute one of the many
"monuments"

ûo

Ì\rar, and may be employed for ideologcal purposes to support discourses

of militancy and male heroism. The readings of Giles, Bellow and Voþ would seem ûo
prove ttre validity of this scepticism.

prefaces the æxt" Jones claims that 'haturally,

In a "Special Note" which
resemblance to anything anyrrhere

is certainly not intended." The novel's fi¡ral

üy

sentence

also calls into question the novel's "resemblance" to either acn¡al events or the trar¡rnatic
memories of vererans. Beginning and ending with statements which highlight its artifice,

The Thin Red Litæ strives to ensure that it will be read neither as a source of knowledge
regarding war trauma, nor as a rcliable substi¡¡æ

for the actual experience. The novel

suggests that the defuiing feau¡re of war trauma is a form

of

otherness and difference, a

"stange, insane" irrationality which cannot be conveyed through narrative:

They bad crossd a strange line; they

hd

become wornded men; æd everybody realise( including

themselves, dimly, tbat they were ¡row diffeænr t...1 this

without explanation, perhaps danrîging them ineprably;
explanation was impossible. They bad been initiated

explatution would

be

trto

bd

and
a,

been done

to them, without wrning,

now they were wormded men; æd now

strulge, irsane, trvilight

Írateni$ whe

fora'er impossible. [...] Tender¡ess was all that could be give,n, and, lilce most of

the self-labelled [rrm¡n emotions,
eryericnce. (46, em@ses added)

it

meant ¡erhing when

put alongside tlrc intensity of tluir
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Although this passage refers specifically to physical trar¡ma, it neatly summarises the shock
and the elusiveness of wa¡ trauma, its refusal to be either known

in ttrc present or

relegated

to the past; "explanation would be forever impossible" is a formulation which evokes both
the

irationality

and the atemporal persisænce of war tral¡ma. The reference

to a 'Tratemit''

of taumatised men echoes Rosenberg's description of the discursive mechanisms which
enable men to speak

of wa¡ experience and constn¡ct "texts of identity'' (46). Contrary to

Rosenberg, The Thin Red Line posits the impossibility

of

such communication,

foregrounding insæad its own panicipation in a textr¡al and discursive network which must

invariably fail to articulate or reflect "the inænsity of lveterans'] experience." '"fhese men
had crossed a line," claims the narrative voice,

(48).

*and it was useless to try and reach them"
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Chapter Five

History, Alienation and the Trauma of Survival

in Kurt Vonnegut's Sløughterhouse'Fíve
.Remembering'

or 'not

remembering' simply means making decisions about the reality

to

be

troduæd"
Klaus Theweleitr

Of itself, the shocking physical oçerienæ of the explosion t...1 bad been almost identically the
samefortbemasforthoseotberoneswho Þdgme on with it æddbd" The only difrerercwas
thatnow tbese rre:pectedly and illogically, found the,nselves alive again.
Ttte

ThinRedLhë

In 1833, Carlyle observed that the hisOry of the universe is an infiniæ seed book that all men
wdte and read and try

o

r¡ndersøn( and in which they are also u/ritten.
Jorge Luis Borges3

In chapter four, I argued

thøt The Thin Red Line forcgrounds its own artifice and

extribits a certain anxiety regarding its representational success.
passage

I

concluded that the one

in the novel which seems to convey something of the otherness and disruptive

poliler of trauma

is

distinguished

approach. This suggests that

by its deviation from a

standard, realist narrative

if war trauma may be represented, it

demands unconventional

'Wc," Gerfuring Wq Talk, ed. Miriam Cooke and
Tbeweleit, 'Tbe Bomb's lVomb ¡¡d the Geuders of
308.
Angela Woollacott (Princeton: Pri¡ceton uP, 1993)
t

IOa¡¡s

,

James lones,

TIu Thín Red Litæ (1963; t ondon: ScepEe-Hodder & Stoughton, lÐ8)

, Jorge lrris Borges, Labyríntlu: Selccted
(Harmondswortb: Penguin, l97O') 231.

Storìes otd

46.

Otlur Vtrìtíngs, ed. Donald A. Yates

and James E. Irby
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narrative techniques and stn¡ctures.

In this chapter, I

examine

Kurt

Vonnegut's

Slaughterlnwe-Five and argue ttrat its non-linear stnrcture and use of seemingly fantastic
concepts such as 'Ttying saucers and traveling [sic]
aspects of traumatic experience that resist fepresentation

in timel' (39)

enable

it to explore

in more 'realistic' narrative forms.

Tracing the taumatised subject's ambivalent engagement with time and history, the novel
suggests that the demands

of historical discourse may constitute "cultural

silencers"

(Cutbertson 170) which ensure ttrat the very irrationality and aæmporality characæristic of
rvar trauma must remain unspeakable.

In order to establish a context in which to approach

Slaughtertnuse-Five'steatment of these issues, this chapter begins by considering Samuel

Hynes's study of war memoirs and narratives, The Sol.diers' Tale, tactng Hynas's
ambivalent conception of the relationships benveen tn¡th, history, and the individual.

Hynes asserts the *authority of ordinary men's witnqss" (1), and argues that

soldiers' participation

in war accords their narratives a certain privileged status.

Signifrcantly, Hynes traces this authority to the fact that war experience constituæs a form
of engagement with history:

For mosr men who frght wa is their one @ntact with the wqld of great doings. [...] [Flo¡ qdindy

meethe

men who fight orn wars_tÀere

will probably be only that one time when their lives inteÍact

with history, one opputunity to act in great events. Not to alt€r those €vents-no single soldier
a war, or even a

battle.iut simply to be there, in history. So

affects

men feel a need to say, like the

ubiquitous Kilroy, 'I was there.' (2, enphasis in original)

For H¡mes, these assertions of participation in history constih¡te a primary sor¡rce of sorts,
and can themselves contribute to conceptions

of history; he notes ttnt "because wa¡s exist

in history, personal narratives of war mrst add to our historical knowledge" (285).
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However, a cerøin tension nrns through The Soldiers' Tale. Alrhough Hynes
rirgues that war narratives are both influenced by history and oapable

historicat lnowledge, he notes that his own text

of contributing to

'ts not a history of wat, or

even of

na¡ratives of war, but a more personal engagement with the subject" (xüi, emphasis added);

this engagement, it becomes apparent" is influenced by Hynes's own rilar experience. He
argues, too, that in contrast to "ltre accounts that appear in newspapers and history books,"

war na¡ratives "tell a different story, one that is quite often ahistorical, even anti-hisûorical"

(11). His original assertion of the authority of soldiers to bea¡ witness ûo history is later
qualified. Significantly, 'lnemory and language" feature

in his admission that soldiers'

narratives may not be easily equated with "hisûorical tn¡th":

'Weareconft,ontedwithan amã€nt contradictio be¡e: the man-whowas-there asserts his atthority
tbe only true wihess of his wæ; but the tn¡th that he claims to

as

teI is compromised by the v€ry n4Íe

of me,mory and language. (25)

These observations inform Hynes's assertion that '\ve don't need to call [war narratives']
convergence

of witnesses historical truth, if that seems too confident; call it insæad the

recoverable past

of waf' (25).

The Soldiers' Talc, then, argues for the capacity

of

the

individual witness to observe and inform history, while simultaneously positing language
and memory as ba¡riers to the production of "historical truth," a concept which is implicitly

inærrogaæd throughout the æxL

If Hynes has diffrculty establishing

the degree of authority that we should accord to

war memoirs which explicitly "make absoluæ claims for their authority'' (1), tlre process is

furtlrer complicaæd when approaching Slaughterhouse-Five, a text which it is difEcult to
characærise as

fiction, memoir, reportage, science fiction, or autobiography. Containing

elements of each of these liærary forms, the novel serves to highlight the artifice

of any
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distinction ben¡reen them. Further, its metafictional reflexivity and its blend of historical

'facts' and apparent fantasy serve to make the task of distinguishing benveen Vonnegut's
inventions and 'what really happened' extemely problematic. Reading Don Quixote,
Borges notes that 'Cervantes takes great pleasure in confusing the objective and the
subjective, the world of the reader and the world of the book"

(I-abrintlu 229). The same

can certainly be said of Slaughterhouse-Five, whose first-person narrator, claiming to be

Vonnegut himself, both introduces the body of the text and makes occasional appearances

throughout the story, his forhmes mirroring those

of the protagonist, Billy

Pilgrim.a

Indeed, Lawrence Broer notes that there are "those who confuse Vonnegut with Billy

Pilgrim" (86).

fust
'heed

o

as Hynes argues that men's participation

say [...J

'I

in historical events gives rise

was rher€"' (2), Slaughterhouse-Five depicts

witness ûo his imbrication with ttre violence

of history.

ûo the

Billy's need o

bear

Recovering from a near-death

experience, he testifies to an unca¡ing historian: "it was now that

Billy Pilgrim spoke up

inæltigently. 'I was there,' he said" (165). Signifrcantly, Billy's choice of words accords
not only with Hynes's accor¡nt of wa¡ narratives, but wittr another episode in ttp novel
which confounds any distinction a reader may wish to draw between fiction and fact in the

text In a passage describing Billy's

experiences

in the irnmediate aftermath of the Dresden

bombing, Vonnegut's na¡rative voice again intn¡des:

'I was there. O' Ha¡e was there. 'We

had spent ttre last two nighs in the blind innkeeper's stable" (184). The resonance between

Billy's

and Vonnegut's assertions testifies

of hisorical 'facts'

ûo

the manner

in which frction and the reporting

a¡e inærtwined throughout Slaughterhouse-Five.

It

also seryes,

paradoxically, to both higlilight tl¡e text's privileged access to hisorical knowledge, while
simultaneously undermining the notion of a historical truttr free of subjective disûortion and

Unless otherwise specifred, the te¡m 'Yonnegut" is used in this cbapter to refe¡ to the fust-person nanator of
Slaaghterhouse-Five ¡ather tha¡ its author.

a
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ruirrative framing. The text, then, exhibits ttre same tentative claim to historical authority
that Hynes identifies in wa¡ narratives, and the same ambivalence:

"All this happneÅ, more

or less," Vonnegut informs us in the first sentence. 'The war parts, anylvay,

arc pretty

mach tn¡e" (1, emphasis added).

Slaughterhouse-Five, then, is framed by a qualifred declaration of
a decla¡ation supported

is

own veracity,

by Vonnegut's assertion that "[he] was therd' (184). However, the

fact that Vonnegut w¡rs present at the bombing of Dresden gives rise to several questions:

Why is it necessary for him to employ the frgrue of Billy Pilgrim in order to depict his own
experience? Would simple reportage not have suffrced? lVhat aspects

of the experience

could not have been conveyed in that manner? lVhy should a æxt which is concerned with

portraylng a real traumatic experience of the violence of history contain sections which
portray the protagonist's aMuction by aliens? Is it possible, indeed, that the frctional and
fant¿stic elements of the text may serve ûo convey 'historical truth" more effectively than a

straighÉorwa¡d, linear narrative account? This chapter
stR¡cture of the novel, and its inclusion

of

will

argue that the non-linea¡

science fiction elements are, rather than mere

distractions from the task of conveying historical tn¡th, crucial

ûo

its success in representing

both the effect of trauma on memory, and the m¿¡nner in which ûaumaúc experience may
resist representation in realist narratives and linear histories.

I will argue,

too, that

tlre

novel's narrative straægies a¡e necessitaæd by ttre stange logic of tar¡matic memories,

whose incessant presence may paradoxically constitute

a form of

absence and

discontinuity, and a challenge to conceptions of progress, chronology, and history.

I will

begin to explore these questions through an examination of the novel's first chapær, where

Vonnegut describes his own stnrggle

ûo

find a narrative framework in which to situaæ his

experience and memories of the Dresden bombing.
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Chronology and

Ïhe Persistent Elusiveness of Trauma

Describing the prolonged gasution period of his planned "fa¡nous Dnesden book"
(3), Vonnegut alludes to the paradox that although his wa¡ experience constitutes a defining
and crucial moment in his

life, it nevertheless refuses to yield up its sectets, to be recalled

or tansformed into narrative. 'T/hen I got home from the Second World
years ago,
since all

I

rÙVar

trventy-three

thought it would be easy for me ûo v¡rite about the destn¡ction of Dresden,

I would

have to do would be to report what

I

had seen," he observes.

'But not

many words came from my mind therr-not enough of them to make a book, anyway. And
not many words come now, either, when I have become an old fa¡t with his memories and
his Pall Malls" (2).

The ænsion ben¡¡een Vonnegut's desire to relate his experience and
corresponding inability ûo accass memories of

his

it is a phenomenon which many wriærs

identify as a defining characæristic of trauma- Cathy Can¡th noæs that "the ability

ûo

[...] closely and paradoxically tied up, in trauma" with the inability

to

l€cover the past is
have access to
betrveen the

it" ("Recapnring' 152), and Judith Lewis Herman argues that'tlp conflict

will

ûo deny

honible events and the will to proclaim them aloud is the cenüal

dialectic of psychological trauma" (Trautna øtd Recovery

I).

Roberta Culbertson asserts

that'Violence and trar¡ma [...] leave the survivor preoccupied with the memory of it, which
itseH seems both absent and entirely too prasent'' (169), and Dominick L,aCapra argues that

'\¡¡ith respect to traum4 memory is always secondary since what occurs is not inægrated
into experience or directly remembered" (Hßøry 21). Vonnegut's observations regarding
the elusiveness and inscrutability
evidence

of his Dresden memories may therefore be read as

of the tr¿umatic nature of his war experience. They also indicate that the

experience resists direct conscious access, and must insæad be "reconst¡l¡cæd from its

effects and úaces" (LaCapra Hístory

2I). lt is significant in this respect that Vonnegut
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contacts an old friend for "some help remembering stufF' (4), a description which resonates

withThe Thin Red Lin¿'s account of collective acts of remembrance.

A crucial aspect of
experience

Vonnegut's stnrggle

to

describe

his taumatic

Dresden

is the manner in which his story resists closure and containmenL "I think of

how useless the Dresden part of my memory has been, and yet how tempting Dresden has
been to w¡iæ abouq" he noæs (2). This apparent contradiction, he continues, reminds him

of a song whose repetitive, looping structure (in which the ending of one cycle constitr,rtes
the beginning of another) ernures that it continues'bn to infinity'' (3). This structure is, of

course, reproduced

n

Slaughærlwuse-Five itself, whose non-linea¡ narrative concludes

with an episode which refers

r¡s back

to an earlier part of the text, and so on. Vonnegut also

relates his effort ûo map out the story

in graph form, noting that he "had outlined tIÊ

Dresden story many times" (4, emphasis added); this description evokes his futile attempt

to impose boundaries on an experience which resists containment He describes one such

effort, in which "one end of the wallpaper was the begiming of the story, and the other end
was the end' (5). However, even this description of an atæmpt to contain the story itself
refuses to be contained, instead bleeding into another narrative. 'The end, where all the
lines stopped, was a beetlefreld on the Elbd' (5), Vonnegut notes, continuing the story by
relating his retum from the war and concluding with a repetition

that'how [...] [he's]

of his ea¡lier statement"

an old fart with his memories and his Pall Malls" (6). Laær, he claims

that he "must have written five thousand pages by now, and thrown them all awat'' (13), a
statement which again indicates

his inability to contain his tar¡matic experience within

a

bounded, finiæ narrative fra¡nework.

The struggle that Vonnegut describes centes on a certain incommensurability
be¡veen the experience he wishes to relaæ and the narrative devices he employs in the
attempt to do so. He suggests,

tlnt is, that his earlier attempts at narrativisation failed to
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reflect some essential quality of the experience, and that

it may have

been precisely their

linear, contained quality that prevented them from doing so. Culbertson notes that traumatic
memories "appear in nonnarrative forms" (169), and ttrat trauma "live[s] on

in the victim

survivor in ways that confound ordinary notions of memory and narrative, or to which

ordinary narrative

is simply inadequate' (171). A

crucial aspect

formulation of this incommensurability is her emphasis on the notion

of

Culbertson's

of time. For the

victim of trauma, she argues, 'liolation seems ûo continue in a reverberating present that
belies the supposed linearity of time and the possibility of endings" (170, emphasis added).

The notion that taumatic memories cannot easily be reconciled with standard conceptions
of linear, chronological time is, once again, a common feature of unitings on trauma- fohn
Talboa noæs that "the r€enactments of combat trauma exist outside time; they abide in an
eærnal present; they

fail to distinguish now from then" (439), and t aCapra argues

that

"tauma brings about a lapse or rupture in memory that breaks continuity with the past"
(History 9). Cart¡th twice characærises trauma as a "breach" and a 'break in the mind's
experience of timd' (Unclainud 4, 'Traumatic Deparnres'' 32). Langer also refers to the

incommensurability of tauma and narrative, describing

the lac;k of a lang"nge

we chanæl

it

to confront the differenæ between the cbronological current, which flows until

between the permanent banks

cannot overflow the blocked reservoir of

of historical narrative, and du¡atimal persistence, vòich

its own moment a¡d

bence never enters what we

call

the

süeam of time. (15)

The incessant disruptive force of trauma is, then, often characterised as an affront ûo the
very distinction between past and present which informs linear narratives and histories.

These formulations suggest a lvay

of

reading Vonnegut's failed attempts at

containment and narrativisation: his tr¿umatic history refuses to obey the logic of memory
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and narrative because it exists on a different plane altogether, one strucnrred not by linearity
and presence, but rather

by aæmporality and absence. His inability to finish his "Dreden

book" therefore attests to the fact that trauma problematises his engagement with time and

history. Thr€e other episode.s in the seH-reflexive first chapter support such a reading.
Slaughterhouse-Five is repleæ with alh¡sions and rcferences

cyclical song which reminds Vonnegut
exarnple. Two other texts alluded

o

to other cultr¡ral texts; the

of his repetitive, inscrutable

memories

is

one

in the fust chapær arc CéIine and His Vision and the

Gideon Bible. Both a¡e apparently invoked due to their concern with time. Vonnegut notes
ttrat Cétine was himself a soldier, "until his skull was cracked.
and there were noises

in his head" (18). A

consequence

After that he couldn't sleep,

of this, Vonnegut imptes, is that

'time obsessed [Céline]" (18); the parallels with Vonnegut's siruation are clear
(Slrughterhouse-Five's title page also contains a Céline quotation). Searching the Bible

"for tales of great destn¡ction" (19), Vonnegut recounts the sory of Lot's wife, 'turned to a
pillar of salt'' and paralysed as tlre result of the fact that "she did look back" (emphasis in
originat) at the siæ of her encounter with taumatic violence.

''fhis [book] is a failure, and

had to be," Vonnegut claims liater on the same page, "since

it was writæn by a pillar of

salt." This declar¿tion neatly encapsulatas the incompatibility
imperatives of na¡rative, and a wriær who is compelled

of the chronological

to "look bacH' incessantly,

ûo

return repeatedly to the siæ of his orvn trauma.

The thi¡d episode which suggests that Vonnegut's narrative difficulties can be
traced to his problematic engagement

with time and history concens his experience of

the

pfesent:

'We

went to the New York WøH's Fair, saw what the past was like, æcoding to the Ford Motor

Conpany and V/alt Disney, saw what the futr¡re wor¡ld be like, aanrding to

Creneral

Motors. And

æked myself about the present hos, wide it was, how deep it was, how muc,h was mine to ke€p. (16)

I
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a

Vonnegut's references to multinational companies convey
estranged from history, from a conception

sense

in which he feels

of time and society dictated by social struch¡res

which exceed him. The passage implies tlnt these constructions of history (and they are
liærally that) do not reflect Vonnegut's own disjointed æmporal experience, which also
undermines his sense of the present- Given ttrat tlre past and tlre futr¡re have already been
colonised by discursive systems, Vonnegut doubts his own hold over the presenl The fact
that he employs spatial metaphors in an attempt to define the present constitutes a s¡anbolic

demonstraúon of the incommensurability of his experience of time and the concepts with

which he atæmpts to process that experience. culbertson explores the notion tlnt past
traumatic experience may structure and permeate the presenq 'þrhaps
events according to

is

it

shapes cuÍent

æmplate, itself unrecognized," she proposes (170). The passage

concerning the'World's Fair suggests that the present is not Vonnegut's "ûo keep" becar¡se

it is dictated by the imperatives of a violent history which paradoúcally both exceeds and
constituæs him.

The "adventurett of "people with peculiar opinionstt

I

have argued thzt Slaughterhouse-Five's fust chapter is concerned prinarily with

exploring Vonnegut's stn¡gge to find a narrative strategy capable
problematic engagement with time, an engagement which

is

of representing

dictated

his

by his taumatic

exposue to the violence of history. Approaching the body of the text with this in mind, it
becomes apparent that tl¡e tale of

Billy Pilgrim is in many

the very existence of Slaughterhouse-Five

ß

respects the same

testament

story. lVhereas

to the fact that Vonnegut

successfully devises (to some extent) a narrative strategy with which to represent his
experience of tauma, Billy is less successful, and his story remains largely untold. When
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he does attempt to convey aspects of his traumatic experience, he is disbelieved and his
sanity is questioned.

\Vhereas

Billy's traumacertainly originaæs in the violence of history, its persisænt

hold over him may be traced to the fact that his story cannot be reconciled with the
na¡ratives, discor¡rses and histories which he encounters. In short" there

location

is no cultual

in which Billy can situaæ his experience, âûd this renders him powerless,

effectively silencing him. Arguably, it is the absence of any culn¡ral or discursive reflection
of his taumawhich also ensures ttratBilly can never fully apprehend its impact upon him.
Herman claims that "ûo hold traumatic reality in consciousness requires a social context that
afFums and proterts ttre victim and that joins victim and witness

in a common alliancd'

(Tratma and Recovery 9). In the absence of any such affrrming 'lsocial contexf" Billy
must search for an alærnative discourse with which to frame his experience.

A clear demonstation of Billy's impotence with respect to official historie.s
discourses is provided when he encounters

and

'h llarva¡d history professor named Bertam

Copeland Rumfoord [...] working on a one-volume history of the Uniæd Søæs Army Air

Corps in \Vorld'TV'ar Two" (153-59); the title of Rumfoord's planned text is evocative of
the imposing authority and discursive power he commands. Recuperating from a near-fatal
accident, Billy overhears Rumfoord describing his "problem about Dresdenl' (164-65):

His one-volume history of the Army Air Fuce in V/qld
condensation of the trventy-seven voh¡me Offrcial History

J[s thing was, though,

V/r

Two was srryposed to be a rcdå|e

of the Army Ai¡ Forpe in Wøh ÌVæ Two.

there was almost nothing in the twenty-seven voltmes about the Dresden raid,

even tbough itbad been such ahowling success. (165)
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Rumfoord's "problem," then, is Billy's problem too. The episode demonstrates that Billy's
trauma is locaæd

in a discrusively constructed aporia, which ensures that in the culture of

which he is a part, Billy's experience has never offrcially happened; Rumfoord noæs that

"'from the offrcial Air Force standpoint, it'll all be new."' (165). Rumfoord's comment
suggests that although history purports to portray the past objectively, historical viewpoints

are themselves informed and dictated by tlreir æmporal and cultural location, and a¡e
therefore open to tra¡rsformation and disruption

It is at ttris point that Billy decla¡es ttrat he "was therc" (165). While this simple
statement barely begns
nevertheless meets

to convey the natr¡re or extent of his taumatic experience, it

with resistance from Rumfoord: "Rumfoord's ea¡s wanted to ûeat the

words as a foreign language that was not worth leaming" (165). Despiæ the simplicity of

Billy's message, his declaration still constin¡æs morc of a 'þroblem" for Rumfoord than the
discr¡rsive silence

of the twenty-seven volume Air Force History. Herman

"secreq/ and silence are the perpetrator's first line of defence.
perpetrator, the greater

is his prerogative

[...]

noæs that

The more potverfr¡l the

ûo mme and define reality, and the more

compleæly his arguments prevail" (Trautnø attdRecovery 8). \Vhile Rumfoord's status as a

military historian enables him to manipulaæ history, Billy is powerless to do so, and must
stnrggle to make himself heard:

Tb€re

in tbe hospital, Billy was having an advenû¡¡e ve,Íy coInmon among people without power in

time of wac He was trying to prove to a wilfully deaf and blind ene,my thar he was intercsring to hed
and see. (166)

Arguably, this "adventure" constituæs Billy's primary psychic struggle.
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Of course, the fact that Billy uras present at the bombing of Dresden is the least
contoversial aspect of the story he attempts to relate. He believes that he has been abducted

by aliens and taken to their planet Tralfamadore. As Rumfoord begrudgngly

¡rccepts tlre

tnrth of Billy's initial declaration, he quizzes him about the experience:

'You must have had mixed feelings, tüere on the ground.'

'It was

"Il

tiglt'

said

Billy. 'Everything is aU rigbt, md everybody has to do exactly what he does. I

learnedthat m Tratftmadore.' (171, emphasis in original)

We do not hear Rumfoord's reaction to this startling news, but the passage serves ûo
demonstrate the divergence and incommensurability

of Billy's version of events and the

by the military historian. Presumably, reading

ofFrcial version of hisûory symbolised

the

volume would not enable Billy to make sense of his experience, and, conversely, Billy's
story will not be related in the one-volume history

I-ater, Billy travels to New York and attempts to broadcast lessons about the

"negligibility

of

death, and the tn¡e nature

of timd' (164) that he has leamt on

Tralfamadore. He turns on a television,

looking for p,rograms on which [e might

þ

allowed to appear. But

programs that allowed people with peculiar opinions

o'clocþ

so all the prograns urere

it was too early in the evening

fa

to speak out. It was only a litle afrer eigbt

ahut sillfupss or muder. (172)

The passage suggests tlre lack of discursive space open

ûo

voices which challenge or are

dissonant with entenched culoral nonns and narratives, and again evokes Billy's
impotence in the realm of discourse and culture. Late4 he is briefly "allowed to speaH' on

radio before being "gently expelled from the studio during a commercial" (178). A
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significant aspect of these episodes is their juxtaposition of the validity and earnestress of

Billy's

message

with the violence and banality of the discourses he must contend with. Just

as the prime-time 'þograms [a¡e] about silliness or murder," the "news

of the day'' is

"about power and sports and anger and death" (173). The radio show Billy intrudes on is a
discussion of 'þhether the novel was dead or not," involving liærary critics who argue that

'the function of the novel might be t...1 'to provide touches of color in rooms with allwhiæ uy'alls,"' or
conceptions of

'to

'tlp

novel" mr¡st be read in the context of Billy's own engagement with

liæraUre: the object

disregard

describe blow-jobs artistically' (178). This satirical teatnent of

of ridicule in this

passage

is not literature, but rather those who

its role in enabling individuals to question and tansform their

relationships wittr society and history.

imagined

I wilt examine the manner in which liæratue

(and

more specifically, the genr€ of science fiction) aids Billy's o\iln tansformation below.

Another episode in which Billy's earnqst sea¡ch for a discursive reflection of his

own experience is contrasted with the violence and banality of mainst¡eam cultural
production concenß his visit to a "tawdq¡ bookstore" on Times Square (I72):

In the window were hr¡nd¡eds of bæks about fucling and buggery and murder, and a steet guide

York City, æd a model of the Søu¡e of Liberty with a tbermometer on
speckled with soot and

it

o New

Also in the window

fly úiq wøe four p4erùack novels by Billy's frien( Kilgore Trout. (172-73)

Kilgore Trout, "Billy's favoriæ living autho/' (87), produces works which depict timetravelling, abduction by aliens, and the oscillation be¡veen life and death, all phenomena
which Billy believes himself to have experienced. For Billy, Trout's books constinrte the

most accurate reflection of his world and his psychic existence, the most

sane

representation,of the relationship between humans, time and death available to him in a

"ridiculous store" (175). However, his engagement with this cultt¡ral document once again
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marks him out as pathological when a store attendant notices Billy rcading one of Trout's

books, he'læll[s] the other clerls about the pervert who wanted to buy the window
dressing" (176).

Billy's tip o the bookstore, with its competing and varying depictions of

aspects

of human existence, may be read as symbolic of his sea¡ch for a narrative mode

and

fra¡nework in which to situate his trauma- The same argument can, of cotuse, be made with
reference to Slaughærhouse-Five itself, a novel which abounds with allusions to other texts
and competing forms of discourse.

In addition

ûo the

newspaper sûorT, Extraordinary Popular Delusiotu

texts already discussed, it r€fers to a

ød

ihe Mødness of Crowds, Dresdcn,

History, Snge and Gallery,Wordsfor the Wind, The Pirates of Penzønce, The F.xecutíon

of Privatc Slovik, Vallzy of the Dolls, Cindcrella,

The Red Badge

of

Brotlrcrs Karamazov, The Destntction of Dresden, a 'tnonograph about

Courage, The

[...]

prisoners of

wat'' by Howa¡d \M. Campbell, Jr. (139), "a copy of President Harry S. Truman's
announcement to the world that an atomic bomb had been dropped on Hiroshima" (159),
several other Kilgore Trout novels, and, of course, Slaughterløuse-Five itself.

Slaughterløuse-Five can be read as an inæræxtual inænogation of a discursive field

in which variots competing and incomme¡¡surate texts reflect and construct reality, history

and subjectivity

in radically different ways. Truman's

announcement,

for example,

is

informed by an entirely differentvision of time and history than Cindcrella, with its mythic
setting. Signifrcantly, though, both æxts are concerned with time. The two books about
Dresden also tell vastly different stories; produced at different hisorical moments, their

relationship resembles the discontinuity that Billy faces between his pre- and post-war
lives. The various texts referred

and different forms

ûo

in the novel present different levels of psychic existence

of human experience: private and cultural, realistic and

fantastic,

utopian and dystopian, speculative and historical, conscious and unconscious. The novel,
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then, can be seen to depict a set of competing discursive modes and inærests, none of

which corresponds entirely with Vonnegut's own fractr¡¡ed experience of history and
tralrma.

Science Fiction and "Reinventlion]tt

Amidst the proliferation of cultr¡ral production alluded to in the novel, the vision of

history and human exisænce that most resembles Slaughterhouse-Five, is, of couße, the

work of Kilgore TrouL One of Trout's books, The Big Boa¡d (L73), closely mirrors
elements of the plot

of Slaughterhouse-Five, and depicts "an Eårthling man and woman

who [are] kidnapped by extra-ærrestrials t...] tandl put on display in a zoo" G7Ð; this is,

of course, precisely the fate of Billy Pilgrim. The title page of Slaughærhouse-Fíve also

decla¡es

that

it 'TS A NOVEL SOMETVHAT IN TIIE

TELEGRAPHIC

SCHTZOPHRENIC MANNER OF TALES OF TTIE PLAI.IET TRALFAI\{ADORE,
WHERE TIIE FLYING SAUCERS COME FROM." This, however, poses a problem:
whereas the presence

n Slanghterhouse-Five

of historical facts-and tales of Vonnegut's

own experiences.<learly aids its attempt to represent and make sense of history and
trauma" the inôh¡sion of science fiction elements is less easy to account

for. \Vhat could the

story of Billy's abduction by aliens possibly have to do with either the experience of Eauma
or its impact on subjectivity?

If Vonnegut is attempting to report his experience in a tn¡thful

way, how is this attempt aided by the novel's diversion into the realm of the fantastic and
the incredible? I

will

argue that

an indication of his loss

Billy's belief in Tralfamadore should not be read purely

as

of sanity. Rather, it attests to aspects of his üaumatic experience

which resist representation in realistic narr¿tive modes. In order to approach the question of

how Slaughterhouse-Five's use

of

science fiction enables

its exploration of

trauma,
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memory, and history, it will be necessary to explore the role that science fiction (and
concepts derived from it) plays in

Billy's negotiation with his traumatic past.

In his struggle to frnd cultural texts which reflect his experience in any way, Billy
û¡rns to Trout's science fiction novels, "the only sort

of tales he could read" (87). His

engagementwith these books is shown ûo be crucial to a rcnegotiation-with both culture
and his o$,n traumatic experience-which he must undergo upon retuming from the war.

Three years after returning to America, he commits himself

to a "wa¡d for nonviolent

mental patients" (86). There, a fellow patient named Eliot Rosewater introduces him to

Trout's work:

Rosewater was twice as smârt as

Billy, but he ad Biny

with similar crises in similer

we,re dealing

ways. They had both formd life meaningless, partly becar¡se of what they had seen in wæ. [...] So they
were trying to re-invent themselves and their rmiv6¡5s. Science

Significantly, literature functions

ûctiø

was a big heþ. (87)

for Billy and Rosewater as an aid in

their

reconceptualisation of both their own identities ('tlremselves") and tlre cultural and psychic
spaces that they must inhabit

('their universe"). In the book store on Times Square, Billy

peruses The Big Board and realises that "he

hadteadit before-years ago, in the veteran's

hospital" (I73-74,emphasis in original). The fact thatBilly's initial encounter with science
ficúon occurs in ttre context of a "ward for

[...]

mental patients"

suggests that Trout's novels function for him as a means

of

in

a "veteran's hospital"

addressing psychic angst

associated with the war, and also that they aid him in the heating process.

Crucially,Billydoesnotbelievehimself

tohave been aMucted by aliens until after

he has rcad The Bíg Board. \Vhen the aMuction occurs-minoring the plot of Trout's
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novel-it provides him with a set of beliefs with which to make

sense

of his tar¡matic

experience of æmporal discontinuity:

Billy

says that he

first cme rmsfirck in time

Ã

194,/., long before

his trip to Tralfamadse. Tbe

T¡alftnadoriansdiù'thave anything to do witb his coming unstuck. They were simply able to give

him insights into wbat was really going on. Billy frnt came lmsûrck while V[ald lVæ Two was in
progress. (Zí)

Billy's belief in Tralfamadore, then, provides a framework in which to simate his earlier
traumatic war experience, an experience which, it is implied, has been responsible for him
becoming "spastic in time" (20).

Although Billy's adoption of concepts from Trout's novel does not change his
random experience of time and history

fte still has 'ho conûol over where he is going

next," 2O),lt does provide a means of accounting for

ir

Crucially, it also enables him to

a¡ticulate his trauma for the first time. lVhen Billy's wife asks him to 'talk about the war,"

Billy replies that "it would sound like a dr€a,m," and responds

ûo

her further inquiries with

monosyllabic answers before excusing himself and leaving the room (105). The only time
that he relates his Dresden experience directly
resonates with the earlier passage,

is on Tralfamadore. In an episode that

Billy again converses with a woman, "a maæ [...]

'lVhen Montana implores Billy
brought to him from earth" called Montana Wildhack (114).

to "tell [her] a sûory" (153), he actively chooses to relaæ his Dresden experience, even
going so far as to recount a memory which had proved extemely difñct¡lt and painful for
him to access in the context of his earttrly existence. Indeed, the description of Billy's act of
story-telling immediately follows an accor¡nt of this taumatic experience of remembering.

This fact suggests that Billy's belief in Tralfamadore plays a cn¡cial role in his effors to
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confront the trauma of his past, and to somehow integfaæ that experience into his psychic
framework.

An obvious and æmpting inærpretation of Billy's belief in Tralfamadore is that it
represents nothing more than his descent into insanity and psychosis, his detachment from

tlre realm of truth and reality. Indeed, in his work titled Sanity PIca: Schizophrenia in tIæ
Novels of KurtVonnegut,Broer takes precisely this approach:

'tsilly is so crippled by the

psychologically damaging blows he receives before, during, and after the war that he
increasingly withdraws from reality and ultimaæly loses his sanity" (88). Of course,
would certainly not attempt
as evidence

ûo

cha¡acterise

I

Billy's þlief that he has been abducted by aliens

of a healthy and realistic psychic orientation to the world. However, there is an

important sense

in which Broer's

dismissive reading

of Billy's belief

system fails to

account for the fact that it is precisely this system which enables Billy to Ílccount for and
communicate aspects of his psychic "r€alit)/' which had previousþ mystified and eluded

him. By invoking a dichotomy between a world of objective rcality and the rcalm of
delusion and insanity, Broer denies the possibility of liminal states, and suggests thæ the
engagement

of individual subjects with history must always be conducted in ttre rcalm of

the rational and the knowable

if it is to be accorded the sta¡¡s of reflecting "reality."

Slaughterhouse-Five,however, represents Billy's statements about Tralfamadore as

truthful declarations, which attest to asp€cts of his psychic existence ttræ are

denied

representation in other n¿rrative and discursive frameworks. Billy, of course, believes his
statements to be a faittrful description of reality. In the face of the disbelief of his family and

community, he 'Insist[s] mildly that everything he had said on the radio was tnre" (22),
and attempts ûo'þrsuadeBarbara and everybody else thathe was far from senile, that" on

the contrary, he was devoting himself ûo a calling much higher than mere business" (25).

More significantly, though, the veracity of Billy's statements is also implied in the novel
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through the distinction it sets up benveen his belief in aliens, and his occasional forays into

ttre realm

of pure delusion. L¡st behind enemy lines, Billy

experiences

'ã

delighÉul

hallucinatiorÍ' (42),which the narrative voice explicitly contrasts \üith his real experience of
æmporal discontinuity: "this wasn't time-tavel.

It

had never happened, never would

happen. It was the craziness of a dyrng young man with his shoes

full of snow" (42). This

delusional state is juxtaposed with Billy's actual experience, as 'Ihe hallucination lgives]

way to time-travel" (43). A later passage describes a dream that Billy has while "under
morphine" (85), and again contrasts the conænt of the dream with his real experience of
time travel. Lyrng unconscious after another traumatic incident" Billy "drearn[s] millions of

things, some of them tn¡e. The true things [a¡e] time-travel' (135). While Vonnegut
explicitly identifies false and fantastic beliefs, he at no stage refers to Billy's statements
about Tralfamadore as delusional. Indeed, in the introduction to the final chapær, Vonnegut

expresses urcertainty as

to

whether

or not 'fuhat Billy Pilgim

learned from the

Tralfamadorians is tn¡e" (182).

Trauma and Transcendence

Billy is

depicted

in the novel as misinærpreæd, and evidently Vonnegut

sympathises with his inability to command belief through his unconventional account of

history, time and trauma. However, reading Billy's statements about Tralfamadore

as

expressions of his psychic reality gives rise to a furttrer question: what tnrth could possibly

be expressed in the form

of concepts derived from science fiction such as abduction by

aliens and time-travel? Through its exploration

of the sense of removal and trar¡scendence

often associaæd with traumatic experience, Culbertson's article on 'Embodied Memory,
Transcendence, and Telling" suggests a possible approach to this problem.

I noæd that

Billy's rationale for refusing to relaæ his war experience to his wife concerns ttre fact tt¡at
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'Tt would sound like a dr€am" (105). Hynes, too, suggests the incommensurability of
civilian life and the experience of war; he argues that '\va¡ is so different from ordinary life
as to seem, in recollec¡on, like a dreatn; yet

it

makes that ordinary

life feel somehow

uru€al" (Soldiers' 282-83, emphasis added). One significant featurc of Hynes's statement

is the implication that the qualitative difference benveen wa¡ and civilian life serves ûo
problematise the laüer; another is that H¡mes's reference to the dream-like nature

of war

memories suggests the foreign nature of the experience of war, its otherness, the sense it

which it cannot be tanslated into the language of the civilian sphere.

Culbertson also employs the metaphor of the dream in her analysis of why tauma
resists inægration in narrative fra¡neworks; she describes "the paradox

of a known and felt

tn¡th that unfortunately obeys the logic of dreams rather than of speech t...1. It is a paradox

of the disunce of one's own experience" (170). For Culbertson, the strange logic of
trauma, and

narative";

of a "sort of proto-memory" it gives rise to,

she goes so far as ûo characærise these demands

cannot meet the "demands of

as'tultural silencers to this sort

of memo4y'' (170). This incommensurability, she argues, is related to the fact th¿t the
experience

of

trauma

is so radically different from normal experience as to constitr¡æ

another kind of "reality'':

Thus the memory of trauma or the howledge of rhings past, is not merely

of a wild and skewed time

inaccessible except on its own t€rms, [...] but also the memo,ry of other levels of reality [...]. This

søt

of memory is without languege, perhaps without imâge. When s¡rch g¡oss tools ¿5 l¡ngrnge ã9
brought to beaf

m the experierce,

the result appears to be metaphof, but it is not. (176)

Accenn¡ating the mismatch between language and raumatic memories, Culbertson's

formulation alludes

to the difficulty

inherent

in reading<r,

more appropriaæly,

translating-narrative or linguistic accounts of trar¡matic experience, which must ineviøbly
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cofistitute disonions and tra¡rsformations of an experience entirely other to language. For
Culbertson,

if a description of trar¡matic experience is couched in terms which

render it

seemingly fantastic or unrealistic, this attests not to the ûa¡rsformation and distortion of

memory, but rather to its ability to preserve something
otherness and detachment associated
experience as a form

of the original

experience of

with trauma Signifrcantly, she cha¡acærises such

of transcendence. '?ain and extemity ofæn lead to an experience of

transcendence, of levels of experience beyond the ordinary," she argues (176), noting that

the'Îhe survival experience [...] involves states of consciousness, reported
and visions that parallel those reporæd

experiences,

by mystics" (177). For Culbertson, the memory of

trauma is of a foreign, strange place, of having "been removed at some point" from 'rtlre

level of the everyday, functioning, speaking self' (176). "In short"" she claims, "sun'ivors
a¡e unwilling, uninitiaæd, unprepared, unschooled mystics" (178).

Culbertson's formulation of the transcendence associated with trauma enables an
alternative reading

of Billy's

descripúon

of

Tralfamadore:

assertion that he has been taken ûo another planet
mimetically represent his experience

of

his apparently delusional

in fact constitutes an attempt to

transcendence. There are at least two respects in

which Billy's belief in Tralfamadore accords with Culbertson's account of tauma and
Eanscendence. Culbertson argues that tauma may lead

to a

sense

of having "been

removed." Billy's description of his trip to Tralfamadore is also one of forced removal, of
having been "kidnapped' (62), aterm which suggests the passivity of the experience. This
passivity is also apparent in the description of his '\ñ'ill lbeing] paralyzed by a zap gun"
(65).

Culbertson characærises traumatic tanscendence as the experience of another place,

anotherlevel of "reality." Herman also argues thæ'þople in a state of terror a¡e not in a

normal state of consciousness" ('Crimd' 6). Caruth, arguing that trauma gives rise

o
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psychic states which cannot be easily accommodated within the framework of normal
conscior¡s experience, also employs a spatial metaphor:

The history rhât a flasbback tells t...1 is [...] a history that literally lus no place, neither

in the past, in

which it was not ñrlly experienced, nor in the present, in which its precise images Ðd enactments

æ

not ñrlly rmde¡stood. ('Recrynring" 153, empbasis in original)

Billy's description of an alien plmet that most humans cannot perceive may therefore
read as an attempt to describe his experience of a strange place and state
does not correspond with the

'teality"

be

of being which

experienced by his "everyday, functioning, speaking

self' (Culbertson 176). While this planet is, of course, physically remote from Billy's
normal experience,

it

alærnative conception

also exposes him

o

an entirely different vision

of 'teality,"

an

of time, history, and mortality; this crucial point will be explored

further below.

Tralfa¡nador€, then, may be read as a description of a state

of being that Billy

experiences as a result of his traum4 a place which cannot be described

in ærms of

ttre

concepts normally employed to map out and describe human consciousness. Ea¡lieç

I

quoted Culbertson's assertion ttrat descriptions of mr¡ma may appear ûo be metaphorical,
whereas they in fact constin¡te accounts of tanscendence.

Billy's

account of Tralfamadore as evidence

It is æmpting, indeed,

ûo read

of the fact that he has had an exprcitence like,

or similar to, Þuing removed to another level of reality. Culbertson's insight

suggests,

though, that it may be read as describing an acnul psychic event; for Billy, it was not like

inhabiting another level of existence, but rather the experience of doing so. In remembering
and recounting his exraterrestial journey,

Billy may be seen to be remembering a Past

experience of strangeness and transcendence, an experience which serves to undermine his
engagement

with both the present and the real; recall Hynes's declaration that war
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memories may serve to make "ordinary life feel somehow uffeal" (Soldiers' 283). Framing
his experience of tanscendence in ærms of his abduction by aliens enables Billy to access

pasl Culbertson's description of "a wild and skewed time

inaccessible

except on its own terms" (176, emphasis added) is corsistent with the fact that

Billy is able

an inscrutable

to approach his traumatic history consciously only by situating it in a framework which
reflects the very sense of estangement associated with his original experience

His belief in Tralfamadore, then,

enables him

o

of

trauma.

recall acúvely and describe painful

memories which had previously only surfaced unbidden and "unexpectedly''(148).

An important passage describes the emergence of one such reminiscence,

as

Billy is

reminded by a barber shop quaræt of four German guards surveying the wreckage of
Dresden. Involuntarily reminded

of "an association with an e;rperience he had had long

ago" (152), Büly realises that "he [has] a great big secret inside, and he could not imagine
what it was" (149). "Affected" and unsettled by the association, Billy attempts to explorc

this secret, and is able

ûo remember

his experience "shimmeringly" (L52). However, the

description of this act of recall segues into the passage in which he more fully describes the
experience to Montana on Tralfa¡nadore. This suggests that he can actively access the

"secret''of his painñrl memory only by framing it in ærms of the traumatic tanscendence
associaæd

with the original experience. The sense of removal and unreality which his

description of Tralfamadore serves to repre.sent is, then, essential to his act of recollection.

Culberæon's argument also providas a means

of

accounting

for the manner in

which Billy's descriptions of Tralfamadore are ¡eceived and inærpreted- Accounts of
remembered traum4 she argues, are often "see¡r as pathological detachments from the real,

rather than as remembered flights

ino

the super-real, which is, of course, what they are"

(188). Billy's memories, of course, a¡e viewed as pathological both by the other characters

in the novel, and by Broer. Broer asserts that Billy "increasingly withdraws from reality''
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(88), and that his 'tonversion

o Tralfamadorian fatalism [...] assures his schizophrenic

descent into madness" (87). His claims can be seen to rely on a n¿urow conception of

trauma and psychic experience which
otherness

is

unable ûo allow

for the very strangeness and

of Billy's trauma- The fact that Billy is only able ûo express this trauma in

unconventional terms ensures that his "super-real" experience is denied by those around

him, who, ironically, a¡e unable to read his account of Tralfamadore as signifying anything
other than his inability to engage with "reality."

"Random visitst': Caruth and the Atemporality of Trauma

I

have argued that Billy's belief in Tralfamadore serves to sinuæ his taumatic

experience in a fra¡nework ttrat renders it accessible to consciousne.ss, thereby faciliøting
his engagement with a previously inscrutable past. Orice again, there a¡e parallels between

Billy's situation and the narrative strategy
passages describing

and encounter

and

itself. By juxtaposing

civilian life with accounts of his time-tavel

with aliens, the æxt is able to explore the manner in which history, trauma

and the vicissitr¡de.s
accounted

Billy's war experience

of. Slaughterhouse-Fiv¿

of memory may stRrch¡re the subject in ways that cannot be easily

for either in the reatm of consciousness or that of realist" linear narrative. In

other words, the most radical, outlandish and apparently fantastic aspects of
Slaughterhouse-Five may be precisely what enable its exploration

of psychic

phenomena

which exceed the prescribed limits of historical and psychiatric discourse, both of which
are depicæd in the novel as being incommensurate with

Billy's experience.

Just as Billy's belief that he has been abducted by aliens enables him to confront
and represent his traumatic experience, so too the novel's unconventional form is crucial to

its examination of the impact of trauma on conceptions of time and reality. In this respect,
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perhaps the most significant featr¡re

of Slaughterløuse-Five is its non-linear stn¡cture, the

way in which the narrative itself is æmporally discontinuous, leaping from one moment to
another with no apparent logic or stnrcturing principle. Rather than tracing

Billy's story

chronologically, the novel mirrors and resembles Billy's own experience of "pay[ing]
random visits" to his "birth and death [and] t...1 all the events

in be¡veen" (20). I will

argue ttrat ttris narrative strategy serves to convey both the impossibility

of locating tauma

in any one moment alone, and the impact of this lack of æmporal speciftcity on the
traumatised subject's experience of time and history.

Broer argues that'Îlre horrors of wa¡ that prove most traumatic of all

ûo

Billy a¡e the

destruction of Dresden and the death of his best friend" (92), but it is difficult to frnd any
textr¡al evidence ûo support this claim. Indeed,

Billy 'first [comes] unstuck in timd' (37)

long before either of these ¡vo incidents, shortly afær he survives the "famous Battle of the

Bulge" (28), an experience which is alluded to only briefly and elliptically. Billy's presence
at the Dresden bombing is cerAinly depicted as traumatic, but the novel never explicitly

identifies the experience as the sorrce of either his psychic dism¡bances or his temporal
wanderings. Indeed, it is not even possible to claim that Billy's war experience is solely
rresponsible

for his taumatised state; Broer is right to

cha¡acærise

Billy's life as "a

continuity of terror stretching all the way back to childhood [...] and forwa¡d in time to his
death" (88-9), although'tontinuity''seems a singularly inappropriaæ description of Billy's

disjointed series of traumatic experiences.

It is futile, then, to attempt to Eace Billy's

problems to any one specific taumatic momenl This fact suggests that the novel rcpresents
trauma not as a tenifying, momentary experience that can be identified and recalle4 but as

something else entirely.

Camth's work provides a useful model with which to tace Slaughærhotue-Five's
representation

of üauma I

noted earlier that much

of the existing utriting on

trauma
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displays a concern with time, and quoted l,aCapra' assertion that 'tar¡ma brings about a
lapse or rupture in memory that breåks continuity

with the past thereby placing identity in

qnestion" (History 9). Can¡th, too, accentuates trauma's impact on identity, but her work is
distinguished by its focus on two notions: that nauma derives its disruptive power precisely

from the manner in which it exceeds specific moments, and that traumatic reminiscences
attest ûo events

which, paradoxically, have never been fully experienced. '"!Vhat

tauma," she argues, "is

a shock that appears to

car¡ses

work very much like a bodily threat, but is

in fact a break in tlre mind's experience of time" (Traumatic Deparnues" 32). Importantly,
Can¡th argues that this break ensr¡res that tauma is itself not locaæd in time, but rather in a
temporal aporia which resists relegation to the realm of chronology and history.

In

other

words, trauma is a phenomenon that is literally without a time, a precise temporal location
that might serve

ûo

facilitate its identification.

Caruth argues, drawing on Freud, that tauma exists insæad as a form of dialectic
between moments,

or, mo¡E precisely, as the lack of any such relationship. "Fteud's

temporal definition of trauma tn Beyond the Pl¿asure Principle," she arguas, "seems ûo be
an extension of his early understanding of the trauma as not being locaable

alone but

in one moment

in ttre relation between two moments" ('Traumatic Departured' 41, n8). This

insight informs her argument that tar¡ma manifests itself not in moments or even the
memory of moments, but rattpr in the way it resists comprehension and inægration into
consciousness. She claims that

traurna is not locatable in the simple violent or original event in an individual's past, but ratber

way that its very unassimilated naurre-tbe way

it was p'recisely ¡øt ktwwn in

retufas ¡9 hannf the s¡¡n'ivor later on. (Unclainud 4, emphasis in original)

in tbe

the fi¡st insance-
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Caruth suggests, then, that Eaumatic memories attest not to painful lnowledge, but to the
absence

of any such conscious processing of experience. Crucially, she explicitly anributes

tlre inscrutability of trauma to its lack of a æmporal location:

The shock of the mind's relation to the tb¡eat of death is thus not the direa experience of the tbreat, but

pecisely the missing of rhis experience, the fact tbat, not being eaerbnæd in time,

it

hâs not yet

been fully lnown. ("Traumatic Departures" 32, e'mpbasis in origin¡l)

Ca¡uth characterises trauma, then, as a rupturc in time and consciousness which attests to
an absence of conscior¡s experience. Her allusion to the significance of "the threat

will

of

death"

be explored below.

Canrth's formulation accords with the manner
depicts traumaboth through its juxøposition

in which Slaughærhouse-Five

of experiences and moments, and through its

examination of the psychic mechanisms employed by Billy in his atrempt to make sense of
their apparent iack of cohesion and continuity. Trauma is not located in Billy's violent past,

but rather penneates his enti¡e existence, a "great big seøet'' (149) which structures and
r¡ndermines his experience of time and identity. In keeping with Ca¡t¡th's assertion th¿t

"Eauma

is not locatable in [a] simple violent or

original event'' (Unclai¡ned 4),

Slaughterhouse-Five accords the same significance to Billy's pre- and post-war existence
as

it does to his Dresden experience. While the bombing of Dresden undoubædly functions

as the

text's central episode, it is primarily explored through its psychic "effects and taces"

(t¿Capra History 21). Once again, this narrative approach mirrors the manner in which

Billy's trauma is manifesæd as an elusive

absence which is perceived only indirectly.
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Death and the Trauma of Survival

In my summary of Can¡th's position,I noted briefly the significance she accords
an encounter

with mortality which she associates wittr trauma. Such encounters, of course,

also play a cn¡cial role
the æxt" "so

úo

in Slaughterlnuse-Five. The phrase that occurs most frequently in

it goas" (1),

appears on the majority of the novel's pages, and

in each instance

immediately follows a reference to death of some kind. This fact alone proves that death is
one

of the text's central concems. Caruth's work again proves useful in uacing the text's

exploration of how traumatic near-death experiences serve to problematise acts of recall and
narration, and even survival itself. Indeed, the most significant sha¡ed concem of Caruth's

work and Slaughterhouse-Five is the idea ttrat taumatic encounters with morølity may
serve to taint and complicate the very act of survival,

of living beyond the experience of

apparcnt death.

Again, Canrth first explores this concept tbrough a reading of Freud:

\Vhat is eniguatically suggested Þy F¡q¡dl t...1 is that the úauna consists not only
conûronted deafb, but

n

in

having

haing sumived precisely, witlwut lcrcwing if. Wbat one reums to, in

the

flashback, is not tbe incomprebensibility of one's rear dealh, but the very incomprehensibility of me's
own survival. ('Trarmatic Deprures" 34, empbasis in original)

For Ca¡uth, the act of survival may serve as a source of tauma p'recisely because of its
"incomprehensibility," the fact that it cannot be grasped or lnown; anticipating death "too

latd' (32), consciousness fails to process the ongoing experience of life, which therefore
constitutes a source of trauma. Once again, Canrth cha¡acterises trar¡ma as residing in a
problematic relationship, that between "destnrction" and '3urvival." She argues that
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Eauna is not simply an effect of destn¡ction but also, fundamentally, an enigma of survival.

It is only

in recoguizing tra¡¡matic experience as a paradoxical relation between destnrctiveness and survival that

we can also recognize the legacy

of incomprehensibility at the hedt of

catastophic experience.

CTraumatic Depcu¡res" 29)

A significant

feat¡¡re

of Can¡th's argument is her insisænce that tauma is manifested

as

"incomprehensibiliqf'precisely because of the manner in which it confounds any sense of

continuity between experiences of nea¡-death and experiences

of life. She suggests, in

other words, that trauma co¡lstitutes an impassable breach in consciousness benveen the
encounter with death, and the survival beyond that encounter.

Several passages

n

Slaughterhouse-Five either depict

Billy's encounters with

morality or represent him as occupying liminal states. As a child, Billy experiences
da¡kness

ûotal

in a cave, and doesn't "even lcrow whether he [is] still alive or nof' (77).

Importantty, this irrcident is juxtaposed narratively with his experience

of a similarly

tenuous distinction between death and life. As a prisoner of war, his 'trame and serial
numbet'' is recorded: "everybody was legally alive now. Before they got their names and
numbers in that book, they were missing in action and probably dead. So

it

goes" (78).

I-atrlr, two fellow prisoners discuss Billy's condition as he lies sedated under morphine.
They describe him as "dead to the world

of them muses,

'to feel nothing,

... but not actually

dead" (91). "How nice," one

and still get full credit for being alive." The historian

Rumfoord also characterises Billy's later experience in hospital as

a form of

death,

describing him as 'hot a human being an¡nnore" (l6a): "that's [fe," he claims sarcastically,

"according
exercise,

to the medical profession. Isn't life wonderfi¡l?" Taking part in a military

Billy

and

his fellow soldiers are "spotted from the air by a theoretical enemy.

They were all theoretically dead now. The theoretical corpses laughed and ate a hea4y
noontime meal' (27).
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These episodes do not explicitly relaæ

Billy's encounters with morality to his

experience of æmporal discontinuity. However, a crucial ¿rccount

of the beliefs he acquires

while on Tralfa¡nadore<ontained in a letær he sends to anewspaperloes precisely this:

The most important thing I leaned on Tralfamadqe s¿s rhat

v[e¡

a p€rson dies he

only appers

He is still very much alive in the past, so it is very silly for people ûo cry at this funeral. [...]
an illusion we bave here on

Ertb

o die.

It is just

tbat one moment follows another one, like beads on a string,

ad

that once a moment is gone it is gone forever. (23)

This passage supports my earlier ar$unent that Billy's belief in Tralfamadore enables him
to a¡ticulate his experience of temporal discontinuity. Crucially, though, it is also an explicit
demonstration of the manner in which this discontinuity is rclated to his encounters u¡ith

mortality, his experiences of "appear[ing] to die." Later, recalling his experience of virnnl
death

in military manoeuvres, "Billy [is] struck by whaf

death that had been, to be dead and to eat at the same
suggests that

a Tralfa¡nadorian adventure with

timd' (27). This incident, too,

Billy's Tralfamadorian beliefs conoerning the discontinuity of time primarily

address his taumatic experiences

of survival, of living in the face of apparent death. Of

course, this notion may also be read in the structure

of Slaughterhouse-Fiv¿ itself.

The

text's primary narrative technique, juxtaposition, enables it to explore precisely the spaces
and

rifts between Billy's encounters with death, and his experience of continued exisænce

and traumatic survival.

Just as Billy's belief

in

Tralfamadore enables him to express and contain his

experience of traumatic transcendence, so too it enables him to account for the trawna of his

survival, the inexplicability of his continued existence. Caruth noæs that the need to
account for such survival motivates 'lnany traumatic narratives" (Unclainæd7)'.
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At the core of these stcies, I would suggest, is thus
crßis of dzæhand the cqrelative cri¡is

of life:

and tbe story of the unbearabþ na¡u¡e of

is

a kind of double

betrveen the

sr¡rvir¡al.

telling, tbe oscillation be$veen a

sory of the rmbeæable naû¡¡e of an event

(Unclaimed

l)

Caruth here cha¡acterises narrative accounts of trauma in ærms

of the tension

between

survival and morality that they addrcss.

This ænsion be¡¡¡een survival and mortality informs two crucial, resonant passages

n

Slaughærhouse-Five which exhibit its own competing imperatives, and which explore its

self-decla¡ed 'Tailute' (19) to meet those imperatives. The passages suggest that the

inabitity to process consciousþ the experience of survival in the face of death leads to a gap
in experience and lnowledge, which in tr¡rn serves to problematise the narrative process. In
the introductory chapter, Vonnegut addresses his publisher, suggesting that the experience

of trauma resists narrative containmenü

It is

so short æd jumbled and

massacre. Everybody

is

jægle(

supposed

Sam, because tb€re

is nothing intelligent to say about a

to be dead, 3o never say anything or want anything ever

again.

Everything is supposed to be very quiet after a massacre, and it always is, excq[ for the birds. (17)

Once again, Vonnegut's situation mirrors that of Billy, who is silent upon witnessing the

"destroyed" (154) city of Dresden:

Orre rhing was cleæ Absolutely everybody

Tbe¡e was nothing apFopriate

to say.

sçposed to be

of what they we¡e, and that anyòody rhat moved in

dea<L regædless

in the design. (15455)

it

in

the city was

repesented a flaw
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These excerpts, then, explore the experience

of traumatic survival, of living in a time and

place in which "everybody is supposed to be dead." By juxtaposing descriptions

of this

inexplicable survival with assertions that there "is nothing intelligent to say" about it" they
suggest that tar¡matic survival constiuæs a form
consciousness and discourse.

of psychic experience alien to both

\¡/ith their emphasis on death and destn¡ction, these

p¿Nsages

can cerøinly be read as evidence of 'the unbearable naturc of an event'' (Canrth, Unclaitrcd

7). However, they can also be seen to aúest to 'tlre unbea¡able nature of its survival," the
manner in which the experience persists in the life of ttre witness, paradoxically demanding
explanation while resisting any conscious processing.

h

their exploration of this bind, the

passages serve as exemplary models of. Slaughterhouse-Five itself, a text

which depicts the

incommensurate experierrces of morølity and sr¡rvival in its attempt to resolve a seemingly
ineæoncilable contradiction.

Conclusion

This chapær began by examining Hynes's ambivalence with rcspect to the historical
status of war narratives, which, he argues, reflect history only through the distortions

of

of Slaughterhouse-Five's own

memory and language.

It

ambivalent engagement

with-and depiction of-the traumatic violence of history. I want

concludes with an assessment

to suggest that the stn¡cture and content of the novel raise questions about the relationship

of the individual to history, and about úre role
stnrcturing and dictating that rclationship.

played by narrative and discourse in

2N
The first sentence of the novel's final chapær re-introduces Vonnegut's narrative

voice, as he foregrounds the temporal and spatial context in which his act

of writing

occurs.

Robert Kennedy, whose srrnmer home is eigbt miles ftom the home I live

two nighs ago. He

ü

last

nighl So it

in all yer roun4 was shot

goes. lvlãtin Luther King was shot a month ago. He die(

too. So it goes. And every day my govefoment gives me a count of corpses q€ared by m¡li¡¿¡" scþnæ

in Vietna¡n. So it goes. (182)

While the passage again reveals the novel's concern with mortality,

it

also attests to

Vonnegut's own participation in history, the manner in which he himself is subject to both

its violence and its discursive distortions. Of course, this self-reflexivity also
implicitly to insert the text itself into the realm

of history.

serves

Paradoxically, however,

Slaughterhouse-Five itself also constitutes a historical document of sorts, a representation

of a past stn¡ctr¡red by trauma and absence. This double role

resonates

with the vision of

history conveyed in the Borges quote which serves as an epigraph to tttis chapten "In
1833, Carlyle observed that the hisory of the universe is an infiniæ sacred book that all
men write and read and try to understand, and in which they are also writæn" (I-abyrintlu

23r).

Slaughterhouse-Five can be read as an examination of these acts

of reading and

writing, of the way in which individuals inærpret and translaæ hisorical forces which also
serve to stn¡cture them.

It suggests, however, that trar¡matic experiences of the violence of

history may inscribe inscrutable traces in consciousness and memory, thereby rendering the
past illegible. Through

ia

inæræxtr¡al intenogation

of other forms of historical discourse,

the novel also explores the way in which the traces and effects

of trauma may exceed

hisOrical accounts and therefore escape representation. This discursive absence, it
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suggests, arises precisely from the fact that trauma exists
between moments and places. In attempting ûo depict forms

in the spaces and

ænsions

of psychic experience which

have no time or place within consciousness, Slaughterhouse-Five attempts to give historical

shape and namative representation to phenomena alien to the very rcalm

of

historical

lrrowledge, a discursive field which is stn¡ctrued and defined by its references to temporal
and spatial locations.

Although the novel contains its own verdict that it is a 'Tailure" (19), its non-linear
narrative and its inclusion

of concepts derived from

represent the experienoe and effects

science fiction arguably serve

ûo

of tauma in ways that other forms of more 'realistic'

historical discourse could not hope o. In doing so, it presents a challenge to conceptions of
history and tn¡th. Canrth argues that this is true of all accounts of trauma:

I wouldpropose thatit is he¡e, i¡ the [...] enoumtÊr with
attempt to undemtand

it-that

taumaSth in its occurrence, f,d in tbe

we can begin to recognize the possibility of a hisory which is no lmger

straighføwardly referential (that is, no longer

based

on simple models of experience

ad rcferæ).

Through the notion of trar¡ma [...] we can rndersta¡d that a re-thinking of refererce is not aimed at
eliminating history, but at resituating it in or¡r understanrting, that is, of precisely permining history to
a¡ise wbere

inìudiafe mdersUtding måy not. ('Unclaimed" 184 emphasis in aiginel)

kr arguing for the need o

reconceptualise the relationship betrveen history and

krowledge, Can¡th posis the notion that liærary discourse provides a realm in which the
"incomprehensibility" of trar¡ma may arain representation.
describe traumatic experience," she argues,

inærested

"If

Freud turns to literature to

"it is becar¡se literafure, like psychoanalysis, is

in the complex relation between tnowing and not lnowing" (Unclaimed 3).

Liæranue is able to explore this relationship, she suggests, by disregarding the demands of
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dfuect historical reference. In proposing "a new mode of seeing and

alisæningfomthe

site of trautna," she argues

that'tlre

inærest

listening-a seeing and

of [some literatue] lies in

how itexplores ttre possibility of a faithful history in the very indirecgress of [its] telling"
(Unclaimcd 27, emphasis in original). Canrth's argumentresonaûes with Hynes's proposal
that the literature of soldiers may be able to preserve or convey the hisory of tauma daspiæ
the fact "that is quiæ often ahistorical, even anti-historical" (Soldíers'

Just

¿ts

the fantastic concepts

of

lI).

science-fiction enable

Billy Pilgdm

ûo

reconceptualise his past, ttre fractured and ungential narrative approach of Slanghærhouse-

Five enables its representation

of the timelessness and placelessness of

Acknowledgng thæ "Freudian speculation

may not be scientifrc," Hatold Bloom

[...]

nevertheless applauds Freud's "refrrs[al] to be silentin the face

Ionathan Rutherford proposes ttre necessity

of

trauma.

of the unsayabld' (113).

developing a discourse "through which

speech tmightl address what does not belong

to speech" (87). Slaughærhouse-Five

attempts to repr€sent one man's traumatic experience of a hisûory marked by gaps and rifts.

If it succeeds in doing

so, it is precisely because of its own narrative engagement with these

forms of absence, ia refusal to relegaæ the irrational, the unconscious and the unspeakable
to the margfurs of history.
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Chapter Six

"Explaining things to an absent judge": Storytelling and The
Naming of Bodies
t[]

in Tim O'Brien's The Things They Cørried
it is the dialogue it
it imposes upon his voice æd the cåanging d

book is more tban a ve¡tal strucü¡¡e or series

esAblishes with its rEd€r æd the intonation

of

dr¡¡able images it leavqs in his nemory. This dialogue

verbal structures;

is infmitÊ t...1. A book is not an isolafed

being: it is a relationship, an axis of innumerable relationships.
Jorge Luis Borgesr

Themqe we ûry ¡p nnimate books, the møe they reveal their resemblance

ûo the

d#wbo

ae

made to add¡ess rs in epitaphs or wbom we add¡ess in thougbt or dream. Every time we read we tre

in d¡nger of waking the dead, whose reu¡rn can be g¡oulish

as

well

as

oomforting.
CreoftreyHrtman2

of what uniting colmters, parallels, respmds to, rgp€ats, negates, æd affirms, even if
q¿riting does not mark any event ext€mal to itsetf, but solely itself, we who read and wriæ ae

Because

marked by what text, uniting, and language carry oven an (unre'membercd) memcy.
Fetar RanadanoviC

In the last chapter,

I

noted tbat a central theme of. Slrughterhowe-Five

is

the

difficutty for war trauma victims of eliciting belief and empathy. In attempting to convey
the strangeness and othemess of tauma,

their own experiences

I

argued, they are faced with the dilemma that

of history and time are incommensurable with wider

t Jorge lrris Borges, Labyrintlrs: Selected Storíes @d Othcr Writings, ed. Donald A.

culu¡ral

Yate's and James E. hby

(Harmondsworth: Penguin, l97O) 248-49.

t Geoffrey H. Ha¡uan,

t

"tCu Traumatic Knowledge and Literary Studies," Neut

LÍterary Hístory 26.3 (1995):

Petar Ramadanovig 'nVhen 'To Die in Freædom' is W¡itten in English," Dìæritìcs 28.4 (1998): 65.

5¿18.
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n¿uratives and conceptions of history. Tim O'Brien's Vietnam wa¡ novela The Things They

Carríedis another text which accentuates the importance of the relationship benveen tauma
victims and witnesses ûo taumatic testimony. fust as Slaughterhouse-Five explores the

difficulty of na¡rativising u/ar Eauma, The Things They Canied

addresses the natu¡e

of the

storytelling process explicitly. In this chapter,I argue that both the metafictionality and the
dialogic form of O'Brien's text facilitate its exploration of the othemess and difference of

muma.

I

want ûo suggest that as "absent judge[s]" (Things 169), readers of the novel

undergo a form of episæmological dþlacement which is a necessary condition of sharing

in the act of æstimony.

"Start here: a body without a name": this statement appears in the second par¿graph

of 'The Lives of the Dead," the final story rn The Things They Canied

(22L).

Pa¡adoxically, in the very act of framing and situating the narrative, this point of departure
also confounds the notion of a bounded, finiæ narrative structurc: evidently the staæment
constitutes an address of

soß, but to whom is it addressed? In attempting to answer

'lVe may read
question, the ambiguity of the statement becomes apparent.

signpost ('this is the start'), as an insta¡rce of üre narrator's self-address

this

it as a textr¡al

('I

should start

here'), or eve:r as an indication that ttre catalyst for the story, the primal scene which
informs and stn¡ctr¡res it" concerns an encoufiter with an as-yet unnamed corpse ('this is
where it all staræd'). Of course, yet another inærpretation of the statement is that

it

assumes

and addresses readers, participants in a dialogue betrveen the text and the extra-textr¡al
space

in which it implicitly anchors itself ('l'm foay-ttuee years old, and a wriær now,"

the narrator informs us on page22l;the same phrase appeafs on pages 32 andl79).

t

Steven Kaplan notes that "lùe reviewers of ÍTlæ Things Tlrsl eni¿dJ are split on whether to call it novel or a
collection of short stories," ¿¡d s!¡ims that O'Brien 'þrcf€rr'ed to call it a work of fiction" (nt, 52); Kaplan
himself refe¡s to it somewbat vaguely as a "booH' (50). IVhile the text does i¡deed consist of a collection of
stories, they are all inextricably li¡ked, a¡d thei¡ combined effect is that of a cohef,ent work greater than the sum

of

is

parts.

I

the¡efore refer to

t[e text

as a novel türoughout rhis chaPter.
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As readers we cannot help but heed this address, and must proceed from the point it
designaæs. However, this is but one

tlre æxt" and as

it

in a series of beginnings and deparnres which liter

occurs in the novel's final chapær it can also be seen to constittrte a

conclusion, an a¡rival of sorts. Thus we caffiot really "start'' at the designated point" and
must instead bring our history of reading to bea¡ on what follows. Nevertheless, the shock

of the statement effectively challenges and brings into question any lnowledge or tn¡th that

we may suppose we have gleaned from the preceding chapters. It therefore demands that
we begin again the process of engaging with tlre æxt. The statement alerts readers to our
arnbiguous,liminal position, simuløneousþ finishing the novel while beginning-as if for

time-to explore the themes which recur throughout

the first

iÍ

death, memory, and the

nahue of stories.

The statement "sta¡t here" can be seen to address either the n¡rrator or poæntial
readers of the text. However, by implying the correspondence of their respective sin¡ations,

it also

serves to undermine the distinctions between them. In locating any reader of the æxt"

and its protagonist and narrator-an author named O'Briens-in the same staæ of
chronological displacement and liminality, the statement accenhutes the performative
aspects of the text" the manner in which

of the storyte[ing process.
includes

[...]

it embraces and explores explicitly dialogic aspects

Steven Kaplan observes that

in the novel "representation

questioning the írccuri¡cy and credibility of the na¡rative act itself' (48), and

notes that one consequence

of this metafictionality is ttrat the re¿der is forced to undertake

the same deparmre as the narrator:

The

r*

is thus m¡de fully awae of being nade a puticipant in a game, in a þerformative

[quoting Iser], and tbereby also

t

is

asked ûo

Unless specified, subsequent ¡eferences to

act'

becme innediately involved in the incredibly ftusnating

'0'Brien" refer to this figrue,

rather than tbe novel's author
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act of trying to make sense of evenß rhât resist understanding. The rcader

is pefmiüed to experierc at

frnthand the uncertainty that chracterized being in Vietnam. (48)

IGplan suggests here that any reader of The Thíngs They Canied must engage with the
novel's inærrogation of truth and memory. Rosemary King notes that the 'title of [the]
short story 'How to Tell a True lVar Story' is a pun," arguing that'the reader is drawn into
the role of story telled' (182). Catherine Calloway, too claims that "shifts in character and
events tempt the reader into texû¡al participation" (25L). Common to all these formulations

is the notion that the reader of the novel is confronæd by the same episæmological concems
that occupy the narr¿tor, concerns which dicaæ both the content and the contradictory,
repetitive stn¡cturc of the æxr

Uncertainty and Metafrctionality

I have traced the way in which readers of.Tlu Things They Carried are enticed into
the sa¡ne condition of uncertainty as O'Brien

in order to introduce the following argumenu

the dialogic and discursive nature of the text is a function of its concem with war trauma-

More specifically, its dialogic struchre is informed by the idea that lnowledge
trauma may arise only ephemerally, and only then through the play
movement and insability cha¡acteristic of dialogue. I

will

of

of wa¡

difference, the

argue that the narrative emphasis

on knowledge, memory, and language is an essential component of the novel's approach to

trauma- By calling the very act of storytelling into question, The Things They C.arried
traverses the nrpûues which prevent traumatised subjects from attaining knowledge

of tlpir

inscrutable trar¡matic experience on tlwir own; the significance of this last point cannot be
overstated.
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In exploring
a

the.se issues, The Things They

Cariedconstitutes both an instance and

metafrctional exploration of the proc¿ss of storytelling and reading. The novel repeaædly

accentuates the importance of dialogue, of the very act

of bearing witress and testifying

taumæ

trauma in the presence of another.It thereby suggests that lnowledge concerning

however tentative or provisional-rnay be produced only through and

in

to

tIrc act of

storyteling itself, a practice which depends, of course, upon the presence (whether acuul

or imagined) of a witness, a participant in the process of speaking and lisæning ttnt
constitutes æstimony. Dori l¿ub speaks
æstimonies

of the experience of "being a witness to the

of others" (61), and Shoshana Felnan (whose work informs this

characterises testimony

'hot

as a mode

chapter)

of statemcnt of, blt rather as a mode of access to

[...] tn¡th" ("Education" 24, emphasis in original). Felman's formulation accords with the
manner in which "statement[s]" of tnrth a¡e continually undermined and revised tfuoughout

The Things They Carried and provides a model with which to account for the text's
dialogic approach to questions of truth, memory, and trauma-

Paradoxically,

if

readers

of

The Things They &rried invariably

encounter

episæmological and chronological displacement, the novel suggests that ttris is an essential

condition for the production of truth. In order to take part in the act of raumatic testimony,
the reader mr¡st be forced to embrace the irr¿tionality, ambiguity and provisionality through

which trat¡ma speaks, to encounter the æxt on the grounds of its own skewed logic.
Arguably, in so doing, the reader becomes a member

of a sha¡ed discursive

space, a

polyphonic community of sorts in which the aniculation and production of knowledge is
enabled

by the very dialogue and discourse which constin¡tes that community. Kali Tal

argues that 'liæran¡re

of

trauma

[...] is

the product

of

three coincident factors: the

experience of uauma" the wge ûo bear witness, and a sense

of community'' ("Speaking"
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2L7-18).6 Tal alludes here

ûo

the fact thæ such acts of testimony cannot occur in isolation,

but rely insæad upon the existence

of

receptive environments. Kaplan argues that by

establishing a dialogue with its readers, The Things They Caníed creates precisely such a

'bommunity'' (51):

By constantly involving æd then re-involving the reader in the tqsk of determining what 'actülly'
bæpened in a given siû¡ation, in a sûory, æd by forcing the rcader to exp€rience the impossibility of
ever loowing with any cerøinty what achrally happene( O'Brien liberates himself ftom tbe lonesome

responsibility of remembering and trying

to rmderstæd evenß. He

individuats immeß€d iD the act of experieucing tbe uncertainty

6

also cr€ates

a community of

indet€mißacy of all events. (51)

Kaplan here characterises "remembering and trying to undemtand [traumatic] events'' as a
'lonesome responsibility."

I

want to suggest tløt The Things They

Canid implies the

impossibility of achieving such recall and comprehension without a social context in which
æstimony may be heard and valued; as Felman notes, "the appointnent to bear witness is,
paradoxically enough, an appoinûnent ûo trarisgress the confines of that isolated stance,

Ûo

speak/or others andø others" ('Education" 15, emphasis in original).

"Nobody

in town want[s] to

knowtt: Dialogue and Community

The concept of a social context (or the lack thereof) which enables (or precludes)
acts

of storytelling and æstimony also constitutes one of the major themes of The Things

They Canied at the level of content. The novel's

fint story,

'.The Things They Carried,"

concludes wittr an Írccount of a soldier burning letters which have symbolically linked him
t the'lrge to bear wihe.ss" is well docr¡.mented i¡ recent c,titical work oa Eauma; in his discussion of Holocaust
testimonies, for example, Ianrb argue,s tbat "survivo¡s did not only neæd to survive so that they could tell thei¡
stories; they also needed to tell theb stories in order to survive" (63)-

2W

to his country and community. The last, '"The Lives of the Dead," outlines O'Brien's
attempts

ûo

communicate with and speak for the dead, to frame the memory of loved ones

in the context of the present. Crucially, O'Brien noæs that in order to produce 'tlre illusion
of aliveness" it is essential ttrat 'bthers might dream along with you" (225). This theme is
most explicitly explored

in a story set in a post-war civilian environment, "Speaking of

Courage," in which a trar¡matised soldier's inability to frnd a receptive audience for his

"war stories" is ironically juxtaposed with a celebration of national pride and community:
on the Fourth of July, "nobody in town wanted to lnow about the ænible stinH' (148).
The significance of the presence or absence of a listener, a wiüress to testimony, is a tleme

which permeates the æxt at every levet that of conænt, that

of stmcture, and that of

narrative strategy.

The novel's primary theme, then,

is the stnrggle-both

episæmological and

practical-that confronts those whose "urge to bea¡ witness" to trauma must compete with
both ttre vicissiodes of memory and the diffrculty of eliciting empathy. One of the ways
this theme is manifesæd at the level of narrative stratery is the fact that framing devices

stn¡cflre most of the stories. The first, epon)4nor¡s story appears to constituæ a raditional
realist narrative. Related by an apparently disinterested, omniscient n¿¡rrator and devoid of
any contextual information that would serve ûo foreground the act

of stor¡elling, the story

produces the illusion of certin¡de and veracity. However, this verisimiliude is immediaæly

undercut

in the following story, "Love," where O'Brien describes the context in which

'The Things They Carried' was produced. It becomes app¿uent that'The Things They
Ca¡ried'is based on O'Brien's ex¡nrience, and that his viewpoint is informed by bottt his
a

friendship with the story's protagonist, and

his assurance that he will omit

some

gt,l'

(27).

(unspoken) aspect of the story in order to "make [his friend] out to be a good
'T ove" itself largely consists

protagonist

of the description of a dialogue between two veterans-the

of "The Things They Carried' and O'Brien-and describes their

eventual

2L0
communication after "a long time [when] neither

of [them] could think of much to say"

(25). "Speaking of Courage" is also followed by a chapter ("Notes") which foregrounds
the authorial manipulation and auobiographical experience which stn¡ctur€ the sûory.

Many of the stories

n

The Things They Canied are framed by a description of

circumstances in which they are being

told. Some chapters, for example, take the form of

dialogues between men, in which they themselves exchange stories. In "The Sweetheart of
the Song Tra Bong," the characters even debaæ tbe

stor¡elling p¡ocess,

and the veracity

the øle is explicitly questioned. O'Brien claims tt¡at he "heard [the story]

of

from Rat Kiley,"

but notes that 'Rat had a reputation for exaggeration and overstaûement'' (87); the other
characters, too, question aspects of the story. Rat admits that the final part
based on "thfudhand" information (104), and concedes that

it

of his tale is

constitutes "speculation"

(105). These framing devices serve to accentuate the dialogic aspects of the sûoryteling
process, and to foreground the context in which stories a¡e received and inærrogaæd. They
suggest, that is, that the process

of attempting to "access" the 'tnrtbl' (Felman "Education"

24) of trauma is necessarily discursive and social.

Such framing devices also accentuate the significance of the role played by lisæners

(or readers) in the process of æstimony.

A

crucial feature

of

"Sweetheart"

is that R¿t

maintains that his story is tn¡e and cannot'tolerate [...] disbelief' (93). Similarly, in "How

to Tell a True War Story" O'Brien de.scribes how a soldier named Mrcbell Sanders is
concemed with soliciting his belief. Although Sanders admits that certain details
story have been fabricated, O'Brien senses that Sanders 'þanted lhrmJ
believe by the raw force of feeling"

Q2):'l

o

of his

feel the truth,

ûo

could tell how desperaæly Sanders wanted me

to believe him" (73). For Rat and Sanders, testimony is productive only insofar as it
constitutes a dialogue, an interaction based on sha¡ed panicipation in the act of storytelling.

The significance of such inæraction

is

rcpeatedly explored throughout "How to." The

2Ll
chapter begins with a story in which a soldier lovingly pens a'Very personal and ûouching"

(67) letter to the sisær of a dead friend, but receives no reply.

It

concludes with the

st¿tement that "a tn¡e war story is [...] about sisærs who never wriæ back and people who
never listen" (80). The chapter posits the notion that the ûat¡ma

of war may consist largely

in ttre fact that it givas rise to incommunicable experiences and states of being. By alluding
to the gulf ttrat exists between the bea¡ers of trauma and those who a¡e unwilling or unable
to sha¡e in thei¡ acts of æstimony

(fal speals of "the unbridgeable

gap betrreen wriær and

reader," "Speaking" 2L8), the chapter suggests the impossibility of ever telling 'h tn¡e war

story."

Nevertheless, The Things They Canied surely attempts to speak the

tuth of wa¡

trauma, and therefore may be characterised Í¡s an address, an act of æstimony. Such a

formulation enables us to read the entire text itself---even those chapters which do not
contain explicit framing devices or allusions to storytelling-as a form of dialogue and
inæraction, an attempt to solicit belief. Such a reading is supporæd by rwo of O'Brien's
frequent references to his motivations for writing. One of these reasons, he suggests, is the
importance of sharing both his history and his experience of episæmological displacement:

"telling stories was a way of grabbing people by the throat and explaining exactly what had
happened to me" (157). The violence

of this metaphor suggests both the necessity and the

difficulty for O'Brien of sharing his history. It suggests,
a¡e the subject

ûoo,

that as readers, we ourselves

of this address. The short chapter'Good Fom" conveys this notion even

more explicitly. The reader is asked to '1.isten," and O'Brien claims:

what

I felt''

'ï want you to feel

(179). Significantly, he also suggests that in order to share "what [he] felt

readers must be drawn into ttre sarne ambiguous rel¿tion

"

to facts that cha¡acterises his

experience of war and trar¡ma: "I want you to know why sûory-truth is tn¡er sometimes than

happening-tn¡th," he claims (179).In its address ûo the reader, its allusion ûo traumq and

its interrogation of 'truth," this statement usefully summarises the elements ttrat make up

2r2
taumatic testimony: the experience

of úauma" dialogic

inæraction, âûd episæmological

disruption.

Trauma and Narrative

The Things They Carried

is

stn¡ctured

by the tension be¡veen the desi¡e to

panicipaæ in a sha¡ed act of remembering and testifying, and the seeming impossibility of
achieving such a tâsk. kr order to trace this textual dialectic, it
at greater length the account of

will be necessary to examine

sor¡elling, language, and testimony that is explored in

the

novel. The Things They Cøried is, of course, highly metafictional; Catherine Calloway
characterises the stories

in the novel as "episæmologicat tools, multidimensional windows

through which the war, the world, and the ways of ælling a $rar story can be viewed from

many different angles and visions" (249-5O).I urill argue ütat

if

the novel is indeed "as

much about the process of writing as it is tlre æxt of a liærary work" (Calloway 251), then
this is necessitaæd by war trauma's disruptive impact on memory and epistemology, or, in
other words, by the ways in which muma rcsists representation. The idea that war Eauma
does not conform to the logic

of narrative is evident in the fact that The Things They

Caniedconsisæntly foregrounds its own shoræomings, repeatedly scrutinising its reasons
for engaging in such an apparently futile process.

In exploring the incommensurability posiæd

n The Things They &nied

benveen

war trauma and narrative, it will be necessary to examine not only tlre text's account of
storytelling, but of war tranma as well. In doing so, I will once again draw on some recent

critical witing on traumq elucidating the many resonances be¡veen the conceptions of

fruma contained in this critical work,
iltegibiüty of war trauma-

and the novel's depiction

of the inscruability and

I \üill argue ttrat in examining the "urge to bea¡ witness" to
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trauma

(fal "Speaking" 2l'l), it is necessa¡y to evaluate

the ambiguous status that language

occupies

with rcspect ûo trauma, both in critical writing and in the novel itself. This

emphasis

will ultimaæly lead me to a consideration of the fact that

n

The Things They

Carried" the encounter with death plays a central role in problematising the taumatised
subject's engagement with language and memory.

I

have noæd that O'Brien repeatedly add¡esses-both dircctly and implicitly-the

question of why it is that he feels compelled to return to the siæ of trar¡ma through the act of

producing stories. He acknowledges that he "should forget it" (33), but implies that the act

of uniting is

motivared prccisely

by the fact that trauma gives rise to

instances of

in

this

or image form)

can

involuntary reæall, to the impossibility of "forget[ting]." Iawrence Langer notes
regard that "only that which has been inscribed or represented (in word

be forgotten" (17). Introducing a story he claims he has 'hever told before' (39), O'Brien

alludes to the way in which trauma exceeds the realm of conscious, rational thoughc

For more than twenty years I've had to live with it, feeling the shame, trying to push

it

away, and so

by this act olrenunbrance,by puüing the facts down on paper, I'm hoping to relieve at least some of
the pressure on my dreams. (39, emphasis added)

This passage depicts war trauma as a force which invariably manifests

ieelf,

O'Brien's willingne.ss to confront his tnar¡matic history consciously.

It

regardless

of

therefore accords

with the definition of trar¡ma proposed by Cathy Canrth, who claims that "to be tar¡matized
is precisely to be possessed by an image orevent''("Trauma and Experience"

kr positing a distinction

between "act[s]

passage also contrasts involuntary rccall

suggests, that is, that the production

of

+5).

remembrance" and "dreams," the

with the agentic, active aspects of stor¡elling. It

of stories serves to bring tralrma into the real¡n of
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conscious contol, thereby negating the poæntially disruptive effect of unconscious psychic
events. This notion also informs O'Brien's claim that 'the act of writing had led [him]
through a swirl of memories that might othenvise have ended in paralysis or worse" (157).

O'Brien suggests ttrat the conscior¡s confrontation with tauma enabled by the act of writing
may serve to lessen ttre poæntially disruptive power of trauma. This idea is also proposed
by the clinicians Bessel van der Kolk and Onno van der Hart, who claim that 'by imagining

t...]

alternative scenarios, many patients are able

to soften the intrusive power of

the

original, rurmitigated horor" (178). In short" The Thíngs They Cnrried suggests that tlrc

't¡rge to bear witnqss" is partly a function of the desirc ûo draw insisæntly recuning
traumatic "remembrancels]" into the realm of conscior¡sness and agency.

"Sacrilege of the traumatic experiencett: The Necessary Failure of
Testimony

Another motivation for the storyteling process tlnt is explored

n The Thíngs They

Carñed centres on the way war trauma confounds chronology and æmporal continuity.
Lrke Slaughterhouse-Fìve,The Things They Canied posits the idea that the need to testify

to tauma may arise from a æmporal disruption, a rift initiated by trauma's refusal to be
relegated

to the pasL 'Much of [the wa¡] is ha¡d

o

remember," O'Brien obseryes: "as

\ilrite about tlrase things, the remembering is turned into a kind of rehappening.
bad str¡ff never stops happening: it lives

ovef'(32,

[...] The

in its own dimensíon, rcplayng itself over and

emphasis added). This observation suggests the ændency

ûo permeåte the

I

of trar¡matic histories

presenl It also represents muma as residing neither completely in the

prcsent nor the past, but rather somewhere between, in a "dimension" that confounds such
caægories. As such,

it accords with Can¡th's exegesis of 'the central Freudian insight into

tauma, that the impact of the trar¡matic event lies prccisely in its belaædness, in its refusal
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to be simply located, in its insisænt appearance outside the bounda¡ies of any single place
or time" ('Trauma and Experience" 8-9). O'Brien also notes that "what sticls to memory,
often, a¡e those odd linle fragments that have no beginning and no end" (34). "Forty-three
ye¿¡rs

old, and the war occurred half a lifetime ago, and yet the remembering makes it

no\Ãr," O'Brien claims

trar¡matic past
remembering

is

in another crucial passage (35); the disruption of the present by

a

also suggesæd here. Continuing, O'Brien observes that "sometimes

will

lead ûo a story, which makes

it forever. That's what stories are for.

Stories are for joining the past to the ñrnre" (35).

By characærising the act of producing stories as a device for sitr¡ating taumatic
in a chronological framework, O'Brien ¡rccentuates the disjunction benveen the
timelessness

of trauma and the chronolory of narrative. Van der Kolk and van der Hart

also identify this disjunction, arguing that trauma does not conform to the logic of narrative:

"tnaumatic experience/memory is, in a sense, timeless.

placed

It is not transformed inûo a story,

in time, with a beginning, a middle and an end" (177,

emphasis added).

Significantly, both O'Brien and van der Kolk and van der Hart feel obliged ûo distinguish
be¡veen traumatic memory and narrative, which they characærise as qualitatively different
phenomena- This distinction is crucial, and alerts us to the paradox that O'Brien's claim

about the power

of stories may also allude to their impotence: although he claims

that

"stories" may serve to connect'tlrc past to the frrture," ttris does not necessarily imply that
stories may successfully represent the natr¡re of Eauma- Indeed,
opposiæ: the ch¡onological consisæncy

it

suggests precisely the

of narrative contains trauma in a way that memory

cannot, thereby ensuring that na¡rative must invariably fail to represent an essential quality

of taumatic recall. In otlrer words, by

imposing

a temporal framework on trauma,

æstimony precludes tlre possibility of captraring the distinctive nature of trauma- The very
aæmporality which distinguishes traumæthe fact that it occurs

'In its own dimensiort''-
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eludes narrative representation, thereby ensuring an episæmological

rift between taumatic

experience and any "stories" produced about it.

O'Brien implicitly concedes that narrative must-by its very nature-fail úo capture

an essential quality of trauma. This admission raises the question

of

whether the very

attempt ûo impose r¡nderstanding and chronology on an irrational, atemporal phenomenon

may serve ûo obstruct access ûo the "r'Ttlt'' of rauma. Indeed, Culbertson argues that

lose

[...]

certain dimensions

of

the truth

in the ælling of it'' (191).

'þe

Appropriaæly,

Culbertson's choice of the term "dimensions" resonates with O'Brien's description of the
inaccessible "dimension" in which tauma is incessantly played out Her formulation of the
6¡. 41"
r

ineviably lost in tlre act of 'tellingl' also mirrors O'Brien's approach, and provides

a concise stunmary

of the dilemma which provokes and sr¡stai¡rs the novel's obsession with

the process of "groping after the unaccountable, the unthinkable, and the unsayable"
(Jarraway 700). The concept that æstimony must fail to represent distinctive qualitias of
trauma

is also explored by Canrth, who argues that conscious recollection may often

constituæ a form of manipulation and distortion:

fllhe capacity to remember is also
capacity simply

to forge¡. Yei

disappeæance: fhe loss, precisely,

tbe

cqacity o elide or distort, and in other cases [...] nay nean the

beyond the loss

of

precision there

is

another, more profoud

of tbe event's essenri¡l incompreheusibility, the fqce of its aÍront

to understanding. ('Recaporing" 153-1, emphasis in original):

Canrth's argument here is instructive,

disruptiorn occasioned

by

as

it accenn¡ates the mismatch between the consciot¡s

trar¡mæwhich may

be

cha¡acterised

as

absences of

lnowledge-and the psychic and narrative structures which may be employed to cover
over such episæmological rifts.

2t7

In

examining O'Brien's

'trge to bear witness,"

it

becomes apparent that

paradoxically, the desire to tell stories may be fuelled by the very failure of na¡rative and

writing

ûo capture the essence

of taumatic experience. O'Brien must constantly retum to

the siæ of ûauma through writing precisely becar¡se of the way in which u¡riting fails to
relegaæ traumatic history to the pasq

to negate its repetitive, relentless disruption of

presenl 'You can æll a tn¡e urar story by the way it never s€ems
ever," he claims in "How to" (73). O'Brien suggests here that

ûo

if

the

end. Not then, not

stories a¡e to remain

faittrful to the "tn¡th" of trauma (rather than becoming what van der Kolk and van der Ha¡t
call "sacrilege of the üar¡matic experience," 179), they must be cha¡acærised by the very

provisionality, repetition and insistent reh¡rn that define trauma- Tina Chen noæs that

O'Brien's "work [...] insists upon multiple retr¡ms" (81), and Kaplan claims that in the
novel'The act of ælling a given story is an on-going and never-ending process" (51). The
significance of such repetition is also emphasised by van der Kolk and van der Hart:

Tramatic memories ae the unassimilated scraps of overwbelming experiences, whic,h need to be
inægraæd with existing mental schemes, and be transformed into narrative lânguage.

order

fq

complete

this to æcur successñrlly, the raumatized p€rson h^s,to retun

it

ûo tbe

It

appeas thaq in

memory ofiennorder

o

(176 empbasis added)

Significantly, van der Kolk and van der Hart imply ttrat this process of repetition may be

'tomplete[d]", that

it

may give rise to the eventual inægration

consciousness. O'Brien's insistence ttrat "a tn¡e war story

[...]

of

trauma wiftin

never seems to end' (73)

appears to deny tlre possibility of such completion and closure (Laub describes the 'þrocess

of testimony''as "a ceaseless stnrggle," 61). However, O'Brien also claims that'!ou can
æll a tn¡e war sûory if you just keep on telling it'' (80). Of course, one \Ãray of inærprcting

this declaration is that O'Brien is merely referring once again to the fact that a "true war
story" may be recognised by its very lack of completion. As King poins ouÇ though, the

2r8
r¡¡ord

"tell"

here is ambiguor¡s (182), and O'Brien's declaration may be read as an assertion

of the possibility of speaking the truttr of trauma through repetition. "All you can do is tell it
one more time, patiently, adding and subtracting, making up a few things to get at the rcal

tn¡th:' (80), O'Brien cliaims, once again hinting that it is indeed possible to speak the "tn¡th"

of trauma.

Nevertheless, while O'Brien appears at timqs to endorse the ability of narrative to
capture trauma (he notes, for example, that "stories can save vs,"

regarding the issue attests to an awareness

22I), his ambivalence

of the way in which

Eauma may exceed

æstimony. "In [some] cases," he notes, '!tou can't even tell a true war story. Sometimes

it's just beyond telling' (70). In "Speaking of Courage," rve are told that the protagonist

'tould not describe þis traumal, not ever, but he would've tried an¡r'ay'' (148). This
statement can be read as

ur allegorical condensation of O'Brien's dilemma: aware that

may never convey compleæly ttre truth of his traumatic history, he is
compelled

ûo

he

nevertheless

try. This awa¡eness and this compulsion ir¡form the narrative statery of. The

ThingsThey Canied,atextwhichrepeatedlytaversesthe

disance between the experience

of tauma and representations of such experience.

ttYou tend to miss a lottt: Trauma as Absence

These considerations give rise to a frrrther question: If., us The Things They C-arried

repeatedly suggests, narrative and language cannot mimetically reprcsent the acu¡al
experience of trauma" what other functior¡s might they possibly serve?
question I shall

frce yet another

In exploring this

aspect of the sûorytelling process that is aclnowledged and

explored nThe Things They Canied: the manner in which stories and language may serve
as meton)¿mic substitr¡tes

for a lack of experience and knowledge occasioned by tranma-

I

2L9

will

argue that the novel's privileging

features

of

langrrage and narrative

is offset by two other

of the text firstly, its awarenqss thæ language may serve to stand in for memory

and experience; secondly, its exploration of the possibility that such acts of meonymic
substin¡tion may serve to fi¡rther alienate the taumatised subject from an already inscrutable

history. In other words, the æxt challenges us to consider the paradoxical notion that the
narrativisation of tauma may serve to enable the process

of recall, while

concurrently

increasing the gulf benveen the speaking, testifying subject and the object of thei¡ testimony
(namely tlreir insistent but elusive traumatic experience).

I

want to suggest that language

and sories may acnrally constitr¡te barriers to the possibility of perceiving history, veils

clouding the perception

of

üauma and self.

In

tracing the novel's account

of

the

epistemological gaps and rifts that characterise bottr the experience and the memory of
trauma, Ca¡uth's work once again proves useful.In different ways, Shoshana Felman and

Kaja Silverman also explore the problematic st¿u¡s that language may occupy with regard to

tat¡matic recall; their work will be invoked in my analysis
language and memory

of the rclationship

between

(or, more precisely, the lack of memory) n The Thíngs They

Carried

A

theme which runs through the novel

is the idea that traumatic experience

is

difficult to process at the time of its occurrence, and ttrat ttris leads to a breach in
consciousness. This breach may be manifesæd in ttre form of remembrances which lack the

concrete shape or specific details which might mark them out as truthful. This concept is
neatly summa¡ised by O'Brien's account

of the formlessness of a traumatic recollection:

'Tt's a blur now, as it was thenl' (44). In anempting to describe the past" O'Brien is
consistently faced with the diflrculty of anempting to de.scribe experiences which migtrt

more accurately be characterised in ærms of the absence of experience and memory. A
crucial passage explores the process whereby, confronted by the death of a friend, a soldier
may fail to face the source of tar¡ma directly, instead having to "look awat''

00).

This
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instinctive disavowal givas rise to a rupture in experience which serves to stn¡cn¡re the
memory of the incident:

'lVhen a guy dies,

like Curt Lemon, you look away æd then look back for a moment and then look

away 4gain. Tbe picnras get jumbled; you t€nd to miss a

lor And then aftercãd, when you go to tell

about it, there is always that sr¡rreal se€mingness, which makes the story seem unEue, but which in
fact regresents the

brd

and exact truÎh as it seenud. (70, emphasis in originrl)

In this passage, trauma takes the form of "suÍeal seemingness," â level of experience and
memory which cannot be translated easily into the language through which the subject must
seek to

"tell about''the experience. The attempt to "represent[...] the hard and exact truth"

is therefore problematised by the fact that the allegiance to 'truth" also implies an allegiance
to the absence which characterised the original encounter.

The passage quoted above constinrtes The Things They Caníeds most explicit
assertion that the inability ûo process trauma may lead

to a conesponding gap in memory.

There a¡e several other aüempts, though, to descÌribe a state

of uncertainty, absence, and

unreality associated wittr traumatic experience, and several other metaphors for this state of

'turreal seemingness." Aüempting to describe a shocking experience, Rat Kiley notes that
'tlre images came in a swirl [...] and there was no $'ay you could process it all' (102).
Another passage outlines a man's memories of witnessing (and perhaps even contibuting

to) the death of a friend, and again describes a gap in experience
encounter

associaæd

with

the

with deaü: "then for a long time there were things he could not remembe/'

(170). Recalling the experience of terror, O'Brien employs two more metaphors in
attempt to convey the sense

dreaming.It's like you're in

of unreality

a

associaæd

an

with nar¡ma: "you wonder if you're

movie" QM). Significantly, he also noæs that "a story [...]
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is a kind of dreaming" (221). He laær describes teror in ærms of an enforced flight from

identity and subjectivity:

Together we rmderstood what

term was: you're ¡6f, [nm¡n an]mofe. You're

a shadow. You slip out

of

your own skin, like moltiug, sbedding your ow¡r history and yoru own futute, leaving behind
everything yolr ever wer€

q

wanted

o believe in. (207)

The passage once again alludes to the temporal dislocation associaæd with war trauma, and

again suggests that this rupture

in experience confounds

memory, chronology,

ând

identity.

In each of the passages quoted above, a cn¡cial featr¡re of the dascription of trauma
is the fact that it constitr¡æs a different level of being, one which does not correspond to the

logic

of memory or normal experience (ttris notion, of course, also informs

Slaughterhouse-Five). The various metaphors employed

in the attempt to

describe this

phenomenon attest to its elusiveness, to the fact thæ it constitutes a rupture in lcrowledge
and memory. The idea that trauma may be characterised in terms of episæmological absence

is proposed by Canrth, who notes that'Vhat returns to harurt the victim [of trauma] t...1 is
not only the reality of the violent event but also the reality of the way that its violence has
not yet been fully lf,¡own" (Unclaùn¿d Experience 6). For Caruth, traumatic recollection is
evidence not merely of a buried or repressed memory, but rather of precisely the absence

of

any such psychic event:

Mhat

retr¡rns in the flashbacl is not simply ¿¡ eys¡qÀelming experience that has been obstn¡cted by a

later repression

u

amnesia, but an event that is itself constitutÊd, in pa¡t, by its lack of integration into

consciouness. ('Recapû¡ring' 152)
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Caruth argues that the insisænt, involuntary reûrrn of traumatic reminiscences attests to the

"the tntth oÍ

øt event, and thc truth of its incornprehercibility '

("Recapturing" 153,

emphasis in original). For Caruth, then, trauma's tenacious hold on the psyche is related to

tlre fact that

it

resists "integration inûo consciousness": the traumatised subject must

repeatedly feturn to an experience he has never really "known."

Canrth's account of trar¡ma as a form of history which both possesses and eludes
I

the traumatised zubject corresponds in significant ways with Fel¡nan's

Freud's "discovery"

of a form of "unconscious,

work

Examining

unintended, unintentional æstimony''

("Education" 24), Fel¡nan argues that tlre fact that a subject speaks of traumatic experience
cannot be read as evidence

very alienation from

ir

of his knowledge of that experience; rather, it may attest to his

"For the first time in the history of our culture," she argues,"

psychoanalysis rcco gnised

Ehatl one

doqs

not have

ûo posJeJs,

6

own the truth in ader to effectively beø witn¿ss to

iq thæ

speech as such is unwittingly æstimonial; and tbat the speaking subject constantly bears witness to a

truth that nmetheless contin¡æs

3o escape

him, a truth that is, essentially, rwt øailable to its own

speaker. ('Educatim" 24, emphasis in original)

Common to the work of Can¡th and Felman is the notion that trar¡matic testimony cannot be
equated with knowledge of

rauma

Alienation, Exile and the "Diasporic Subject"

Caruth and Felman suggest that the tr¿r¡matised subject may be the bea¡er of a form

of knowledge which he does not have-and has never had-access to. They

therefore
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imply that the victim of war traurna may be alienated or exiled from his own history. I¿ub
also discusse.s this

form of alienation, and argues that it may contribute to the dissolution of

identity; he claims that'þhen one's history is abolished, one's identity ceases to exist as

well' (67). Petar Ramadanovic identifres the notion of alienation and exile from self

as the

central thrust of Canrth's work She claims that in Canrth's writing, the traumatised subject

'Isrecognizedby itsinexticabletiestowhatcannotbe experienced or subjectivized fully,"
and concludes that "the subject

of trauma is thus, for Caruth, culturally and politically

a

diasporic subject, en route toward subjectivity'' (55). In focusing upon the notion of exile,
Ramadanovic evokes the sense in which the Eaumatised subject must constantly attempt to
return to the siæ of Eaum4 only to find he has no lnowledge or map to guide him there.

In

a

striking parallel, Tina Chen rcads The Things They Cønied as an exploration of

"a psychology of exile and displacement'' (77). She argues that "exile as a fluid and
inescapable experience rcsulting

from immersion in the moral ambiguity of the VieElam

Wa¡inflectsall aspeca of the stories tnThe Things They &rried'(80). Curiously, Chen
does not draw upon any recent critical u¡riting on trauma, but rather invokes post-colonial

theory. Neverttreless, she focuses on the fact that O'Brien's war experience "demands a
reconceptualization of exile: O'Brien is alienaæd from his nation, his friends, himself, and,

however counterintuitively, Viemanf' (80, emphasis added). She argues that 'the
displacement O'Brien experiences stems from his inability to ¿rccess the ways in which

Vietram acts as both home and land" (94). Minoring Caruth and Felman, Chen herc
addresses the manner

in which ttre trat¡matised subject may be cut off from their own

history, from even those experiences (like 'Vietram") which most insistently dictaæ the
structues of thei¡ memory and identity.
language and narrative

n

I

shall return to my exploration of the role of

The Things They Canied by considering tlre double role that

language may play in attempts to breach the psychic ruptures occasioned

by trauma- I \üill
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suggest that in The Things They Canied" language addresses the condition of exile and
displacement characteristic of trauma but also increases the extent of this alienation.

Language's double role is apparent in the short chapær titled 'Good

Fom," in

which O'Brien asserts ttr¿t "it's time to be blunf' (I79). Noting that he is indeed a wriær
who once'\ñ,alked through Quang Ngai province as a foot soldier," O'Brien concedes that
"almost everything else is invented" (L79).In emphasising the fictive components of the
narrative, this decla¡ation suggests another line of questioning: Why has it been necessary

for the author Tim O'Brien (as opposed to The Thíngs They Canieds

narraûor and

proøgonist) to produce ficrton about his trar¡matic war experience? Why would
straighforwa¡d autobiographical account not have sufficed? This issue

is

a

addressed as

O'Brien (the narraor) explores a crucial feature of his memories of the \Ãrar, one which
again suggests a form of absence lying at the heart of his taumatic experience. "Her€ is the

happening-tn¡th," he claims:

I was once a soldier. There were many bodies, real bodies with r€al ftceg but
was aftaid to

I

was young then and

I

look And now, twenty years later, I'm left with faceless responsibility ød facelcss gricf.

(179, emphasisaddd)

O'Brien here implies that the tenacity of his traumatic recall
amorphousness, its lack

is

rclated

to its

very

of deail and clarity, which is in mrn a product of his inability to

process and confront the ex¡nrience at the time

of its occurrence. Trauma's ænacity stems,

in other words, from the fact that he has never fully experienced or known his own history.
Just as he had earlier claimed that the tendency ûo "look awat'' gave rise ûo "sureal
seemingness" (70), he here describes a form

of

absence

which structurcs bottr taumatic

experience and recall In this respect, his account of tauma mi¡rors those
Felman.

of Canrth and
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of deparnue: "start here:

These considerations refer me back to my initial point

body without a name" (221). The parallels between a nameless body and
responsibility and faceless

gief'

experience and memory which

a¡e clear.

is

a

'Taceless

In both cases, O'Brien alludes to a level of

characærised

by

absence,

by its lack of deøil

and

certainty. Recalling another úaumatic incident, O'Brien again accentuates the fact that it
does not correspond

with language: 'Tor

a time no one spoke. We had

witressed something

essential, something brand-new and profound, a piece of the world so startling that there
was not yetanatnc for

it'' (76, emphasis added). The insisænce

and formlessness of such

taumatic recall confounds consciousness and undermines O'Brien's access to his own
history, rendering him an exile from his own past In a crucial statement, O'Brien suggests
that his act of u¿riting is related directly to those ruptures

in memory and consciousness

which ensure the inscruability of his history: "rvhat stories can do, I guess, is make things
prcsent. I can look at things I never looked at.
and

I can aüach faces to grief and love and pity

God. I can be brave. I can make myself feel again" (179-80, emphasis added). This

formulation of the power of fiction and narrative implies that in making traurna 'þresent

O'Brien is able to experience his history as if for the

fint

"

time; he is able to inhabit his

üaumatic past in a way not possible prior to the act of sûorytelling.

I-anguage enables O'Brien to engage

with a trar¡matic past marked out precisely by

its lack of stn¡cture and chronology. However, this account of the function
suggests that although language may enable him
nevertheless must remain other

to

engage

of

"sûories"

with his traumatic past, it

to the experience of tauma By naming bodies

and

"attach[ing] faces to grief," O'Brien's stories ascribe qualities to Þuma which do not
accord with its essential strangeness and otherness. Again, Canrth's account

'1oss

[...] of the event's

essential incomprehensibility'

of testimony's

is apposiæ here ('Recapûring"
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1f);

so too is Culbertson's decla¡ation that "we lose [...] certain dimensions of the truth

the ælling of

in

it''(191).

Metonymy and the Play of Difference

If O'Brien's

stories cannot hope to represent Eauma mimetically, "Good Fom"

suggests that they may

play another role. By providing the names and faces missing from

O'Brien's traumatic past, they serve to stand in for a psychic aporia" plugging the ruptures

in experience and knowledge which problematise O'Brien's history and identity. O'Brien
even observes that stories may serve

ûo

take the place of an absence

of memory, noting that

"stories a¡e for eternity, when memory is erased, when there is nothing to remember except
the sto4y''(35). O'Brien implies here that

by rcplacing Eaumatic recall, stories may indeed

serve to distance the traumatised subject from knowledge

of his history. The notion that

stories may serve to take the place of a gap in experience is also implicit

in O'Brien's claim

that "by telling sûories, you objectiS your ou,n experience. You sepa¡afe it from yourself.

You pin down certain truths. You make up others" (157). By conceding that it is essential
to "make up" aspects of his traumatic experience, O'Brien once again alludes to the manner

in which frction and

narrative may serve

to stand in for an absence of memory and

comprehension. With their precision and presence, the 'ma[d]e up" names and faces that

people O'Brien's stories paradoxically attest

trwithout

representing directly-those

aspects of traumatic experience which elude consciousnqss and memory.

In Chapter Four I
produced

in

û^e attempt

examined Silverman's argument that linguistic structures

to "bind"

Eaumatic memories constitute something radically

different from memory. Her position is again relevant here:
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Thememories in question are
æcunile

tohlly transfmmd by this binding operation;

to say that something

'se¡srhing else' is a signified,

else is put

c

iDdeed,

it

mignt be mqe

in place of the original hatlucinatory mnemic Eaces. That

ra¡her a clust€r of sig¡ifieds. (64)

Silverman's ârgnmgnl complicates fr¡rther the statr¡s of O'Brien's stories.

If

the sûories can

be understood as something entirely alien to memory, how might they be anchored to
üauma?

A possible response is thæ as linguistic substitutes for an absent history,

constitr¡æ meton)rms. Chen adopts this position, claiming that

substituæ terms

they

in the novel "stories act as

for Vieham" (84); she also declares that O'Brien uses 'Îhe art of

storytelling as [a] metonymt...l for Vietnam" (87).

Following Silverman, it may be claimed that the bodies (and parts of bodies)

n The

Things They Caniedwhich stand in for the elusive specüe of trauma are so transformed by
their naming and nanativisation as to no longer refer to or signify the original trar¡ma- Chen
addresses

this guü þ¡neen tauma and

ia meûonynic

substin¡æs

n The Things They

Canied. A crucial aspect of Chen's argument is her emphasis (informed by her rcading of

Bhabha) on the manner

in which metonyrnic

substitution gives rise

to the play of

difference:

Homi K. Bhabha asserts rhat ¡sûo¡]rmy 'must not be read as a form of simple substitution

c

equivalence'; rather, '[i]ts circulation of part and whole, identity and diffe¡ence, must be undeætood as a
doubl¿ tnoven etú' (5455)J In this way, metonlmy, even while substiû¡ting one term for another,

also insisæntly engages æd provokes the recognition of a laclc tbe rcplacing term only
signifying the replaced ærm. (84,

t Bhabha, Homi

K

e

pbasis in original)

The Location of Culrure. London: Routledge, 1994.

prtially
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Chen suggests that the act of metonymic substitr¡tion also involves a transformation, which

in turn gives rise ûo a "double movement'' between the original lack of experience and the
terms employed in its place. Refening to the "semiotic space between the nvo signs," Chen

implies that in atæmpting to pin down and freeze trauma, meûonymy may in fact give rise to
the play of difference, to the creation of a hybrid form of knowledge and memory "beyond
the capacities of either figure" (96).

O'Brien's act of storytelling arguably leads to the production of an episæmological
event which can be characærised as neither identical to tauma nor identical to krowledge;

rather

it may be seen to oscillaæ between these poles, existing precisely in

incommensurability, the space benveen them.

If ttre act of metonymic substitution gives

rise to the play of difference, The Things They
component

trauma,
spaces.

a

of any narrative

their

&nied

stnrctu¡e produced

suggests

üat this is an essential

in the attempt to attain lnowledge of

phenomenon which itself implies irreconcilable ruptures and unbridgeable

In exploring

these spaces, the novel employs a dialogic na¡rative súucture which

attempts to reflect the differcnce char¿cæristic of trauma-

The idea tløt The Things They Canied constitutes an exploration
apparcnt in tlre text at several points.
intended the story "Speaking

of

difference is

In "Notes," O'Brien claims tlnt he had originally

of Courage" to appear in an ea¡lier novel. It did not, he

claims, because it "had no proper home in the larger na¡rative. Going Afier Cacciato was a

war story; "Speaking of Courage" \ilas a postwar story. Two different time periods, t$ro
differentsets of issues" (158). Of course, The Things They Cnrtied contains stories from

both'time periods," afactwhich reflects its implicit assertion that "a true war story'' must
explore the dialogue between past and present in order to address trauma's "refi¡sal to be

simply located' (Caruth 'Trauma and Experience" 9). In another crucial reflection, O'Brien
notes that'Îhe stories that

will last forever

a¡e those ttrat

swirl back and forth across the
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border between

tivia

and bedlarn, the mad and the mundane" (87). This statement's

emphasis on the mobility

of narr¿tive-its potential

rcsonates with another passage

ûo oscillaæ

be¡veen opposing

tenns-

in which trauma is described in ærms of its dissolution of

bina¡y stn¡ctures: in wat, O'Brien claims, 'tight spills over into wrong. Order blends into
chaos,love into hate, ugliness into beauty,law into anarchy, civility into savagery

[...]

the

only cerøinty is overwhelming ambiguity" (78). Taken togetheç these two observations
suggest ttrat only narr¿tive strategies which embrace the play

of difference may hope to

capture something of the naû¡re of war trauma-

Exploring difference through

a

narrative strategy based on oscillation, dialogue, and

provisionality, The Things They Carricd conforurds the idea that narræive merely records
(or mimetically represents) previously existing lnowledge. Fel¡nan proposes an alærnative
conception of trar¡matic narratives and testimony:

This loowbdge or self-loowledge is neither a given before the testimony nor a residr¡al substantial
toowledge consequenli¡l to it. In itsef, O¡s howledge does not eist,
testimmy: it cannotbe separated ftom

ir

It

can only r¡nfold itself

it

can only

hoppn tbrough tbe

in the process of testifying, but it

can never becme a substarce that c¡n be possessed by either Ðeaker or listener, outside

of

this

dialogic process. ('Etlucation" 53, empbasis in origin¡l)

Felman suggests here thatknowledge of trauma is inexricably imbricated with the process

of stor¡elling. This notion is also evident in Kaplan's claim that "the tn¡th

[...] is clearly

not something that can be distinguished or separaæd from the story itself' (50), and Claude
Lantz¡nann's assertion that "no inælligibility, that is to say no tn¡e lnowledge, preexists tlre

process of transmission" (2M). Felman highlights ttre fact that ttre language

of

traumatic

narratives cannot be equated with understanding or cerainty; she claims that
testimony, language is in process and in trial,

it

'In

the

does not possess itself as a conclusion, as
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the constatation of a verdict or the self-transparency of knowledge" ('Education" 16-17).
Felman's argument sheds light on the ambiguor¡s function of language

n The Things They

Canied" a novel which espouses the power of narrative while simultaneously exhibiting
distn¡st of its capabilities.

Surviving ttthe otherness of deathtt

The language of The Things They
rather to the incessant play

of difference

&nied

attests not to knowledge

occasioned by

ir

of tauma, but

Furthetrnore, the novel implies

that the problematic status of its language may be traced to a specific instance

of difference:

the encounûer $rith death. In a ælling statement, O'Brien posits the notion that "at its core,

perhaps, war is just another name for death" (77). Death features in every chapter of the

novel. Four central stories stn¡cû¡fe the æxt and are told several times, each version
differing slightly from the last. In each insance, the story concerns O'Brien's witnessing

of the death of another. Robert Lifton argues that "rvhen one witnesses the death of
people, thatreally is the process of becoming a survivor" (Caruth "Intervied' 138). Lifton
accentuates tlrc importance

of the death encounter in taumatic experience, and argues that

"survivall'may be a mofe appropriaæ term for this encounter than "Eauma":

Focusing on survival, ¡¿¡þs¡ rhan on Eauma, puts the death back into tbe traumatic experience, becar¡se
sun ival suggests tbat th€re bas been death, and tàe sun'ivor thereføe h¡s bad a death en@unter, and the
death encor¡nter is central to his or her psychological experience. (Can¡th

"Intervied' 128)

Lifton's observations accord with the ubiquity and centrality of death

n The Things They

Canied Indeed, the novel may be read as an attempt to come to terms with survival, or
more precisely with what Can¡th calls "the very incomprehensibility of one's own survivall'
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("Traumatic Departures" 34). One cha¡acær implies that this taumatic survival resists
rcpresentation: 'Tt's almost like I got killed over in Nam" he cliaims, noting that this liminal
state is "hard ûo describe" (155). This formulation mirrors Slaughterhouse-Five's account

of the difficulty of narrativising the experience of survival beyond the encounter with death.

Clearly, death informs the novel's approach to language and memory.Implying that
the encounûer with death must be disavowed, O'Brien claims that'Tn Vietnam, [...] we had

ways of making the dead seem not quite so dead. [...] By slighting death, by acting, we

it was not the terrible ttring it was' (231). An essential component in ttris act of

pretended

disavowal is the use

of 'language trick[s]," which 'lnade things seem ûolerabld' (2L5).

Again, O'Brien Írccentuates the importance of naming, of ascribing the characteristics of
language

to a phenomenon which confounds urdersanding: "tlrey called it by

namcs," he notes, "as

if to encyst and desroy the reality of death itself' (17,

added). The attempt ûo "destoy ttre reality

other

emphasis

of deathl' may also be characterised as the

attemptto negate its difference, its uncanny otherness. In the course of a breakdown, Rat

Kiley implies that death constitutes a form of rurænable difference, "rambling" about "holv
cra.ry

it was that people who were so incredibly alive could get so incredibly dead' (218,

emphasis added).

Kiley's statement

suggests that the very

both the concept and the experience of life.

proximity of death serves

It suggests, too, that this proximity

ûo taint

threatens a

radical rupturc in identity and sanity.

Another passage explores the notion that language may be employed in order to
cope with the proximity and difference of death. "There
there

it is, they'd say. Over and over-

it is, my friend, there it is-as if the repetition itself were an act of poise, a balance

between crazy and almost crazy,krowing without going' (17). Language is presented here
as a device

forprocessing difference, a tool which serves to bridge a rupture in experience

and identity. In this respecÇ it ascribes a role to language which is remarkably similar to
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that identified by Laub. Like Felman, Laub challenges the notion that traumatic testimony
constituûes a vehicle for pre-existing knowledge:

The testimony in its commitm€nt to truth is apassage tbnough, and an exploration of, differrence, rather
then an exploration of identity, just as the experience it testifres to [...] is nnassimil¿þls, beca¡¡se it is a
passage through the ultimate

differenc€-tbe otberness of death. (73)

L¿ub's assertion ttnt death constih¡tes "tlre ultimate differencd' suggests one possible
explanation for the prevalence of death in O'Brien's stories: as an exemplary instance of
incomprehensible differ€nce, dearh eludes consciousness and representation. O'Brien's
rcpeated, repetitious attempts to process the encounter with death through ttre ælling of

stories attest to its radical otherness, a strangeness which permeates and dictates the
structues of memory and language. In short" the encounter with death may become a
logocentric principle of sorß, a term whose incessant presence is paradoxically a record of
difference and absence.

Conclusion

"Staf here: a body without

a na¡ne." Once again this statement serves as a useful

condensation of the themes and stnrcture of. The Things They Canied, encapsulating both
the disjunction benveen language and death, and the notion that this difference lies at the

very heart of traumatic experience.TheThings They Carriedmay be seen to stem from and
be stn¡ctured by difference. Traversing the spaces between past and present,life and death,
presence and absence, knowledge and incomprehensibility, truth and frction, and sanity

and madness, the novel also accords a great deal

of

significance ûo another form of

relationship: that between speaker and listener, author and reader, those who tell sûories and
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those who lisæn to them. This chapær concludes with some observations regarding this
relationship. I will argue that the inæraction intinsic ûo dialogue, and the fact tbat dialogue
constinræs aprocess,enable the exploration and the æntative, provisional undersønding

of

traumatic difference thatTh¿ Things Tltcy Caniedenacts.

In "On the Rainy River," O'Brien relaæs his encounter with "the hero of [his] life,"
"the man who saved [him]" (45), Elroy Berdahl. "On the Rainy Rivet''does not seem ûo be
a

war story, and Berdahl does not perform any acts tlnt might easily be recognised

heroic. Rather, he is simply present in a time of crisis: "He was there at the critical

silent, watchfrú presence" (45). Berdahl's significance lies

as

tim+a

in his engagement

with

O'Brien, in the fact that his silence faciliaæs O'Brien's o\iln act of testimony. O'Brien laær
explores this role

firther, explicitly identifying Berdahl as a wiûress: "He didn't

speak.

t...1 And yet by his presence, his mute watchfuIness, he made it real. He was the tn¡e
audience. He was a witness, like God, or like the gods" (54). Berdahl's afiention validates
and

affrms O'Brien, allowing him to situaæ his experience wiüin the realm of reality. The

role played by the addressee in the process of testimony is stressed by Laub, who argues
that the precise lack

of such poæntial listeners ensured that the Holocaust "produced no

witnessei' (65, emphasis in original):

To uderstand

it

one hes

to conceive of the world of the Holocaust as a wald in which the

imaginatim of.I}c, Otlu¡ was no lmger possible. There was no longer

very

an other to which one could say

'Thou' in the hope of being heard, of being ¡Ecognized as a subject, of being

answered" (66, emphasis

in original)

Laub's formulation suggqsts the basis of O'Brien's admiration for Berdahl, whose silence
constitutes a form of recognition of O'Brien and his plight Of course, in the majority of the

stories

tn The Things They Carried, no such witness is

present. As

I

noæd earlier,
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"Speaking of Courage" explicitly foregrounds the lack
protagonist's story.
address of nvo

of its

'In

of

anyone prepared to hear its

the Field" also explores this absence by tracing the unspoken

characters, Jimmy Cross and a

"boy'' soldier. Describing this "boy''

(the prcceding chapær suggests that it may be O'Brien himself), O'Brien notes that "his lips

were moving. Like Jimmy Cross, the boy was explaining things to øt abse¡tt judge" (169,
emphasis added).

In its dialogic form and its commitment to ttre logic of difference, The Things They

Carríei suggests the impossibility of testifying to trauma without a

'þint of reference"

(t aub 66). kr exploring the ramifications of the absence of witnesses to triauma, the text
explicitly addresses readers, "absent judge[s]" whose engagement with the text is crucial to
the process of testimony

it

enacts; Caruth ¿rrgues that "the history

inherent belaædness, can only take place through the lisæning

of a trauma, in

of anothef' ("Trauma

its

and

Experience" 11).In attempting to'tell a true war sûory," O'Brien relies on the participation
and reflection of others, whose acts of listening produce a dialogic relationship

"'

in which

uth" may arise. The idea ttrat truth or undersønding may emerge only through the

dialogic process of stor¡elling informs Kaplan's claim

tlut in the novel "what

actually

happened, the story's tn¡ttr, can only become apparent for the fleeting moment in which it

is being told" (50). IlThe Things They C-anied successfully speaks ttre tn¡ttr of trauma, it

is a tn¡th possessed by neither its author nor its readers. Insæad it resides
between, in an epistemological spaoe that conforms to the logic

rather than statement and identity. By inviting readers

somewhere

of dialogue and difference

to share this liminal spaæ,

The

Things They Caniedß able to (reþnact the imbrication with difference cha¡acteristic of war

trauma.In the conclusion

ûo

this thesis, I examine further the relationship benveen writers

and readers of war trauma narratives. Through a reading of forge Luis Borges's short story

'The Other Death," I explore the notion that the act of engaging with wa¡ muma narratives
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implicates readers in a set of incommensurable histories which confound notions of truth,

chronology and historical reference.
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Conclusion

664

sort of outrage to rationality":

History, Epistemology and "The Other Death"
The phenmenon of tfar¡ma t...1 Uotn urgently rrê"nânds historical awar€ness md yet denies or¡r
usuat modes of access to it. How is it possible t...1

o

gain acoess to a traumafic history?
Cathy Canrtht

The history of pain becomes tbe writing of

silence<f many

silences. This

is one of tbe ways in

which novels and storiqs may get history ¡e rhink again. Ever¡hing dee€nds on tbe tone md the

riming with which a silencp is koken æd on the u¡riter's ñdelity to what words can't reach. But
then what of the reader? Doesn't something happen to his or her comfort in the pocess?

MchaelV/ood2

Reading six novels about war trauma, we firequently encounter the notion that the
phenomenon must remain forever unspeakable and forever inscrutable, and yet each novel
seems

to constitr¡te an appeal of sorts, a desperaæ cry for empathy.

novels, we are therefore challenged
constitutes such a

private

to

h

grappling with the

consider diffrcult questions:

If

war

trauma

, why is it necessary for survivors to bear witness to

their painful histories? On what grounds could the survivor of war trauma and the reader of
trauma narratives possibly hope to meet? [.astly, what is at stake in the process of engaging

with traumatic narr¿tives, and why should such a process necessarily have a profound
impact on our ou,n conceptions of identity and history?

In addrcssing these questions, I

t Cathy Carutb, "Recaphuing the PasÇ" introduction to part 2, Ttztonz:
þloratíons

h

Memory, ed. Can¡th

@altimore: John Hopkins LIP, 1995) 151.

'

Michael'Wood, Chíldren of SíIcrce: On Concmporary Fíction (New York Columbia uP, 1988) 200.
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will

propose that the elusive nature

of war trauma complicates notions of history, reading,

and representation

Paradoxically, although

I

have stressed the difficulty of narrativising war trauma,

another recurrent theme in this thesis is the notion that ttre liærary realm provides a cultural

siæ which enables the articulation

of wa¡ trauma to at least some extent:

recall the

signifrcance of Sassoon's and Owen's poetry in Regeneration, Prtor' s identification with
the fictional

discourse

leþllÆIydeinThe Eye in the Door,

n

and the fact that science

Slaughterhouse-Five which reflects

Billy Pilgrim's

fiction is the only

experience

of æmporal

dislocation. It seems apposiæ, then, to explore the disruptive force of war tar¡ûia narratives

through a reading of one final story, an older text which anticipates many of the themes
explored in this thesis: Jorge Luis Borges's short story 'The Otlrer Death." Whereas the

realist style and omniscient narrative voice of the Regeneration trilogy serve to obscure
somewhat the difFrculties inherent

in

seeking ûo produce lcrowledge about tar¡matic

histories, such problems constitute the central concern of "The Other Death" (Borges, of
course, did not go to war, though

it is surely significant that the sûory was first published in

1949). Whereas Ba¡ker's novels imply the possibility

of representing "Otlrcr

People's

Trauma," Borges's tale suggests that the very act of attempting to engage with the tat¡matic

histories

of

others

is fraught with complexities. Crucially, it suggests fuitl¡er that

seeking to speak ttre tn¡th

those

of "Otber People's Trauma' may be inevocably transformed by

their encounter with divergent histories, and their own conceptions of memory and truth
thereby undermined.

"Ihe Other

l)eathtt

At the hea¡t of 'The Other Deatlf is an episode of taumatic reenacEnent The
narrator of the story learns indfuectly that an acquaintance, Pedro Damián, has recently
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died, his fi¡¡al moments occupied with the memory

of

a taumatic past; "he'd been ravaged

by fever, Gannon said, and in his delirium had relived that bloody day at Masollet''

Fictioru223).1\e nanator initially considers the news 'þredictable and even
(223), but the incident suggests to him *a tale of fantasy based on the defeat at

(Collected
t:ræ

Masolle/' (224). Conducting resea¡ch for this story, he meets

\Ãdth Damián's former

colonel, who tells him that Damián had behaved in cowardly fashion. Disappoinæd, the
narrator notes the unreliability of the colonel's testimony:
same stories many times

'I

realized that he'd told these

before-indeed, it all made me fear that behind his words hardly

any memories rcmained' (224). The observation implies the non-identity of language and
memory, and resemblqs Silverman's argument that linguistic structures may come to stand

in for and ultimaæly displace traumatic recollections (64); it rqsonates, too, with The Thin

RedLine's decla¡ation that "none of them would remember it'' like "a book." Researching

the history

of a trauma, the nanator encounters the first of

many epistemological

difficulties: the disparity between testimony and memory. Of course, this disparity is a
recurrent theme in the novels examined in this thesis.

The n¡urator's aüempt to identify ttre tn¡th of Damián's traumatic history is hindered

by the colonel's unreliable testimony, and his tale '3n¡bbornly refusels]

o find its proper

shape" (225); this description is redolent of Vonnegut's inability to frame his t¡¿r¡matic
Dresden experience. The na¡raûor's quest is ftrther complicated when he returns to speak

with the colonel in order ûo ascertain "one or two details" (225), but encounters instead an
entirrely different and incommenzurable history. On

fails

o

mention

remember the soldier, and "swear[s] t]rat

of any Dami&f' (225). Another

veteran

this occasion the colonel completely

[it] is the first time [he's] ever heard

of the war is

present at the meeting,

though, and he informs the narraûor that Damián "died as any man might wish to did'
(225), bravely leading the charge æ Masoller before dying of a bullet wound. Laær, tlre
colonel writes to inform him ttnt he now "remembeds] quiæ well the Entre Ríos boy
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who'd led the charge at Masoller and been br¡ried by his men at the foot of the hitrl (226).
Disn¡rbed by

the'truly enigmatic part of it alt the curious comings and goings of Col.

Taba¡es' memoq/' (226), the narraor visits Damiá¡t's home town, only to find tttat all
traces

of his exisænce have

disappeared, and that'hobody remember[s] him anynore"

(226).

In his sea¡ch for the faca of Damián's history, the nanator is frustrated constantly,
both by the elusiveness of any evidence, and by the contadicûory nature of the few taces
he does manage to uncover. What has begun as a simple narrative metamorphoses into a
metaphysical consideration of the nan¡re of history and memory,

s

the narraûor concedes

that he 'þass[es] t...1 to hypotheses" (226). Dismissing the possibility of "nvo Damiáru"

(226),he considers briefly the idea that Damián had exisæd beyond his death in the form of
a ghost:

That h)'pothesis is not conect, but it ought to have suggested the true one (the one that today

to be the rme one), wbich is both simpler æd mqe outrageous. t...1 This is the way
Damián bebaved like a ou¡ard on the ñeld

of lvfasolle¡, æd he trfu¡cd his life 1o

I

I believe

imegine it:

"s¡pçting

tbat

moment of shameful wealoess. t...1 In his dying agon¡ he relived his bætle and he acqt¡iüd himself

like a man-he led tbe final cùarge and ûook a bullet in his chest. Thus,
long-held passion, Pedro Damián
and spring of the

yea l90/' (2n,

did in

in

1946, by the

græ of his

tbe defeat at Masoller, which took place between the winter

empbasis in originet)

Crucially, the narrator can resolve the episæmological inconsistency of Damián's taumatic
history onty by positing the existence of "two histories of the world.In what we might call
the fi¡st, Pedro Damiári died in Ente Ríos

rgw'

(227).

in L946; in the second, he died at Masoller in

2n
Resorting to a supernatural explanation in order to account for

'b sort of

outr¿ge to

rationality" (228),Borges's narrator exemplifies the difficulty of situating war trauma with
respect

to linea¡ temporal or historical

structures.

In

other words, the "outrageous"

hypothesis forwarded by the narrator attempts ûo redress trauma's affront to historical
understanding. In this respect" 'The Otlrcr Deatlf' addresses the same dilemma that is
explored in the work of Cathy Caruth.

üke the narrator, Canrth observes that tar¡ma

cannot be situaæd in any one single historical location:

The history that a flasbbacl

tells-as psyc¡iatry, psycloanalysis d neuróiology equally suggest-

is [...] a history that literally

ütas

na place, æiùæ

in

the past

[...] nor in tbe pesent t...1. In its

r€eeated imposition as both image and amnesia tbe far¡ma thus seerns to evoke tbe difEcult truth

of a

history tbat is constiurted by the very incmprehensibility of its occunence. ('Recapüing' 153)

Caruth's formulation

of the "incomprehensibility" of a "difficult tnrth"

narrator's claim ttrat he has uncovered

resembles the

'h sort of oumge to rationality." Of course, the

na¡rator of 'The Otlrer Deafh" responds to this impasse through rcference to supernatural

processes, whereas Caruth argues that encoutærs with paradoxical histories should
encourage us to scrutinise or¡r own conceptions of history and tnrth:

I would proposs ihat it is he¡e, in the equally widespead and bewildering encount€r with
in its occ.urrence, and in the auempt

o

rndentand

it-that

we can

Þgn

to recognize the possibility of

a hisûory which is no longer straighÉorwardly referential (tbat is, no longer based

expøienæ æd refercnce). Throt¡g¡ the notion of

¡efererc is not aimed

4

on simple models of

rauma L..l we can rmdersønd ¡¡¿¡

stimin¡ting hisûory, but at resinrating

fa¡¡maåth

¿ ¡s-thinking

it in our un¿erstan¿ing,

of

that is, of

pecisely pemritting history to arise wbere ùnnudiue nfurstanding may not. (Unclaircd Eryerience
182, emphasis in original)
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Caruth's formulation of the relationship between üauma and historical understanding is
radically different

ûo

that of Borges's n¿urator, but in their different fashions each illustates

the same concept that tauma is incommensurable with existing notions

of tn¡th and

history.

Just as Canrth's analysis of the mechanisms of tar¡matic recollection precipitates
her inærrogation of the very nahu€ of "histo4y'' and "understanding," so too the narrator
comes

o

doubt his own access to hisorical tn¡th. Although he claims to have identified the

'trud' story of Damián's elusive histories, he stesses
tnre, and can describe only the way he "imagine[s]

that he merely "belíevelsf"

il'

(227, emphasis

it to þ

in original). kt

concluding, he concedes ttre unreliability of his own testimony, and reveals the extent to

which his inæraction with a fractr¡red t¡aumatic history has transformed him: "for the

momenf" he admits, 'I am not certain that I have always writæn tlre truth. I suspect that
within my tale there are false recollections" Q28). The fragile distinction be¡veen tn¡th and

falsity is further problematised by his claim that 'Tn 1951 or thereabouts

þel will

rccall

having concocted a tale of fantasy, but [he] will have told the story of a true event'' (228).
Foregrounding the manner in which narratives themselves enter the sûeam of history, the

observation again implias that ttre rclationship ben¡'een narratives and historical truth is
difFrcult to trace.

It

suggests, indeed, the impossibility of verifying the extent to which

taumatic na¡ratives conform to historical events.

While the narrator of "The Otlrer DeatH' may 'believe," "imagine," and ultimately
"suspect" the tn¡th, his encounter

with another's tauma implicates him in a set of

incommensurable histories which serve to undermine his conceptions of tn¡th, memory and

hisory. In its exploration of the episæmological disruption occasioned by encounters with
"Other People's Traum4" "The Otlrcr Death" is as much about tlre difEculty of producing

lnowledge about war trauma as it is about the nature of the experience itself; arguably the
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cental figu¡e of the tale is notDa¡nián, but the narrator. The sory may therefore be read as
an allegorical ¿rccount of the role played by witresses

ransformations and "suspension[s]

o traumatic testimony,

and of the

of disbelief' (Hartnan 541) demanded of

such

witnesses.

As readers of wa¡ trauma narratives, \ile may be characærised as witnesses to
"Other People's Traumao" and clearly there are parallels between our siu¡ation and that of
Borges's nanator. In reading the works of Barker, fones, Vonnegul and O'Brien, \ile too
encounter the themes

of

historical dislocation, the cowardice/manliness binary, the

strangeness of traumatic reenactment, and the disnubing oscillation benveen death and

survival. Like the narrator, we must reconsider our notions of history and tn¡th

if we a¡e to

engage these texts on their own tenns, as paradoxical and irrational as they may seem at

times. Lyotard proposes "an aesthetics of the menory

of the forgotten, an anesthetics"

(xxü). Examining this concept, Lawrence Langer argues that

as anesthesia

is the medical means f6¡ making one insensible, anesthetics @ls with the art of tbe

insensible (æd

in a ¡elaæd way, with

the non-sensible), plunges us

nonsense) of the disaster, reminds us thatno

qdinry

feelings

into the

non-sense (not tbe

wiü nâke us sensitive to the ameal d

such an unprecedented cafasüophe. (15)

Arguably, in dealing with narratives of war tauma we do not encounter "the forgotten,"
but rather that which can be neither forgotæn nor remembered compleæly. Nevertheless,

Langer's cornments suggest once again that

if

narratives

anything of the natur€ of the experience, and if we arc to be

is essential that we consider precisely those
explanation.

aspects

of wa¡ tauma may
*sensitive

convey

o thelir] appeal" it

of the stories which resist rational
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Conclusion

I have argued throughout this thesis that na¡ratives of war trauma confound notions

of history and tn¡th. Furthermore,
occasioned

by such narratives

I

have insisted thæ the epistemological disruption

constitr¡æs

dialogues betrveen readers and writers

the only ground upon which meaningful

of tauma

narratives may take place. These

arguments imply a set of questions which remain open: How might testimony serve to
ameliorate the isolation occasioned by ûauma, to lessen the burdens of traumatic histories?

If dialogic acts of æstimony somehow enable the articulation of trauma, what exactly might
they be said to articulaæ? How might we characterise a form of knowledge which is
manifested not as fact

or even ambiguons

statement

but rather as something wholly

different" something eh¡sive and evanescent? Of course, we must consider the possibility
that these questions may never be answered, that to seek to pin down the nafi¡re

of war

tar¡ma is to ignore the lqssons of a set of novels which insist upon the radical otherness
and

intangibility of the phenomenon. Nevertheless, the appeal implicit in trauma narratives

demands that we stnrggle

with such questions;

if

we are ûo respect the call of

these

(hi)stories, it is essential that we attempt to reconcile them with our own.

A

comr-non feature of. Regencration, The Eye

in tIæ Door, The Ghost Road,

Thin Red Line, Slaughterhouse-Fíve, The Thíngs They

Cttied

The

and 'The Other Death" is

that each explores the historical Eaces which stn¡cture ttre identity of the traumatised long

after the initial taumatic experience. Ultimaæly, each

of

episæmological and ethical diffrculties implicit in the very act

exist

in a hisorical

framework whose logic

is

these sûories addresses the
of.

confounded

sumivíng, of continuing to

by recurrent

involuntary

reminiscences which threaæn the fragile distinctions between past and present" fact and

fiction, self and other, and even life and death. In engaging with such narratives, we learn

24
ttrat the competing demands of cultural histories and private experiences of trauma ensure
that each sr¡n¡ivor is called upon ûo be the author of his own personal history, which is to
say his own sûory of the seemingly unbridgeable gulf berween past and present, public and

private. A cha¡acter in Cormac McCarthy's novel The Crossing describes "the history that
each man makes alone out

of what is left to him. Bits of wreckage. Some bones. The

words of the dead. How make a world of this? How live in that world once made?" (411).
The novels examined in this thesis suggast that in order to 'tnake a world" which may
accommodate the burden

of traumq it is essential for survivors

ûo share

ttreir intrusive

histories, to legitimaæ their survival by involving others in the process of reenacûnenl

Shoshana Fel¡nan contends that

"by virn¡e of the fact that the testimony is addressed

to others, the wiuress, from within the solin¡de of his own starnce, is the vehicle of an
occrurence, a reality, a stance or dimensionbeyond hírnself' ('Etlucation" 15, emphasis in

original). Like Felman, Petar Ramadanovic suggests that æstimony may provide

a

"vehicle" for a form of historical tn¡th which exceeds both wriær and reader. She argues
that'lraumatic history is lived in its rcturn" (58):

In [Cath's] t€rms, history æises where immediate understanding 'may' not arise. This history is not a
substituæ

fc

an rmderstanding of the [...] past but ratber an event tbat we

nay wimess at tlu

ttuoment

of its repetition. (58, emphasis added)

Ramadanovic implies here that what we encounter when we take part
process

in the dialogic

of æstimony is not knowledge or memory, but rather 'histoqy'' itself. We may

inquire how it is possible that history should a¡ise through the act of testimony:
and narrative may claim only a tenuous

link to the past" how might the

if

memory

language of

testimony serve as a receptacle for history? An answer to this final question is suggesæd by

Michael'Wood's assertion that "as both readers and wriærs keep learning, there is a silence

24s
in words as well as beyond them" (205). Paradoxically, in order

ûo

speak ttp truth of wa¡

trauma" wriærs must remain faitÌ¡ñ¡l to the very '\urspeakabilities" (Norris 509) which
cha¡acærise the experience, but this bind
absence and silence as surely as

is not entirely irresolvable; language may convey

it may attest to presence. If we

are indeed able to witness

history through the act of reading war frauma narratives, we perceive
shock of what must remain unspeakable.

it in tt¡e enduring
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